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PREFACE 

The research presented in this doctoral thesis grew from my interest as a clinician with 10 years’ 

experience as a speech pathologist working in dysphagia assessment and management, in the 

acute and sub-acute settings of ENT, Head and Neck Cancer and ICU. It was apparent to me  

the need for refined measures in oropharyngeal swallowing assessment to enable identification 

of the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms that contribute to the manifestations of 

dysphagia and to direct swallowing rehabilitation exercises. I have been provided with the 

remarkable opportunity to understand pharyngeal high-resolution manometry with impedance 

technology (P-HRM-I) under Professor Omari in the assessment of oropharyngeal dysphagia 

within the context of clinical cohorts of varying dysphagia severity with the clinical support of 

Associate Professor Ooi. 
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ABSTRACT 

Oropharyngeal swallowing difficulty (dysphagia) is a symptom resulting from impairment or 

disorder affecting the swallowing mechanism. The reported prevalence of dysphagia varies but 

in some patient groups can reach as high as 50%. Dysphagia is an important health issue as it 

can negatively impact quality of life and is associated with malnutrition, dehydration and 

aspiration pneumonia, contributing to increased health care utilization and cost. Videofluorscopy 

swallowing study (VFSS) is considered the current gold-standard of swallow assessment, 

however this method has no universally accepted set of quantitative measures resulting in 

variability in interpretation and subsequent treatment planning. Pharyngeal high-resolution 

manometry with impedance (P-HRM-I) provides precise and quantative measures of pharyngeal 

and upper oesophageal sphincter (UOS) pressures integrated with bolus transit. Unlike other 

swallowing assessment methods, P-HRM-I can identify and localise alterations in the 

swallowing mechanism and determine the underlying pathophysiological breakdown leading to 

dysphagia. This thesis endeavours to expand our understanding of the biomechanical 

swallowing patterns across a range of homogenous cohorts and following interventional 

procedures, providing novel findings that characterise dysphagia in these cohorts.  

The following P-HRM-I swallowing assessments were conducted in four homogenous cohorts: 

obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA; n=19), post- modified uvulopalatopharyngoplasty with/without 

coblation channelling of the tongue (mUPPP+/-CCT) surgery for OSA (n=21), critically ill post-

extubation and/or decannulation (n=19), and post-Head and Neck Cancer treatment (HNC; 

n=14); and as an interventional outcome measure in two cohorts: pre- and post- mUPPP+CCT 

surgery for OSA (n=10) and pre- and post-tongue base augmentation following HNC treatment 

(n=6). P-HRM-I Core and Additional measures were reported consistent with international 

recommendations.  

Novel and distinct biomechanical swallowing patterns were identified in the cohort studies, 

including: (1) altered UOS function with increased velopharyngeal contractile pressures in the 

OSA and post-mUPPP+/-CCT cohorts, (2) altered UOS function and increased bolus presence 

time in the critically ill following extubation and/or decannulation cohort, and (3) reduced 

pharyngeal contractile pressures with or without UOS dysfunction in the post-HNC treatment 

cohort; and in the interventional studies: (4) unchanged velopharyngeal contractile pressures, 

reduced meso- and hypo-pharyngeal pressures, and reduced UOS relaxation pressures post-

mUPPP+CCT surgery for OSA, and (5) no significant biomechanical changes following tongue 
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base augmentation. However, subtle changes of improved UOS opening and relaxation were 

observed and hypothesised to indicate more efficient pharyngeal bolus transit.  

The utilisation of P-HRM-I for swallowing assessment in the research setting has increased in 

recent years, albeit with inconsistencies in reported outcome measures and variable evaluation 

of findings with dysphagia literature, yet the expansion of P-HRM in the clinical setting has been 

idling in the face of existing barriers. The novel findings in this thesis are important for the 

provision of meaningful translation of P-HRM-I technology to the clinical setting. In each of the 

studies, the application of P-HRM-I to determine the underlying pathophysiology and localise 

the mechanistic alteration in swallowing demonstrates the utility of P-HRM for clinical dysphagia 

assessment, with findings that can assist clinicians to provide better tailored and efficacious 

dysphagia management. The P-HRM-I derived biomechanical patterns identified in these 

studies have formed the foundation for proposing a P-HRM-I Classification Framework to assist 

clinicians in the interpretation of P-HRM-I assessment findings, which aims to address one of 

the barriers limiting the uptake of P-HRM-I in the clinical setting.  
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THESIS SYNOPSIS AND OUTLINE 

The overall aim of this research program is to enhance the understanding of the swallowing 

biomechanics in different clinical dysphagia cohorts, using P-HRM-I measures. Unlike other 

swallowing assessment methods, P-HRM-I can identify and localise alterations in the 

swallowing mechanism to determine the underlying pathophysiological breakdown leading to 

dysphagia. This insight provides considerable opportunities for clinical translation of P-HRM-I 

into routine practice. Accordingly, the specific aims of this research program were to:  

1. Determine the P-HRM-I measures and biomechanical patterns that characterise 

dysphagia in four distinct homogenous adult cohorts with differing medical aetiologies, 

when compared to healthy controls. 

2. Explore the utility of P-HRM-I as an interventional outcome measure in two different 

adult cohorts and identify biomechanical changes following the intervention to determine 

its mechanistic effect on swallow function. 

This thesis is presented in 11 chapters (Figure I). In Chapter 1, a review of the current literature 

is presented that examines (1) the current understanding of the normal physiology swallowing 

with the underpinning anatomy and neurology, (2) the epidemiology of dysphagia with a focus 

on the four homogenous cohorts, (3) the swallowing assessment methods commonly utilised in 

clinical practice, and (4) the utility of P-HRM with/without impedance in swallowing assessment. 

This review has three aims: First, to provide an understanding of the biomechanical processes 

involved in normal pharyngeal swallowing and their complex interplay with underlying multi-

dimensional neural mechanisms. This provides a background for processes and mechanisms 

that are discussed in more specific depth within the thesis chapters. Second, to provide an 

introduction and overview of the epidemiology of dysphagia centring on the homogenous 

cohorts investigated in this thesis. Finally, to provide an overview and evidence review of the 

various swallowing assessment methods, including patient-reported assessment, clinical 

assessment and visual instrumental assessments, with more specific focus on P-HRM with and 

without impedance in pharyngeal dysphagia assessment. Chapter 2 presents the thesis aims, 

and Chapter 3 describes the overall methodology utilised to explore swallowing biomechanics 

in the four homogenous cohorts and two interventional studies. 
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FIGURE I: THESIS OUTLINE  

 

In Chapter 4, swallowing is evaluated in an OSA cohort using P-HRM-I. Dysphagia in people 

with OSA is currently gaining considerable attention, however the impaired swallowing 

mechanisms that contribute to dysphagia are unclear. P-HRM-I identified distinct biomechanical 

patterns in the OSA cohort compared to healthy controls, including altered UOS function, with 

an associated elevation of bolus distension pressure at the hypopharynx and increased 

velopharyngeal contractile pressures. These findings could indicate a neuroregulatory 

impairment of UOS function, presenting as a swallowing motor response that is less effective in 
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accommodating for changes in bolus volume and consistency. Additionally, the elevated 

velopharyngeal contractile pressures are hypothesised to represent a compensatory 

mechanism to overcome the UOS dysfunction. These novel biomechanical findings provide a 

more advanced understanding of the mechanisms that characterize altered swallowing function 

in people with OSA.  

Surgical techniques are currently utilised as a management option for OSA, however dysphagia 

has historically been reported post-surgery. The literature has predominantly reported on 

historical surgical techniques using VFSS assessment to assess swallowing outcomes. As a 

result, swallowing biomechanics following a contemporary surgical technique for OSA, such as 

mUPPP+/-CCT, have not been investigated. In Chapter 5, swallowing biomechanics were 

assessed post-mUPPP+/-CCT surgery and compared to healthy controls. This study was an 

extension of a previous study from our group, published in 2018 (1) with a small cohort (n=12), 

which has now been expanded (n=21) providing a larger data set for analysis. When compared 

with healthy controls, the P-HRM-I outcomes in the post-mUPPP+/-CCT surgery cohort 

revealed velopharyngeal contractile pressures that were elevated post surgery, which differs 

from historical reports of velopharyngeal insufficiency following historical surgical techniques. 

Additionally, elevated UOS relaxation pressures and intra-bolus pressures are indicative of UOS 

restriction during swallowing. The findings presented in this Chapter confirm our groups’ original 

findings(1), of UOS restriction during swallowing in participants post-OSA surgery. However, 

when these altered swallowing outcomes are considered together with those reported in the 

OSA cohort pre-surgery (in Chapter 4), the results are suggestive of biomechanical patterns 

associated with pre-existing OSA, rather than a swallowing impairment resulting from the 

mUPPP+/-CCT surgery.  

While the findings from Chapter 5 provide novel insights, a limitation of the study was that it did 

not compare post-surgical swallowing outcomes to pre-surgical baseline in the same cohort. 

The prospective evaluation of swallowing function pre- and post-upper airway surgical 

intervention for the management of OSA has not previously been conducted in relation to the 

mUPPP+CCT surgical technique. In Chapter 6, P-HRM-I was utilised as an interventional 

outcome measure to compare the swallowing biomechanics post-mUPPP+CCT surgery to pre-

surgical baseline in a moderate-severe OSA cohort. This study identified the following key 

biomechanical outcomes following surgery: (1) velopharyngeal contractile pressures were 

unchanged, (2) meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contraction pressures were reduced, and (3) UOS 

relaxation pressures were reduced. These biomechanical findings provide a new and quantified 
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evaluation of the effect of mUPPP+CCT surgery on swallowing function. Importantly, the results 

further supported the findings from Chapter 5 and Chapter 4, demonstrating increased 

contractile pressures in the velopharynx pre-surgery that remained elevated following surgery, 

indicating that the mUPPP+CCT surgical technique does not change these pressures. These 

are important findings that have clinical relevance for health professionals involved in the 

management of people with OSA.  

In the Intensive Care Unit, dysphagia is a concerning symptom that is frequently reported 

following extubation and/or decannulation. Aspiration is the most frequently reported outcome 

measure, however the mechanisms that result in aspiration or altered swallowing function at the 

time of extubation and/or decannulation are seldom studied. In Chapter 7, P-HRM-I was utilised 

to assess swallowing biomechanics in the critically ill following extubation and/or decannulation 

and compare these to healthy controls. Distinct biomechanical patterns were identified in this 

cohort, including increased Bolus Presence Time (BPT) and altered UOS function, which may 

reflect the effects of sedation and analgesia. An unexpected biomechanical finding was the total 

pharyngeal pressures did not show a significant reduction in the critically ill following extubation 

and/or decannulation. This finding challenged one of the proposed mechanisms of dysphagia in 

this population, namely neuromuscular pharyngeal weakness due to disuse of the 

oropharyngeal musculature. This novel finding highlights the utility of P-HRM-I to reveal 

mechanisms that may, but also may not, contribute to dysphagia in this cohort.   

Dysphagia is a well-documented outcome associated with HNC treatment. While various 

contributory mechanisms have been described, these have largely been observations from 

VFSS assessment. In Chapter 8, P-HRM-I was used to assess participants with moderate to 

severe dysphagia with a high prevalence of aspiration. The underlying biomechanical measures 

were determined and compared with healthy controls as well as correlated with visual 

instrumental assessment. Two distinct altered biomechanical patterns were identified in this 

cohort: (1) UOS dysfunction and (2) reduced pharyngeal contractility. Of these two patterns, 

only UOS dysfunction was correlated with pharyngeal residue and aspiration on VFSS. This is 

the first study where pharyngeal residue has been associated with UOS dysfunction in a post-

HNC treatment cohort. Although reduced pharyngeal contractile pressures were also identified 

using P-HRM-I, these were not correlated with pharyngeal residue, differing to previous 

literature. This significant finding reflects the inherent limitations of VFSS to assess pharyngeal 

pressures and analyse UOS function and underscores the utility and importance of P-HRM-I in 

this setting.  
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A novel procedure that is gaining recognition for dysphagia management following HNC 

treatment is tongue base augmentation, which aims to target reduced tongue base volume 

believed to contribute to dysphagia. Functional swallowing outcomes following tongue base 

augmentation using adipose tissue (fat) have been reported, however evaluation of the 

swallowing biomechanics have not been studied. In Chapter 9, P-HRM-I was utilised as an 

interventional outcome measure to determine the effect of tongue base augmentation using 

hyaluronic acid on swallowing function compared to pre-surgical baseline. The results indicated 

improvements in UOS opening and relaxation following the novel procedure compared to 

baseline, which are suggestive of a subtle improvement of a more efficient transit of the bolus 

through the UOS. Along with biomechanical analysis of pharyngeal contractile pressures, 

VFSS-derived outcomes were also assessed which showed no change in aspiration and 

residue following the procedure compared to baseline. This is likely attributable to the 

conservative volumes of hyaluronic acid that were injected in our study that limited the effect of 

tongue base augmentation on functional swallowing outcomes.  

Chapter 10 presents a synthesis of the individual P-HRM-I findings from the studies conducted 

throughout this thesis. Each of the P-HRM-I metrics are defined and discussed in relation to 

their contribution to the identification of abnormal swallowing features in each of the four 

observational study cohorts and the two interventional study cohorts, through which unique 

biomechanical pathophysiological swallowing patterns became apparent. Based on these 

identified swallow biomechanical patterns, the rationale and development of a  P-HRM-I 

Classification Framework is then proposed. Although this Classification Framework is 

preliminary and requires further validation, it has been developed to bridge an implementation 

barrier regarding interpretation of P-HRM-I swallow assessments for clinicians. Ultimately, this 

will support translation of this technology into clinical practice.  

Chapter 11 presents a general discussion that is drawn from the studies performed during the 

candidacy by interpreting the findings relative to each cohort in the context of the available 

literature. This includes an evaluation of the utility of P-HRM-I in the assessment of pharyngeal 

dysphagia, which is crucial given the potential of this technology to enhance the evaluation of 

swallowing by VFSS and FEES assessments. With this perspective, future directions of the 

application of P-HRM-I technology are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION 

Normal swallowing is a pressure-driven sequential process that occurs approximately 600 times 

per day and enables adequate bolus transit of saliva, food and drink to the stomach (2-5). 

Changes may occur at any of the biomechanical stages of swallowing, including oral, 

pharyngeal or oesophageal, resulting in ineffective bolus passage. Dysphagia (disordered 

swallowing) is a commonly reported symptom associated with a number of different underlying 

health conditions, which have a considerable impact on the individual and the broader 

community. Dysphagia has a reported prevalence of 16-20% in the general population but 

increases to as high as 50% in some specific groups (6, 7). It is associated with a range of 

comorbidities, including malnutrition, dehydration and aspiration pneumonia. These can lead to 

adverse health outcomes, affect quality of life, as well as contribute to increased health care 

services utilisation and hospital length of stay (7, 8).  

Currently, the gold standard for the assessment of oropharyngeal dysphagia is the 

videofluoroscopy swallowing study (VFSS), a radiological procedure where bolus movement is 

observed in connection with oropharyngeal structural reconfiguration (9). However, without 

globally accepted quantitative metrics, the clinical reporting of VFSS is predominantly subjective 

and dependent on the experience of the observing clinician (10). The limitations of 

radiographically-derived observations for the assessment of swallowing to measure the dynamic 

muscle changes prior to bolus passage and the generated pressures during bolus movement 

were recognised in one of the earliest publications regarding manometric evaluation of 

swallowing more than 70 years ago (11). Since that time, the technological advancements of 

manometry have led to the development of high-resolution manometry (HRM), which has 

considerably more pressure sensors along the catheter, typically with 1 cm spacing, to provide 

detailed analysis of muscle contraction and relaxation during swallowing (12-15). HRM with 

impedance (HRM-I) is currently considered the gold standard in oesophageal motility 

assessment (16-18) with the application of this technology for the assessment of pharyngeal 

swallowing increasing over the past ten years (19-23).  

This trans-nasal catheter-based assessment objectively quantifies swallowing function through 

combined analysis of the pressures generated from muscle contraction and/or relaxation and 

bolus movement that is captured using mucosal impedance measurement (16, 17). The clinical 
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application of HRM technology for pharyngeal swallowing assessment is now recognised as an 

emerging area of practice for speech pathologists in the United States of America (24) and 

Europe (22) and termed pharyngeal high-resolution manometry (P-HRM). However, in Australia 

the P-HRM technology has been research-related and not incorporated into routine clinical 

assessment (25), with uptake of this limited to a few research groups within teaching hospitals 

by the speech pathology profession. P-HRM has been used in pharyngeal swallowing 

assessment both without (26-28)(P-HRM) and with impedance (29, 30) (P-HRM-I) data.  

The information generated by P-HRM-I has the potential to address some acknowledged 

deficiencies of VFSS, enabling a comprehensive swallowing assessment (31). Only a small 

number of centres regularly use P-HRM-I in clinical practice, with barriers to widespread uptake 

including limited training opportunities as well as ambiguous clinical indicators for suitable use, 

such as which patient cohorts would most likely benefit (32). In recent years, there has been an 

increasing number of publications reporting the normative data of pharyngeal swallowing using 

P-HRM-I in healthy cohorts and in both heterogenous and homogenous cohorts of patients with 

dysphagia (21). However, considerable variability in data acquisition and analysis, as well as the 

reporting of P-HRM-I measures (21) contributes to difficulty understanding the technology in the 

field of dysphagia. Additionally, as dysphagia is a symptom of various underlying medical 

conditions and diseases, ongoing investigation into the application of P-HRM-I measures is 

required. An increased clinical uptake of P-HRM-I assessment in pharyngeal dysphagia 

necessitates further establishment of these measures in a broad range of clinical populations.  

The research presented in this thesis discusses and further establishes the contributions and 

utility of P-HRM-I measures for the assessment of pharyngeal dysphagia associated with a 

number of different aetiologies. It has attempted to expand the understanding of the 

biomechanical swallowing patterns across four differing homogenous cohorts. Please note that 

in this thesis, homogenous cohorts refer to participant populations according to their medical 

condition/disease. Additionally, longitudinal evaluation of biomechanical measures can quantify 

treatment effects on swallowing, as such two interventional studies examine the role of P-HRM-I 

as an outcome measure. The acquisition of new knowledge regarding pharyngeal mechanisms 

characterising altered swallowing function in various cohorts and longitudinally following 

interventions continues the progression to an evidence-base for P-HRM-I, which is critical for its 

future recognition and translation to the clinical setting.  
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1. BACKGROUND 

1.1 Anatomy and Physiology of Swallowing 

Swallowing is a dynamic sensorimotor event that provides two interdependent movements: (1) 

propels food and fluids from the oral cavity through the pharynx and oesophagus to the 

stomach, and (2) protects the upper respiratory tract by temporary laryngeal occlusion 

preventing aspiration (33-35). Swallowing requires the sequential coordination of both voluntary 

and reflexive contraction and relaxation of 26 pairs of muscles through the oral, pharyngeal and 

oesophagus (36). These muscles are innervated by six cranial nerves (CN): the trigeminal (CN 

V), facial (CN VII), glossopharyngeal (CN IX), vagus (CN X), accessory (CN XI), and 

hypoglossal (CN XII) nerves (37), described in further detail in 1.2 Neural Control of Swallowing. 

The swallowing sequence occurs over a short duration of time, with the oropharyngeal phase of 

swallowing ranging between 0.6-1 second (34) and the oesophageal phase ranging between 8-

20 seconds (38, 39). 

Contemporary knowledge of swallowing physiology has been derived from human and animal 

research using fluoroscopic, endoscopic, manometric and electromyographic (EMG) studies 

(40-42). The swallowing process is a continuous sequence of events that is commonly divided 

into distinct phases according to the location of the bolus (43, 44). The difficulty in delineating 

the phases is well recognised due to the interplay between them, however they are beneficial 

for descriptive purposes (41). The physiology of swallowing with the underpinning anatomy and 

neurology are described within the four-phases model: the oral preparatory, oral transport, 

pharyngeal and oesophageal phases (45), illustrated in Figure 1.1.  

 

Figure 1-1THE FOUR STAGES OF SWALLOWING.  

1 = Oral Preparatory, 2 = Oral Transport, 3-5 = Pharyngeal and 6 = Oesophageal (46). 

 

1.1.1 Oral Preparatory Phase 

Prior to the commencement of eating and drinking at the oral phase, perception of olfaction 

(smell) and visual stimuli prompt anticipation of ingestion and stimulate salivation, which is 

necessary for bolus preparation and transport (47, 48). The oral preparatory phase then ensues, 

which involves structures and processes within the oral cavity.   
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The oral cavity, also known as buccal cavity, is a chamber extending from the lips anteriorly, to 

the oropharyngeal isthmus posteriorly, at the palatoglossal arch (Figure 1.2). It consists of: (1) 

the vestibule, the space between the lips/cheeks and the teeth and includes the anterior and 

lateral sulci, and (2) the oral cavity proper, the space formed by the roof of the mouth (dental 

arches (alveolar bone) of the maxilla and soft palate), and the floor of the mouth (dental arches 

(alveolar bone) of the mandible and tongue) (36, 49). The palatoglossal arch, known as the 

anterior faucial pillar, consists of folds of tissue surrounding the palatoglossal muscle (49) and 

marks the border between the oral cavity and the pharynx, which begins at the 

palatopharyngeal arch (44, 50).  

 

Figure 1-2 FRONTAL VIEW OF THE ORAL CAVITY (36) 

 

In the oral cavity, the oral preparatory phase involves mastication of solid food mixed with saliva 

to form a cohesive bolus (50, 51). The duration of this phase is highly variable depending on the 

food texture, liquid consistency, taste, environment, dentition, hunger and motivation (52-54). 

This phase is initiated with the opening of the mouth and jaw to accept entry of the food/fluid, 

which occurs through the inhibition of the orbicularis oris muscle (innervated by CN VII, facial 

nerve), and depression and protraction of the mandible via the lateral pterygoid, digastric, and 

mylohyoid muscles (Figure 1.3) (55, 56). The food/liquid enters the oral cavity where the tongue 

forms a midline groove to receive the bolus (57). Movement of the tongue is then responsible for 

bolus movement within the oral cavity, which occurs through a complex and dynamic three-

dimensional arrangement of the intrinsic tongue muscles (including the superior and inferior 

longitudinal, vertical and transverse muscle fibres) and extrinsic tongue muscles (hyoglossus, 

styloglossus, genioglossus and palatoglossus) (56, 58). The extrinsic tongue muscles are 

shown in Figure 1.3 below. 

 

Figure 1-3 LATERAL VIEW OF THE FACIAL, EXTRINSIC TONGUE AND PHARYNGEAL MUSCLES 

(59) 

 

The anterior two-thirds of the tongue also relays sensory information (including taste, touch, 

pain, and temperature) via the lingual branch of the trigeminal nerve (CN V) (60). With the bolus 

held by the tongue, the lips close, largely through the contraction of the orbicularis oris muscle 
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(CN VII) (56). The jaw also closes, through elevation of the mandible via activation of the 

temporalis, masseter and medial pterygoid muscles (innervated by V3 mandibular branch of CN 

V, trigeminal nerve), which assists in oral containment of the food/liquid.  

For liquids, the bolus is held in the mouth between the anterior surface of the tongue and the 

dental arch of the hard palate or on the floor of the mouth (36). To prevent leaking of the liquid 

bolus into the oropharynx before the swallow, the soft palate muscles depress via contraction of 

the palatoglossus muscles (innervated by the pharyngeal plexus from CN X, vagus nerve) and 

elevate the back of the tongue to create a posterior glossopalatal seal (36, 61, 62), as 

demonstrated in Figure 1.4. During the swallowing process of solid food ‘stage 1 transport’, the 

food is positioned on the tongue and moved posteriorly on the occlusal surface of the molars by 

the tongue (36, 56). The buccinator muscle (innervated by CN VII) maintains the bolus 

positioning against the teeth (Figure 1.3. Mastication ensues, which reduces food particle size 

and prepares the bolus for swallowing. There are four predominant muscles of mastication, 

three of which contribute to closing of the jaw (temporalis, masseter, and medial pterygoid) and 

one to jaw opening (lateral pterygoid). The trigeminal nerve (mandibular branch, CN V) that 

innervates these muscles also transmits sensory information via the mandibular and maxillary 

branches, which enables modification of mastication as required. Sensory feedback receptors of 

the periodontal region and temporomandibular joint also function to modify movements via 

reflexive feedback processes, to continuously adapt throughout mastication (63, 64). These 

cyclic jaw movements are temporo-spatially coordinated with the cyclic movements of the 

tongue, cheek and soft palate (65, 66).  

 

Figure 1-4 ORAL PHASE OF SWALLOWING. 

(A) Bolus positioned in the mouth between the anterior surface of the tongue and the hard palate. 

The black arrows highlight the posterior seal of the soft palate and tongue to prevent liquid 

spilling to the oropharynx. 

(B) The anterior two-thirds of the tongue elevates to produce peristaltic contact against the hard 

palate as seen making a ‘v’ shape with the indicated grey arrow (45). 

 

Saliva contributes to bolus formation and preparation by altering the properties of the food 

through lubrication and secretion of the enzyme amylase until the food texture is suitable for 

swallowing (36). Saliva is produced by three paired glands: the parotid (stimulated via 

parasympathetic fibres of CN IX, glossopharyngeal nerve), and the submandibular and 
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sublingual glands (stimulated via parasympathetic fibres of CN VII, facial nerve), which accounts 

for 90% of saliva production (67). Saliva also has important functions in gustation (taste) (65, 

68), as a solvent, and facilitates the delivery of tastants (molecules sensed by taste) to taste 

receptors. The taste receptors are largely concentrated in fungiform papillae on the tongue and 

the circumvallate papillae in the sulcus terminalis (67). Taste information is transmitted via the 

lingual branch of CN VII (facial nerve) from the anterior two-thirds of the tongue, CN IX 

(glossopharyngeal nerve) from the posterior tongue and from the pharyngeal aspect via CN X 

(vagus nerve) (67). Furthermore, retronasal olfaction contributes to the perception of flavour. 

This occurs during mastication when air is shunted up through the nasal cavity and odour 

molecules emerging from the oral cavity stimulate olfactory receptors (53). 

 

1.1.2 Oral Transport Phase 

The oral transport phase begins when the bolus is propelled posteriorly through the oral cavity 

(50, 51). Although there is a recognised sequence of tongue movements during the oral phase, 

these are not uniform and have been shown to vary widely (58, 69). During ‘stage II transport’, 

the food bolus aggregates on the dorsal surface of the tongue and is transferred to the 

oropharynx in repetitive transport cycles during jaw opening (70). The jaw and tongue are 

stabilised by the contraction of the muscles of mastication (submental muscles) (mylohyoid and 

anterior digastric muscles (innervated by CN V, trigeminal nerve), and geniohyoid muscles 

(innervated by CN XII, hypoglossal nerve and C1-C2)), and the remaining suprahyoid muscles 

(posterior digastric and stylohyoid muscles (innervated by CN VII, facial nerve)) (71). During 

mastication, the chewed food aggregates in the valleculae of the pharynx prior to swallowing, 

which normally takes between less than one second to approximately 10 seconds (72, 73). 

Once a portion of the masticated food or liquid is suitable for swallowing there is increased 

tongue muscle contraction, which pushes against the palate with movements directed 

posteriorly (Figure 1.4 B) (43, 64, 74). This results in increased intra-oral pressure generation 

immediately behind the bolus, with higher levels of pressure at the approximation of the mid 

palate and posterior tongue (58), which is responsible for bolus transport to the pharynx (Figure 

1.5) (2).  

 

Figure 1-5 CHANGES OF INTRA-ORAL PRESSURES DURING THE ORAL PHASE OF 

SWALLOWING.  
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These include the: (1) Oral preparatory phase, represented by the preparatory phase in the figure, 

and (2) Oral phase, represented by the primary propulsive and intermediate phases, with the 

terminal phase indicating the return to pre-swallowing pressures (58). 

 

The soft palate becomes rigid via the contraction of the tensor palati (innervated by CN V, 

trigeminal nerve) and is then elevated via the levator palati (innervated by CN X, vagus nerve) 

to close the nasal part of the pharynx against the posterior pharyngeal wall, known as 

velopharyngeal closure (75). The space between the soft palate and tongue base is 

consequently opened, allowing for bolus transport from the oral cavity to the pharynx (Figure 1.4 

B) (45, 62). 

 

1.1.3 Pharyngeal Phase 

The pharyngeal phase is largely involuntary with the main function to ensure the airway 

protection during swallowing (76). The pharynx is between 12-14 cm in length and vertically 

spans from the base of skull to the upper border of the upper oesophageal sphincter (UOS) 

(77). The pharynx is commonly divided into three segments: (i) the nasopharynx, which extends 

from the base of skull to soft palate, (ii) the oropharynx, which extends from the soft palate to 

the pharyngoepiglottic fold, and (iii) the hypopharynx, which extends from the pharyngoepiglottic 

fold to the UOS (Figure 1.6) (78). The posterior nasal opening, soft palate, oral cavity, 

valleculae, epiglottis, laryngeal vestibule and posterior surface of the cricoid cartilage form the 

irregular shaped anterior wall of the pharynx, while the posterior wall is smooth and continuous 

(79). The irregular anatomy of the anterior pharyngeal wall results in asymmetrical pharyngeal 

pressure generation during swallowing (79, 80), which can vary between individuals based on 

anatomical differences. Reconfiguration of the pharyngeal and laryngeal structures occurs 

during swallowing in order to propel the bolus through the pharynx and UOS, while concurrently 

providing protection of the airway (81).  

 

Figure 1-6 ILLUSTRATION OF THE PHARYNX WITH ITS THREE SEGMENTS: NASOPHARYNX, 

OROPHARYNX AND HYPOPHARYNX (82) 
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The pharyngeal phase of swallowing is a complex, pattern generated response that is triggered 

by multiple mechanisms (51, 76, 83). Specific sensory mechanisms initiate the pharyngeal 

swallow and modulate the pharyngeal response. Bolus properties from the oral phase, such as 

taste, temperature and volume can influence this modulation (45, 84, 85). The sensory areas 

responsible for the pharyngeal response include the soft palate, uvula, dorsal surface of the 

tongue, faucial pillars, pharyngeal wall, and the pharyngeal surface of the epiglottis (sensory 

information is largely transmitted by the tonsillar and lingual branches of CN IX, CN X, and with 

lesser extent by the maxillary branch [V2] of CN V and CN VII) (44, 45, 86). Sensory stimulation 

functions to initiate and modulate swallowing, receiving mechanical, chemical and thermal input 

via receptors (48, 73, 87-90) predominantly located in the posterior tonsillar pillar (64, 91, 92). 

Bolus position at the onset of the pharyngeal swallow has been shown to be highly variable in 

healthy participants (93-95). On VFSS, bolus position at the initiation of pharyngeal swallowing 

has been shown to be below the tongue base and mandibular ramus across bolus liquid 

consistencies and solid foods in more than 90% (n=175/195) of healthy participants (95). Thus, 

the location of the bolus is not the sole factor that initiates the pharyngeal response (93, 96, 97).  

Following swallowing initiation, the pharyngeal phase involves an overlapping paired sequence 

of inhibition and activation of muscles of the palate, pharynx, larynx and oesophagus (34, 44, 

98). Although there is a consistent sequence of neuromuscular activity based on 

electrophysiology studies following swallow initiation (34), the temporal sequence of swallowing 

has been reported to be variable, at least based on visual instrumental assessment (99-102). 

The complex interplay of pharyngeal reconfiguration with simultaneous contractile pharyngeal 

pressures create a pressure on the bolus (intra-bolus pressure) to drive bolus propulsion (61, 

103). The mechanisms that assist with pharyngeal reconfiguration, including velopharyngeal 

closure, tongue base retraction, hyolaryngeal excursion and UOS opening and relaxation are 

considered crucial for effective and efficient bolus propulsion through the pharynx and UOS 

(103-107). Pharyngeal contraction, on the other hand, has only minimal contribution to the 

generation of bolus movement pressure but contributes to bolus clearance following propulsive 

pressure generation (5, 103, 108).   

During velopharyngeal closure, the elevation of the soft palate is driven by the tensor and 

levator veli palatine and contraction of the lateral and posterior nasopharyngeal wall (via 

contraction of the superior pharyngeal constrictor) eliminating nasal regurgitation (50, 56, 77, 

109, 110) and contributing to enclosure of the pharyngeal chamber assisting with bolus 

propulsion through the pharynx and UOS (105). The bolus is then propelled backwards to the 
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oropharynx through tongue base retraction via shortening of the external tongue muscles 

(hyoglossus and styloglossus, innervated by CN XII) pulling the tongue base posteriorly against 

the posterior pharyngeal wall (45, 78, 103, 111). The driving force of tongue base retraction is a 

well-recognised contributory mechanism for bolus propulsion (61, 103), evidenced by greater 

posterior tongue base pressures than the lateral pressures (80). Figure 1.7 illustrates the 

pharyngeal muscles that contribute to velopharyngeal closure and tongue base contraction.  

 

Figure 1-7 LATERAL AND PARTIALLY OPENED POSTERIOR VIEW OF THE MUSCLES OF THE 

PHARYNX (79) .  

 

Following velopharyngeal closure and tongue base retraction, the hyolaryngeal complex initiates 

superior and anterior movement, commonly referred to as hyolaryngeal excursion,  (78, 112) to 

transiently reconfigure the larynx from a respiratory to a swallowing function and direct the bolus 

to the pharynx and UOS (113). The hyolaryngeal complex comprises of the hyoid, thyroid 

muscle, thyroid hyoid membrane, thyroid cartilage, cricothyroid membrane, cricoid cartilage, 

cricopharyngeus muscle, trachea and oesophagus (Figure 1.7) (112). The antero-superior hyoid 

displacement occurs through the contraction of the submental muscles (mylohyoid, geniohyoid 

and anterior digastric) and the remaining suprahyoid muscles (posterior digastric and stylohyoid 

muscles) (3, 51, 71). The geniohyoid muscle is considered to be the major contributory muscle 

for the anterior hyoid movement, whilst the mylohyoid muscle is considered to be the major 

contributory muscle for superior hyoid movement (114). The extent and velocity of hyoid 

displacement is affected by bolus type and volume (115-117). The larynx simultaneously moves 

superiorly towards the hyoid, which occurs through contraction of the suprahyoid muscles, the 

larynx, and the thyrohyoid muscle (118). The anterior and superior movement of the 

hyolaryngeal complex creates a larger hypopharyngeal space, which results in a pressure 

reduction in front of the bolus and a negative pressure gradient creating a suction effect that, 

along with the driving pressure from the tongue, results in bolus propulsion through the UOS 

(Figure 1.8) (109, 119-121).  

 

Figure 1-8 LATERAL AND ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR VFSS IMAGES DURING PHARYNGEAL 

SWALLOWING WITH ADJACENT RECONSTRUCTION OF HYOLARYNGEAL ELEVATION AND UOS 

OPENING AND RELAXATION.  
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1 = Epiglottis, 2 = Laryngeal Vestibule, 3 = Arytenoid Cartilage, 4 = Oesophagus (9). 

 

Following hyolaryngeal excursion, pharyngeal shortening, which narrows the pharyngeal lumen 

reducing the distance for bolus movement, and pharyngeal contraction, which provides a bolus 

clearing force, occur concurrently (5, 121, 122). Pharyngeal shortening occurs through 

contraction of the longitudinal pharyngeal muscles (palatopharyngeus, salpingopharyngeus and 

stylopharyngeus muscles (innervated by CN X)) (5, 78), and pharyngeal contraction occurs 

through the superior, middle and inferior constrictor muscles (innervated by the pharyngeal 

branch of CN X via the pharyngeal plexus) (5, 11, 74, 123, 124). As the bolus passes through 

the pharynx, high pharyngeal pressures have been recorded at the bolus tail (determined from a 

combined VFSS and P-HRM study) (121), which is supportive evidence for the function of the 

pharyngeal constrictors in bolus clearance towards the UOS (Figure 1.9)(5, 103, 108).  

 

Figure 1-9 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE COORDINATED RELAXATION AND 

CONTRACTION PRESSURES OF THE PHARYNX AND UOS.  

At the UOS: a continuous basal pressure prior to swallow initiation, with a decreased in UOS 

pressure time (duration) and the relaxation pressure represented; followed by an increase in UOS 

pressure. At the pharynx, the increase pressure is shown from the beginning of the pharyngeal 

contraction wave with a peak (maximum pressures), followed by a decrease in pressures leading 

to the end of the pharyngeal contraction. Note the UOS relaxation occurs just prior to beginning of 

the pharyngeal contraction (125) 

 

During hyoid elevation the epiglottis simultaneously inverts (126), sealing the laryngeal vestibule 

and directing the bolus away from the larynx and to the UOS (Figure 1.8) (127, 128). The 

laryngeal vestibule, an air-filled cavity, is anatomically defined superiorly by the free margins of 

the epiglottis, aryepiglottic folds and the arytenoid; anteriorly by the posterior region of the 

epiglottis; laterally by the thyroid cartilage and aryepiglottic folds; and inferiorly by the 

thyroarytenoid muscle (Figure 1.10) (129).  

 

Figure 1-10 POSTERIOR VIEW OF THE LARYNX.  

Anatomical regions are shown, E = epiglottis, AE = Aryepiglottic Fold, A = Apex of Arytenoids, 

Ventr = Ventricular Fold, VF = True Vocal Fold, PR = Pyriform Recess, SG = Subglottic Area. 

Sensory innervation of these regions are shown: iSLN = internal Superior Laryngeal Nerve and 

RLN = Recurrent Laryngeal Nerve (130). 
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Epiglottic inversion is primarily considered a biomechanical result of laryngeal elevation and 

tongue base retraction, with hyoid displacement having a minor contribution (Figure 1.8) (131, 

132). Maximum epiglottic inversion occurs through the anterior tilting movement of the 

arytenoids, which allows for the contraction of the aryepiglottic muscle leading to adduction of 

the aryepiglottic folds, which further aids in airway protection (129, 133). Another airway 

protection mechanism contributing to airway closure is true vocal fold closure and close 

approximation of the ventricular folds (129, 133), which occur via contraction of the intrinsic 

laryngeal muscles, including the lateral cricoarytenoid and transverse arytenoid muscles that 

are innervated by the recurrent laryngeal nerve of CN X (Figure 1.7) (73, 134-136). The onset of 

true vocal fold closure has been reported to follow initiation of hyoid displacement, prior to 

maximum epiglottic inversion (133). Whilst these laryngeal events resulting in transient 

laryngeal closure are widely accepted, there are contradictory reports regarding the sequence of 

events (127, 128, 133). Regardless, accompanying this sequence of events, brief cessation of 

breathing during swallowing occurs with a duration ranging between 1 to 3.5 seconds (137-140). 

This is most commonly observed to interrupt exhalation, with completion of exhalation taking 

place after the pharyngeal phase of swallowing (138, 139).  

In the event that food or fluid enters the larynx, the laryngeal adductor and cough reflexes are 

the fundamental airway protective mechanisms that are triggered (141-145). These reflexes can 

activate following mechanical and chemical stimuli via afferent fibres of the recurrent laryngeal 

nerve of CN X (143, 144, 146, 147). Sensory innervation of the true vocal folds and the 

laryngeal vestibule is via the internal branch of the superior laryngeal nerve of CN X, and the 

subglottic area is via the recurrent laryngeal nerve of CN X (Figure 1.10) (148). Following 

stimulation, the laryngeal adductor reflex results in bilateral vocal fold adduction that temporarily 

closes the glottis (130, 147). The cough reflex involves an initial inspiration, followed by forceful 

exhalation against adducted vocal folds causing increased subglottic pressure and a reduced 

tracheal size, and terminates with the opening of the glottis with explosive vigour to expel the 

material (146, 149).  

After laryngeal mechanisms direct the bolus away from the larynx, it travels to the UOS, also 

known as the pharyngoesophageal segment, which separates the pharynx from the 

oesophagus (79). The UOS comprises of the cricopharyngeus muscles, cervical oesophageal 

fibres and oblique thyropharyngeal fibres of the inferior pharyngeal constrictor (Figure 1.7) (150, 

151). Of these muscles, the cricopharyngeus muscles primarily contribute to changes in UOS 

pressures during swallowing (152). The pressure generation at the UOS is asymmetrical, due to 
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the asymmetrical anatomy of the UOS, with higher pressure generation in the anterior-posterior 

direction (153). 

Bolus movement through the UOS to the oesophagus is facilitated by coupled changes in UOS 

pressure and opening, which are initiated early during swallowing prior to pharyngeal 

contraction (Figure 1.11)(154-156).The progression of UOS opening and bolus movement 

through the UOS includes the following sequence: (1) prior to the antero-superior movement of 

the hyolaryngeal complex, the UOS is contracted at rest (79, 157); (2) during hyolaryngeal 

excursion, an increased pressure on the UOS occurs as the hyolaryngeal complex pulls on the 

UOS, initiating UOS opening (105, 133) represented by sub-atmospheric pressures (158); (3) 

UOS relaxation ensues, through the relaxation of the cricopharyngeus muscle (via inhibition of 

the pharyngeal plexus and recurrent laryngeal nerve of CN X), over a duration of approximately 

0.5 seconds (150); (4) the UOS elevates approximately 2-2.5 cm, termed the UOS apogee 

(highest point) (150, 159); (5) as the bolus moves through the opened UOS with resulting 

muscle force against the bolus producing an intra-bolus pressures, which widens the UOS 

further (158); (6) As the bolus passes, UOS distension pressure reduces. This leads to 

contraction of the pharyngoesophageal segment muscles, which closes the UOS lumen causing 

a transient rise in UOS pressures; (7) UOS pressures then return to pre-swallow baseline (104, 

152, 154, 160-163); (8) as the bolus moves through the UOS, UOS contraction and the descent 

of the hyolaryngeal complex function to assist in bolus propulsion to the oesophagus and 

prevent regurgitation and aspiration (164). 

 

Figure 1-11 IN THE VFSS IMAGE AT THE TOP, THE UOS MOVEMENT RELATIVE TO THE HYOID IS 

SHOWN.  

The white arrows represent the direction of movement of the hyoid and the UOS sphincter. 

Sideways arrow = static (no changes), Downwards arrow = decreasing, and upwards arrow =  

increasing. In the diagram at the bottom, changes of UOS pressure and opening diameter during 

swallowing are illustrated.  (154). 

 

1.1.4 Oesophageal Phase 

The oesophageal phase of swallowing is initiated when the bolus arrives at the oesophagus, 

and terminates once the bolus passes through the lower oesophageal sphincter (76). The 

oesophagus is a flattened muscular tube ranging between 18-26 cm and can be divided into 

three regions: the (1) cervical, (2) thoracic, and (3) abdominal regions (165). The proximal 
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aspect of the oesophagus consists of striated muscle, whereas the distal region consists of 

smooth muscle. The transition area between the striated and smooth muscle, known as the 

transition zone, constitutes both striated and smooth muscle and is approximately 4-8 cm in 

length (166). At rest, the upper and middle oesophageal regions are collapsed, whilst the distal 

region is rounded with no tone or rhythm activity (34).  

Bolus flow along the oesophagus is characterized by bolus deceleration, stasis, and then 

acceleration again. Pharyngeal peristaltic contractions stimulate primary oesophageal peristalsis 

through innervation by vagal fibres of CN X (167). This sequential peristaltic pattern responsible 

for bolus propulsion through the oesophagus occurs through the activity of the two 

perpendicular opposing oesophageal muscular layers: an external layer of longitudinal fibres 

and internal circular muscle fibres (165). Propagation occurs down the oesophageal length: the 

oesophagus dilates distal to the bolus via contraction of the longitudinal muscles and relaxation 

of the circular muscles (167, 168). The proximal oesophageal region has significantly shorter 

swallowing reflex latency than the distal oesophageal region (169), indicating that afferent 

nerves are more superficial in the mucosa of the proximal oesophagus, than the lower 

oesophagus (170). When the bolus reaches the distal oesophagus, it triggers inhibitory 

feedback mechanisms to the smooth muscles in the lower oesophageal sphincter (LOS) 

causing relaxation. This allows the LOS to open and the food bolus to pass into the stomach. 

Once the bolus is in the stomach, the LOS returns to a high pressure zone, which functions to 

prevent reflux of the stomach contents (34). Oesophageal transit time differs depending on fluid 

consistency, ranging between 10-29 seconds (39).  

Pharyngeal mechanisms have been shown to determine the extent of propulsion of the bolus 

into the oesophagus before peristaltic contribution takes over (171). Effectiveness of 

oesophageal contractility is dependent on the frequency of pharyngeal swallows (172). These 

findings suggest that the pharyngeal and oesophageal phases of swallowing are not completely 

separate entities and that some interaction likely exists between pharyngeal swallowing 

manoeuvres and oesophageal motility (173-175).  

Overall, the physiological act of swallowing requires the sequential coordination of both 

voluntary and reflexive contraction and relaxation of many muscle groups for 

efficacious bolus transport to the stomach (36). The four-stage model of swallowing 

has been outlined with a description of each of the phases: oral preparatory, oral, 

pharyngeal and oesophageal (45), including anatomical descriptions of pertinent 
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muscle groups and associated cranial nerves (V, VII, IX, X, and XII)(37). The delicate 

coordination of these cranial nerves through additional neural control mechanisms for 

swallowing are important to understand and are described in the following Section, 

Neural Control of Swallowing. 
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1.2 Neural Control of Swallowing 

The neural control of swallowing is complex and multi-dimensional, and involves: (1) peripheral 

control, which influences and modulates the swallow through the sensory and motor functions of 

the cranial nerves, (2) brainstem control, which occurs through a central pattern generator 

(CPG) for swallowing that is located in the brainstem and functions to coordinate a stereotyped 

sequential motor activation and swallow pattern, and (3) cortical control, which includes cortical 

and subcortical brain regions and has an important role in the initiation and coordination of the 

swallow (34, 41, 44, 176-178). A brief review is outlined and represented in Figure 1.12 below. 

 

 

Figure 1-12 MULTI-DIMENSIONAL NEURAL SCHEME REPRESENTATIVE OF THE OROPHARYNGEAL 

SWALLOW AND PRIMARY PERISTALSIS IN THE OESOPHAGEAL PHASE OF SWALLOWING (177) 

 

1.2.1 Peripheral Control of Swallowing 

The peripheral nervous system plays an integral role in swallowing. Although the CPG is 

somewhat autonomous in its sequential response, it depends on sensory input from cranial 

nerves for both the initiation and modulation of the swallow as outlined in Figure 1.12 (34). 

Afferent inputs from cranial nerves transmit mechanical (tactile, proprioceptive, tension), 

thermal, and chemical information to their brainstem relay nuclei, often converging in the solitary 

tract and ending in the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) (34, 48, 179). This can result in 

activation or modulation of the swallowing CPG, where there is accommodation of the efferent 

motor response according to the bolus characteristics (34, 180, 181). For instance, modulation 

of the pharyngeal swallow motor pattern, such as reconfiguration of the duration and pressure 

exerted by the pharyngeal and UOS surfaces to allow for adequate bolus accommodation, has 

been demonstrated in response to different bolus volumes, consistencies and textures in 

healthy participants through videofluoroscopic, manometric and surface electromyography 

studies (85, 99, 100, 102, 104, 159, 180, 182-188). Increased bolus volumes have been shown 

to result in increased lingual pressure (186), earlier onset of hyoid anterior and superior 

movement (159, 187), increased pharyngeal transit (85, 182, 184), earlier UOS opening (85, 

104, 159), and increased UOS opening extent and duration (85, 104, 106, 159, 182, 184, 189). 

Although increased liquid viscosity has been less consistently reported to modify bolus 

accommodation when compared to increased volume (190, 191), it has been associated with 
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increased tongue pressure (188), increased pharyngeal transit (185), earlier hyoid movement 

(117), increased pharyngeal pressure (159) and prolonged UOS opening (192).  

Multiple cranial nerves have important sensory and motor functions in the peripheral control of 

swallowing (76) and have been described with their specific function in Section 1.1. The 

following provides an overview of the neuroanatomy of these structures. The cranial nerves are 

organised in columns in the tegmentum of the brain stem. This forms the core of the brainstem 

with the cranial nerve cell bodies in either the floor of the IV ventricle or in the reticular formation 

(64). The medulla contains the pyramidal decussation, where motor efferents that originate in 

one cerebral hemisphere cross to the contralateral side (193). The motor nuclei associated with 

swallowing that emerge from the pons include the trigeminal (CN V) and facial nerves (CN VII); 

whereas the glossopharyngeal (CN IX), vagus (CN X), accessory (CN XI) and hypoglossal (CN 

XII) nerves emerge from the medulla (193). 

The trigeminal nerve (CN V) contains both sensory and motor fibres. It has three branches: 

opthalmic and maxillary, containing sensory fibres, and the mandibular branch with mixed 

sensory and motor fibres (64). The facial nerve (CN VII) has both sensory and motor fibres and 

divides into five branches: the temporal, zygomatic, buccal, marginal mandibular and cervical 

branches (194). The glossopharyngeal (CN IX) is a mixed sensory-motor cranial nerve. The 

motor efferent pathways originate from two nuclei of the medulla: the parasympathetic nuclei, 

also known as the salivary inferior nucleus, and the visceral efferent from the nucleus 

ambiguous. The pharyngeal branch of CN IX joins the pharyngeal plexus (CN IX, X and XI via 

X). The vagus nerve (CN X) is a mixed sensory-motor nerve and innervates smooth, skeletal 

and cardiac muscle (194). CN X originates from the posterior cranial fossa and has six 

branches: auricular, carotid body, pharyngeal, superior laryngeal, cardiac and recurrent 

laryngeal. The accessory nerve (CN XI) is a somatic nerve that consists of spinal and cranial 

portions. The spinal portion contains somatic motor fibres that arise from the nucleus in the 

ventral horn of C2 - C4 roots. The cranial portion contains general visceral efferent fibres 

originating from the nucleus ambiguous, and joins the visceral efferent fibres of the vagus nerve. 

The hypoglossal nerve (CN XII) has a solely motor function. It carries the fibres of the superior 

root of the ansa cervicalis, which is a loop of nerves that are part of the cervical plexus (37, 

194).   
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1.2.2 Brainstem Control of Swallowing 

The brainstem control of swallowing is coordinated by functional circuits of interneurons, which 

are collectively known as the central pattern generator (CPG) of swallowing (33). Whilst cortical, 

subcortical, and peripheral inputs can influence the initiation and modulation of a swallow, the 

CPG of swallowing coordinates a timing pattern and a predictable and replicable motor swallow 

sequence independent from sensory feedback (Figure 1.12)(86, 195, 196). A CPG for 

swallowing was first proposed in early work by Meltzer (33) and is still widely accepted in 

contemporary literature. Current understanding is largely based on experimental microelectrode, 

lesion and anatomic tract tracing animal studies, however consensus has not been reached as 

to the exact location of the swallow interneurons (34, 197-201). CPG control mechanisms have 

also been identified in other coordinated processes, such as locomotion, mastication, respiration 

and cardiovascular regulation; the latter systems having neurons that share the same medullary 

sites as the swallowing neurons (202, 203). The shared pools of interneurons (also known as 

premotor neurons), which can also serve other central networks, enable the patterned 

swallowing response to occur in coordination with associated systems, such as respiration and 

mastication (34, 44, 193, 203-205). The swallowing CPG consists of two hemi-CPGs, which are 

located on each side of the medulla oblongata. It involves several brainstem motor nuclei and is 

formed by two main groups of interneurons: (1) the dorsal swallowing group (DSG), which is 

positioned within the nucleus tractus solitarus (NTS) and the adjacent dorsal medullary reticular 

formation, and (2) the ventral swallowing group (VSG), which is positioned in the ventrolateral 

medulla adjacent to the nucleus ambiguous (34, 195, 206). The two hemi-CPGs closely 

synchronise the coordinated bilateral contraction of the striated oral, pharyngeal and 

oesophageal muscles. The pharyngeal swallowing motor sequence is mostly generated in the 

ipsilateral hemi-CPG, which transfers the swallowing pre-motoneuron signals to the 

contralateral CPG (34, 207).   

The DSG is located within the NTS, a primary sensory relay, and the interneurons in the DSG 

primarily receive and integrate sensory information (198, 208, 209). The NTS, specifically the 

intermediate, interstitial and ventral NTS subnuclei, is the principal sensory nucleus of the 

pharynx and oesophagus (76, 196, 201, 208). As depicted in Figure 13, the trigeminal (CN V), 

glossopharyngeal (CN IX) and vagus (CN X) nerves transmit peripheral sensory input to their 

brainstem relay nuclei to the NTS (124). Electrical stimulation studies in animals have shown 

that the superior laryngeal nerve (SLN) branch of the vagus nerve (CN X) and the pharyngeal 

branch of the glossopharyngeal nerve (CN IX) activate the interneurons in the DSG with the 
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shortest latency compared to other interneurons in the brainstem (76, 195, 205). Neurons in the 

DSG are responsible for the generation, coordination and timing of the sequential swallow 

pattern (34, 44). The output of the DSG is then projected to the VSG, also shown in Figure 4 

(33). The VSG interneurons distribute this output to the numerous pools of motoneurons (34, 

195), such as the nucleus ambiguous (NA), which comprises of the motoneurons of the 

glossopharyngeal (CN IX) and vagus (CN X) nerves that innervate the striated muscles of the 

pharynx, larynx and oesophagus (198, 204, 206); the trigeminal (CN V), facial (CN VII), and 

hypoglossal (CN XII) cranial nerves; the cervical spine neurons (C1 and C3); and the dorsal 

motor nucleus of the vagus nerve (CN X) which is responsible for the motor output of the distal 

oesophagus (195, 208). The activations of the VSG interneurons, when compared with the DSG 

interneurons, are considered to have greater overlap and increased latency and variability, 

suggesting greater polysynaptic connections (60, 198, 209). The VSG interneurons are also 

known as ‘switching’ neurons, as they are considered to contribute to the timing of activation of 

the motoneurons during swallowing (204).  

There is suggestion that the pons and the cerebellum have a functional role in swallowing due 

to the close anatomic proximity and connectivity to the swallowing-related areas in the medulla 

in the brainstem (210-212). However, their exact role or extent of involvement are uncertain.  

 

 

1.2.3 Cortical Control of Swallowing 

The cortical and sub-cortical structures have a crucial role in the initiation and regulation of 

swallowing, which modulate the brainstem motor pattern (Figure 1.12)(213). Significant 

advancements in functional brain imaging techniques over the past decade have identified the 

cortical and sub-cortical structures activated during swallowing (41, 176). However, the specific 

structures involved and their significance for swallowing input remain poorly understood (214). 

Currently, it is largely accepted that the neurophysiology of swallowing involves multiple levels 

of the brain including the cortex, subcortex, cerebellum and brainstem that modulate one 

another (176, 215, 216). The main cortical and subcortical areas active during swallowing 

include: the sensorimotor cortex, sensorimotor integration areas, the insula and frontal 

operculum, the anterior cingulate cortex, supplementary motor areas, cuneus, precuneus, 

temporal lobe, orbitofrontal cortex, cerebellum, and less frequently reported: the posterior 
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cingulate cortex and basal ganglia (214, 217-219). Although the grey matter of these structures 

has been the focus of research in the cortical control of swallowing, there is emergent interest in 

the function of white matter (220).  

The cortical and subcortical structures activated are distinct during reflexive and voluntary 

swallowing. Reflexive swallowing results in bilateral activation of the primary somatosensory 

and motor cortices (221). In contrast, volitional swallowing requires initiation and execution of 

the swallowing act as well as cue recognition and planning of the event (221). During voluntary 

swallowing, activation of the intermediate and caudal anterior cingulate cortex and the lateral 

aspect of the insula and the swallowing CPG in the brainstem occurs (218). However, the 

potentials required to initiate a voluntary swallow differ between individuals (222, 223), and are 

attributed to differences in activation in these cortical regions (35). Further, variability in 

voluntary swallow initiation is speculated to be associated with the chemosensory input 

transmitted via the supramedullary neural mechanism. However, the extent to which the 

supramedullary neurons, peripheral input and brainstem neurons contribute remains unknown 

(222). 

Although the exact role of sensory input required by the cortical system during volitional 

swallowing remains unknown, it is recognised to have an important modulatory function in 

cortical control of swallowing, (176, 181, 224-227). Neuroimaging of human swallowing can 

determine specific activated brain regions in response to peripheral sensory stimulation 

associated with swallowing (181). For example, water infusion to the hypopharynx was shown to 

activate the caudolateral sensorimotor cortex, which is important for the initiation of the swallow; 

and volitional tongue movement was shown to activate more superior regions in the 

sensorimotor cortex (225). 

 

The neural control of swallowing is complex and multi-dimensional. It involves 

peripheral, brainstem and cortical mechanisms (34, 41, 44, 176-178). Whilst cortical, 

subcortical, and peripheral inputs can influence the initiation and modulation of a 

swallow, the brainstem output coordinates a timing pattern of a predictable motor 

swallow sequence independent from sensory feedback (86, 195, 196). This neural 

control is required for the sequential coordination of both voluntary and reflexive 

contraction and relaxation of 26 pairs of muscles of the oral, pharyngeal and 
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oesophageal phases of swallowing (36). Impairment of any component of this complex 

system can result in dysphagia. 
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1.3 Epidemiology of Dysphagia  

Dysphagia derives from the Greek word dys meaning disordered, and phago meaning to eat or 

swallow (177). Dysphagia is recognised by the World Health Organization (228) as a medical 

disability of the digestive system. It is categorised as either: (1) oropharyngeal dysphagia, which 

is associated with pharyngeal and/or upper oesophageal sphincter dysfunction, or (2) 

oesophageal dysphagia, which is due to oesophageal dysfunction (229). Oesophageal 

dysphagia is beyond the scope of this review and thesis and will, therefore, not be further 

explored. Oropharyngeal dysphagia is defined as the aberrant disruption of the motor and/or 

sensory function of the upper aerodigestive tract (9), which manifests as a disturbance of the 

oral and/or pharyngeal phases of swallowing (22). The causes of oropharyngeal dysphagia can 

be broadly classified into groups according to the underlying pathology, including mechanical, 

iatrogenic, infectious, neuromuscular or neurological causes (9, 37). Clinical observations of 

oropharyngeal dysphagia may present with symptoms such as liquid or food spillage from the 

lips, drooling, nasal regurgitation, coughing and/or regurgitation. Additional indirectly observed 

symptoms suggestive of oropharyngeal dysphagia include weight loss, repeated aspiration 

pneumonia, prolonged meal durations, sensation of food/fluids sticking in the throat and 

avoidance of certain food/fluid consistencies (22).  

 

Dysphagia is associated with a range of comorbidities, including malnutrition, dehydration and 

aspiration pneumonia (230-234). These can lead to adverse health outcomes, affect quality of 

life for the individual diagnosed with dysphagia and their carer, and contribute to increased 

health care utilisation, which also significantly adds to health care costs (235-240). For example, 

in-hospital mortality associated with aspiration pneumonia ranges between 23-52%(241). In a 

recently published systematic review, an inverse bidirectional relationship was established 

between increased dysphagia severity and decreased quality of life (239). In a large study of 

heterogenous patients with dysphagia (n=360), 41% reported anxiety or panic during meal 

times and 36% reported social isolation during meal times (242). Malnutrition and dehydration 

are associated with increased hospital length of stay and known to contribute to increased 

health expenditure (8, 243, 244). In a systematic review, patients with oropharyngeal dysphagia 

experienced a 40% increase in health care costs compared to patients without dysphagia, with 

longer hospital length of stay a contributing factor (8). 

 

The overall prevalence of oropharyngeal dysphagia has been reported to range between 6-50% 

(7). In the US, 1 in every 25 adults reported dysphagia symptoms (Bhattacharyya, 2014). In 
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Australia, 16% of the general population had experienced dysphagia symptoms in the previous 

12 months (6). However, challenges exist in obtaining consistent and precise epidemiological 

data. This may be because dysphagia is not a distinct disease but rather a symptom associated 

with a wide range of underlying pathologies across the lifespan. Furthermore, there can be 

inconsistencies in definitions, as well as the timing and type of swallowing assessment that are 

utilised (7, 245). Dysphagia may present with differing severity and permanence, depending on 

the aetiology (246). 

 

A higher prevalence of dysphagia has been identified in particular population groups. Sub-

clinical dysphagia is a recognised morbidity associated with obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) 

(247) and following the surgical management of OSA (248, 249). A high prevalence of 

oropharyngeal dysphagia has also been reported in the critically ill following extubation (250, 

251) and following head and neck cancer treatment (252-254). These population groups will be 

explored in more detail in the following sections.  

 

1.3.1 Obstructive Sleep Apnoea 

Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA), also known as Obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) is 

a chronic sleep-related upper respiratory condition (255). It is characterised by repetitive partial 

or complete upper airway collapse during sleep resulting in obstruction of breathing and arousal 

from sleep (256). Hypopnoea and apnoea episodes are defined by reduction and cessation of 

airflow, respectively. The prevalence of moderate OSA ranges between 1-17% in the general 

population (257, 258). OSA is strongly associated with the male gender, obesity (259) and aging 

(260). Undiagnosed OSA remains an ongoing health issue (261) and carries significant 

morbidity associated with excessive daytime sleepiness, impaired quality of life and work 

productivity (262-264), increased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality and motor vehicle 

accident risks (265). 

The pathophysiological mechanisms that contribute to OSA are considered multifactorial, 

however they are not completely understood (266, 267). It is widely accepted that skeletal and 

soft tissue anatomical factors result in upper airway narrowing, collapsibility and obstruction 

(268). However, there is increasing evidence that additional mechanisms contribute to the 

pathogenesis. The low-frequency vibrations that occur with snoring and the tissue stretching 

that occurs with repeated pharyngeal collapse episodes can result in chronic inflammation and 

associated oedema of the pharyngeal soft tissue (266, 269, 270). This can lead to 
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neuromuscular changes of the upper airway, including peripheral afferent and efferent neural 

injury and muscle fibre alterations, such as axonal loss, increased connective and muscle fibre 

size, and fibre atrophy (271-273).  

Dysphagia is a recognised comorbidity associated with OSA, with a prevalence ranging 

between 16-78% (247). Key abnormal bolus flow findings have been identified in patients with 

OSA and are representative of the subclinical presentation of dysphagia (274-276). In a recently 

published systematic review analysing OSA and swallowing function, the most common 

swallowing impairments reported were premature spillage and/or delayed swallow initiation, 

followed by observed penetration and pharyngeal residue (247). Although the mechanisms 

contributing to dysphagia in patients with OSA are not well established (247, 276), neural injury 

causing sensory impairment and peripheral disturbances in pharyngeal swallowing has been 

hypothesised (272, 274, 277-279). Further research is required to understand the contributing 

mechanisms to the pathophysiology of dysphagia associated with OSA, which will be explored 

in this thesis. Additional information is provided in Chapter 4. 

 

1.3.2 Surgical Management of Obstructive Sleep Apnoea 

Surgical intervention for the management of OSA was first described 30 years ago (280). Over 

this time, there have been advancements in surgical techniques to remodel the airway at 

identified anatomical regions of collapse (281, 282). Although medical management of OSA, 

such as continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy, is considered the first line 

treatment for maintaining airway patency (256), reduced adherence and/or tolerance (283, 284) 

impedes the possible health benefits (285). Accordingly, surgical management for OSA is an 

accepted alternative treatment following failure of CPAP therapy (286).  

Uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP) followed by radiofrequency of the soft palate and tongue 

base are the most commonly performed surgical procedures in the management of OSA (287). 

An adapted UPPP technique, known as modified UPPP (mUPPP), minimises excess tissue 

removal of the velopharynx and uvula to optimise outcomes and reduce associated surgical 

morbidity (288). Tongue coblation or channelling technology (CCT; radiofrequency and saline) 

ablates tissue columns reducing tongue volume (288). At our centre, mUPPP with bilateral 

tonsillectomy with or without CCT is the multi-level surgery offered to patients with OSA who are 

non-compliant with medical device use. Recently in a randomised controlled trial, this 
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contemporary surgical technique has been reported to reduce the severity of OSA as well as 

day-time sleepiness (281). 

Dysphagia has been identified following the surgical management for OSA, with a reported 

incidence of 18-27% (248, 249). This has been observed to be either transient (286, 289-291) or 

persistent (1, 292-295). Swallowing function during post-surgical evaluation has most often 

been assessed using self-reported outcomes (287, 292, 293, 296-311). These studies have not 

utilised validated patient reported outcome measures of swallowing. VFSS has been the visual 

instrumental assessment utilised to assess post-surgical pharyngeal swallowing function (290, 

294, 295, 312-315). From the seven studies that conducted a VFSS, one study did not find 

significant differences in hyolaryngeal function pre- and post-surgery (314). Five studies noted 

post-surgical swallowing abnormalities identified with VFSS, including premature spillage, 

pooling in the vallecula, incomplete epiglottic inversion, nasopharyngeal regurgitation, reduced 

tongue base retraction, reduced pharyngeal shortening, laryngeal penetration and aspiration, 

pharyngeal residue, increased hyoid and velum movement times and increased pharyngeal 

transit times (290, 294, 295, 312-315). Further research is required to prospectively evaluate 

swallow function pre- and post-upper airway surgery to expand current understanding of the 

impact of contemporary surgery on swallowing. This will be investigated in this thesis. Additional 

information will be provided in Chapter 5. 

 

1.3.3 Critically Ill Following Extubation 

Endotracheal intubation (ETI) is a commonly performed procedure in critically ill patients  (316) 

that involves the placement of an artificial tube through the vocal folds and into the trachea to 

protect the airway and facilitate lung ventilation (317). Dysphagia is frequently reported following 

the removal of an endotracheal tube, which is referred to as post-extubation dysphagia 

(PED)(250, 251, 318). A recent systematic review found that 41% of the critically ill population 

have PED (250), although the literature reports significant variation in the reported incidence in 

this patient group, between 3-93%, likely attributed to the timing, type of swallow assessment 

and population heterogeneity (251). PED is recognised as an independent risk factor for 

increased mortality (319-322) as well as increased morbidity requiring higher resource use 

(251), including increased ICU and overall hospital length of stay (321-323). It is well known that 

ICU provide for complex intensive and invasive care with higher associated costs (324-327), 

which is estimated to be between 1-12% of the total annual health care costs (324, 325).   
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Visual instrumental swallow assessments, videofluoroscopy swallow study (VFSS) and 

fibreoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallowing (FEES), have largely reported aspiration status 

as a key outcome measure in critically ill patients following extubation (328-332), with identified 

mechanisms including increased bolus time in the hypopharynx prior to swallow initiation (329, 

330), incomplete epiglottic tilting (329), increased time of laryngeal closure and shorter 

pharyngoesophageal segment opening (333). Primarily due to patient transport requirements 

external to the ICU, VFSS swallowing assessment is not considered to be feasible in the 

critically ill, with swallow assessment by the bedside being more suitable (330, 331, 334). 

Consequently, few studies have investigated swallow function using VFSS alone in critically ill 

patients following extubation (319, 323, 328, 329, 333-337), with FEES being the most 

commonly utilised visual instrumental assessment for this patient group (330, 331, 337-343).  

Prolonged endotracheal intubation, defined as >48 hours, is a widely reported risk factor in the 

development of PED (318-320, 323, 330, 331, 335, 336, 342-346), although not all studies have 

found this association (333, 338, 340, 341, 347). Intubation duration of 6 or more days has been 

associated with increased incidence and severity of dysphagia, as well as self-reported 

dysphagia symptoms at hospital discharge (328, 346, 348). The pathophysiological 

mechanisms contributing to dysphagia in the critically ill are not well established but appear to 

be multi-factorial (46, 251, 349, 350), with iatrogenic aetiology (such as injury associated with 

tube misplacement), neuromuscular weakness, reduced laryngeal sensation and impaired 

cognition considered key factors (46, 349, 351). Further research is required to determine the 

key swallowing mechanisms that are altered following extubation that contribute to dysphagia, 

which will be examined in this thesis. Additional information will be provided in Chapter 7. 

 

1.3.4 Post Head and Neck Cancer Treatment 

Head and Neck Cancer (HNC) is the sixth most common cancer (352) and comprises of a group 

of cancers of the oral cavity, pharynx, larynx, paranasal sinuses, nasal cavity, salivary glands 

and head and neck lymph nodes (353). Approximately 90% of these are squamous cell 

carcinomas (SCC) arising from the mucosal surfaces (354). Risk factors of head and neck 

cancer squamous cell carcinoma (HNCSCC) are tobacco, alcohol (355) and viral 

carcinogenesis, specifically Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) (356) and Human Papillomavirus (HPV) 

infection (357). HPV-positive associated oropharyngeal cancers have shown increased survival 

rates when treated with concurrent chemoradiation, resulting in a growing group of people 
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surviving HNC treatment (354, 358). The HNC diagnosis is derived from the tumour location and 

size, extent of lymph node involvement and presence of distant metastases (359). This 

classification broadly assigns early staged HNC (I and II) requiring single-modality treatment 

(360), and advanced staged HNC (III and IV) (360) requiring multi-modality treatment of surgery 

followed by radiotherapy or concurrent chemoradiation (361, 362). More than 60% of HNC 

patients present with advanced HNC (363) that necessitates radiation treatment as part of the 

oncologic treatment (364, 365).  

 

Dysphagia is a common complication for patients with HNC and following HNC treatment (252, 

254, 366, 367). The presence and severity of dysphagia varies depending on the location and 

size of the tumor, and the treatment modality utilised (253). At the time of HNC diagnosis the 

incidence of dysphagia ranges between 28-50% (368, 369). This is considered a consequence 

of the primary cancer altering the motor muscle movements and is associated with an increased 

prevalence of post-treatment dysphagia (367).  

 

Dysphagia has been associated with radiation treatment, known as radiation-induced dysphagia 

(367), which comprises of mechanical, structural and neurological deficits (370). These injuries 

are classified according to time lapse following radiation: (1) acute (< 3 months), (2) sub-acute 

(3-6 months) and (3) chronic (> 6 months) (370, 371). The radiation field during radiotherapy 

treatment for HNC exposes muscles required for swallowing to radiation doses, in particular to 

the pharyngeal constrictors, larynx and cricopharyngeus (372). Acute radiation injury manifests 

as oedema, mucositis, pain and xerostomia (370, 371, 373), whilst chronic radiation injury 

manifests as muscle fibrosis and atrophy (370). Dysphagia is considered to result from reduced 

range of motion of the laryngeal and pharyngeal structures, which may be as a result of oedema 

in the acute setting, or fibrosis and neuromuscular weakness in chronic presentations (374, 

375). Unfortunately, radiotherapy techniques, in an attempt to minimise the radiation dose 

delivered to identified key muscles necessary for adequate swallowing, have not been 

successful in minimising the prevalence of dysphagia (376, 377).  

 

Multi-modality treatment for HNC (radiotherapy, chemotherapy and/or surgical resection) can 

result in acute and long-term dysphagia, which is negatively associated with health-related 

quality of life (378). The prevalence of dysphagia following multi-modality treatment was recently 

reported in a systematic review to be 45.3% (252-254). Following treatment, the prevalence of 

aspiration-related mortality is as high as 19-27% (379). VFSS has been primarily used to 
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recognise pathophysiological oropharyngeal swallowing changes following HNC treatment, with 

identified abnormalities including base of tongue dysfunction, reduced pharyngeal contraction, 

and reduced UOS opening (366, 380-388). Altered bolus flow outcomes of residue and 

aspiration have also been identified in VFSS and FEES studies following HNC treatment. 

Further research is required to understand the swallowing biomechanics following HNC 

treatment to gain broader insight into the alterations in swallowing function that contribute to 

dysphagia. This will be evaluated in this thesis. Additional information will be provided in 

Chapter 8.  

 

Oropharyngeal dysphagia is a highly prevalent symptom following head and neck 

cancer treatment (252-254) and in the critically ill following extubation (250, 251); 

and is associated with obstructive sleep apnoea (247) and following the surgical 

management for OSA (248, 249). Accurate assessment methods are crucial to 

identify oropharyngeal dysphagia in these patients early to minimize the well-

recognised comorbidities associated with dysphagia, including malnutrition, 

dehydration, and aspiration pneumonia (230); as well as the associated impact on 

diminished quality of life for both the individual with dysphagia and their carer (239, 

389), and the associated health care utilisation and cost (8, 238, 243, 244). The 

following Section outlines the swallowing assessment techniques currently utilised 

in clinical practice to identify and diagnose oropharyngeal dysphagia.   
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1.4 Swallowing Assessment 

Speech pathologists are internationally recognised as the primary providers of oropharyngeal 

dysphagia assessment and management (25, 390-392). Common methods for the assessment 

of swallowing include: patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) of swallowing, clinical 

swallowing examination (CSE), videofluoroscopic swallow study (VFSS), and fibreoptic 

endoscopic evaluation of swallowing (FEES) (Figure 1.13). Each of these methods will be 

discussed in more detail in this section. Although not represented in Figure 1.13, the use of 

PROMs has been included in this section because it is considered an invaluable aspect of the 

swallowing assessment from the patients’ perspective (246, 393). The use of PROMs of 

swallowing as well as clinician-reported CSE findings have been advocated for during the 

assessment of dysphagia (22). CSE findings may precipitate further investigation utilising 

instrumental assessment. The appropriate selection and interpretation of the swallowing 

assessment is critical to identify the salient features of dysphagia, which then informs 

appropriate management planning across a wide spectrum of medical conditions or disease 

processes (22, 177, 394-398). As P-HRM is the swallowing assessment method utilised in each 

of the studies in this thesis, this technology will be reviewed in depth in Section 1.5. Other 

modalities, including functional lumen imaging probe (FLIP) and accelerometry using cervical 

auscultation were considered outside the scope of this overview and will therefore not be further 

discussed. 

 

Figure 1-13 OROPHARYNGEAL DYSPHAGIA DIAGNOSTIC MODALITIES.  

Screening can identify patients at high-risk of dysphagia requiring clinical swallow assessment (in 

blue), which involves patient history, physical and oromotor exam and food/fluid intake 

assessment to identify aspiration risk and the possible site, severity and prognosis of dysphagia. 

Findings from the clinical swallowing assessment may determine whether an instrumental 

swallowing assessment (in purple) is indicated, such as Videofluoroscopy Swallowing Study 

(VFS), Fibreoptic Endoscopic Evaluation of Swallowing (FEES), High-Resolution Manometry 

(HRM), Functional Lumen Imaging Probe (FLIP) or Accelerometry (commonly termed cervical 

auscultation) (22). 

 

1.4.1 Patient-Reported Outcome Measures of Swallowing  

Over the past 30 years, the development of different PROMs of swallowing have provided 

methods to collect patient-centred outcomes which can be useful to understand patient 

experience, symptom severity, impact on quality of life (QOL), and as a means to evaluate 
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perceived treatment effectiveness (399). PROMs of swallowing may be classified as symptom 

scores which determine deterioration or improvement of symptoms in order to ascertain 

effectiveness of treatment, or quality of life (QOL) measures which determine the impact of 

swallowing dysfunction on QOL (246, 393, 399, 400). PROMs of swallowing are considered an 

important component of dysphagia assessment (22), with its feasibility being noted at the time 

of CSE and/or instrumental swallowing assessment (401). 

Many PROMs of swallowing used to provide swallowing symptom scores have been reported 

and evaluated in the literature. While important information can be gathered, considerable 

disparity is recognised in the self-assessment of oropharyngeal dysphagia using PROMs of 

swallowing compared with instrumental swallowing assessment (389, 402-404). In one study, 

76% of a heterogenous cohort in an outpatient setting were observed to have abnormal 

swallowing on instrumental swallowing assessment of VFSS and or FESS, yet most reported 

managing regular diet and fluids (402). While a poor correlation exists between aspiration and 

self-reports of oropharyngeal dysphagia (389), positive correlations have been found with 

abnormal pharyngeal residue (405). In several studies that utilised PROMs of swallowing as a 

QOL measure, no correlation was reported between abnormal oropharyngeal swallowing and 

instrumental assessment (389, 403, 404). Consequently, several studies have advocated for 

revised cut-off values in current PROMs of swallowing so greater correlation between dysphagia 

reports and instrumental assessment can be observed (402, 405, 406).   

The discrepancy between PROMs of swallowing and instrumental swallowing assessments in 

dysphagia identification, as well as other factors such as poor patient cognition, advanced 

progression in degenerative diseases, and limited clinician time may all hinder the accurate 

completion of self-reported swallowing assessments (407), and may account for their limited 

use during routine clinical practice (408). While important information regarding patient 

experience can be obtained from PROMs of swallowing, particularly the impact of symptoms on 

QOL (404), they have limitations in providing objective information that can be generated using 

alternative swallowing assessment techniques.  

 

1.4.2 Clinical Swallowing Examination  

Clinical swallowing examination (CSE) involves the collection of the history and current 

presentation of dysphagia symptoms and general observations, consideration of the relevant 

medical and social factors, examination of oral motor and sensory cranial nerves and 
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observation of swallowing of liquids and solids (50, 60, 401, 409, 410). It is a non-invasive 

assessment method that can infer the presence, severity, and expected prognosis of 

oropharyngeal dysphagia and aspiration risk. Findings from CSE may determine whether an 

instrumental swallowing assessment is indicated (Figure 1.13)(25, 390, 391, 397). CSE is less 

disruptive to patients, is resource efficient (50), and is the most commonly utilised swallow 

assessment method by speech pathologists (411-413).  

The noteworthy benefit of CSE has been demonstrated across various outcome measures, with 

significant correlations found with clinical outcomes, such as hospital length of stay, morbidity 

and mortality (320, 345); and with VFSS outcomes, including overall dysphagia severity (414). 

Specific measures examined during CSE, including dysphonia, abnormal laryngeal elevation 

during swallowing, abnormal volitional cough, cough with swallowing, and oxygen desaturation 

of 2% or more have demonstrated accuracy for the identification of increased risk of aspiration 

(415-418). The use of these measures, which have demonstrated increased validity and 

reliability, as part of CSE are recommended by the European Society of Swallowing Disorders 

(397). Employing a standardised approach to CSE, such as the validated Mann Assessment of 

Swallowing Ability (419), has shown a positive correlation with VFSS in patients with moderate-

severe aspiration risk (420). A standardised CSE provides consistency with reported outcomes, 

which maintains clinical standards and offers advantages during broader evaluation of reported 

outcomes (401, 421, 422). 

The inherent limitations of CSE in the provision of a complete dysphagia assessment are 

recognised, particularly as the pharyngeal and oesophageal phases of swallowing are not 

visible (423). When compared with instrumental swallowing assessments of VFSS or FEES, 

CSE has shown reduced accuracy in identifying key physiologic impairments and silent 

aspiration in approximately 20-40% of patients (414, 417, 424, 425). Furthermore, variable 

practise patterns during the CSE are acknowledged in the literature, raising concerns regarding 

the validity and reliability of reported measures (412, 426). Although increased reliability has 

been demonstrated when the same clinician conducts a CSE (412, 426), this decreases 

between clinicians (425, 427, 428), which could reflect the experience of the clinician (411, 429) 

and/or the clinical setting (430). While CSE is a critical component of dysphagia assessment, 

this method is limited when compared to instrumental assessments that provide visible 

outcomes of swallowing.    
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1.4.3 Fibreoptic Endoscopic Evaluation of Swallowing 

Fibreoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallowing (FEES) was first introduced in 1988 (431, 432) 

and involves the insertion of a flexible laryngoscope trans-nasally to view the pharyngeal and 

laryngeal structures prior to, during, and post-swallowing (Figure 1.14)(431, 433). Additional 

features of this assessment include determining the amount, location and type of secretions, 

pharyngeal sensation, laryngeal sensation and response to visual biofeedback in attempts to 

modify swallowing behaviour (commonly termed biofeedback) (396, 432, 434-437). The most 

commonly reported measures used in FEES interpretation include: amount of secretions and/or 

residue, penetration and aspiration (394). As part of the FEES protocol, green or blue dye is 

mixed with the liquid and food based on the presumption that visualisation is enhanced against 

pharyngeal and laryngeal mucosa and oropharyngeal secretions (432, 438-440).  

In contrast to VFSS, FEES provides the opportunity of portability allowing for the assessment to 

be conducted by the bedside without the requirement for radiation exposure and allows for 

repetition of assessments as well as use in biofeedback therapy (10, 441-443). Several 

limitations of FEES have been acknowledged, including a lack of consensus regarding the 

assessment protocol, which exposes the risk of inconsistencies during the assessment and in 

the interpretation of findings, as well as the extensive training requirements (444-448). Training 

of clinicians involves both the technical skill development for endoscope placement (449), which 

is critical in order to minimise procedural risks and reduce side effects (435, 450), as well as the 

training required for the reliable interpretation of assessment findings (10). For the 

interpretation, bolus type and consistency, residue severity, head positioning and frame rate of 

recorded images can influence the observations, which can result in variability of pharyngeal 

residue and aspiration ratings (440, 451-454). However, high inter-and intra-reliability 

agreement has been reported in the assessment of aspiration with the use of the Penetration-

Aspiration Scale (PAS) (455), regardless of clinician experience (456); and in the assessment of 

residue using anatomical derived scales such as the Yale Pharyngeal Residue Severity Rating 

Scale (457) and the Mansoura Fibreoptic Endoscope Evaluation of Swallowing Residue Rating 

(458). 

 

1.4.4 Videofluoroscopic Swallowing Study  

Videofluoroscopic swallowing study (VFSS), also referred to as modified barium swallow (MBS), 

is considered the gold standard for the evaluation of oropharyngeal swallow function and the 
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assessment of penetration and/or aspiration (50, 459). It is a dynamic assessment of bolus flow 

when a patient is upright, enabling visualisation of 2-dimensional images of the oral cavity, 

pharynx and UOS (Figure 1.14) (460, 461). VFSS most commonly measures visual 

observations, including oral phase duration, timing of swallow initiation, pharyngeal phase 

duration, aspiration and pharyngeal residue (394). These observations inform the nature of the 

oropharyngeal dysphagia, whereby inferences can be made regarding the underlying 

oropharyngeal pathophysiology (50, 462). VFSS can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of 

management techniques, such as providing visualisation of compensatory manoeuvres during 

swallowing, and provides valuable information to inform treatment planning for dysphagia 

management (50, 463). A well-recognised disadvantage of VFSS is the exposure of the patient 

to ionizing radiation. However, the radiation dose associated with VFSS is modest and 

consistent with the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle (464-467).  

There are several recognised limitations of VFSS, including limited duration for assessment (to 

minimise radiation exposure), increased use of personnel and equipment resources, the 

requirement for the patient to be moved to the Radiology Suite for assessment, which can be 

disruptive for the patient or present a barrier if the patient is not clinically suitable for transfer 

(460), and variability associated with VFSS analysis and interpretation. High variability exists 

between clinicians in both the measurements that are used during the analysis of VFSS and in 

the interpretation of the measurements (394, 459, 463, 468-470) resulting in clinician’s reliance 

on subjective interpretation (463). In a study that reported on survey results examining the 

accuracy of VFSS analysis by speech pathologists, an overall poor to modest agreement of 

impairment identification was found, with poorer agreement occurring with increasing dysphagia 

complexity (468). Furthermore, an overemphasis on the identification of bolus flow outcomes of 

penetration, aspiration, and residue rather than the identification of physiological impairments is 

a concern that has also been raised (468, 471, 472). 

Marked progress in standardising the VFSS assessment has occurred since its introduction 

approximately 30 years ago (10, 60, 473). Importantly, the use of a standardised assessment 

protocol has not been associated with an increase of ionizing radiation time (474). 

Standardisation of multiple aspects of the VFSS assessment, including the bolus administration 

protocol, bolus contrast, acquisition frame rate, patient instructions, clearly defined ordinal 

visuo-perceptual and continuous temporal and spatial variables, and standardised reporting 

have been advocated for in the literature, with studies demonstrating improved intra- and inter-

rater reliability (10, 60, 175, 459, 473, 475-478). Improved reliability and accuracy of VFSS 
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analysis have been found when clinicians are provided with standardised definitions of 

physiological impairment with quantified measures using nominal or ordinal scales (455, 479-

483). Ordinal rating scales commonly reported in the literature include: the Penetration-

Aspiration Scale (PAS)(455), which quantifies penetration and/or aspiration, and the Dynamic 

Imaging Grade of Swallowing Toxicity (DIGEST) (482). Additional to these rating scales, which 

can easily be incorporated within an established clinical service, specific software programs and 

training are available for the interpretation of VFSS. These software programs that provide a 

quantified measure of oropharyngeal dysfunction include: the Modified Barium Swallow 

Impairment Profile (MBSImp)(481), the Dynamic Swallow Study (60), and the Analysis of 

Swallowing Physiology Event, Kinematics and Timing for clinical application (ASPEKT-C) (94) 

with the normalised residue ratio scale (NRRS)(483). Despite the promising developments in 

standardisation, variability between clinicians in the VFSS measures that are used and in their 

interpretation remains. This may be, in part, due to the absence of a global set of standardised 

quantitative measures in VFSS analysis (10, 484). 

 

1.4.5 Summary of Visual Instrumental Swallow Assessments 

VFSS and FEES are visual instrumental assessments widely used for the assessment of 

oropharyngeal dysphagia (10, 22, 396, 485). Figure 1.14 displays simultaneous images of a 

FEES and VFSS during the same swallow. Whilst VFSS is considered the ‘gold’ standard in 

swallowing assessment, FEES has arguably demonstrated comparable validity (441). Several 

studies have compared the efficacy of VFSS and FEES in the assessment of penetration, 

aspiration and residue (339, 445, 486-490). There is debate in the literature regarding the 

sensitivity and specificity of the penetration, aspiration and premature spillage measures when 

comparing VFSS and FEES. Although some studies have demonstrated high-sensitivity and 

specificity (339, 486-489), others have reported an increased severity in rating of penetration, 

aspiration and/or pharyngeal residue when using FEES compared to VFSS (444, 445, 490-492). 

These findings could indicate that FEES is more sensitive in rating these measures compared 

with VFSS (487, 491, 492); or that FEES provides an overestimation on these measures (486). 

The demonstrated inconsistency of bolus flow outcomes illustrates that the assessment of 

oropharyngeal dysphagia may differ according to the choice of visual instrument and questions 

whether either is truly the ‘gold’ standard (488). Alternatively, these assessment methods may 

be referred to as reference standard tests. Currently, there is insufficient evidence identifying 

specific measures supporting valid and reliable interpretation of VFSS and FEES (394).  
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Figure 1-14 SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE OF FEES (LEFT) AND VFSS (RIGHT).  

On the FEES image, the laryngeal surface of the epiglottis is shown (white arrows) with blue-dyed 

bolus observed anterior to the posterior pharyngeal wall (white star). The remainder of the 

hypopharynx is obscured during the swallow. On the VFSS image of the same swallow on the 

right, the star represents the same position of the posterior pharyngeal wall. The white arrow at 

the laryngeal vestibule demonstrates the aspects unable to be observed during the swallowing on 

a FEES that can be viewed during a VFSS. Please note the white arrow with a longer line 

highlights the endoscope at the velopharynx and the arrow without a line is highlighting the 

laryngeal penetration on VFSS unable to be viewed at the same time on FEES  (490). 

 

VFSS and FEES are both considered necessary for the identification of bolus flow abnormalities 

of aspiration risk and bolus residue; are useful to detect the effectiveness of management 

techniques (e.g. compensatory manoeuvres); and provide beneficial information that can be 

used to determine diet/fluids recommendations for the individual patient (10, 22, 396, 485). 

These visual instrumental swallowing assessments address the limitations of CSE that is unable 

to directly view the oropharyngeal and laryngeal structures. There is an ongoing need to 

develop internationally-agreed quantified and valid and reliable measures in both VFSS and 

FEES (10, 394, 484). However, the recognised limitations in visual instrumental swallowing 

assessment may simply emphasise the inherent limitations associated with the interpretation of 

visual observations endeavouring to measure the pressure-driven events of the oropharyngeal 

phases of swallowing (11). Thus, there is a need for alternative methods for further evaluation in 

the assessment of oropharyngeal swallowing, such as high-resolution pharyngeal manometry 

with impedance. 

1.5 Pharyngeal High-Resolution Pharyngeal with Impedance  

P-HRM-I is a trans-nasal catheter assessment of pharyngeal swallowing that provides objective 

and quantified data of pressure and bolus flow outcomes during swallowing. P-HRM/P-HRM-I 

has been gaining recognition over the past ten years (10, 22, 493-495) and is recognised by the 

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (24) as an emerging area of practice for 

speech pathologists. In Australia, P-HRM-I is acknowledged as a swallowing assessment 

technique by Speech Pathology Australia (25), however there are currently no guidelines or 

recommendations regarding its application in clinical practice.  

P-HRM involves data acquisition from closely spaced pressure sensors to measure the 

contractile activity representative of pressure generation spanning the pharynx to the UOS 
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(496). P-HRM-I simultaneously measures the pharyngeal and UOS contractile muscle activity 

(pressure generation) with intra-luminal impedance that is representative of bolus movement 

across time (21, 497-499). Together with analysis algorithms, these pharyngeal swallowing 

measurements allow for a sophisticated and quantifiable biomechanical assessment that 

ultimately increases the understanding of swallowing physiology and pathophysiology (10, 21, 

500). P-HRM with or without impedance measures may be used in conjunction with VFSS, 

which is known as videomanometry (VM), or historically as manofluorography (11, 22, 31, 501, 

502). Although VM is considered to provide enhanced interpretation of swallowing 

pathophysiology and ultimately treatment outcomes (503), further research is required to identify 

and correlate the key manometric and/or impedance measures with VFSS observations (31, 

494, 504). 

Currently, in the Gastroenterology field, HRM is considered the gold-standard diagnostic 

assessment of oesophageal motility disorders in clinical and research settings (18, 493, 505, 

506). Unlike visual instrumental assessments, oesophageal HRM provides biomechanical 

measures of muscle pressure and relaxation (Figure 1.15) (507). HRM quantified metrics 

provide the definitions to categorise oesophageal motility disorders according to a hierarchical 

clinical algorithm, known as the Chicago Classification (508, 509), with version 4.0 being the 

most recently published (510). This algorithm assists in treatment planning and objective 

analysis of treatment outcomes (507, 511). Given that the pharyngeal and subsequent 

oesophageal phases of swallowing both function to propel the bolus to the stomach (35, 51), 

and pharyngeal mechanisms impact oesophageal motility (171, 173), there is merit in further 

evaluating the potential for P-HRM with or without impedance to provide a comparable gold-

standard assessment for pharyngeal swallowing. 

 

Figure 1-15 SALIENT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS DURING HRM WITHIN THE OESOPHAGUS.  

A. Opening pressure: as the oesophageal wall opens the falling pressure is recorded; B: Intra-

bolus pressure (termed hydrodynamic pressure in the figure): as the bolus surrounds the 

catheter, the pressure within the bolus reflects the force that is applied to the bolus; and C: 

Contact pressure: the oesophageal muscles contract and compress the catheter and the rising 

pressures are recorded (158). 

 

The accuracy of pressure measurement during swallowing may be affected by a number of 

factors, including: (1) catheter type (water perfused versus solid state); (2) pressure sensor 
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transducer configuration (unidirectional versus circumferential); (3) manometry catheter 

resolution (conventional versus high-resolution) (31, 507, 512); (4) individual pressure sensor 

variability (513-515); (5) the effect of the catheter presence itself on swallowing (516, 517); and 

(6) the administration of topical anaesthesia prior to catheter insertion (518). These factors will 

be further explored in the following sections. 

 

1.5.1 P-HRM-I Considerations  

1.5.1.1 Water-Perfused and Solid-State Catheters 

A manometric catheter contains pressure sensors to detect contractility/pressure forces, which 

are transduced into electrical signals (507, 512) and recorded in millimetres of mercury (mmHg) 

(519). The pressure sensor and transducer components are interfaced with recording 

equipment that is able to record, digitise, display and store the signals (507, 520). The two 

manometric catheter options are: water-perfused catheters with external volume displacement 

transducers, or solid-state devices with electronic transducers; these substantially differ in terms 

of equipment costs and preparation, location of transducers and ability to detect a rapid 

pressure rise (17, 507).  

Water-perfused systems operate via the continual perfusion of sterile water from a reservoir via 

a pneumatic perfusion pump, through multiple lumens along the manometric catheter, which are 

connected to external volume displacement transducers (Figures 1.16 and 1.17). Pressure 

changes are generated within the lumen and are transmitted back to the column of water to the 

external transducers in the perfusion pump (520, 521). Water-perfused catheters have widely 

spaced pressure sensors resulting in large areas of data being collected requiring a sleeve 

sensor to measure the highest pressure along a segment of several centimetres (Figure 

1.16)(522). Although water-perfusion manometry incorporates low cost catheters when 

compared to solid state systems, multiple barriers exist for their application in clinical practice, 

including the requirement for increased expertise and time for equipment preparation (522), 

increased risk of hydraulic dampening reducing the accuracy of pharyngeal pressure 

measurement (31), and water infusion into the pharynx which may not be tolerated by patients 

(523), especially those with pharyngeal dysphagia who are at risk of aspiration. 
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Figure 1-16 DIAGRAM OF A SLEEVE SENSOR POSITIONED EXTERNAL TO THE WATER-

PERFUSED CATHETER.  

Water enters the sleeve channel proximally and exits distally  (153). 

Solid-state catheters comprise of internal micro-transducers of either metal diaphragm strain 

gauges or piezo-resistive silicon chips, which have a pressure sensitive area of 1mm2 (520). 

When pressure is applied on the metal diaphragm, the strain gauges or silicon chips transform 

the mechanical pressure to an electrical current (Figure 1.17)(520, 521). The reduction in 

pressure sensitive area size allows for an increase in the number of pressure sensors with 

condensed spacing, which enables an earlier response in pressure detection and 

circumferential changes (17, 521).  

 

Figure 1-17 REPRESENTATION OF THE SOLID-STATE AND WATER-PERFUSED SYSTEMS.  

a. Solid-state catheter: the signal from the catheter is directly digitised to a computer for 

acquisition and recording. b. Water-perfused system: a multi-lumen catheter is connected to the 

external transducer via the pneumohydraulic pump, which is then interfaced and the signal 

digitised to a computer for acquisition and recording (524).  

 

1.5.1.2 Unidirectional and Circumferential Sensors 
 

Water-perfused and solid-state catheters incorporate pressure sensors that may comprise of 

unidirectional transducers, measuring pressure from one direction, or circumferential 

transducers, measuring an average pressure from several points (Figure 1.18)(507). Although 

the clinical significance of the use of unidirectional compared with circumferential sensors has 

not been clearly established, the average pressure from the multiple transducers is a feature of 

circumferential sensors that is hypothesised to provide more accurate detection of pressure 

generation (521). This is particularly relevant given that pharyngeal and UOS regions have 

demonstrated asymmetrical pressures generation (31, 80, 153, 525). 

 

Figure 1-18 MANOMETRY CATHETERS INDICATING THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL AND 

UNIDIRECTIONAL TRANSDUCERS THAT ARE INCORPORATED WITHIN EACH OF THE 

INDIVIDUAL PRESSURE SENSORS.  

A. Solid state catheter with 12 circumferential transducers per sensor; B. Solid-state catheter with 

one single unidirectional transducer per sensor (526). 
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1.5.1.3 Conventional and High-Resolution Manometry 

The density of the pressure sensors along the manometer catheter differentiates between low 

spatial resolution, termed conventional manometry, and HRM (Figure 1.19) (521). Conventional 

manometry catheters have 3-8 pressure sensors widely spaced at 3-5 cm, whereas HRM 

catheters have 20-36 pressure sensors spaced at intervals of 1cm or less (16). Closely spaced 

pressure sensors allow for more accurate interpolated data, which is representative of the 

contraction wave along the total length of the pharynx (12, 14, 31, 527, 528), and provides 

greater accuracy when recording fast skeletal muscle pressure changes of the pharynx and 

UOS (125). Software is used for data interpolation from digitised HRM recordings, averaging the 

pressure values between the sensors, providing for a continuous isobaric colour contour called 

a pressure topography plot (Figure 1.19)(13). Pressure topography plots are described in more 

detail in Section 1.5.2.1. HRM is rapidly replacing conventional (traditional) manometry (12-15), 

which has allowed it to become the gold standard in oesophageal motility assessment (16, 17) 

and has led to its growing recognition for the assessment of pharyngeal swallowing (19-23).  

 

Figure 1-19 COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL (TRADITIONAL) MANOMETRY AND HIGH-

RESOLUTION MANOMETRY.  

On the left, a conventional manometry tracing is shown with pressure sensors recording the 

changes of oesophageal pressures at 5cm intervals. On the right, a topography plot represents 

pressure recordings that are detected by high-resolution manometry sensors spaced 1cm apart 

(529). 

 

1.5.1.4 Individual Pressure Sensor Variability 

Individual pressure sensor variability, commonly referred to as pressure sensor drift, is a 

measurement error from the original calibrated system and may occur due to pressure, 

temperature and/or environmental changes over time (513-515). This results in pressure 

measurement instability during the assessment (513, 515), diminishing the accuracy of the 

pressure data acquired. Thermal compensation is a technique available to reduce this error 

using two methods: (1) one-point correction, where the study is ceased following removal of the 

catheter without any external pressure resulting in subtraction of pressures immediately 

following extubation from those at the beginning (513); or (2) two-point correction, where the 

catheter is placed in 37 degree water for two minutes and lifted in the air without external 

pressure and the study calibrated at this time point, followed by a second time point following 

extubation resulting in the drift between these two time-points to interpolate (514). In an in vitro 
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study, individual pressure sensor variability was demonstrated over a five hour duration (514). 

However, minimal variability was observed at approximately 20 minutes, which is useful 

considering P-HRM-I studies are often reported to have a duration of less than 13 minutes 

(496). Thus, whilst it is important to understand the risks of individual sensor pressure variability 

causing reduced accuracy of recordings, as well as methods to minimise this occurrence, it 

appears this likely has minimal impact on the accuracy of the results in a standard duration P-

HRM-I assessment.   

 

1.5.1.5 Individual Pressure Sensor Variability 

The effect of the catheter presence itself on swallowing is another factor that can potentially 

affect the accuracy of the results. Previous studies in healthy cohorts have shown the presence 

of a nasogastric tube (fine bore and wide bore) to be associated with an increased duration of 

total swallowing and UOS opening compared to no tube (516, 517). Interestingly, in patient 

cohorts it is contentious whether or not a nasogastric tube results in increased aspiration; some 

studies have reported no change in aspiration status (530-532) but others have observed an 

increase in aspiration status on VFSS (533, 534). Whilst the effect of the presence of the 

catheter affecting the pressure and impedance data should be acknowledged, it is unlikely to be 

a concern when patient/participant cohorts are compared to normative data collected in the 

same from age and gender matched controls.   

 

1.5.1.6 Topical Anaesthesia  

The administration of topical anaesthesia prior to an invasive procedure, such as P-HRM-I, aims 

to maximise patient comfort and reduce anxiety (535). However, there is disagreement 

regarding the effectiveness of topical anaesthesia in maximising patient comfort and overall 

procedural tolerance (518, 535-537). Additionally, topical anaesthesia applied from the nostril to 

the oropharyngeal and laryngeal oral mucosal surfaces is not used in some P-HRM-I protocols 

due to concerns that it may alter and diminish the sensory and motor aspects of oropharyngeal 

swallowing, which could therefore affect the reliability of the data (518, 538, 539). In one P-

HRM-I study, the administration of topical anaesthesia, 0.4 mL of 2% viscous lidocaine 

hydrochloride, did not result in changes to participant discomfort scores but was associated with 

reduced pharyngeal pressures (518). However, in contrast, a recently published paper reported 
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comparable pharyngeal pressures with and without topical anaesthesia (540). Similar concerns 

have been raised in the FEES literature (441). Although reports have been conflicting, some 

studies have reported an association with topical anaesthesia and increased frequency of 

swallowing (541) and increased bolus dwell time (542). Whilst increased laryngeal penetration 

and/or aspiration have also been reported with topical anaesthesia (535), other studies have not 

found the same result (537, 543). Accordingly, the judicious application of topical anaesthesia 

during the P-HRM-I procedure is currently recommended by the International P-HRM_I Working 

Group Protocols (21). The publication of normative P-HRM-I reference data used a protocol of 

judicious topical anaesthesia, consistent with these international recommendations (544). 

Further investigation is required to establish whether the historical practice of topical 

anaesthesia provides significant benefit (545); as well as the true effect of its administration on 

swallow function (535, 537, 546).  

 

1.5.2 Pharyngeal and UOS Lumen Occlusive Pressures and Bolus Movement 

Acquisition and Analysis 

 

1.5.2.1 Pressure Topography Plots 

Pressure topography plots provide visualisation of the pharyngeal swallow along the length of 

the pharynx represented as a colour continuum (13). Pressure topography plots enable regions 

of high and low pressure profiles to be localised, tracked and quantified, either across the entire 

pharynx or in relation to discrete anatomical regions (547). Contractility is represented as a 

constant (isobaric) value of the individual sensors with continuous representation across 

anatomical space and time (548). In Figure 1.20, a pressure topography plot, also known as 

Clouse plots, of an oesophageal swallow is shown. The y-axis displays the oesophageal 

anatomical regions; the x-axis displays time measured in seconds. The warm colours, such as 

red and orange, signify higher pressures and cooler colours, such as green and blue, represent 

lower pressures (16).  

 

Figure 1-20 LANDSCAPE 3D IMAGE OF THE HRM PRESSURE DATA COLLECTED DURING AN 

OESOPHAGEAL ASSESSMENT.  

The areas of higher pressure are represented by warmer colours with the darkest red representing 

the greatest pressures within an anatomical region across time (14). 
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In P-HRM-I, the pressure topography plots provide visualisation of the pharyngeal swallow with 

identified anatomic locations, including: the velopharynx, mesopharynx, hypopharynx and UOS 

(Figure 1.21). The pressures in these four anatomical regions correspond to the average of the 

pressures detected by the sensors in those regions (21). Additionally, qualitative assessment of 

the pressure topography plot is possible with identification of significantly reduced or increased 

pressures (497).   

 

 

Figure 1-21 SIMULTANEOUS P-HRM WITH VFSS OF A SINGLE, NORMAL PHARYNGEAL 

SWALLOW OF A 10 ML LIQUID BOLUS.  

A: P-HRM derived pressure topography plot of the single swallow; B: Individual P-HRM pressure 

sensors within the anatomical regions that correlate with the pressure topography plot, displayed 

as a line graph; C: VFSS still frame prior to pharyngeal swallowing; and D: during the pharyngeal 

swallow (21). 

 

1.5.2.2 Pharyngeal and UOS Lumen Occlusive Pressures 

During pharyngeal swallowing, adequate pharyngeal and UOS contraction requires both 

longitudinal and lumen occlusive horizontal pressures (5), which can be measured using P-HRM 

(549). The retrieval of the pharyngeal and UOS lumen occlusive pressure data from the 

respective anatomical regions is averaged within that respective region, and has been 

described by various groups (503, 504, 528, 550, 551). It is generally accepted that the 

velopharynx pressure recording is an average from 2 pressure sensors, whilst the 

mesopharynx, hypopharynx and UOS pressures are an average from 3 pressure sensors 

across each region (21). Multiple pressure sensors are necessary for detection of accurate UOS 

pressure measurements, given that the UOS is known to move superiorly between 2-2.8cm 

during swallowing and that the UOS is a high-pressure zone (150, 525). These pharyngeal and 

UOS lumen contractility/pressure values may be calculated as a peak pressure or as a 

contractile integral. A peak pressure provides information regarding the maximum pressure of 

that specific anatomical region (503, 552). A contractile integral pressure is calculated as the 

mean pressure of the anatomical region multiplied by its duration and length (or span) of the 

specified anatomical region, which is considered to provide a more accurate measure of 

pressure generation after bolus propulsion (21, 504, 553). This is particularly the case for 
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contractile integrals measuring the velopharynx and mesopharynx, as there are multiple points 

of contact between the pharyngeal structures surrounding the catheter (554). Recently, the P-

HRM International Working Group recommended a standardised set of core pressure and 

impedance measures for application in both clinical and research settings, which are outlined in 

detail in 2.4 P-HRM Standard Procedure (21).  

 

1.5.2.3 Intraluminal Electrical Impedance 

Intraluminal electrical impedance when simultaneously conducted with manometry provides 

insight into the relationship of movement a distending bolus (bolus flow) and pharyngeal 

pressure (499, 555, 556). Multichannel impedance measures allow for the differentiation of 

complete or partial bolus transit, stasis and anterograde or retrograde bolus movement (521, 

557, 558). A limitation of this, however, is the inability to identify the volume of partial transit or 

stasis (12), which can be addressed with the addition of a visual instrumental assessment (494).  

Solid-state HRM catheters may contain paired impedance segments (2 cm length) comprising of 

paired metal electrode rings separated by an isolator (499) that, along with the surrounding 

pharyngeal or UOS lumen, form a closed electrical current loop (12, 559). Intraluminal electrical 

impedance measures the changes in resistance (ohms), which is inversely proportional to the 

electrical conductivity of the luminal contents and the cross-sectional area (555, 556). Whilst air 

has a high resistance to current flow (high impedance), liquids have lower resistance (low 

impedance). Prior to bolus administration, the resting impedance measure is defined as the 

baseline electrical current conducted between the rings along the muscular wall. During bolus 

transit, the air volume ahead of the bolus has increased resistance, which is detected by higher 

impedance values. During liquid bolus entry, there is a distinct decline in impedance (below the 

resting impedance measure) representing reduced resistance of the liquid bolus. When the 

body of the bolus spans the measuring segment, this represents the minimum impedance value. 

As the bolus leaves the measuring segment due to luminal occlusion, a return to resting 

baseline measures occurs (Figure 1.22) (12, 559).  

 

Figure 1-22 BOLUS MOVEMENT WITH CORRESPONDING INTRA-LUMINAL IMPEDANCE 

MANOMETRY OF AN INDIVIDUAL SEGMENT. 

The F-point indicates the arrival of the bolus head, with an increase in impedance demonstrated 

on the graph; the b-point indicates the moment of maximum bolus volume across the paired 
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impedance segment resulting in the lowest impedance value; and the c-point indicates the 

contraction on the bolus tail causing rapid lumen occlusion and an increase in impedance (560). 

 

Omari and colleagues are pioneers who have extensively investigated simultaneous acquisition 

of impedance and pressure data in P-HRM-I analysis (499, 558, 561), who have acknowledged 

the difficulties associated with the measurement criteria for bolus transit during the pharyngeal 

phase (499, 562). In the assessment of oesophageal bolus transit using impedance line 

tracings, bolus entry is defined as a 50% or more decrease from baseline, and clearance is 

defined as sustained (> 5 seconds) increase from baseline of 50% or more (563, 564). 

However, this criterion is not appropriate for measuring bolus transit in the pharynx due to the 

increased variability of baseline impedance measures associated with the short timing of the 

pharyngeal phase, mucosal contact of pharyngeal structures, the presence of residue and 

accumulative saliva (499, 562).  

Over the past ten years, refinement of the criterion for the measurement of impedance during 

the pharyngeal swallow has occurred with several previously published versions no longer in 

use (154, 498, 565-567). Currently, bolus movement as measured by the nadir (lowest value) 

impedance at the hypopharyngeal and UOS regions is the inverse of a corresponding maximum 

admittance value, which corresponds to the distension pressure of these regions (Figure 1.23) 

(497). The maximum admittance can infer the maximum luminal opening during bolus flow 

(497), which may be more intuitive for clinical application. 

 

Figure 1-23 REPRESENTATION OF PRESSURE AND ADMITTANCE (INVERSE OF IMPEDANCE) 

GRAPHS THROUGH THE PHARYNX AND UOS.  

A: Pharyngeal pressure topography plot with the position of pressure/admittance recordings 

relative to the UOS apogee (highest point of the UOS); B: Six pressure/admittance graphs 

displaying the velopharynx, mesopharynx, hypopharynx, UOS apogee above and below the uos 

and proximal oesophagus; and C: UOS pressure and Admittance Plot (21). 

 

 

1.5.2.4 Analysis Algorithms  

Manual or automated analysis of the raw manometric and intraluminal electrical impedance data 

with subsequent analysis for comparison with normative referenced ranges has been described 
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(503, 544, 558, 568, 569). Commercially available systems manufactured by Medical 

Measurement Systems, Sandhill Scientific, and Sierra Scientific incorporate various software 

platforms that convert the manometric and impedance data to line tracings and pressure 

topographic maps. Distinct equipment is required for the simultaneous manometry and 

impedance testing compared with exclusive manometry testing (512). 

Manual analysis of pressure and timing data has been acknowledged as a time-consuming 

process and unsuitable for clinical application (503, 504). This process involves manual 

placement of pressure markers from the velopharynx to the UOS, and comparison of these 

numbers against published normative data sets (503). Manual analysis of the impedance 

pattern has been reported, which involves observations of bolus transit patterns representative 

of effectiveness of bolus flow (558, 563). Manual analysis is limited to the assessment of 

maximum pressures and durations and bolus clearance, which is unable to provide a 

sophisticated analysis of the biomechanical events during swallowing (568).   

In contrast to the manual analysis methods (503, 504), automatic methods require minimal 

training and have good reliability (19). Automated methods of pressure and/or impedance data 

extraction from the spatiotemporal plots enables analysis of a large quantity of variables and 

supports potential application of this technology into the clinical setting (567, 568). Whilst 

automated analysis is necessary to assist with clinical practice, it does not replace clinical 

interpretation (512), which requires further training. Currently, there are two international groups, 

one in Madison, USA and the other in Adelaide, Australia, that use automatic methods of data 

extraction and analysis software platforms via MATLAB (551, 554, 567-570). The Madison 

Group, McCulloch and colleagues, acquire pressure and timing data and report measures 

inclusive of peak pressures, pressure gradients of defined pharyngeal regions and timing onset 

and offset from the elevated pressure, pressure gradients and velocity (551). These methods 

were described in validation studies and demonstrated good inter- and intra-rater reliability (19, 

568). The Adelaide Group, Omari and colleagues, acquire pressure, impedance and timing data 

using the software platform Automated Impedance Manometry (AIM) analysis to conduct 

pressure-flow analysis. In 2018, the AIM software platform was launched as an open-access 

program via swallowgateway.comTM  to support increased accessibility for use in the clinical 

setting (571). These methods have been validated with VFSS (562, 567, 569, 572) and 

demonstrated good intra- and inter-rater reliability in both inexperienced and experienced users 

(571, 573, 574).  
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1.5.3 P-HRM with and without Impedance Measures in Healthy and Dysphagic Cohorts  

There have been a large number of publications evaluating pharyngeal swallowing using P-

HRM with and without impedance measures in both healthy (80, 105, 121, 154, 162, 525, 528, 

544, 553, 575-579) and dysphagic (107, 563, 567, 580-586) cohorts. An understanding of the 

pressure and bolus movement data derived from P-HRM-I technology in healthy cohorts 

provides for comparison with homogenous dysphagic cohorts (22), which is key to identifying 

characteristic swallowing patterns. Furthermore, P-HRM with and without impedance, when 

utilised as an intervention outcome measure, provides quantifiable pressure and timing data that 

can signify intervention effectiveness (21, 587) and assist in guiding dysphagia therapy (503). 

Of the 33 studies that have evaluated swallowing using P-HRM with and without impedance, a 

range of systems for acquisitions, catheter type, protocols and use of topical anaesthesia are 

observed (Refer to Appendix 1). 

 

1.5.3.1 P-HRM with and without Impedance Measures in Healthy Cohorts 

A large number of publications have investigated the biomechanics of pharyngeal and UOS 

swallowing using P-HRM with and without impedance in healthy individuals (80, 105, 121, 154, 

162, 525, 528, 544, 553, 575-579) with observed within-subject variability (588, 589) and 

between-subject variability (589, 590), demonstrated age related changes (29, 553, 583, 591-

593), and sleep associated changes (594). In addition, these publications have reported 

modulation of the pharynx and UOS in response to bolus consistency (190) and bolus volume 

(85, 106, 504, 550, 595).  

 

1.5.3.2 P-HRM with and without Impedance Measures in Dysphagic Cohorts 

When compared with healthy controls, changes in pharyngeal pressure and/or impedance 

measures using P-HRM with and without impedance have also been reported in patients with 

dysphagia with a wide range of aetiologies. These include: heterogenous groups (107, 563, 

567, 580-586), Motor Neurone Disease (154, 591, 596), Parkinson’s Disease (26, 597, 598), 

Huntington’s Disease (558), Stroke (599, 600), vagal paralysis (601), Head and Neck Cancer 

(HNC) (28, 561, 572), total laryngectomy (602-604), unilateral cleft lip and palate (605), large 
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cervical osteophytes (606), post-surgical intervention in OSAS (1) and a hospitalised elderly 

cohort (607).  

 

1.5.3.3 P-HRM with and without Impedance Measures as an Interventional Outcome 
Measure 

In healthy cohorts, several studies have evaluated various swallowing therapies using P-HRM 

with and without impedance to derive biomechanical swallowing changes that occur as a result 

of the therapy. These include emergent therapeutic techniques: expiratory muscle strength 

training (EMST) (608), neuromuscular electrical stimulation (538) and anodal transcranial direct 

current stimulation (609); laryngeal adductor reflex stimulation (610), capsaicin (611), the opioid 

drug remifentanil (612, 613) and topical anaesthesia (518). Additionally, the impact of 

swallowing manoeuvres and body positioning on the biomechanics of swallowing have been 

reported in healthy participants, including Mendelsohn and effortful swallowing (20, 173, 552, 

614-616), Valsalva (617), head rotation and chin tuck (551, 618), head rotation and head tilt 

(619), head rotation (549), tongue-hold manoeuvre (620, 621), and body positioning (594, 622).  

P-HRM with and without impedance measures have also been utilised as an interventional 

outcome measure in dysphagic cohorts. These include: the therapeutic effect of effortful 

swallow (623), the effect of cricopharyngeal peroral endoscopic myotomy of UOS dysfunction in 

Parkinson’s disease (624), the effect of transoral robotic surgery effects for the treatment of 

HNC (625), the effect of sensory stimulation (cold, sour, carbonation) in a heterogenous 

dysphagic cohort (626), the effect of chin posture in oesophagectomy (627), a single case study 

on the effect of biofeedback on hypotonic UOS (628), vocal fold augmentation procedure for the 

management of dysphagia associated with unilateral vocal fold palsy/paresis (629), type 1 

thyroplasty for the management of vocal fold immobility (630), a single case study on the effect 

of biofeedback therapy (631), a single case study on the effect of a lingual isometric therapeutic 

device (632), the effect of standard dilatation with a modified balloon dilatation in patients with 

brainstem stroke (633), and a single case study on the effect of cricopharyngeal myotomy for 

the management UOS restriction associated with Motor Neuron Disease (27). 

 

1.5.4 Clinical Application of Pharyngeal High-Resolution Manometry with Impedance 
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P-HRM with or without impedance is expected to have increased uptake for the assessment of 

oropharyngeal swallowing by speech pathologists in the coming years (24, 32). For successful 

integration into clinical practice to occur, an understanding of the technology itself, the benefits 

that it can offer, and the appropriateness of use is critical. The integration of pressure derived 

data from manometry with measures of bolus movement (flow) derived from impedance and/or 

visual instrumental assessment provides a comprehensive swallow assessment (10, 22). In the 

current literature, of the 33 studies evaluating pharyngeal dysphagia using P-HRM technology, 

seven used P-HRM alone without bolus movement measures of impedance or VFSS (28, 598, 

601, 602, 605, 607, 634). These pressure-only studies present with substantial limitations 

because omitting bolus flow measures reduces the clinical information that can be derived from 

a more complete swallowing assessment (22). This is emphasised in the normal physiological 

events of oropharyngeal swallowing (Section 1.1). Of the remaining 26 studies, 11 used 

concurrent VFSS (107, 580, 582, 584-586, 596, 597, 599, 633, 635), 13 used concurrent VFSS 

and impedance (1, 26, 30, 154, 558, 561, 563, 567, 572, 581, 583, 603, 606), and two used 

concurrent impedance (591, 600). Limited acquisition and analysis of impedance data alongside 

pressure data may be attributable to the changing evaluation criteria and swallowing metrics 

reported in the literature over past ten years (154, 498, 565-567). Since 2016, there appears to 

be more consistency in the reporting of impedance measures (497). Of particular relevance to 

this thesis, P-HRM-I measures have not been previously reported in the OSA, critically ill 

following extubation, and following HNC treatment cohorts.  

The use of P-HRM with and without impedance as an interventional outcome measure has been 

reported in 11 studies; four of these reporting on single cases. Of the remaining seven studies, 

six have been published since 2019 (624-627, 629, 630), likely representing the increased 

recognition of this technology to evaluate the effectiveness of an intervention (21). Of note, 

these aforementioned studies were published during the data collection period of the two 

interventional outcome studies included in this thesis (Chapters 6 and 9). Nil prospective studies 

utilising the interventions evaluated in this thesis have been previously reported.  
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2. AIMS 

The overall aim of this research program was to advance the understanding of the swallowing 

biomechanics that exist in different clinical dysphagia cohorts, using P-HRM-I measures. Unlike 

other swallowing assessment methods, P-HRM-I can identify and localise alterations in 

pressure and bolus flow during swallowing to determine the underlying pathophysiological 

breakdown leading to dysphagia, which provides considerable opportunity for clinical 

translation. Accordingly, the specific aims of this thesis were to:  

1. Determine the P-HRM-I measures and patterns that may distinguish and characterise 

dysphagia in homogenous adult cohorts with different medical aetiologies when 

compared to healthy controls. 

2. Explore the utility of P-HRM-I as an interventional outcome measure and identify 

biomechanical changes following the intervention to determine the effect on the 

swallowing mechanism.   

This chapter outlines the research aims, questions, hypotheses, rationale and significance for 

each of the six observational studies conducted in this thesis.  
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2.1 Homogenous Cohort Observational Studies 

2.1.1 Dysphagia Assessment in OSA (Chapter 4) 

2.1.1.1  Aims 

1. To analyse and describe the pharyngeal swallowing biomechanics and dysphagia 

symptoms in participants with moderate-severe OSA. 

 

2.1.1.2 Research Question 

1. What P-HRM-I measures are altered in participants with OSA when compared with 

healthy controls? 

 

2.1.1.3 Hypothesis 

1. Pressure and impedance measures representative of sensory impairment in participants 

with moderate-severe OSA will be altered when compared to healthy controls.  

 

2.1.1.4 Rationale and Significance 

Alterations in swallowing associated with OSA are becoming more widely recognised, however 

the mechanisms that contribute to altered swallowing have not yet been established (247, 276). 

Neural injury associated with OSA causing sensory impairment and peripheral disturbances in 

swallowing has been hypothesised (272, 274, 277-279). However, studies investigating the 

swallowing biomechanics in people with OSA using P-HRM-I are lacking. Identification of the 

altered swallowing biomechanical measures in participants with OSA may identify the 

contributing mechanisms to the pathophysiology of dysphagia in this population.  
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2.1.2 Dysphagia Assessment Post OSA Surgery (Chapter 5) 

2.1.2.1 Aims 

1. To use P-HRM-I to assess the swallowing biomechanics of participants following 

mUPPP+/-CCT surgery for OSA and compare these results to healthy controls. 

 

2.1.2.2 Research Question 

1. What P-HRM-I measures are altered in people who have had mUPPP+/-CCT surgery for 

the management of OSA when compared with healthy controls?  

 

2.1.2.3 Hypothesis 

1. The mUPPP procedure will result in reduced velopharyngeal contractile pressures 

compared to healthy controls. 

2. CCT procedure will result in reduced mesopharyngeal contractile pressures compared to 

healthy controls. 

3. Altered UOS modulation will be identified following mUPPP+/-CCT surgery when 

compared to healthy controls.  

 

2.1.2.4 Rationale and Significance 

Dysphagia has historically been reported following OSA surgery (248, 636), however these 

reports commonly used VFSS assessment following historical surgical techniques including 

complete uvula and excessive velar tissue resection (294, 295, 313, 636). Consequently, it was 

unknown whether previous publications accurately represented swallowing function following 

contemporary surgical procedures for OSA, such as mUPPP+/-CCT. Our group previously 

investigated swallowing post mUPPP+CCT using P-HRM-I technology and identified post-

operative altered UOS function suggesting altered sensory modulation (1). However, this was a 

pilot study in a small cohort (n=12) with wide ranging time points following surgery. The 

application of P-HRM-I to characterise biomechanical swallow changes in a larger cohort of 

post-surgical patients when compared with healthy controls aims to provide further 

understanding of the impact of surgery on swallow function and potentially assist clinicians in 

identifying those patients who may be at an increased risk of post-operative dysphagia.  
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2.1.3 Dysphagia Assessment in the Critically Ill Following Extubation or decannulation 

(Chapter 7) 

2.1.3.1 Aims 

1. To utilise P-HRM-I to evaluate the pharyngeal biomechanics to objectively characterise 

swallowing in critically ill participants following extubation or decannulation and 

determine the effect of endotracheal intubation duration on swallowing.  

 

2.1.3.2 Research Question 

1. What P-HRM-I measures are different in the critically ill following extubation or 

decannulation when compared with healthy controls? 

2. Is prolonged endotracheal intubation a risk factor for dysphagia? 

 

2.1.3.3 Hypothesis 

1. P-HRM-I measures will be significantly different in the critically ill participants following 

extubation or decannulation when compared to age-matched healthy controls. 

2. Prolonged intubation will be associated with dysphagia.  

 

2.1.3.4 Rationale and Significance 

Dysphagia is common in critically ill patients following extubation or decannulation (251, 318) 

and can have considerable impact on health outcomes, such as poor quality of life and 

increased morbidity and mortality risk (251, 319-322), as well as on health care utilisation and 

cost (321, 322, 324-327). Although post extubation dysphagia remains inadequately identified 

(251, 637, 638), clinical risk factors have been reported in the literature, including increased 

duration of endotracheal intubation (319, 323, 348). Aspiration is the most frequently reported 

primary outcome measure (346), however the mechanisms that result in aspiration or altered 

swallowing function at the time of extubation and/or decannulation are seldom studied or 

discussed (349). This may be due in part to VFSS assessment being difficult to conduct in this 

setting. P-HRM-I, on the other hand, can be conducted at the bedside and this study aims to 

quantify swallowing outcomes in this participant cohort to reveal novel swallowing mechanisms 

that contribute to dysphagia and determine whether prolonged intubation is a risk factor for 

mechanistic alterations in swallowing.   
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2.1.4 Dysphagia Assessment post-HNC treatment (Chapter 8) 

2.1.4.1 Aims 

1. To use P-HRM-I to assess the swallowing biomechanics in participants with HNC who 

undergo multi-modality treatment and correlate these metrics with VFSS measures.  

 

2.1.4.2 Research Question 

1. What pressure and impedance derived measures are altered in the post-HNC treatment 

cohort when compared to healthy controls? 

2. What VFSS measures of aspiration and residue are significantly correlated with pressure 

and impedance derived measures?  

 

2.1.4.3 Hypothesis 

1. UOS opening and relaxation (UES Max, UES IRP) and hypopharyngeal intra-bolus 

pressure, as an indirect measure of UOS function, will be impaired and pharyngeal 

contractile pressures (PhCI, VCI, MCI and/or HPCI) will be reduced compared with 

healthy controls. 

2. Pharyngeal residue will be associated with reduced mesopharyngeal contractile 

pressures (MCI).  

 

2.1.4.4 Rationale and Significance  

Multi-modality treatment for HNC can result in acute and long-term dysphagia, which is 

negatively associated with health-related quality of life (378). VFSS has been primarily used to 

recognise pathophysiological oropharyngeal swallowing changes following HNC treatment. 

Abnormalities of the swallow mechanism identified with VFSS have included base of tongue 

dysfunction, reduced pharyngeal contraction, and reduced UOS opening (366, 380-388). 

Altered bolus flow outcomes of residue and aspiration have also been identified in VFSS and 

FEES studies following HNC treatment. Current P-HRM-I studies have not completely 

characterised swallow function following HNC treatment. Thus, further evaluation of the altered 

swallowing biomechanical measures may identify contributing mechanisms to the 

pathophysiology of dysphagia in this population. Additionally, comparing the biomechanical 

findings with VFSS observations may provide greater understanding of the swallowing 

alterations following HNC treatment.   
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2.2 Pre- and Post- Intervention Studies  

 

2.2.1 Dysphagia Assessment Pre- and Post-OSA surgery (Chapter 6) 

2.2.1.1Aims 

1. To compare swallowing outcomes in participants diagnosed with OSA prior to- and 

following- mUPPP+CCT surgery. 

 

2.2.1.2 Research Question 

1. What P-HRM-I measures are altered in people who have had mUPPP+CCT surgery for 

the management of OSA post-surgery when compared with pre-surgical baseline? 

 

2.2.1.3 Hypothesis 

1. mUPPP procedure will result in a reduction of velopharyngeal contractile pressures. 

2. CCT procedure will result in a reduction of the mesopharyngeal contractile pressures. 

 

2.2.1.4 Rationale and Significance  

Dysphagia has been reported following the surgical management for OSA. However, alterations 

in swallowing have also been identified in people with OSA who have not yet undergone 

surgical intervention. Thus, the degree of swallowing changes that may be attributed to upper 

airway surgery for OSA management compared with the pathogenesis of OSA itself, remains 

unknown. The prospective evaluation of swallowing pre- and post-upper airway surgical 

intervention for the management of OSA has been conducted in two studies (290, 314). 

However, these studies used visual instrumental swallowing assessments and did not report on 

outcomes following the mUPPP+CCT surgical technique. Although both studies evaluated 

different swallowing outcomes across different surgical techniques, no significant VFSS-derived 

swallowing changes were reported following surgery. To date, no studies have utilised P-HRM-I 

to compare post-mUPPP+CCT swallowing biomechanics to pre-surgical baseline in people with 

OSA. The application of P-HRM-I may reveal biomechanical alterations that have not previously 

been detected by other swallowing assessment techniques and to provide further understanding 

of the impact of this contemporary surgery on swallowing.   
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2.2.2 Dysphagia Assessment Pre- and Post-Tongue Base Augmentation (Chapter 9) 

 

2.2.2.1 Aims 

1. To evaluate the effect of tongue base augmentation in participants with dysphagia 

following HNC treatment on swallowing outcomes using P-HRM-I biomechanical data, 

videofluoroscopy swallowing study (VFSS), and self-reported symptoms of dysphagia. 

 

2.2.2.2 Research Question 

1. What P-HRM-I measures are altered in people who have had a tongue base 

augmentation procedure for the management of moderate-severe dysphagia following 

HNC treatment when compared with baseline? 

 

2.2.2.3 Hypotheses 

1. Following tongue base augmentation, increased mesopharyngeal wall volume/thickness, 

measured using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and improved mesopharyngeal 

force generation, measured by P-HRM-I, will be observed. 

2. Following tongue base augmentation, reduced post-swallow pharyngeal residue and 

improved patient-reported dysphagia symptoms will occur.  

 

2.2.2.4 Rationale and Significance  

Dysphagia following HNC treatment has been identified as a strong predictor of reduced health-

related quality of life (378, 639, 640). Changes in eating habits occur in up to 40% of people 

following HNC treatment (641), while 3-10% of patients require percutaneous endoscopic 

gastrostomy (PEG) for nutritional support at 12 months or more after treatment (642, 643). 

Accordingly, there has been considerable research targeting improvements in swallowing 

outcomes following HNC treatment. The initiation of swallowing exercises prior to, during, and 

following treatment was one strategy aimed at maximising swallowing muscle strength and 

range of movement (644). However, the efficacy of swallowing exercises is unclear, with 

inconsistent treatment effects being demonstrated (645). Tongue base dysfunction is 

recognised as a contributory mechanism of dysphagia following HNC treatment as measured by 

VFSS. In particular, reduced tongue base and pharyngeal wall muscle volume has been 
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associated with reduced pharyngeal constriction and increased pharyngeal residue (646). 

Augmentation of the tongue base aims to target the key anatomical sites that contribute to 

tongue base dysfunction (380, 647) and has been reported to result in improved swallowing 

outcomes (648, 649). It has been hypothesized that this procedure artificially augments the 

mesopharyngeal volume and, as a biomechanical consequence, increases the force generation 

capacity during swallowing. However, evaluation of swallowing biomechanics before and after 

the procedure has not occurred. The application of P-HRM-I aims to provide further 

understanding of the impact of this novel surgery on swallowing and assist clinicians in 

identifying those patients who may benefit the most from the procedure methodology. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Ethical Approval 

Ethical and governance approval was granted by the Southern Adelaide Clinical Human 

Research Ethics Committee for the studies presented in this thesis, which were all candidate-

driven. All participants provided written informed consent. 

 

The approval numbers assigned by the Office for Research and the titles are:  

(1) 156.18, The investigation of dysphagia following oropharyngeal surgery for obstructive sleep 

apnoea;  

(2) 283.11, Assessment of swallowing function and aspiration risk in adult patients with 

dysphagia;  

(3) 39.17, Pharyngeal augmentation for dysphagia therapy: A novel surgical approach for 

dysphagia management; and  

(4) 202.15, Incidence of post extubation dysphagia in short-term and long-term stay critical care 

patients using high-resolution pharyngo-oesophageal manometry and impedance.  
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3.2 Swallowing Outcome Measures 

The study protocols comprised of the collection of a number of swallowing outcome measures, 

including PROMs of swallowing, P-HRM-I and/or VFSS. The broad methodology of the 

conducted studies is described in the following section, with specific amendments required for 

each of the cohort and intervention studies, which are outlined in their respective chapters.  

 

3.2.1 Patient Reported Outcome Measures of Swallowing 

PROMs of swallowing were collected in the homogenous cohort studies to determine self-

reported symptom severity, and in the intervention studies to evaluate perceived treatment 

effectiveness (399). The Sydney Swallowing Questionnaire (SSQ) is a validated 17-item 

questionnaire that is considered to be a high-quality self-reported measure of swallowing (399) 

to assess symptomatic oropharyngeal dysphagia (650, 651). Sixteen of the seventeen 

questions in the SSQ are presented as a 100 mm length visual analogue scale. One question 

(Q 12) has a question score from 0-5 to describe time taken to complete a meal, which is then 

multiplied by 20 to enable conversion along the 0-100 scale, providing consistency with the 

other 16 questions (651). The SSQ was validated in a heterogenous neurogenic population 

(n=48) diagnosed with Zenker’s diverticulum (651). Normative total SSQ scores in a non-

dysphagic adult cohort (n=73) have been published (650); the mean total SSQ score was 72.3 

(SD = 56.7; 95 % CI [59.8, 84.9]) with an upper limit of normal determined at 234 (with a 90 % 

CI [193, 277]). Interestingly, no gender or age affect was observed (650), particularly as gender 

(544) and age (591) are recognised factors to influence swallowing.   

 

Functional Swallowing Outcome 

 

The Functional Oral Intake Scale (FOIS) is a validated clinician-rated swallowing outcome 

measure to categorise food and fluid intake levels (652). The FOIS is a seven-item scale 

comprising of levels 1-3 defining alternative nutritional requirements and levels 4-7 defining food 

and fluid status without alternative nutritional support. In the original validation study, the FOIS 

demonstrated high-reliability and sensitivity of changes in oral intakes status in a stroke 

population (652).  
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3.2.2 Videofluoroscopic Swallow Study 

VFSS was conducted to identify abnormal bolus flow outcomes of penetration, aspiration and 

residue. It was simultaneously collected with P-HRM-I in a sub-set of participants in the OSA 

cohort (Chapter 4), in all of the participants in the post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8) and in 

the pre- and post- tongue base augmentation intervention study (Chapter 9). Each VFSS was 

conducted in the Radiology suite at Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, Australia using a 

videofluoroscope (Artis zee multi-purpose, Seimens Healthineers) and recorded at 15 frames 

per second in-line with Radiology department procedures. It is acknowledged that a reduced 

frame rate of 15, when compared with 30, may result in limited interpretation of some 

impairments (475, 478).  

 

3.2.2.1 Standard Procedure 

The standard VFSS protocol consisted of a total of eight swallows, which included a 5,10 and 

20 mL volume of thin and extremely thick fluids observed in the lateral plane. Repeat 20 mL 

volumes of thin and extremely thick fluids was observed in the anterior-posterior plane. The 

bolus was prepared using standardised P-HRM-I bolus medium (SBMkit™, Trisco Foods Pty 

Ltd, Brisbane, Australia)(544) with 100 mL of liquid barium (Polybar barium sulphate 

suspension; Bracco Diagnostics Inc, Monroe Township, NJ, USA) used with tap water to 

provide opacity of the tested boluses during testing. Bolus preparation, including differing 

viscosities, is described in further detail in Section 3.4.3.1 below. This standardised bolus set 

was used for all the P-HRM-I and/or VFSS swallow assessments apart from the critically ill 

cohort study (Chapter 6). Whilst a standard protocol was followed, the bolus preparation for this 

study was reflective of the procedures at the time. The thin liquid bolus comprised of 0.9% 

saline and the extremely thick bolus was the commercial standardized product of EFT Viscous 

Bolus (Sandhill Scientific, Denver USA). 
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3.2.2.2 VFSS Measures 

Premature spillage was defined as entry of the bolus into the pharynx without the initiation of a 

swallow, which is typically associated with poor oral containment (45). Penetration and 

aspiration was evaluated using the validated 8-point penetration-aspiration scale (PAS), which 

was originally developed for use in VFSS (455) and has been subsequently adapted for use in 

FEES (653). Now widely used across both clinical and research settings, the PAS quantifies the 

observed anatomical level of airway invasion of material, whether an airway clearance response 

is initiated, and the effectiveness of the response (455). A PAS > 2 is considered indicative of 

abnormal swallowing (94, 654). A PAS value between 2-5 represents penetration and a PAS 

value between 6-8 represents aspiration (455). Vallecular and pyriform sinus residue were 

quantified using the normalised residue ratio scale (NRRS)(483) via the open-source image 

analysis software (Image J, National Institute of Health, Rockville, MD, USA). The ratio of post-

swallow residue relative to the outlined valleculae (NRRSv) or pyriform sinus (NRRSp) regions 

was captured. Abnormal post-swallow residue is defined as a NRRS > 0.1 (94).  

In addition to these validated quantification assessment tools, the Dynamic Imaging Grade of 

Swallowing Toxicity (DIGEST) (482) was utilised in the post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8) 

and in the pre- and post-tongue base augmentation procedure cohort (Chapter 9). The DIGEST 

was intended for interpretation of both swallowing safety and efficiency using VFSS in post-

treatment HNC cohorts (482). This tool has a high reliability and allows for quantification of 

pharyngeal dysphagia severity, from mild to life-threatening according to observed integrated 

bolus outcomes of Safety and Efficiency. This is determined on a matrix table that includes a 

Safety grade, based on the maximum penetration and aspiration scale score; and an Efficiency 

grade, based on maximum percentage of pharyngeal residue (482). The interaction of the 

Safety and Efficiency grades determines the overall Summary DIGEST grade.  

 

3.2.3 Pharyngeal High-Resolution Pharyngeal Manometry with Impedance 

The fundamental outcome measures relating to pharyngeal swallowing biomechanics was 

assessed using the P-HRM-I technology, which was conducted across the four homogenous 

cohorts and two intervention studies in this thesis. Whilst the simultaneous VFSS and P-HRM-I 

studies were performed in the fluoroscopy suite at Flinders Medical Centre, the P-HRM-I-only 

studies were conducted in a clinical motility laboratory on level 3 in the Department of 

Gastroenterology and Hepatology at Flinders Medical Centre. The following section outlines the 
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standard P-HRM-I protocol; specific details relevant to each of the individual studies are 

described in their respective Chapters. The following section will also review the P-HRM-I Core 

and Additional Metrics. At commencement of candidature, the reporting of P-HRM-I with or 

without impedance metrics was inconsistent. This was recognised and addressed in 2019 by 

the P-HRM-I International Working Group, comprising of speech pathologists, 

gastroenterologists, otolaryngologists and scientists from twenty institutions who formulated 

consensus-generated P-HRM-I Core and Additional Metrics (21). These minimum set standards 

of measures and protocols were generated to facilitate translation of the P-HRM-I with and 

without impedance technology to clinical application (21).  

 

3.2.3.1 Standard Procedure 

An 8 French catheter with 32 pressure sensors (unidirectional) and 16 impedance transducers 

(Unisensor AG catheter, Atticon, Switzerland) was used for recording pressure and impedance 

data. Pressure and impedance data were acquired at 20 samples per second using the Solar GI 

acquisition unit (Medical Measurement System, Enschede, The Netherlands). Following a four-

hour fasting period, atomised lignocaine (5%; 2-3 sprays, equivalent to 0.3 ml) was topically 

administered to the nasal passage and lubricant gel (2% lidocaine) was applied on the catheter 

to aid catheter intubation and maximise participant comfort (21, 535). Prior to trans-nasal 

catheter insertion, thermal compensation correction was utilised in all studies to reduce 

measurement error. This consisted of the catheter being placed in 37oC water in a sterilised 10-

inch diameter bowl, where the pressure sensors were “zeroed”; this was repeated prior to 

intubation without any external pressure. Insertion of the P-HRM-I catheter, known as 

intubation, occurred via the anaesthetised nare to approximately 15 cm; when resistance was 

observed it was presumed that the catheter was within the velar region. The participant was 

asked to position their head in a chin down position with the catheter further advanced to span 

the pharynx. Sips of liquids with a straw were then performed to aid catheter placement through 

the pharynx below the tonic UOS, which is approximately 35-40cm (497). Liquid administration 

via syringe was offered to participants unable to drink via a straw. Once the catheter was 

positioned spanning from the velopharynx to the proximal oesophagus, confirmed through 

observation of the pressure topography plot, the participant returned to a head-neutral position 

and the catheter was taped to the nose to minimise movement of the positioned catheter (Figure 

3.1). A minimum 5-minute accommodation period followed (21), which allowed for subsidence of 
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the anaesthetic effects from the lidocaine administration and participant accommodation to the 

catheter.   

 

Figure 3-1 PARTICIPANT IN AN UPRIGHT AND HEAD NEUTRAL POSITION WITH P-HRM-I 

CATHETER IN-SITU (8 FR, UNIDIRECTIONAL), TAPED TO THE NOSE.  

Data acquisition and computer screen shown with pharyngeal and oesophageal pressure 

recordings visible on the display.  

 

Bolus preparation involved the use of a standard bolus medium (SBMkit™, Trisco Foods Pty 

Ltd, Brisbane, Australia) of an apple flavoured saline solution (0.9% sodium chloride NaCl) 

mixed with 100 mL of tap water at room temperature (544). This allows for stable conductivity 

measures of pressure and impedance. Viscosity was tested to ensure conformance with the 

International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative (IDDSI)(655). Thin liquids and extremely 

thick liquids were consistent with IDDSI 0 and IDDSI 4, respectively. A modified bolus liquid 

viscosity was producible using the xanthan gum based thickening agent Precise Thick-N 

INSTANT from the SBMkit™, with the relevant consistency levels in-line with the IDDSI 

framework (21). Viscosity of extremely thick liquids (consistent with IDDSI level 4) was tested 

using the spoon tilt test. The spoon tilt test assesses for adhesiveness and cohesion of the 

substance, which is defined as maintaining shape on the spoon and able to drop from the spoon 

with gentle movement with only a thin film remaining on the surface of the spoon (656). 

Participants were studied in an upright seated posture with a head neutral position consistent 

with the recommended P-HRM/P-HRM-I protocol guidelines (21). The standardised protocol 

included testing a total of 18 boluses of 5, 10 and 20 mL volumes of thin (IDDSI 1) and 

extremely thick (IDDSI 4) liquids. A minimum of three repeat swallows of each liquid volume and 

viscosity is recommended for acquisition of valid data (Omari et al, 2019). Participants were 
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asked to “swallow when ready” as the syringe was placed in the mouth. When combined with 

VFSS, termed videomanometry, a combined protocol was developed by the group to maximise 

capture across volume and viscosity range whilst minimising radiation exposure (Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure 3-2 VIDEOMANOMETRY PROTOCOL DEVELOPED FOR THE STUDIES IN THIS THESIS.  

As represented on the online data collection table, the standardised protocol comprised of 

triplicate 5, 10 and 20 mL thin and extremely thick fluids (IDDSI 1 and 4, respectively). VFSS Image 

capture order: Left lateral and Anterior-Posterior. If aspiration was observed, testing was ceased 

with that volume/consistency. 

 

3.2.3.2 Sterilisation  

A standardised sterilising system was used for the P-HRM/P-HRM-I catheters, which was 

consistent with the Flinders Medical Centre Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology 

clinical guidelines. The Trio Wipe System (Tristel Pty Ltd, Victoria, Australia) is a triplicate 

decontamination system for non-luminated medical devices, with reported efficacy (657). The 

Tristel Trio Wipe System is TGA (Therapeutic Goods Administration) approved as a Class IIb 

Medical Device in line with AS/NZS-4187.  
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3.2.3.3 P-HRM-I Analysis and Measures 

The P-HRM-I recordings were analysed by myself and reviewed by experts in P-HRM-I analysis 

(supervisor Professor Taher Omari; colleague Dr Charles Cock) to ensure validity of analysis. 

The analysis was conducted using the web-based platform Swallow Gateway™ 

(swallowgateweway.com, version 2020; Flinders University, Adelaide Australia). Each P-HRM-I 

study was exported from the Medical Measurement System (MMS) software in ASCII file (.asc) 

format containing de-identified information and uploaded for analysis. Individual swallows were 

selected by drawing a region of interest (ROI) spanning from the velopharynx to the 

oesophageal transition zone (inferior border of the proximal oesophagus). For each selected 

swallow, anatomical markers were placed at the velopharyngeal proximal margin, 

hypopharyngeal proximal margin, upper oesophageal sphincter (UOS) apogee and UOS distal 

margin, as well as timing markers of UOS relaxation and closure (Figure 3.3). For an additional 

graphical representation of the P-HRM-I Core Metrics (Appendix 2).  

 

Figure 3-3P-HRM-I RESULTS OF A SINGLE OROPHARYNGEAL SWALLOW IN A HEALTHY 

CONTROL.  

A: A pressure topography plot displays the P-HRM-I Core Metrics, including the pharyngeal 

(PhCI), velo- meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contractile integrals (VCI, MCI and HPCI, respectively), 

which represent the contractile pressures of the pharyngeal region represented by the solid black 

line; the intra-bolus pressure (IBP), represented by the solid pink line; the UOS region, including 

the pressure metrics before (UES baseline pressure; UESBP) and during (UES integrated 

relaxation pressure, UESIRP) relaxation and following contraction (UES peak pressure). B: The 

pharyngeal contractile pressures (black line) and impedance/admittance curves (pink line). The 

yellow vertical lines represent the UOS relaxation and contraction. The duration (seconds) of 

bolus presence time (BPT) is shown by its respective blue dotted line, indicating time from the 

bolus in the pharynx across the duration of UES relaxation. The Distension-contraction latency 

(DCL) is shown by its respective blue dotted line, representing the duration from the peak of intra-

bolus pressure (IBP) to the peak of the pharyngeal contraction following UOS contraction. C: The 

UOS pressures (black line) and impedance/admittance curves (pink line) prior to and during 

relaxation. The duration of UES relaxation (UES RT) is shown in blue. Abbreviated pressure flow 

measures are incorporated in the figure to correspond with the definitions in Table 1 below (544). 

 

Following analysis of the individual swallows, the P-HRM-I Core and Additional Metrics were 

generated by the AIM software via the www.swallogateway.com platform. This automated 

approach to analysis provides the mean for each of the metrics. Table 3.1 defines and 

describes each of these metrics in further detail.  

Table 3-1 P-HRM-I WITH IMPEDANCE CORE AND ADDITIONAL METRICS (21). 
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PHRM-i Core Metrics 

 Measurement Definition 

Pharyngeal lumen occlusive pressure 

Pharyngeal contractile 

integral 

PhCI 

An integral pressure measure of pharyngeal contractile vigor 
spanning from the velopharynx to the upper margin of the UES 

(mmHg.cm.s). 

Velopharyngeal 

contractile integral  

VCI 

An integral pressure measure of pharyngeal contractile vigor 
spanning the velopharyngeal region only (mmHg.cm.s). 

Mesopharyngeal 

contractile integral MCI 
An integral pressure measure of pharyngeal contractile vigor 

spanning the mesopharyngeal region only (mmHg.cm.s). 

Hypopharyngeal 

contractile integral HPCI 
An integral pressure measure of pharyngeal contractile vigor 

spanning the hypopharyngeal region only (mmHg.cm.s). 

Hypopharyngeal intra-bolus distension pressure 

Hypopharyngeal intra-

bolus distension 

pressure  

IBP 

The pressure 1 cm superior to the UES apogee position at the                
time of maximum hypopharyngeal distension (indicated by 

impedance/admittance) (mmHg). 

UES relaxation & opening 

UES integrated 

relaxation pressure 

UES IRP 

A pressure measure of the extent of UES relaxation pressure, 
generated as the median of the lowest pressure in a non-

consecutive 0.20–0.25 second window (mmHg). 

UES 

relaxation time 

UES RT 

A measure of the duration of UES relaxation – a pressure interval 
below 50% of baseline or 35 mmHg, whichever is lower, in units of 

seconds (s). 

UES maximum 

admittance 

UES Max Ad 

A measure of extent of UES opening. The highest admittance value 
(inverse of impedance) recorded during trans- sphincteric bolus 

flow, in units of millisiemens (mS). 

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

Global Swallow Function 

Swallow Risk Index 
SRI 

A composite score based on a mathematical formula comprising of 
four hypopharyngeal swallow metrics (IBP, BPT, DCL, peak 

pharyngeal pressure) and provides a numerical value distinguishing 
normal from abnormal swallow function (SRI >15, indicates abnormal 

function with an increased likelihood for aspiration events). 
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Timing Measures 

Bolus presence time 

BPT 
Duration of the bolus in the hypopharynx prior to UES relaxation  – a 

correlate of the dwell time of the bolus in the pharynx (s). 

Distension-contraction 

latency 

DCL 

A timing measure from maximum pharyngeal bolus distension to the 
pharyngeal luminal occlusive contraction – a correlate of  

bolus propulsion ahead of the pharyngeal stripping wave (s). 
 

UES pre- and post-swallow and proximal esophageal measures 

UES basal pressure 

UES BP  
The peak pressure at the level of the UES pre swallow (mmHg). 

UES contractile integral 

UES CI 
An integral pressure measure of UES contractile vigor, post 

swallow (mmHg.cm.s). 

 

UES peak pressure 

UES PP 

The peak pressure measure at the level of the UES, measured 
immediately post pharyngeal contraction (mmHg). 

 

Proximal esophageal 

contractile integral 

Prox Es CI 

An integral pressure measure of proximal esophageal contractility 
(mmHg.cm.s). 

 

From all the P-HRM-I Core and Additional Metrics shown in Table 3.1, the Swallow Risk Index 

(SRI) is the only global measure of oropharyngeal swallow function. The SRI is a validated 

measure, which is determined from a mathematical formula derived from the integration of 

pressure and impedance measures. An SRI > 15 is able to identify disordered oropharyngeal 

swallowing and associated aspiration risk correlated with timing, weakness and obstruction 

aetiologies (567). Figure 3.4 displays the four pressure and impedance metrics that contribute to 

the derivation of the SRI, which has been strongly related to observed penetration and/or 

aspiration on VFSS (567). The SRI has also been investigated as a potential marker of 

pharyngeal residue; an SRI value of 9 or was found to be indicative of pharyngeal residue with 

moderate-high predictability (569). 

 

Figure 3-4 THE SWALLOW RISK INDEX (SRI).  

The SRI is derived from pressure and impedance measures of the maximum pharyngeal 

contractile pressure (Peak P), Intra-Bolus Pressure (IBP), duration of the bolus presence in the 

pharynx (BPT) and Distension-Contraction Latency (DCL) from the maximum admittance to the 
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maximum peak pharyngeal pressure. SRI formula: SRI = IBP x BPT/ (DLC+1) x Peak P) x 100. An 

SRI over 15 is considered to identify dysphagia and associated aspiration risk (497).  

 

3.2.3.4 Controls Database 

In all four of the cohort studies in this thesis, participant results were compared with data from a 

healthy control group. Data for the control group were sourced from a database of healthy 

controls (n=50) with a mean age of 46 years, age range 19-79 years; 29 females, 21 males, 

which has been published (544). Inclusion criteria for the control group included: adults (>18 

years). Exclusion criteria: previous upper airway or gastrointestinal surgery, self-reported 

swallowing difficulties, gastroesophageal reflux disease, allergy to local anaesthesia, 

pregnancy, uncontrolled diabetes or blood pressure and medications affecting gastrointestinal 

motility, and medical history consistent with OSA. Healthy participants were recruited from the 

general community through public advertisement and had a P-HRM-I swallow assessment using 

the protocols as described above.  
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3.3 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 25.0 (Chapters 4, 5 and 

7) and Version 26.0 (Chapters 6, 8 and 9) (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences; IBM 

Corp, Armonk, NY, USA). The average of each swallow function metric was determined per 

participant across each volume and consistency condition (3-5 swallows for each bolus 

condition). General linear mixed model analysis was performed with bolus volume and 

consistency as repeated measures and group as fixed factors. Bonferroni adjustment was 

applied to multiple pairwise comparisons. Nonparametric data were normalised by log 

transformation or compared using Mann Whitney U Test or Wilcoxon Test. Data are presented 

as means (95% CI) or median [IQR] as appropriate. A statistically significant difference between 

patients and controls was defined with p values <0.05.  

 

In the following Chapters in this thesis, the novel P-HRM-I swallowing data is presented 

in four cohort studies that compare swallow outcomes to healthy controls and two pre- 

and post-interventional treatment cohort studies. The biomechanical metrics are 

evaluated to identify patterns of mechanistic alterations in swallowing function that 

assists with characterising swallowing in these different participant cohorts, as well as 

evaluating the efficacy of interventional techniques on swallowing function. For each 

study the findings are discussed in relation to the currently available dysphagia 

literature. 
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4. DYSPHAGIA ASSESSMENT IN PARTICIPANTS WITH 

OSA1 

4.1 Introduction 

OSA is a chronic sleep-related upper respiratory condition that is currently thought to be caused 

by multiple contributing mechanisms (266, 267). Dysphagia is a common but under-recognised 

comorbidity associated with OSA, with a prevalence ranging between 16-78% (247, 274-276). 

Subclinical bolus flow abnormalities have been identified in patients with OSA using visual 

instrumental assessment (274-276), with common swallowing impairments including premature 

spillage and/or delayed swallow initiation, penetration and pharyngeal residue (247). Refer to 

Section 1.3.1 Epidemiology of dysphagia in OSA for further details. Although the mechanisms 

contributing to dysphagia in patients with OSA are not well established (247, 276), neural injury 

associated with OSA causing sensory impairment and peripheral disturbances in pharyngeal 

swallowing have been hypothesised (272, 274, 277-279). Observations consistent with 

oropharyngeal sensory alterations and impaired swallowing modulation have been reported in 

patients with OSA, such as prolonged latency of swallowing initiation (279) and shorter duration 

of inspiration following swallowing (278, 279). Neuromuscular injuries, such as lower axon 

density within the nerve fascicles of the soft palate, have also been associated with the degree 

of swallowing dysfunction in patients with OSA (272).  

Despite the increasing recognition of dysphagia as a complication associated with OSA, there 

are no known published studies that have utilised P-HRM-I to investigate the swallowing 

biomechanics in patients with OSA. Identification of the altered swallowing biomechanical 

measures could provide further insight into the underlying mechanisms contributing to the 

pathophysiology of dysphagia in this population.  

Aim: To analyse and describe the pharyngeal swallowing biomechanics and dysphagia 

symptoms in participants with moderate-severe OSA. 

  

                                                
1 The data presented in this Chapter was published: Schar, MS., Omari, TI., Woods, CW., Ferris, L., Doeltgen, S., Lushington, K., 
Kontos, A., Athanasiadis, T., Cock, C., Chai Coetzer, C-L., Eckert, D.J., & Ooi, E.H. (2021). Altered swallowing biomechanics in 
people with moderate-severe obstructive sleep apnea. Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, 17 (9) https://doi.org/10.5664/jcsm.9286 
(Appendix 3). It was also accepted for oral presentations at the European Society of Swallowing Disorders Virtual Conference in 
September 2020 and the South Australian Allied Health Research Virtual Forum in October 2021. Funding of this study was 
supported by a research grant awarded by the South Australia Health/University of South Australia Allied Health Research 
Collaboration Grant, 2018. ($35, 000, CI M.Schar).  
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4.2 Methods 

Participants 

Ethical approval was granted by the Southern Adelaide Clinical Human Research Ethics 

Committee (No. 283.11 and 156.18). Participants were prospectively enrolled between 

November 2017- September 2020. Participants with moderate-severe OSA were recruited 

following referral to the Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery Unit at Flinders Medical Centre 

for suitability of upper airway surgery. Inclusion criteria: moderate-severe OSA (AHI ≥15 

events/h sleep)(658) based on an overnight polysomnography sleep study, adult (≥18 years) 

and noncompliance with medical management of OSA. Exclusion criteria: previous upper airway 

or gastrointestinal surgery, self-reported laryngopharyngeal reflux/gastroesophageal reflux 

disease symptoms, allergy to local anaesthesia, pregnancy, uncontrolled diabetes or blood 

pressure, or a neurological diagnosis. Age- and gender-matched control data were acquired 

from an existing laboratory database (544). Refer to Section 3.4.3.4, Methodology for details of 

the healthy control data. 

OSA Severity 

The apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI) measures the severity of sleep apnoea. It is the average of 

the apnoea (completion breathing cessation) and hypopnoea (partial breathing cessation) 

events per hour of sleep)(658). The AHI severity scale, includes: normal (<5); mild (≥ 5- <15); 

moderate (≥15 - ≥30); and severe (≥30)(658). 

PROMs 

All participants completed the SSQ to assess for patient-reported symptomatic dysphagia. All 

participants completed the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), a validated self-administered 

questionnaire, to assess daytime sleepiness with sleepiness defined as a score ≥ 9 (659). 

 

Swallow Assessment 

P-HRM-I and VFSS assessments were conducted and analysed according to the respective 

protocols described in Section 3.4.3  and 3.4.2, respectively.  
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Statistical Analysis 

PROM scores and P-HRM-I metrics from the moderate-severe OSA group were compared to 

healthy Control group data. Refer to Section 3.5 for details of the statistical analysis. 

4.3 Results 

Demographics 

Demographics of the study participants are presented in Table 4.1. In the OSA group, twenty 

participants were enrolled, however one participant was excluded due to mild OSA (AHI <15 

events/h sleep), providing a total of 19 participants for analysis. 80% (16/19) had severe OSA 

(AHI >30 events/h sleep) and 15% (3/19) had moderately severe OSA (AHI between 15-30 

events/h sleep). Excessive daytime sleepiness was reported in 35% (7/19) of participants in the 

OSA group. Data for 19 controls were consecutively selected from the database to match the 

age and gender distribution of the OSA participants. The two groups were not Body Mass Index 

(BMI) matched; the average BMI was 31 kg/m2 in the OSA group indicating an obese cohort, 

compared to 25 kg/m2 indicating an overweight control cohort.  

Table 4-1 DEMOGRAPHICS OF OSA AND AGE-MATCHED CONTROL GROUPS  

 Control 
(n=19) 

OSA 
(n=19) 

Age (years) 47, range 27-68 47, range 26-68 
Gender (male: female) 15:4 15:4 

BMI (kg/m2) 25, range 18-31 31, range 22-41 
AHI NA 45, range 17-90 
ESS NA 9, range 2-16 

Data presented as mean with range, or count. AHI, Apnoea-Hypopnoea Index; BMI, Body Mass Index; 
ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale; OSA, Obstructive Sleep Apnoea.  

 

PROMs of Swallowing  

Twenty six percent (5/19) of the OSA group reported symptomatic dysphagia (SSQ > 234). The 

total SSQ score was significantly higher in the OSA cohort compared with healthy controls 

(median = 116, IQR [70, 242] vs median = 42 [20, 66], Mann Whitney U Test F= 3.085, p 

<0.002, Figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4-1 SCATTERPLOT SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF SSQ SCORES OF THE CONTROL VS 

OSA GROUPS.  

The blue line marks the median SSQ in the control group of 42 (IQR [20, 66]); the red line marks 

the significantly higher median SSQ in the OSA group of 116 (IQR [70,242]), approaching the 

symptomatic dysphagia cut-off value of 234. Five of 19 (26%) of the OSA group show symptomatic 

dysphagia (SSQ >234). Mann-Whitney U Test 3.085, p <0.002. 

SSQ, Sydney Swallow Questionnaire; OSA, Obstructive Sleep Apnoea; GRP, Group 

 

VFSS 

VFSS was performed in a sub-group of 9 OSA participants (concurrently with P-HRM-I). 

Premature spillage was observed in 11% (1/9). All OSA participants presented with a PAS score 

within normal limits (level of 1 or 2). Valleculae post-swallow residue, quantified using the 

NRRSv, was within normal limits for 8 participants. One had a valleculae post-swallow residue 

score of 0.2, considered indicative of abnormal function. Interestingly, this participant was 

asymptomatic for dysphagia with a SSQ score of 160. All participants had a normal pyriform 

sinus post-swallow residue score (NRRSp; Table 4.2).  
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Table 4-2 RAW DATA OF VFSS BOLUS FLOW OUTCOMES OF ASPIRATION AND PHARYNGEAL 

RESIDUE 

Participant No. PAS NRRSv NRRSp 
11 2 0.06 0 
12 2 0.001 0.02 
13 2 0 0 
14 2 0 0 
15 2 0.06 0.02 
16 1 0 0 
17 2 0.20 0.02 
18 1 0 0 
19 2 0.05 0 

NRRS, Normalised Residue Ratio Scale (v, vallecular; p, pyriform); PAS, Penetration-Aspiration 

Scale. Bold value represents an abnormal score. 

 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

UOS Relaxation and Opening Extent 

UES IRP was significantly increased in the OSA group compared with healthy controls 

(p<0.0001). Significant pairwise differences were present for all test combinations except for 5 

mL extremely thick liquids (p<0.05) (Figure 4.2; Table 4.3). Similarly, UES opening diameter 

was reduced in the OSA group when compared with controls (p<0.0001). Pairwise comparisons 

were significantly different in the OSA group versus controls, for 10 mL thin and 10 mL and 20 

mL extremely thick liquids (p<0.05) (Figure 4.3; Table 4.3). UES relaxation time was reduced in 

the OSA group versus controls (p<0.02). However, there were no significant pairwise 

differences.  
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Figure 4-2 UOS INTEGRATED RELAXATION PRESSURE IN PARTICIPANTS WITH OSA 

COMPARED WITH AGE-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, and 20 mL bolus volumes at thin (IDDSI level 0) 

and extremely thick (IDDSI level 4) consistencies for the OSA group (red) and control group (blue). 

UES IRP was significantly increased in the OSA group for all tested bolus conditions except 5 ml 

extremely thick liquid.  

* Denotes statistical significance (p<0.05, General Linear Mixed Modelling). IDDSI: International 

Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative; IRP: Integrated Relaxation Pressure; OSA: Obstructive 

Sleep Apnoea; UES: Upper Esophageal Sphincter. 

 

Figure 4-3 UOS OPENING EXTENT IN PARTICIPANTS WITH OSA COMPARED WITH AGE-

MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, 20 mL bolus volumes at thin (IDDSI level 0) and 

extremely thick (IDDSI level 4) consistencies for the OSA group (red) and control group (blue). 

UES Opening Extent, measured by maximum admittance, was significantly reduced in the OSA 

group for 10 mL thin and extremely thick, and 20 mL extremely thick bolus conditions.  

* Denotes statistical significance (p<0.05, General Linear Mixed Modelling). IDDSI, International 

dysphagia diet standardization initiative; OSA, Obstructive sleep apnoea; Max Admin, maximum 

admittance; UES: upper esophageal sphincter. 
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Hypopharyngeal Intrabolus Distension Pressure 

The hypopharyngeal IBP was significantly increased in OSA participants compared with controls 

(p < 0.0001). Pairwise comparisons demonstrated significant increases for the OSA group for 5 

ml and 20 mL thin liquids and 5 mL and 10 mL extremely thick liquids (p < 0.05; Table 4.3). 

 

Pharyngeal Contractile Integrals (Velo-, Meso-, Hypo-) 

Significant increases in VCI (p < 0.0001), HPCI (p < 0.0001) and PhCI (p < 0.0001) were 

present for the OSA group compared with healthy controls (Table 4.2). Pairwise comparisons 

were significantly increased for velopharyngeal and pharyngeal contractile integrals across all 

tested volumes and consistencies for the OSA group (Figure 4.4; Table 4.2). The HPCI showed 

a significant increase for 10 mL extremely thick liquids (p < 0.0001). The MCI did not differ 

between OSA participants and healthy controls (p = 0.11, Table 4.3). 

 

Figure 4-4 VELOPHARYNGEAL CONTRACTILE PRESSURE IN PARTICIPANTS WITH OSA 

COMPARED WITH AGE-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, 20 mL bolus volumes at thin (IDDSI level 0) and 

extremely thick (IDDSI level 4) consistencies for the OSA group (red) and control group (blue). VCI 

was significantly increased in the OSA group for all tested bolus conditions.  
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* Denotes statistical significance (p<0.05, General Linear Mixed Modelling). IDDSI: International 

Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative; OSA: Obstructive Sleep Apnoea; VCI: Velopharyngeal 

Contractile Pressure  

 

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

The SRI was significantly elevated in the OSA group compared with controls (p<0.0001). 

Significant pairwise differences (increased SRIs) were present for all tested volumes of thin 

liquid and extremely thick liquids (p<0.05; Table 4.3).    

The BPT did not differ between OSA participants and controls (p=0.6). The DCL was 

significantly shorter in OSA group compared with controls (p<0.002). Significant pairwise 

differences were present only for 20 mL thin liquid. UES BP, which measures the UOS pressure 

prior to swallow initiation, was reduced in the OSA group versus controls (p<0.003). Pairwise 

differences were present in 10 mL thin liquid only. When comparing the difference of thin versus 

thickened liquid, there were no differences observed in the OSA group compared with controls, 

who showed a significantly higher UES BP during thin liquid swallows (Figure 4.5; Table 4.3). 

 

Figure 4-5 UES BASAL PRESSURE IN PARTICIPANTS WITH OSA COMPARED WITH AGE-

MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, 20 mL bolus volumes at thin (IDDSI level 0, blue) 

and extremely thick (IDDSI level 4, red) consistencies for the OSA group and control group. The 

healthy control group demonstrates an increased UES basal pressure, measured prior to the 

swallow, for thin liquids compared to extremely thick liquids. In comparison, the OSA group have 

reduced UES basal pressure to thin liquids, particularly with 10 and 20 mL volumes.  
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* Denotes statistical significance (p<0.05, General Linear Mixed Modelling). BP: Basal Pressure; 

IDDSI: International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative; OSA: Obstructive Sleep Apnoea; 

UES: Upper Esophageal Sphincter. 

 

The post-swallow UOS contractility (UESCI) was reduced in the OSA group versus controls (p 

<0.026). However, no significant pairwise differences were identified. Proximal esophageal 

contractility (PCI) was not significantly different for the OSA group compared with controls 

(p=0.6; Table 4.3). 

Table 4-3 P-HRM-I METRICS COMPARING THE OSA GROUP TO THE AGE-MATCHED HEALTHY 

CONTROL GROUP  

 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Mean (95% CI) 

 

Metric Control Group 

N=19 

OSA 

N=19 

F, p Pairwise Comparisons 

of Bolus Volume and 

Viscosity 

Pharyngeal 
Contractile Integral 

PhCI 

(mmHg.cm.s) 

287 (268, 307) 377 (357, 
397) 

F 39.9, 
p <0.0001 

 

*thin liquids 5, 10  20  mL      
*extremely thick liquids  5, 

10, 20 mL  

1Velopharyngeal 
Contractile Integral 

VCI 
(mmHg.cm.s) 

87.5 (76,99) 144 
(132,156) 

F 69.6, 
p < 0.0001 

 

*thin liquids 5  mL, 20  mL      
*extremely thick liquids 5, 

10, 20 mL 

Mesopharyngeal 
Contractile Integral 

MCI 

(mmHg.cm.s) 

129 (119,139) 141 
(131,151) 

F 2.5, 
p = 0.111 

 

ns 

1Hypopharyngeal 
Contractile Integral 

HPCI 

(mmHg.cm.s) 

71 (63, 78) 92 (84,99) F 18.2, 
p <0.0001 

 

*extremely thick liquids  10 
mL  

 

Hypopharyngeal 
Intra-Bolus 
Pressure 

IBP 

(mmHg) 

2.4 (1.1, 3.7) 6.5 
(5.2,7.8) 

F 18.9, 
 p < 0.05 

 

*thin liquids 5, 20  mL       
*extremely thick liquids 5, 

10  mL           

UES Maximum 
Admittance 
UES Max Ad 

(mS) 

5.7 (5.6,5.8) 5.2 (5.0, 
5.3) 

F 23.5, 
p <0.0001 

 

*thin liquids 10  mL                 
*extremely thick liquids  

10, 20  mL          

UES Integrated 
Relaxation Pressure 

UES IRP 

-2.0 (-3.0, 1.0) 2.0 (1.0, 
3.0) 

F 32.1,        
p <0.0001 

 

*thin liquids 5, 10, 20 mL      
*extremely thick liquids  

10, 20  mL          
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(mmHg) 
UES relaxation time 

UES relax time 

(s) 
 
 

0.57 (0.55, 0.58) 0.54 (0.52, 
0.56) 

F 5.0,          
p <0.025 

 

ns 

 

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

Mean (95% CI) 

 
1Swallow Risk Index 

SRI 

1.9 (1.0, 2.7) 3.6 (2.7-
4.5) 

F 20.7, 
p <0.0001 

 

*thin liquids 5, 10, 20 mL      
*extremely thick liquids  5  

mL 
1Bolus Presence 

Time 

BPT 

(s) 

0.7 (0.6,0.8) 0.7 (0.6, 
0.8) 

F 0.2, 
p =0.619 

ns 

Distension-
Contraction 

Latency 
DCL 

(s) 

0.51 (0.49, 0.52) 0.47 (0.46, 
0.49) 

F 10.0, 
p <0.002 

 
 

     *thin liquids 20  mL 

UES basal pressure 
(mmHg) 

77 (71,84) 64 (58,70) F 8.8, 
p <0.003 

 

* thin liquids 10  mL 

UES Contractile 
Integral 
UESCI 

(mmHg.cm.s) 

523 (483,563) 458 
(417,598) 

F 5.0, 
p <0.026 

 

ns 

1Proximal 
Esophageal 

Contractile Integral 
ProxEsCI 

(mmHg.cm.s) 

364 (326,401) 304 
(265,342) 

F 0.1, 
p = 0.675 

 

ns 

The table displays the main effects of General Linear Mixed Modelling (GLMM) with F statistic and 

P values. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment are presented comparing the OSA 

group to age-matched control group for each bolus condition. 1 denotes measures that were log 

transformed prior to GLMM. * denotes significance (p <0.05). pairwise comparisons of tested 

bolus conditions across volumes (5, 10 or 20 mL) and viscosity (thin [IDDSI 0] and extremely thick 

[IDDSI 4] liquids). ns denotes not significant result.  
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4.4 Discussion 

This is the first known study investigating dysphagia using P-HRM-I technology in participants 

diagnosed with moderate to severe OSA. The main findings of this study were: (1) 25% of 

participants with moderate-severe OSA were symptomatic of dysphagia, and (2) participants 

with OSA presented with an altered biomechanical swallowing pattern when compared with 

healthy controls. Participants with OSA demonstrated reduced UOS opening diameter and UOS 

restriction during bolus flow, elevated bolus distension pressure at the hypopharynx, and 

increased velopharyngeal contractile pressures. These findings suggest that the OSA 

participants presented with evidence of UOS dysfunction with associated changes in distention 

pressure and contractility.  

Twenty-six percent of participants with moderate-severe OSA were found to have elevated 

scores of self-reported dysphagia. This is comparable with published reports (660, 661), with 

one large study (n=507) finding 16% of middle-aged OSA patients self-reporting dysphagia 

(661). Although not all of the participants with OSA presented with symptomatic dysphagia, 

there was a significantly increased median dysphagia symptom score reported when compared 

with healthy controls. This observation is consistent with previous studies (310). Interestingly, 

there is no current evidence to indicate a negative impact of the presence of dysphagia on 

health related quality-of-life measures in patients with OSA (662). This suggests that swallowing 

changes in patients with OSA may be minor and sub-clinical in nature. However, when the OSA 

associated swallowing alterations are compounded with the known age-related deterioration of 

the swallowing mechanism (663), this may result in an exacerbation of presenting dysphagia. 

This requires further investigation.  

Participants with OSA demonstrated reduced UOS opening extent, as measured by UES Max 

Adm when compared with healthy controls. Given the known biomechanical relationship of 

hyolaryngeal movement resulting in increased traction and opening of the UOS (104), reduced 

UOS opening may correlate with previously reported findings of reduced hyolaryngeal 

contraction times in an OSA cohort (664). In another study, reduced UOS opening extent was 

hypothesised to represent either reduced pharyngeal contractility pressure and/or UOS bolus 

flow restriction (591). The participants with OSA in our study had contractility pressure 

measures within or above the normal range. It is therefore likely that reduced UOS opening 

extent in the OSA cohort is representative of UOS bolus flow restriction. An additional measure 

indicative of UOS restriction during bolus flow is an increase of UOS relaxation pressure during 
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swallowing (UES IRP) (497, 665). A significant increase in UES IRP was observed in the OSA 

cohort when compared with healthy controls.  

Hypopharyngeal IBP, an indirect measure of UOS bolus flow restriction (497), measures the 

bolus distension pressure at the hypopharynx. Increased IBP values may signify reduced UOS 

opening extent and/or reduced UOS distension pressure (159, 499). Increased IBP was 

observed in the OSA cohort when compared with healthy controls. There are numerous 

potential causes that result in increased IBPs, such as altered swallow modulation or anatomical 

causes, such as cricopharyngeal bar or UOS fibrosis (665, 666). However, in the nine VFSSs 

conducted, anatomical abnormalities were not observed. This is further indication that the 

participants with OSA experienced UOS bolus flow restriction most likely due to altered swallow 

modulation. Multiple studies have analysed UOS bolus flow restriction, identifying its presence 

in healthy participants when swallowing increased viscous liquids compared with thin liquids 

(159, 667). Collectively, reduced UOS opening extent and UOS bolus flow restriction findings 

most likely represent a neuroregulatory impairment of altered UOS function associated with 

OSA. This type of impairment may cause the central nervous system to produce a swallowing 

motor response that less efficiently accommodates the bolus volume and consistency (179).  

The mismatched BMI of the OSA cohort when compared with the healthy controls is an 

additional consideration when interpreting the altered UOS metrics. The OSA group had a 

higher BMI (mean of 31 kg/m2, indicative of obesity), compared with the healthy controls (mean 

BMI of 25 kg/m2, indicative of overweight). It is largely accepted that fat deposits in the lateral 

pharyngeal wall and posterior tongue are associated with upper airway collapsibility in patients 

with OSA (668). This may result in propulsion of liquid through a reduced space with associated 

increased intra-bolus pressure in the hypopharynx and UOS regardless of the UOS opening 

extent. Whilst this requires further exploration to discriminate between the effects associated 

with OSA and BMI, the altered UOS biomechanical measures, together with known peripheral 

sensory neural injury in patients with OSA (272, 669, 670), could suggest diminished sensory 

input to the brainstem central pattern generator, resulting in alterations of swallowing 

modulation.   

The VCI, a measure of lumen occlusive pressure, was significantly increased in participants with 

OSA compared with healthy controls for all trialled consistencies. This indicates that there is an 

increased velopharyngeal pressure generation in the OSA cohort during swallowing. This 

finding may be representative of increased tissue volume of the retropalatal region, or a 
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compensatory response to observed reduced UOS opening extent and UOS bolus flow 

restriction. Velum collapsibility has been found in 81% of patients with OSA during sleep (671), 

which may account for the observed increased velopharyngeal contractile pressure in this OSA 

cohort. Velopharyngeal contraction is necessary for adequate pressure generation allowing for 

effective bolus clearance through the pharynx and upper oesophageal sphincter. 

Velopharyngeal contractile pressure and duration increases with increased volume during 

swallowing, in order to seal the nasal cavity eliminating nasal regurgitation (110, 579, 672), and 

contributes to the configuration of an enclosed pharyngeal chamber assisting with bolus 

propulsion (105). It is plausible that restricted bolus flow through the UOS may result in an 

adaptive response whereby increased velopharyngeal contraction generation is required for 

more effective pharyngeal bolus propulsion. A biomechanical association between the 

velopharynx and the UOS has previously been described. During neck flexion manoeuvres in 

healthy participants, stable velopharyngeal pressures and associated reduced UOS pressures 

were considered to function to assist in bolus clearance (673). Additionally, increased 

velopharyngeal pressures have been shown when body positioning is inverted (>90 degrees) 

demonstrating the adaptability of the pharyngeal swallowing mechanism (622). In contrast, in a 

human model study, UOS restriction via external cricoid pressure did not result in an increase in 

the velopharyngeal contractility (579). This may suggest that the increased velopharyngeal 

pressures are not biomechanically linked in response to the UOS bolus flow restriction, or could 

reflect the inability of the model to represent the neuromuscular deviations in UOS bolus flow 

restriction in humans. Interestingly, increased pharyngeal closure pressure during swallowing 

has also been demonstrated in people who are obese (674). This was hypothesised to result 

from increased fat deposit in the tongue base and altered hyoid bone positing with associated 

superiorly positioned epiglottis towards the soft palate (674).   

Previous studies identified sensory impairment associated with swallowing dysfunction in 

patients with OSA (272, 278). One study found patients with OSA to have a prolonged latency 

to initiate a swallow, suggestive of a peripheral sensory impairment affecting the swallowing 

mechanism (279). In our study, participants with OSA were found to have significantly shorter 

DCL and significantly reduced UES BP (and unaffected by liquid viscosity) compared to 

controls. Shortened flow-timing measures have been observed in healthy participants in 

response to increased viscous liquids, which represents the slowed transit of the bolus through 

the pharynx resulting in a ‘late’ onset of the bolus arrival (544), reflecting the normal 

neuromodulation of the swallowing mechanism. The mechanical receptors in the oropharyngeal 
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mucosa detect afferent pressure, volume and viscosity stimulation, which is important for 

appropriate modulation of the swallowing motor output to provide for effective bolus 

accommodation (179, 667). In our study, the shortened DCL and reduced UES BP observed in 

the participants with OSA may indicate altered swallowing modulation; a finding that has 

similarly been shown in healthy participants following opioid administration (612). These findings 

further support previous literature that reported sensory impairment to be a contributing 

mechanism to altered swallowing associated with OSA (272, 278, 279). 

Altered timing measures, such as the findings in our study, could also be explained due to the 

reduced hypopharyngeal space associated with excessive soft tissue and narrowed upper 

airways in patients with OSA. Obesity has been shown in a VFSS based study to be associated 

with increased premature spillage and pharyngeal clearance time (674). This may be associated 

with shortened DCL whereby the bolus arrives earlier prior to pharyngeal contraction. However, 

in the subset of participants with OSA in our study who underwent VFSS, premature bolus 

spillage was observed in only one participant (10%). This observation differs to previous 

studies, where the frequency of premature bolus spillage has been reported between 15-51% 

(275, 277, 664, 675). This discrepancy could be attributable to the acknowledged difficulty in 

accurately distinguishing premature spillage from delayed swallow initiation (676), which may be 

further exacerbated by unclear definitions (394). Additionally, the bolus position at the onset of 

the pharyngeal swallow in healthy controls is highly variable, (outlined in Section 1.1.3), with 

90% of people initiating their swallow below the tongue base and mandibular ramus (93-95), 

which historically was considered to be representative of impaired swallow response. It is 

therefore necessary to interpret these findings with caution (247). 

The biomechanical results presented here demonstrate the utility of P-HRM-I in broadening the 

current understanding of the pathophysiology of pharyngeal swallowing in patients with OSA. In 

a recently published systematic review investigating OSA and the association with dysphagia, 

approximately one-half of the studies utilised visual instrumental assessments and primarily 

reported bolus flow outcomes of penetration, aspiration and bolus residue (247). Whilst the 

reporting of these outcomes are necessary regarding the frequency of the dysphagia 

manifestations, absent or limited identification of the associated pathophysiological impairments 

leads to wide variability in the interpretation of the findings and subsequently limits treatment 

planning (471). An increased understanding of the application of P-HRM-I technology to isolate 

the pathophysiological mechanisms that contribute to abnormal bolus flow findings may facilitate 

the treating clinicians’ interpretation of visual instrumental assessments.  
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There are several acknowledged limitations of this study: (1) our study was unable to compare 

the identified altered swallowing biomechanical features in those participants with OSA who 

were symptomatic and asymptomatic for dysphagia; (2) the two groups were not BMI matched, 

with a higher BMI in participants with OSA being a common observation. It is important to 

consider that in people who are obese, changes in pharyngeal swallowing function have been 

identified, including increased premature spillage and increased pharyngeal clearance time 

(674). Whilst there is little published data on pharyngeal P-HRM-I in relation to BMI, one 

adolescent study did not find a correlation (677); (3) visual instrumental assessment findings 

were only conducted in 9 of the 19 participants with OSA, reducing the ability to correlate any 

observed visual findings with P-HRM-I measures. Increased numbers of visual instrumental 

findings to correlate with P-HRM-I studies is important given the sub-clinical presentation of 

dysphagia in patients with OSA. Furthermore, utilising a protocol inclusive of the testing of solid 

textured foods may have revealed further distinctions on visual instrumental assessments that 

could be correlated with P-HRM-I findings; (4) although the present study utilised standardised 

and quantified measures of aspiration and residue in visual instrumental assessment, more 

detailed standard rating systems in the interpretation of VFSS observations may have revealed 

further correlations of the P-HRM-I metrics with VFSS metrics. This would assist in clinical 

translation of the findings. Notwithstanding, given the largely sub-clinical presentation of the 

swallowing dysfunction observed in the OSA cohort, P-HRM-I may be a more sensitive 

assessment of swallowing physiology in patient cohorts without overt dysphagia. Future studies 

should consider further exploration of the identified altered biomechanical features and consider 

the possibility of phenotypes of dysphagia biomechanical patterns, as well as hypothesis-driven 

protocols in the application of screening validation and/or interventional studies. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

This study demonstrated the utility of P-HRM-I technology to elucidate contributory 

pathophysiological mechanisms in participants with moderate-severe OSA. These additional 

insights of key altered swallowing biomechanical measures include increased velopharyngeal 

contractile pressure generation, reduced UOS opening extent and bolus flow restriction through 

the UOS and shortened bolus flow timing. These abnormal measures suggest that the 

pathophysiological mechanisms contributing to dysphagia in OSA is consistent with (1) an 

impeded ability to modulate the oropharyngeal swallow to accommodate the bolus efficiently, 

and (2) increased velopharyngeal pressure generation, which could be representative of 

increased tissue volume at the retropalatal region, and/or a compensatory response to 

counteract the effects of reduced efficient bolus transport through the UOS. 

 

In Chapter 4, P-HRM-I revealed novel biomechanical swallowing metrics in 

participants with moderate-severe OSA, providing new insight into the mechanistic 

alterations contributing to dysphagia in this cohort. The surgical management of 

patients with OSA has been increasing over time, however there are conflicting 

reports regarding the impact that surgery has on swallowing. The Flinders group 

described swallowing in a small group of patients following mUPPP+/-CCT surgery 

for the management of OSA using P-HRM-I (1). In the following Chapter, additional 

participants were enrolled in this dataset in order to better evaluate the 

biomechanical swallowing patterns in a larger cohort of participants following 

mUPPP +/- CCT surgery when compared with healthy controls, and provide a more 

robust understanding of the impact of this surgical technique on swallowing. 
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5. DYSPHAGIA ASSESSMENT FOLLOWING MULTI-LEVEL 

UPPER AIRWAY SURGICAL MANAGEMENT FOR OSA 

5.1 Introduction  

The surgical management of patients with OSA has expanded and evolved over time, with 

contemporary surgical techniques being associated with improved outcomes (287). Modified 

uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (mUPPP), a reconstructive technique of the soft palate to widen the 

pharyngeal cavity, and coblation channelling of the tongue (CCT), a procedure to stiffen the 
tongue base, are contemporary surgical techniques that together have been shown to reduce 

the severity of OSA as well as day-time sleepiness symptoms (Section 1.3.2) (281). Despite the 

positive functional outcomes associated with contemporary surgery, post-operative 

complications can still occur. Complications identified in two systematic reviews include 

dysphagia, globus sensation, dry pharynx, voice changes, smell and taste disturbance, and 

velopharyngeal insufficiency (248, 249). Understanding the incidence and types of 

complications is important in order to minimize their occurrence and ensure efficacious pre-

operative patient counselling (287).  

In general, the reported incidence of dysphagia following surgical intervention for OSA is 18-

27% (248, 249). However, the literature describing the post-surgical assessment of swallowing 

often utilises non-validated self-reported measures of swallowing (287, 292, 293, 296-311). 

Several studies have utilised VFSS as a visual instrumental assessment of pharyngeal 

swallowing, with post-surgical abnormalities identified, including premature spillage (294, 295, 

313), pooling in the vallecula (312), incomplete epiglottic inversion (312, 313), velopharyngeal 

insufficiency (312), laryngeal penetration and/or aspiration (312, 314), reduced tongue base 

retraction and reduced pharyngeal shortening (315) and reduced pharyngeal constriction times 

(290). Whilst these identified swallowing changes are noteworthy, they were not specific to the 

type of surgical procedure that was performed as a wide range of upper airway surgical 

techniques were included (290, 294, 295, 312-314).  

The mUPPP+CCT surgery targets the anatomical regions of the velopharynx and mesopharynx. 

Therefore, it was postulated that changes in swallowing biomechanical measures at these levels 

would be apparent. Our group previously investigated swallowing post mUPPP+CCT using P-

HRM-I technology and identified post-operative altered UOS function suggesting altered 

sensory modulation from the surgical impact at velopharynx (1). However, this was a pilot study 
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of a small cohort (n=12). The application of P-HRM-I to identify biomechanical swallow changes 

in a larger cohort of post-surgical patients when compared with healthy controls aims to provide 

further understanding of the impact of surgery on swallowing and potentially assist clinicians in 

identifying those patients who may be at an increased risk of post-operative dysphagia. 

 

Aim 

To use P-HRM-I to assess the swallowing biomechanics of participants following mUPPP+/-

CCT surgery for OSA and compare these results to healthy controls. 
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5.2 Methods 

Participants 

Ethical approval was granted by the Southern Adelaide Clinical Human Research Ethics 

Committee (No. 283.11 and 156.18). Participants were prospectively enrolled between July 

2016 - September 2020. Participants who had undergone mUPPP and/or CCT for the 

management of OSA and/or snoring were recruited from the Otolaryngology Head and Neck 

Surgery Unit at Flinders Medical Centre. Inclusion criteria: adult (>18 years), and a minimum of 

6 months following upper airway surgery (mUPPP+/-CCT) for the management of OSA or 

snoring. Exclusion criteria: other pharyngeal or gastrointestinal surgery, gastroesophageal reflux 

disease, allergy to local anaesthesia, pregnancy, uncontrolled diabetes or blood pressure, and a 

neurological diagnosis. Data from this round of participant recruitment were added to the data 

from the previously published study (n=12) using the same inclusion and exclusion criteria (1). 

Age- and gender-matched control data were acquired from an existing laboratory database 

(544). BMI-matched data was unavailable. Refer to Section 3.4.3.4 for details of the healthy 

control data. 

 

Surgical Technique  

The mUPPP was performed under general anaesthesia and involved the following techniques, 

as previously described (281, 288): bilateral tonsil and supra-tonsillar fat resection, division of 

posterior pillar mucosa and musculature at the junction of upper third/lower two-thirds, 

advancement of the upper part of the posterior pillar musculature into the superolateral 

velopharyngeal port, and 50% to 75% resection of the uvula to create a neo-uvula. The 

coblation channelling of the tongue involved the use of a Reflex 55 or SP plasma wand 

(Arthrocare Corp, Austin, TX, USA) at a power setting of 6, for 15 sec per channel. A maximum 

of 7 channels were created along the anterior tongue, comprising 3 midline channels and up to 

2 lateral channels on each side (281, 288). 
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PROMs  

The SSQ was used to assess patient-reported outcome measures of swallowing (651) (Section 

3.4.1). The ESS was used to assess daytime sleepiness (659)(Section 4.2).  

 

Swallowing Assessment 

The standard P-HRM-I protocol was followed. Data of the thin liquid swallows of 5, 10 and 20 

mL volumes were added to the data from the published pilot study (n=12) (1). The data acquired 

from the extremely thick liquid swallows was not incorporated with the pilot data due to 

differences in bolus medium composition (different manufacturers).  These differing products 

may affect the impedance-derived measures and thereby potentially confounding interpretation 

of these measures.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

PROM scores and P-HRM-I metrics from patients following mUPPP+/-CCT were compared with 

healthy control group data. Refer to Section 3.5 for details of the statistical analysis. 
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5.3 Results 

Twenty-one post-surgical participants were included and compared with an age- and gender-

matched control group (n=21), with group demographics presented in Table 5.1. 63% (14/21) 

had severe OSA (AHI >30 events/h sleep),14% (3/21) had moderately severe OSA (AHI 

between 15-30 events/h sleep), 9% (2/21) had mild OSA, and (9%) 2/21 did not have OSA but 

reported snoring. Excessive daytime sleepiness was reported in 29% (6/21) of the participants. 

95% (20/21) underwent mUPPP+CCT and 5% (1/21) underwent CCT alone. The average time 

of the P-HRM-I assessment was 19 months (range 6-65 months) following surgery. The BMIs 

were unable to be matched between groups: the average BMI was 31 kg/m2 in the participant 

group (indicating an obese cohort); the average BMI in the controls was 26 kg/m2 (indicating an 

overweight cohort).  

Table 5-1 DEMOGRAPHICS OF POST-SURGERY PARTICIPANTS COMPARED WITH AGE- AND 

GENDER-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

 Post-Surgery Participants 

 (n=21) 

Controls 

(n=21) 

Age (years) 51, range 28-68 51, range 28-68 
Gender (male:female) 14:7 14:7 

BMI (kg/m2) 31, range 22-49 26, range 20-31 
AHI  49, range 8-89 n/a 
ESS  8, range 4-14 n/a 

Surgery type 
(mUPPP+CCT:CCT alone) 

20:1 n/a 

Time lapse since surgery 
(months) 

19, range 6-65 n/a 

Shown are the means and ranges of THE POST-SURGERY PARTICIPANTS COMPARED WITH HEALTHY 

CONTROLS. 

BMI: Body Mass Index; mUPPP+CCT: modified Uvulopalatopharyngoplasty and Coblation 

Channelling of the Tongue; CCT: Coblation Channelling of the Tongue; AHI: Apnoea-Hypopnoea 

Index; ESS: Epworth Sleepiness Scale 

 

Routine post-surgical polysomnography was conducted at 3-6 months following surgery. The 

pre- and post-surgical AHI and ESS scores were available in 15 of the 21 participants (six 

participants declined post-surgical overnight polysomnography). The AHI was significantly 

reduced following surgery (pre-surgical median = 44, IQR [31, 75] vs post-surgical median = 18, 

IQR [9, 58], p<0.01, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test). Similarly, the ESS was also significantly 

reduced following surgery (pre-surgical median = 9, IQR [5, 11] vs post-surgical median = 5, 

IQR [3, 6], p < 0.05, Wilcoxon Signed Test).   
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PROMs of Swallowing 

Thirty three percent (7/21) of the post-surgery group reported symptomatic dysphagia (SSQ 

>234). The total SSQ score was significantly greater in the post-surgical cohort compared with 

healthy controls (Figure 5.1).  

 

Figure 5-1 SCATTERPLOT DISPLAYING THE DISTRIBUTION OF SSQ SCORES OF THE CONTROL 

VS POST-SURGERY GROUPS.  

7/21 (33%) of the Post-Surgery group presented with symptomatic dysphagia (SSQ>234). The blue 

line indicates the median SSQ of the control group of 20 (IQR [7, 54]); the red line indicates the 

significantly higher median SSQ of the Post-Surgery group of 152 (IQR [69,279]), approaching the 

SSQ symptomatic dysphagia cut-off value of 234. Mann-Whitney U Test -3.841,  p <0.001. 

SSQ, Sydney Swallow Questionnaire; GRP, Group 

 

 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Data of the post-surgical group compared with age- and gender- matched controls are 

presented in Table 5.2. 

Table 5-2 P-HRM-I METRICS COMPARING THE POST-SURGERY GROUP TO THE AGE- AND GENDER-

MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROL GROUP. 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Mean (95% CI) 
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Shown are the main effects of General Linear Mixed Modelling (GLMM) with F statistic and P 

values. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment are presented comparing the Post-

Surgery group to the age- and gender-matched control group for each bolus condition*denotes 

significance (p<0.05) pairwise comparisons of tested bolus conditions across volumes (5, 10 or 20 

mL). ns denotes not significant result.  

 

UOS Relaxation and Opening Extent 

UES IRP was significantly higher in the post-surgery group compared with healthy controls 

(p<0.001, Table 5.2). Significant pairwise differences were present for all volumes (p<0.05, 

Figure 5.2). UOS opening diameter was not significantly different in the post-surgery group 

Metric Control 

Group 

(n=21) 

Post-Surgery 

Group (n=21) 

F, p Pairwise differences 

across volumes (5, 10 

and 20 mL) of IDDSI 0 

Pharyngeal Contractile 

Integral 

PhCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

292 (262, 
321) 

347 (317, 376) 6.709 
p<0.011 

ns 

Velopharyngeal 

Contractile Integral 

VCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

93 (77, 110) 148 (131, 164) 21.282 
p<0.001 

*all volumes 

Mesopharyngeal 

Contractile Integral 

MCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

128 (115, 
140) 

148 (100, 125) p=0.103 ns 

 Hypopharyngeal 

Contractile Integral 

HPCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

71 (62, 79) 79 (70, 87) p=0.180 ns 

Hypopharyngeal 

Intra-Bolus Pressure 
IBP 

mmHg 

1.9 (0.1, 
3.7) 

5.6 (3.8, 7.5) F=8.266 
p<0.05 

*5 mL only 

UES Integrated 

Relaxation Pressure 

UES IRP 
mmHg 

-3 (-4, -2) 1 (0.3, 3) F=33.976 
p<0.001 

*all volumes 

UES Maximum 

Admittance 

UES Max Ad 

mS 

5.3 (5.1, 
5.6) 

5.5 (5.2, 5.7) p=0.347 ns 

UES relaxation time 
UES relax time 

s 

0.58 (0.56, 
0.6) 

0.55 (0.52, 0.57) p=0.076 ns 
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versus controls (p=0.347). Although UOS relaxation time was shorter in the post-surgical group 

versus controls, this was not statistically significant (p=0.076).  

 

Figure 5-2 UES INTEGRATED RELAXATION PRESSURE IN THE POST-SURGERY COHORT 

COMPARED WITH AGE- AND GENDER-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, 20 mL bolus volumes (blue, red and green, 

respectively) at thin (IDDSI level 0) liquid consistency for post-surgery and control group. the 

post-surgery group have higher UES integrated relaxation pressure, measured during bolus 

movement through the UOS, across all tested volumes.  

* Denotes statistical significance (p<0.05, General Linear Mixed Modelling). IRP: Integrated 

Relaxation Pressure; IDDSI: International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative; UES: Upper 

Esophageal Sphincter 

 

Hypopharyngeal Intrabolus Distension Pressure 

The hypopharyngeal IBP was significantly higher in post-surgery participants compared with 

controls (p<0.05). Pairwise comparisons were significant for 5 mL thin liquids (Table 5.2). 

 

Pharyngeal Contractile Integrals (Velo-, Meso-, Hypo-) 

The velopharyngeal contractile integral (VCI) and the pharyngeal contractile integral (PhCI) 

were significantly higher in the post-surgical group compared with the control group (p<0.001 
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and p<0.01, respectively; Table 5.2). For the VCI, pairwise comparisons were significant across 

all volumes (Figure 5.3). Although the hypopharyngeal contractile integral (HPCI) and 

mesopharyngeal contractile integral (MCI) were higher in the post-surgical participants when 

compared to healthy controls, this was not significant (p=0.180 and p=0.103, respectively; Table 

5.2). 

 

Figure 5-3 VELOPHARYNGEAL CONTRACTILE PRESSURE IN THE POST-SURGERY COHORT 

COMPARED WITH AGE- AND GENDER-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, 20 mL bolus volumes (blue, red and green, 

respectively) at thin (IDDSI level 0) liquid consistency for post-surgery and control groups. VCI 

was significantly higher in the post-surgery group for all tested bolus conditions  

* Denotes statistical significance, post-surgical group vs control group (p<0.05, General Linear 

Mixed Modelling). IDDSI: International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative; VCI: 

Velopharyngeal Contractile Pressure  

 

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics are presented in Table 5.3. 

Table 5-3 P-HRM-I ADDITIONAL METRICS COMPARING THE POST-SURGERY GROUP TO THE 

AGE- AND GENDER-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROL GROUP.  

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

Mean (95% CI) 
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Metric Control Group 

(n=21) 

Post-Surgery 

Group (n=21) 

F, p Pairwise differences 

across volumes (5, 10 

and 20 mL) of IDDSI 0 
1Swallow Risk 

Index 
SRI 

0.005 (-0.96, 0.1) 0.193 (0.09, 03) F=6.667 
p<0.011 

*5 mL only 

Velopharyngeal to 

Tongue Base 

Integral  

VTI 

mm.Hg.cm.s 

221 (197, 245) 261 (237, 285) F=5.312 
p<0.023 

ns 

Bolus Presence 

Time 

BPT 

s 

0.73 (0.68, 0.78) 0.63 (0.58, 0.67) F=9.411 
p<0.003 

*10 and 20 mL only 

Distension-

Contraction 

Latency 

DCL 

s 

0.533 (0.51, 
0.56) 

0.47 (0.44, 0.49) F=13.248 
p<0.001 

*20 mL only 

1Peak Pharyngeal 

Pressure 

mmHg 

2.12 (2.06, 2.17) 2.12 (2.06, 2.16) p=0.83 ns 

1UES basal 

pressure 

mmHg 

1.86 (1.80, 1.93) 1.77 (1.70, 1.84) p=0.056 ns 

UES Contractile 

Integral 

UESCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

501 (446, 556) 442 (387, 497) p=0.140 ns 

1UES Peak 

Pressure 

UES Peak P 

mmHg 

2.42 (2.38, 2.47) 2.37 (2.32, 2.41) p=0.093 ns 

Proximal 

Esophageal 

Contractile 

Integral 

ProxEsCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

2.87 (246, 329) 295 (253, 336) p=0.86 ns 

Shown are the main effects of General Linear Mixed Modelling (GLMM) with F statistic and P 

values. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment are presented comparing the Post-

Surgery group to the age- and gender-matched control group for each bolus condition. 1 denotes 

measures that were log transformed prior to GLMM. *denotes significance (p<0.05) pairwise 

comparisons of tested bolus conditions across volumes (5, 10 or 20 mL). ns denotes not 

significant result.  
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The Swallow Risk Index (SRI) was significantly elevated in the post-surgical group compared 

with controls (p<0.01; Table 5.3). Pairwise differences were present for 5 mL volume only 

(p<0.05; Table Figure 5.4). 

 

Figure 5-4 SWALLOW RISK INDEX (SRI) IN THE POST-SURGERY COHORT COMPARED WITH 

AGE- AND GENDER-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, 20 mL bolus volumes (blue, red and green, 

respectively) at thin (IDDSI level 0) liquid consistencies for post-surgery and control groups. SRI 

was significantly higher in the post-surgery group for 5 mL thin liquid. 

* Denotes statistical significance, post-surgical group vs control group (p<0.05, General Linear 

Mixed Modelling). IDDSI: International Dysphagia diet Standardization Initiative; SRI: Swallow Risk 

Index 

 

The bolus presence time (BPT) was reduced in the post-surgical participants compared with 

controls (p<0.01; Table 5.3). Pairwise comparisons were significant for 10 and 20 mL volumes 

(p<0.05; Figure 5.5). Similarly, the distension-contraction latency (DCL) was significantly 

reduced in post-surgery participants compared with healthy controls (p<0.0001; table 5.3). 

Significant pairwise differences were present for 20 mL thin liquid. Although the post-surgery 

cohort presented with reduced UOS basal pressure compared with healthy controls, this was 

not significant (p=0.056; Table 5.3). 
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Figure 5-5 BOLUS PRESENCE TIME IN THE POST-SURGERY COHORT COMPARED WITH AGE- 

AND GENDER-MATCHED HEALTHY CONTROLS.  

Bar graph illustrating mean and 95% CI for 5, 10, 20 mL bolus volumes (blue, red and green, 

respectively) at thin (IDDSI level 0) liquid consistency for post-surgery and control groups. BPT 

was significantly reduced in the post-surgery group for 10 and 20 mL thin liquids.  

* Denotes statistical significance (p<0.05, General Linear Mixed Modelling). IDDSI: International 

Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative; BPT: Bolus Presence Time.  
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5.4 Discussion 

This study contributes further understanding of the biomechanical swallowing changes following 

mUPPP+/-CCT surgery for OSA. The main findings of this study were: (1) 33% of post-surgical 

participants were symptomatic of dysphagia, and (2) altered biomechanical swallowing 

physiology, including higher UOS relaxation pressure, higher intra-bolus pressure, and 

increased velopharyngeal contractile pressures, were observed in the post-surgical cohort 

compared with age- and gender-matched healthy controls. 

Dysphagia was self-reported in 33% of participants in the post-surgery cohort using validated 

PROMs of swallowing, with significantly higher scores when compared with healthy controls. 

This is comparable to one study that reported nearly 20% of patients complain of postoperative 

dysphagia following a broad range of surgical treatments for OSA management (287). 

Interestingly in that study, the multivariate logistical regression analysis showed that the UPPP 

technique was not an independent predictor of patient-reported dysphagia (287). 

UOS relaxation pressure was elevated in the post-surgery cohort when compared with healthy 

controls, with significant pairwise comparisons observed across all tested bolus volumes. 

Additionally, the intra-bolus pressure, which is an indirect measure of UOS bolus flow restriction 

at the hypopharynx, was elevated in the post-surgery group. These results indicate an increase 

in UOS and hypopharyngeal distension pressures during swallowing, which is representative of 

UOS restriction during bolus flow (497, 579). Despite this finding of apparent UOS restriction, 

the post-surgery cohort had comparable UOS opening diameter, measured by UES maximum 

admittance, to healthy controls, therefore indicating UOS modulation was intact. Interestingly, 

these findings in this larger cohort of participants differ from our original published pilot study 

(n=12), where altered UOS modulation during swallowing was observed and considered an 

outcome of the surgical intervention (1). Duration of follow-up was considerably longer in the 

pilot study (average 2.5 years) without the AHI measured at the time of the swallow study and 

therefore these patients may have a degree of OSA relapse accounting for the return of UOS 

modulation. This is further explored in Section 6.4 where swallowing is compared pre- and post-

mUPPP+CCT surgery.  

Increased velopharyngeal pressure generation during swallowing is evident in the post-surgical 

cohort compared to healthy controls, which is similar to the findings observed in the OSA cohort 

(Section 4.3). This suggests that the elevated velopharyngeal pressures observed in this post-

surgical cohort may represent changes due to pre-existing OSA rather than being caused by the 
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surgery. It has been hypothesised that soft tissue volume reduction during mUPPP+CCT 

surgery is the predominant contributory factor to reduced OSA severity and improved self-

reported sleepiness (288). In one study, reduced pharyngeal constriction times were observed 

using VFSS in patients (n=10) following UPPP, and attributed to a reduction of excess 

pharyngeal tissue (290). Further, an 18% reduction in soft palate volume was demonstrated on 

MRI following a more extensive hemiglossectomy, limited pharyngectomy and UPP procedure 

using trans-oral robotic surgery (TORS) (n=19) (678). In contrast, another study reported no 

significant change in soft tissue volume observed on MRI (n=43) 6 months following 

mUPPP+CCT surgery (679) suggesting that the mUPPP technique alters the upper airway 

collapsibility without excessive tissue resection (679). This could explain the sustained elevated 

velopharyngeal contractile pressures observed in this post-surgical cohort, which were also 

evident in patients with OSA (Chapter 4). The findings from our study suggest that the 

mechanism for altering airway collapsibility in patients with OSA may not be excessive tissue 

reduction as originally presumed, but instead be due to changes in pharyngeal soft tissue 

tension that is reflective of the contemporary surgical technique.  

The hypopharyngeal and mesopharyngeal contractile integrals were not statistically different in 

the post-surgical group compared with healthy controls. These findings suggest that the 

radiofrequency tongue base treatment (CCT) may increase tongue stiffness, but not reduce soft 

tissue volume at the tongue base, thereby having minimal effect on mesopharyngeal contractile 

pressures. Furthermore, these findings are consistent with other studies that did not report 

significant reduction in tongue base volume following radiofrequency treatment (679, 680). This 

is further discussed in Section 6.4, when swallowing function is compared pre- and post-

mUPPP+CCT surgery.  

The post-surgery cohort demonstrated reduced bolus presence time when compared with the 

healthy controls. In this current study, the distension-contraction latency was significantly 

shortened in the post-surgery group compared with healthy controls for 20 mL volume of thin 

fluids only. However, in Chapter 4, the OSA cohort demonstrated comparable bolus presence 

times to healthy controls. Collectively, these biomechanical swallowing findings of short BPT 

and DCL are consistent with bolus transiting through the pharynx more rapidly, which is in 

contrast to previous VFSS-derived studies. Prolonged bolus presence in the hypopharynx 

following upper airway surgical intervention for OSA has been reported (312, 313), which may 

result in increased risk of airway invasion (681). These contrasting swallowing outcomes may 

reflect the effect of different surgical approaches. The VFSS studies were published more than 
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15 years ago when more traditional surgical techniques of UPPP were performed, including 

complete uvula and excessive velar tissue resection (636), which may account for the increase 

in dysphagia observations. Contemporary surgical techniques, such as mUPPP and/or CCT are 

associated with fewer complications, including a lower incidence of dysphagia (248, 636).  

These P-HRM-I derived findings provide a broader understanding of the changes in pharyngeal 

swallowing following contemporary surgical intervention for OSA. Additionally, the use of 

pharyngeal luminal pressure and impedance metrics of swallowing illustrates sub-clinical 

changes post-surgery, which is fitting with the current understanding of upper airway 

modification by contemporary surgical techniques (679, 680). These results support continued 

investigation into the effects of mUPPP+CCT on swallowing outcomes and provide further 

insight which can support efficacious patient counselling for surgeons.   

The following limitations of this study are acknowledged: (1) the BMI of the comparison groups 

were not matched. A higher BMI in people with OSA is a common observation. Furthermore, 

obesity has been associated with changes in pharyngeal swallowing (674) which could affect 

the assessment results; (2) retrospective data were utilised from a published pilot study (1); (3) 

data from the extremely thick liquid swallows were not included due to differences in bolus 

medium composition and the potential to impact on impedance derived measures. Concurrent 

visual instrumental swallowing assessment could be considered in future studies, which would 

likely assist in further clinical translation of the P-HRM-I findings. Future studies should also 

consider further exploration of the identified altered biomechanical measures in the application 

of screening validation studies.  
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5.5 Conclusion 

mUPPP+/-CCT surgery is associated with altered swallowing biomechanics characterised by 

elevated velopharyngeal contractile pressures, and UOS relaxation and intra-bolus pressures. 

P-HRM-I metrics expand the current understanding of the swallowing biomechanics following 

contemporary mUPPP+/-CCT surgery, providing insight into the potential mechanisms 

contributing to dysphagia. Further studies are required to investigate if alterations in swallowing 

function are resultant of the upper airway surgery or attributed to the pathogenesis of OSA. 

 

While our findings presented in Chapter 5 provide novel insights, a limitation of the 

study was that it did not compare post-surgical swallowing outcomes to pre-surgical 

baseline in the same cohort. The prospective evaluation of swallowing pre- and 

post-upper airway surgical intervention for the management of OSA has not 

previously been conducted in relation to the mUPPP+CCT surgical technique. In the 

following Chapter, P-HRM-I was utilised as an interventional outcome measure to 

compare the swallowing biomechanics post-mUPPP+CCT surgery to pre-surgical 

baseline in a moderate-severe OSA cohort. 
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6. DYSPHAGIA ASSESSMENT IN PARTICIPANTS WITH 

OSA PRE- AND POST-MODIFIED UPPP+CCT SURGERY2 

6.1 Introduction 

Dysphagia has been reported following the surgical management for OSA. In Chapter 5, 33% of 

post-surgical participants were symptomatic of dysphagia following mUPPP+/-CCT surgery. 

Biomechanical alterations in swallowing physiology, such as higher UOS relaxation and intra-

bolus pressures as well as increased velopharyngeal contractile pressures, were evident 

following surgery when compared with healthy age- and gender-matched controls (Chapter 5). 

However, alterations in swallowing were also identified in an OSA cohort who had not yet 

undergone surgical intervention (Chapter 4). Thus, the degree of biomechanical pharyngeal 

swallowing changes that may be attributed to upper airway surgery for OSA management 

compared with the pathogenesis of OSA itself, remains unknown.  

Few studies have prospectively investigated swallowing function using visual instrumental 

assessments pre- and post-upper airway surgical intervention for OSA (290, 314). No significant 

differences in hyolaryngeal function with multi-level OSA surgery with concurrent UPPP + 

geniotubercle advancement were reported (314). In another study, minimal VFSS pharyngeal 

swallowing changes consisting of increased hyolaryngeal movement and reduced 

velopharyngeal movement time at 14-days post-surgery were observed but returned to pre-

operative baseline measures at one month (290). Interestingly, those patients who had 

undergone an UPPP (n=10) presented with persistent reduced pharyngeal constriction time at 

one month post-surgery compared with baseline measures, which was thought to reflect the 

reduction of excessive pharyngeal tissue (290).  

The precise nature of the quantified P-HRM-I metrics allows for detection of subtle changes of 

swallowing physiology resulting from interventional treatments (27, 629, 631, 632). To date, no 

studies have utilised P-HRM-I to compare the post-surgical swallowing biomechanics to pre-

surgical baseline in people with OSA. The application of P-HRM-I aims to provide further 

                                                
2 This data presented in this Chapter was accepted for publication in December 2021, Schar, MS. Omari, TI., Woods, CW., 
Doeltgen, S., Athanasiadis, T., Cock, C., Chai Coetzer, C-L., Eckert, D.J., & Ooi, E.H. Swallowing biomechanics pre-multi-level 
upper airway surgery for obstructive sleep apnea. Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine. doi 10.5664/jcsm.9824  (Appendix 3). It was 
accepted for an oral presentation at the Australian Society of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery (ASOHNS) Virtual 
Conference, in September 2021.  
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understanding of the impact of surgery on swallow function and assist clinicians in identifying 

those patients who may be at an increased risk of post-operative dysphagia. 

Aim 

To compare swallowing outcomes in participants diagnosed with OSA prior to- and following- 

mUPPP+CCT surgery. 
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6.2 Methods  

Participants 

Ethical approval was granted by the Southern Adelaide Clinical Human Research Ethics 

Committee (No. 283.11 and 156.18). Participants were prospectively enrolled between July 

2016 - September 2020. Participants were recruited following referral to the Otolaryngology 

Head and Neck Surgery Unit at Flinders Medical Centre or the private practices of Associate 

Professor Ooi and Dr Athanasiadis for suitability of upper airway surgery for the management of 

OSA. Inclusion criteria: adult (>18 years), planned for upper airway surgery (mUPPP+/-CCT) for 

the management of OSA (AHI >15). Exclusion criteria: other pharyngeal or gastrointestinal 

surgery, gastroesophageal reflux disease, allergy to local anaesthesia, pregnancy, uncontrolled 

diabetes or blood pressure, or a neurological diagnosis. 

 

PROMs of Swallowing 

The SSQ was used to assess patient-reported outcome measures of swallowing (651) (Section 

3.4.2). The ESS was used to assess daytime sleepiness (659)(Section 4.2).  

 

Swallowing Assessment  

Swallowing assessments were conducted prior to surgery and at approximately 6 months 

following surgery. The standard P-HRM-I protocol and analysis of the P-HRM-I Core and 

Additional Metrics were followed (refer to Section 3.4.3).  

 

Surgical Technique  

The standard mUPPP+CCT (281, 288) surgery was performed under general anaesthesia, as 

described in Section 5.2. 
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Statistical Analysis 

Analysis conducted according to Section 3.5. The main effects of surgery (time point) and 

baseline dysphagia on swallow biomechanics were determined using generalized linear mixed 

model whereby timepoint, volume and viscosity were included as repeated measures. GLMM 

statistics (F, P-value) were used to quantify and compare main effects. Patient-related outcome 

variables were compared pre- and post-surgery using Wilcoxon signed rank test. Data are 

otherwise presented as median (IQR). 
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6.3 Results 

Participants 

Pre- and post-surgical data were available for all 10 study participants. The median time for 

post-surgical P-HRM-I assessment was 9 months, ranging 6-13 months. Group demographics 

are presented in Table 6.1. Prior to surgery, seven participants had a diagnosis of severe OSA 

(AHI >30 events/h sleep) and three had moderate OSA (AHI between 15-30 events/h sleep). 

Excessive daytime sleepiness was reported in three participants (ESS >9). The median BMI 

value was 31 kg/m2 (indicating an obese cohort).  

Table 6-1PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS  

 
 
 

Cohort 

N=10 

Pre-Surgery 

Median [IQR] 
Post-Surgery 

Median [IQR] 

Age (years) 50 [36-65] - 
Gender (male:female) 7:3 - 

BMI (kg/m2) 31 [27, 36] - 
AHI 45 [29, 71] 26 [10, 72] 
ESS 8.5 [6,11] 4 [2, 7] 

BMI: Body Mass Index; AHI: Apnoea-Hypopnea Index; ESS: Epworth Sleepiness Scale. 

 

Post-operative PSG was conducted at 3-6 months in seven participants, with three participants 

declining PSG due to improvement in sleepiness symptoms. Although the total AHI and the ESS 

values tended to decrease following surgery (Table 6.1), statistical significance was not 

demonstrated (P = 0.091 and P = 0.058, respectively).  

 

PROMs of Swallowing  

There was no significant change in median total SSQ scores following surgery (pre-surgery 149 

[53, 447] vs post-surgery 168 [54, 247], P = 0.093, Figure 6.1). 70% (n=7) of participants did not 

have dysphagia symptoms (SSQ ≥234) at post-surgery follow up.  
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The three participants with pre-surgery dysphagia had a reduction in symptoms post-surgery, 

although two of these participants remained above the dysphagia score threshold (SSQ ≥234). 

 

Figure 6-1 THE SELF-REPORTED DYSPHAGIA SYMPTOMS REPRESENTED BY SSQ SCORE PRE- 

AND POST-MUPPP+CCT SURGERY.  

The red-dotted line marks the SSQ score of 234, representing the cut-off value of symptomatic 

dysphagia. Following mUPPP+CCT surgery, seven participants did not demonstrate symptomatic 

dysphagia. Of the three participants with symptomatic dysphagia pre-surgery, all showed a 

decrease in dysphagia symptoms post-surgery, although two remained above the cut-off line for 

symptomatic dysphagia. 

 

P-HRM-I Metrics  

All participants tolerated the P-HRM-I investigations, although two participants were unable to 

consume 20 mL extremely thick liquid bolus due to self-reported fullness. The pre- and post-

surgery P-HRM-I Core and Additional Metrics are shown in Table 6.2 

Table 6-2 BIOMECHANICAL MEASURES OF SWALLOWING PRE- AND POST-MUPPP+CCT FOR THE 

MANAGEMENT OF MODERATE-SEVERE OSA 
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P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Metric Pre-Surgery 

N=10 

Post-Surgery 

N=10 

Main Effects of Surgery 

Pharyngeal Contractile 

Integral 

mmHg.cm.s 

396 
(374, 417) 

361 
(328, 395) 

All Conditions: F 2.852, p = 0.094 

Velopharyngeal 

Contractile Integral 

mmHg.cm.s 

135 
(123, 147) 

137 
(117, 157) 

NS 

Mesopharyngeal 

Contractile Integral 

mmHg.cm.s 

148 
(135, 161) 

124 
(112, 137) 

All Conditions: F 6.771,  p = 0.011* 
20 mL Volume: F 4.573,  p = 0.035* 

Hypopharyngeal 

Contractile Integral 

mmHg.cm.s 

113 
(101, 125) 

93 
(84, 102) 

All Conditions: F 6.713,  P = 0.011* 

Intra-Bolus Pressure 

mmHg 

7.57 
(6.44, 8.70) 

5.65 
(3.54, 7.76) 

All Conditions: F 2.529,  p = 0.115 

UES Integrated 

Relaxation Pressure 

mmHg 

5.15 
(3.84, 6.46) 

2.18 
(1.16, 3.19) 

All Conditions: F 12.615,   p  = 0.001* 
5 mL Volume: F 2.666,  p =0.047* 
10 mL Volume: F 3.581,  p =0.010* 

Thin: F 6.060,  p =0.015* 
Thick: F 6.557,  p =0.012* 

UES Relaxation Time 

s 
0.55 

(0.53, 0.57) 
0.56 

(0.53, 0.58) 
NS 

UES Maximum 

Admittance 

mS 

5.21 
(5, 5.38) 

5.39 
(5.18, 5.59) 

All conditions: F 1.724,  p  = 0.192 

High-Resolution Pharyngeal Manometry Additional Metrics 

Swallow Risk Index 1 2.56 
(2.18, 2.93) 

1.83 
(1.35, 2.31) 

All Conditions: F 6.909,  p  = 0.010* 
20ml Volume: F 5.913,  p  = 0.017* 

Thick: F 6.112,  p  = 0.015* 

Bolus Presence Time  

s 
0.62 

(0.58, 0.65) 
0.61 

(0.57, 0.64) 
NS 

Distension-Contraction 

Latency 

s 

0.48 
(0.46, 0.50) 

 

0.46 
(0.43, 0.48) 

All Conditions: F 2.620,  P  = 0.108 
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Shown are main effects of General Linear Mixed Modelling (GLMM) with F statistic and P values. 

Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment presented pre- and post-surgery for each bolus 

condition. 1 denotes measures that were log transformed prior to GLMM. * denotes significance (p 

<0.05) pairwise comparisons of tested bolus conditions across volumes (5, 10 or 20ml) and 

viscosity (thin [IDDSI 0] and extremely thick [IDDSI 4] liquids). ns denotes not significant result.  Is 

missing pairwise then nothing significance. Only significant pairwise comparisons are shown.  

UES: Upper Esophageal Sphincter 

 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Pharyngeal Contractile Integrals (Velo-, Meso-, Hypo-) 

Velopharyngeal contractility (VCI) did not change following surgery (Table 6.2). There was a 

significant reduction of the mesopharyngeal contractility (MCI, p = 0.01, Table 6.2, Figure 6.2) 

and the hypopharyngeal contractility (HCI, p = 0.01, Table 6.2) following mUPPP+CCT. 

Pairwise comparisons showed that the reduction of the mesopharyngeal contractility was most 

pronounced during 20 mL swallows (P < 0.05, Table 6.2). Total pharyngeal contractility (PhCI) 

tended to reduce following the surgery however was not statistically significant (p = 0.09, Table 

6.2).  

UES Basal Pressure 

mmHg 
74 

(64, 84) 
81 

(69, 93) 
NS 

UES Contractile Integral  

mmHg.cm.s 

487 
(437, 536) 

515 
(460, 570) 

NS 

Proximal Esophageal 

Contractile Integral1 

mmHg.cm.s 

308 
(283, 333) 

372 
(314, 430) 

NS 
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Figure 6-2 MESOPHARYNGEAL CONTRACTILE PRESSURES PRE- AND POST-MUPPP+CCT 

SURGERY OF A 10 ML VOLUME THIN FLUIDS.  

There was a significant reduction of mesopharyngeal contractility post-surgery. The graph illustrates 

individual participant results: Six participants show a reduction in pressures post-surgery, while one 

participant shows and increase. Three appear largely unchanged between the two time points.  

MCI: Mesopharyngeal Contractile Integral; mUPPP+CCT: Modified Uvulopalatopharyngoplasty and Coblation 

Channelling of the Tongue 

 

Figure 6.3 displays one participant example of a swallow pre- and then post-mUPPP+CCT.  

 

Figure 6-3 ONE PARTICIPANT EXAMPLE COMPARING A SINGLE SWALLOW OF 10 ML VOLUME 

OF THIN LIQUID PRE- AND POST-MUPPP+CCT.  

p = 0.035 
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On the left of the topography plots, the values of pharyngeal contractile integral (PhCI) along with 

the sub-components (velo-, meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contractile integrals) are shown, 

indicating a reduction of these values post-surgery in this participant. The UES opening and 

relaxation graphs along the bottom show an increase in the UES opening (measure by the UES 

Maximum admittance metric) and a reduction in UES relaxation pressure (UES IRP) following the 

surgery in this participant. When compared with the pre-surgery swallow, a reduction of the meso- 

and hypo-pharyngeal contractile pressures following surgery are evident, represented by cooler 

colours on the post-surgery topography plot. 

 

UOS Relaxation and Opening Extent 

UES relaxation pressure (UES IRP) was significantly reduced following mUPPP+CCT (P = 

0.001,Table 6.2, Figure 6.4). Pairwise comparisons were significant for 5 and 10 mL volumes 

and thin (IDDSI 0) and thick (IDDSI 4) fluid consistencies (p < 0.05, Table 6.2). UES relaxation 

time (UES RT) and UES opening extent (UES Maximum Admittance) did not differ following the 

surgery (P = 0.192 and P = 0.67, respectively; Table 6.2).  

 

Figure 6-4 UES RELAXATION PRESSURES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT PRE- AND 

POST-MUPPP+CCT SURGERY OF A 10ML THIN FLUIDS.  

UES IRP was significantly reduced following mUPPP+CCT. In this graph, eight participants show a 

reduction of UES relaxation pressures following surgery, and two show an increase.  

UES IRP: Upper Esophageal Sphincter Integrated Relaxation Pressure; mUPPP+CCT: Modified 

Uvulopalatopharyngoplasty and Coblation Channelling of the Tongue 
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P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

The Swallow Risk Index (SRI) was significantly reduced following surgery (p = 0.01, Table 6.2). 

Pairwise comparisons were significant for 20 mL volume and thick (IDDSI 4) fluid consistency (p 

<0.05, Table 6.2). Bolus presence and timing measures (BPT and DCL) were unchanged 

following surgery. UES pre-swallow pressures (UES Basal Pressure; UES BP), UES post 

swallow pressures (UES Contractile Integral; UES CI), and the proximal esophageal contractile 

integral pressures (Prox Es CI) were unchanged following surgery (Table 6.2). 
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6.4 Discussion 

This is the first study to prospectively evaluate swallowing using P-HRM-I technology pre- and 

post-mUPPP+CCT surgery for the management of moderate-severe OSA. The key 

biomechanical findings following mUPPP+CCT were: (1) pressures during velopharyngeal 

contraction were unchanged, (2) pressures during meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contraction were 

reduced and (3) pressures during UOS relaxation were reduced. The velopharyngeal findings 

suggest that the mUPPP surgery did not impair pressure generation at the velopharynx. The 

meso- and hypo-pharyngeal findings suggest that the CCT technique may reduce force 

generating capacity of these regions. Whilst reduced, it is notable that the pressures remained 

within normal limits. The reduction in UOS relaxation pressures may be an indirect result of 

reduced bolus propulsion due to reduced mesopharyngeal pressure generation, or represent 

improvement in UOS function. Participants overall did not report a change in dysphagia 

symptoms, suggesting that the biomechanical changes in swallowing following mUPPP+CCT 

were insufficient to clinically impact swallowing.  

OSA severity and self-reported sleepiness tended to decrease following mUPPP+CCT surgery, 

however was not statistically significant likely due to the relatively small sample size for these 

outcomes. Significant reductions in these outcomes have previously been demonstrated (281). 

In addition, symptomatic dysphagia was unchanged post-surgery compared with pre-surgery. 

This is consistent with a previous study (310) and is an important finding, as dysphagia has 

previously been described as a post-operative complication of OSA (294, 295, 312, 313). 

However, those studies lacked pre-surgical assessment for comparison. Recent investigations 

have identified some people with OSA to have abnormal swallowing physiology without surgical 

treatment (247), consistent with our findings discussed in Chapter 4, irrespective of whether 

they self-reported symptoms of dysphagia (310, 682). This raises the possibility of poor 

perception of swallowing function in people with OSA which may be, at least in part, due to 

impaired pharyngeal sensation from OSA and/or pharyngeal surgery (270). 

The mUPPP surgery is a reconstructive technique that involves a small degree of velar soft 

tissue resection but preserves the majority of the velum free edges (288). This has previously 

been hypothesized to impede pharyngeal driving pressures resulting in reduced pharyngeal 

constriction times seen on VFSS (290). In contrast, this P-HRM-I analysis demonstrates that 

velopharyngeal contractile pressures were unaffected following surgery. Thus, these results 

further indicate that the mUPPP technique does not impair pressure generation at the 
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velopharynx. Of note, whilst there was not a reduction in velopharyngeal pressures post-

surgery, they did remain elevated when compared to published normative ranges (544) 

consistent with findings in Chapter 5. Furthermore, higher velopharyngeal contractile pressures 

associated with OSA have been previously reported, consistent with the findings in Chapter 4. 

Collectively, the elevated velopharyngeal contractile pressures are indicative of the underlying 

OSA pathophysiology (671), and not a consequence of the mUPPP+CCT surgery. 

The tongue base plays a vital role during swallowing by generating the driving pressures behind 

the bolus (103, 119). The pressure gradient difference created by the elevation of the tongue 

base and the concurrent reduction in hypopharyngeal pressures results in efficient bolus 

clearance during swallowing (119) (Refer to Section 1.1.3). Although CCT applied to the 

posterior portion of the tongue is hypothesised to reduce volume and stiffen the tongue base 

(680, 683), a recent MRI study suggests there is no change in soft tissue volume, indicating this 

technique may merely stiffen the tongue base (679). It is plausible then that the CCT may cause 

a reduction in the swallow pressures at the meso- and hypo-pharyngeal regions. In this study, a 

reduction of the meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contractile pressures were demonstrated following 

the surgery. However, it should be acknowledged that they remained within normative ranges 

(544), starting at the upper-normal range pre-surgery and decreasing to the lower-normal range 

post-surgery. The long-term effect of these observed contractile pressure reductions 

superimposed with changes associated with the aging swallowing mechanism (663) are 

unknown.  

A significant reduction of UOS relaxation pressures was observed following mUPPP+CCT, 

approaching the normative ranges (544). This is suggestive of a reduced degree of UOS 

restriction during swallowing (579) that could result from two differing processes. Firstly, the 

trend towards reduced intra-bolus distension pressures at the hypopharynx and increased UOS 

opening extent (measured by UES Maximum Admittance) following surgery, in addition to the 

decreased UOS relaxation pressures following mUPPP+CCT imply a beneficial effect of surgery 

in terms of the generation of a bolus-assistive pressure gradient. Collectively, these results 

extend the findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5 suggesting UOS dysfunction is pre-existing in 

patients with moderate-severe OSA, rather than a consequence of the surgery. Additionally, 

swallowing improves following mUPPP+CCT, which may be representative of an improvement 

in OSA severity. Alternatively, the reduced mesopharyngeal and hypopharyngeal contractile 

pressures may lead to a diminished driving pressure behind the bolus during swallowing 

resulting in reduced bolus propulsion. In this context, the concurrent reduced UOS relaxation 
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pressures and meso- and hypopharyngeal contractile pressures could be a manifestation of 

impaired force generating capacity at the level of the tongue base region, which is the primary 

target of the CCT procedure. These hypotheses require further investigation in future studies.  

The bolus flow timing measures of BPT and DCL were unchanged following surgery compared 

to pre-surgical baseline. When considered with the UOS biomechanical findings (UES IRP, UES 

Max Admit, UES RT), these results suggest that the mUPPP+CCT is associated with normal 

neuromodulation of the pharyngeal swallowing mechanism allowing for tailored motor output for 

adequate bolus accommodation (179, 667). In Chapter 4, we found that OSA participants had 

similar bolus flow timing measures to healthy controls. In Chapter 5, the post-mUPPP+/-CCT 

cohort had decreased bolus flow timing measures, and it was hypothesised that the surgery 

interfering with swallowing modulation. However, in this pre/post-surgery investigation, these 

measures did not change, demonstrate the surgery does not affect swallowing modulation.  

The biomechanical findings from this interventional study, together with the unchanged patient-

reported swallowing symptoms following surgery, may allay concerns regarding post-operative 

dysphagia being principally associated with mUPPP+CCT surgery. The findings support the 

results of VFSS based studies reporting minimal effects of OSA surgery on swallowing (290, 

314), suggesting that the mUPPP+CCT technique may not be principally associated with 

impaired swallowing function, but may instead emphasise the pre-existing swallowing 

alterations in people with OSA (290, 314).  

The following limitations of this study are acknowledged: (1) the number of participants involved 

in the pre- and post-surgical analysis was relatively small (n=10). Although it was sufficient to 

detect subtle changes to swallow function, a future investigation of a larger sample is needed to 

confirm these findings with respect to symptom outcomes; (2) although reflux symptoms were 

part of the exclusion criteria, a validated patient-reported outcome measure was not included. 

This may be a consideration in future studies as laryngopharyngeal reflux has been shown as 

an independent risk factor of dysphagia following upper airway surgery for OSA (287); and (3) 

the use of concurrent visual instrumental swallowing assessments, such as VFSS, was not 

used; this may support future clinical translation of the P-HRM-I findings. 
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6.5 Conclusion 

This P-HRM-I study provides fundamental insights of the biomechanical pharyngeal swallowing 

outcomes following mUPPP+CCT surgery in a moderate-severe OSA cohort. Biomechanical 

alterations to swallowing following mUPPP+CCT were identified at distinct anatomical locations 

with potentially disparate effects on swallowing function. However, perceived dysphagia 

symptoms were unchanged following surgery, suggesting the alterations were insufficient to 

worsen self-reported swallowing. Further studies in larger cohorts are required to verify these 

novel findings. 

 

The novel sub-clinical biomechanical swallowing outcomes reported in the OSA cohort 

and following mUPPP+/- CCT surgery in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate the utility of 

the P-HRM-I technology. Valuable insight has been attained in these participant 

cohorts that expand the current understand of the underlying mechanisms contributing 

to alterations in swallowing, as well as the important evaluation of the effect of a 

contemporary surgical technique on swallowing outcomes. In the following Chapter, the 

P-HRM-I technology is applied to a different participant cohort, the critically ill following 

extubation or decannulation, to assess the swallowing biomechanics compared these 

to healthy controls. This participant cohort was chosen because the mechanisms that 

result in aspiration or altered swallowing function at the time of extubation or 

decannulation are seldom studied (346). 
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7. DYSPHAGIA ASSESSMENT IN THE CRITICALLY ILL 

FOLLOWING EXTUBATION OR DECANNULATION3 

7.1 Introduction 

There is increasing interest in the complications that occur after critical illness because these 

appear to play a major role in lengthening the duration of hospitalization (684, 685). However, 

post-extubation dysphagia (PED) remains inadequately identified (251, 637, 638). Nurse-

conducted swallowing screening has previously been investigated (322, 637, 686, 687), 

however there are currently no recommendations to guide this practice (251) and variability in 

practice has been acknowledged (320, 336, 688, 689). Routine swallowing screening 

assessment of the critically ill following extubation is increasingly being recommended in the 

literature (349, 351, 690, 691). Furthermore, a core outcome measurement set for dysphagia 

interventions is currently being developed for adult patients in critical care (692).  

The reported incidence of dysphagia in critically ill patients following extubation is 41% (250). 

Although resolution of aspiration occurs within 5 days following extubation (343, 693), 

dysphagia remains at hospital discharge in 40-60% of patients (321, 347, 349). Furthermore, 

self-reported dysphagia has been found in 23% of patients at 3-6 months following discharge 

(348). While the mechanisms leading to dysphagia in critically ill patients following extubation 

are considered multi-factorial, one recognised risk factor is the duration of endotracheal 

intubation (319, 323, 348). Prolonged ETI greater than 6 days has been associated with 

increased incidence and severity of dysphagia (320, 346, 348, 349). 

Current knowledge of swallowing physiology in the critically ill population is not completely 

established (Section 1.3.3). Aspiration has typically been reported as a key outcome measure in 

critically ill patients following extubation (328-332), most likely due to the higher incidence of 

                                                
3 The data presented in this Chapter was published: Schar, M.S, Omari, T.I., Fraser, R.J., Bersten, A.D. & Bihari, S. (2021). 
Disordered swallowing associated with prolonged oral endotracheal intubation in critical illness. Intensive Care Medicine, 46 (1), 
140-142 (Appendix 3). It was accepted for an oral presentation at Dysphagia Research Society Conference, San Diego, USA, 
March 2019; and for a poster presentation at the American Thoracic Society Conference, Dallas, USA, July 2019. This study was 
awarded the New Investigator Award by Dysphagia Research Society 2019. ($1,000, M.Schar); Higher Degree Research Student 
Publication Award, Flinders University, 2019. ($500; M.Schar) and the Hospital Research Foundation Travel Grant, 2019. ($3,500, 
M.Schar).  
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pneumonia following extubation in both medical and surgical cohorts (335, 694, 695). Few 

studies have investigated swallowing using instrumental swallow assessment; outcomes 

identified in these studies include: increased bolus time in the hypopharynx prior to swallow 

initiation (329, 330), incomplete epiglottic tilting (329), increased time of laryngeal closure, and 

shorter pharyngoesophageal segment opening (333). The majority of data regarding the 

presence of dysphagia following extubation is largely related to aspiration as the primary 

outcome measure (346), with minimal reference to mechanistic swallow function at the time of 

extubation (349) highlighting the need for further evaluation. 

Aim 

To utilise P-HRM-I to evaluate the pharyngeal biomechanics to objectively characterise 

swallowing in critically ill participants following extubation or decannulation and determine the 

effect of endotracheal intubation duration on swallowing. 
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7.2 Methods 

Participants 

The study was approved by the Southern Adelaide Human Research Ethics Committee 

(Protocol No. 202.15). The study was conducted between April 2016 and February 2018 in the 

Intensive & Critical Care Unit at Flinders Medical Centre. Inclusion criteria: critically ill patients 

who had endotracheal intubation or endotracheal intubation followed by tracheostomy with 48 

hours or more of mechanical ventilation. At this institution, critically ill patients requiring 

prolonged intubation undergo a tracheostomy within 7-10 days of ETI. This early tracheostomy 

approach has been associated with improved health outcomes (696). Exclusion criteria: pre-

existing or comorbid neurological diagnoses, head and neck or gastrointestinal surgery, 

previously diagnosed gastro-esophageal reflux disease, pregnancy, or elevated bleeding risk 

(INR >1.1). Informed consent or third-party written consent was obtained. The high resolution 

pharyngeal manometry control studies were obtained from an existing laboratory database of 68 

healthy individuals from which cases were consecutively selected by age to match the patients.   

 

Clinical Outcomes 

Participant characteristics and relevant clinical data were collected at the time of the P-HRM-I 

study, including: age, gender and body mass index, hospital length of stay (LOS), duration of 

mechanical ventilation (MV), endotracheal tube (ETT) and tracheostomy tube (TT) type and 

size, sedation length and type, and alternative nutrition. Critical illness severity and comorbidity 

were assessed using the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation III score (APACHE 

III)(697), Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) (698), Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) (699) and 

Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) (700). Changed meal status was assessed by the 7-point Functional 

Oral Intake Scale (FOIS) (652).  

 

PROMs of Swallowing  

There were no PROMs of swallowing utilised in this study. The SSQ, which was used in 

Chapters 4-6, was validated in a primarily neurogenic cohort with a stable presentation of 
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dysphagia in an outpatient clinical setting (651). The SSQ was considered to be unsuitable 

PROMs instrument in the acute post-extubation setting. 

 

P-HRM-I Swallow Assessment and Analysis 

The P-HRM-I study was performed within 24 hours of extubation or tracheostomy 

decannulation. Whilst a standard protocol was followed, as described in Section 3.4.3, it should 

be noted that bolus preparation for this study was reflective of the procedures at the time (2016-

2018). Participants were asked to swallow between 3-5 repeats of 5- and 10-mL volumes of thin 

(IDDSI 0) and extremely thick (IDDSI 4) liquids. The thin liquid bolus comprised of 0.9% saline 

and the extremely thick bolus at this time was the commercial standardized product of EFT 

Viscous Bolus (Sandhill Scientific, Denver USA). The control dataset was generated using the 

same bolus media. 

Analysis of the P-HRM-I data occurred prior to the establishment of the standardised P-HRM-I 

Core and Additional Metrics (21). Consequently, four of the eight Core Metrics were not 

reported in this study. Whilst the PhCI was included, the sub-components of the VCI, MCI and 

HPCI were not.  

 

Statistical Analysis  

Statistical analysis was conducted as described in Section 3.5. Repeated measures variable 

data was analysed by using General Linear Modelling with the four bolus conditions as repeated 

measures and Group as a fixed factor: healthy controls versus critically ill participants, 

endotracheal intubation duration less than 7 days versus endotracheal intubation 7 days or 

more, and abnormal versus normal swallowing. Data were normalized by Log transformation 

and then analysed by using General Linear Modelling with bolus volume conditions (5/10ml) and 

consistency (thin/extremely thick fluids) as repeated measures with the Endotracheal Group 

(less than 7 days/ 7 days or more) as a fixed factor. Bonferroni adjustment was applied for 

multiple comparisons amongst the three groups. T-test or Kruskal-Wallis test were used for non-

repeated measures for independent group comparisons. Proportionate data were compared by 

Fisher’s exact test. Spearman correlations was used to examine relationships amongst 
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continuous variables. A statistically significant difference between participants and controls was 

defined with P values <0.05. 
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7.3 Results  

Demographics 

The healthy control group (n=24) had a mean age of 65 years (range 50-73), including 16 males 

and 8 females. In the critically ill following extubation or decannulation group, twenty participants 

were enrolled, however one participant was excluded due to a subsequent diagnosis of Guillain-

Barré Syndrome, leaving a total of 19 participants. The reason for ICU admission for the 

remaining 19 participants include: cardiac (5), multi-trauma (2), respiratory (8) and surgical 

complications (4). Critically ill participant characteristics are presented in Table 7.1.  

Table 7-1 CHARACTERISTICS AND CLINICAL DATA OF THE CRITICALLY ILL PARTICIPANTS AS 

AN OVERALL COHORT  

Parameter Critically ill participants 

(N=19) 
 

Age, years 68 [64-72] 
 

Gender, M:F 
 

13:6 

BMI 
 

28 [25-31] 
 

Hospital LOS, days 
 

38 [27-49] 
 

ICU LOS, days 
 

23 [16-31] 
 

Sedation, days 8 [5-11] 
 

Endotracheal Intubation, days 8 [6-10] 
 

Mechanical Ventilation, days 13 [7-19] 
APACHE III Score 

 
81 [68-93] 

 
APACHE risk of death (%) 37 [22-52] 

 
CCI 3.9 [3.1-4.8] 

 
CCI %Survival@10y 

 
54 [38-70] 

 
SF-36 1081 [774-1387] 
CFS 6.6 [6.1-7.1] 

 
FOIS 

 
3.6 [2.6-4.6] 
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The following parameters are shown: BMI (Body Mass Index), Hospital LOS (Hospital Length Of 

Stay), ICU LOS (Intensive Care Unit Length Of Stay), APACHE (Acute Physiology and Chronic 

Health Evaluation), CCI (Charlson Comorbidity Index), SF (Short Form Health Survey), CFS 

(Clinical Frailty Scale), and the FOIS (Functional Oral Intake Scale). Data expressed as mean [95% 

Confidence Intervals]. *indicates statistically significant difference based on Independent Samples 

T Test (*p<0.05, **p<0.005, ***p<0.0001). 

 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Table 7.2 compares the P-HRM-I metrics for the critically ill participants following extubation or 

decannulation and the healthy controls, including post-hoc pairwise comparison between the 

critically ill sub-groups (ETI <7 days and ETI ≥7 days groups) and controls.  

Table 7-2 P-HRM-I SWALLOW METRICS IN HEALTHY CONTROLS AND CRITICALLY ILL 

PARTICIPANTS 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Mean (95% CI) 

 

Metric Controls 

(n=24) 

Critically ill 

participants 

(n=19) 

P value Sub-groups 

ETI <7 days 

(N=11) 

ETI ≥7 days 

 (N=8) 

Pharyngeal 

Contractile 

Integral 

PhCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

444 [359-
529] 

455 [360-550] p 0.865 427 [301-
553] 

493 [345-
641] 

Hypopharyngeal 

Intra-Bolus 

Pressure 
IBP 

mmHg 

10.5 [7.4-
13.7] 

 

13.1 [9.5-16.6] 
 

p 0.287 
 

12.6 [7.9-
17.3] 

 

13.7 [8.2-
19.3] 

 

1UES Integrated 

Relaxation 

Pressure 

UES IRP 
mmHg 

4.8 [1.3-
8.3] 

 

11.6 [7.7-15.6] 
 

p <0.004* 

 
8.9 [3.9-14.0] 

 

15.3 [9.3-
21.2]c 

 

UES Maximum 

Admittance 

UES Max Ad 

mS 

6.0 [5.6-
6.3] 

4.4 [4.1-4.8] 
 

p<0.0001* 

 
4.3 [3.8-4.8]c 

 

4.6 [4.0-5.1]c 
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UES relaxation 

time 
UES relax time 

s 

0.62 [0.58-
0.66] 

 

0.58 [0.53-
0.62] 

 

p 0.654 0.6 [0.6-0.7] 
 

0.5 [0.5-0.6] 
 

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

Mean (95% CI) 

 
1Swallow Risk 

Index 
SRI 

2.8 [0-5.7] 
 

7.3 [4.1-10.6] 
 

p <0.05* 

 
8.8 [4.6-13.1] 

c0.07 
 

5.2 [0.3-10.2] 
 
 

1Bolus Presence 

Time 

BPT 

s 

0.7 [0.5-
0.9] 

 

1.0 [0.8-1.2] 
 

p <0.05* 

 
1.1 [0.8-1.3] 

 

0.9 [0.6-1.2] 
 

Peak Pharyngeal 

Pressure  

Peak P 

mmHg 
 

241 [199-
284] 

 

201 [153-248] p 0.764 178 [115-
240] 

 

232 [159-
306] 

Distension-

Contraction 

Latency 

DCL 

s 

0.5 [0.4-
0.5] 

 

0.4 [0.4-0.5] 
 

p 0.247 
 

0.5 [0.4-0.5] 
 

0.4 [0.3-0.5] 
 

1UES basal 

pressure 

mmHg 

89.5 [71.3-
107.7] 

 

61.0 [40.5-
81.42] 

 

p 0.015* 

 
63.2 [36.1-

90.4] 
 

57.8 [71.1-
107.9] 

 

Data expressed as estimated marginal mean [95% Confidence Intervals]. Repeated measures 

ANOVA across bolus types with Group as Factor. 1data were normalised by Log transformation. 

*All critically ill participants different to healthy controls (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). ccritically 

ill participants sub-group based on ETI duration (<7 vs ≥7 days) different to Control with 

Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons, p-values between 0.05-0.09 also shown in 

superscript.  

 

UES IRP was significantly increased and UES max admittance was significantly decreased in 

the critically ill participants compared with healthy controls (p<0.004 and p<0.0001, 

respectively). During sub-group analysis, participants with an ETI ≥7 days showed an elevated 

UES IRP and both ETI <7 and ETI ≥7 showed a reduction in UES maximum admittance. There 

was no significant difference in UES relaxation time, IBP, or PhCI between the critically ill 

participants and healthy controls.   
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P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

The SRI was significantly higher in critically ill participants following extubation or decannulation 

compared to healthy controls across all tested bolus volumes and consistencies (Table 7.2; 

Figure 7.1A). As displayed in Figure 7.1B, two of the critically ill participants presented with an 

SRI >15 (predictive of aspiration) and a further six critically ill participants (and two healthy 

controls) had an elevated SRI indicating abnormal swallowing. Group comparison indicated a 

trending increase in SRI in the ETI ≥7 days group compared with the ETI <7 days group, 

however this did not reach significance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-1 P-HRM-I-DERIVED SWALLOW RISK INDEX (SRI) SCORES IN THE HEALTHY CONTROL 

GROUP (GREEN) AND IN THE CRITICALLY ILL SUB-GROUPS OF ETI <7 DAYS (ORANGE) AND 

ETI ≥7 DAYS (RED).  

A: Clustered boxplot of Swallow Risk Index by Volume (5/10 ml) & Consistency (thin/extremely 

thick fluids). B: Scatter plot of estimated marginal mean Swallow Risk Index for each participant. 

Horizontal green line indicates 90th percentile of controls as the threshold for normal swallowing. 

Horizontal red line corresponds to SRI>15, a level consistent with aspiration risk. Both 

participants with SRI>15 were referred for further fibreoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallowing 

investigation, which confirmed aspiration. t statistic and p-value shown for Independent samples 

Kruskal-Wallis test.  

ETI: Endotracheal Intubation; P-HRM-I: Pharyngeal High-Resolution Manometry with Impedance; 

SRI: Swallow Risk Index 

 

Compared with healthy controls, the critically ill participants had significantly reduced UES basal 

pressure and significantly longer BPT (Table 7.2; Figure 7.2).  
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Figure 7-2 REPRESENTATION OF A NORMAL SWALLOW AND AN ABNORMAL SWALLOW, WITH 

ILLUSTRATION OF THE P-HRM-I DERIVED SWALLOW RISK INDEX (SRI) METRICS AND THE 

CONTRIBUTION OF THE BOLUS PRESENCE TIME (BPT) TO THE ABNORMAL SRI IN AN 

INDIVIDUAL CRITICALLY ILL PARTICIPANT.  

B: A pressure topography of a healthy swallow. The impedance signal (shaded pink area) 

represents pharyngeal bolus presence. E: A pressure topography plot of a 10-ml liquid swallow in 

a critically ill participant (male, 77 years) after extubation. Compared to the healthy swallow in B, 

there is a prolonged bolus presence time (pink shading), representing an increased aspiration 

risk. F: Bar chart of the four key swallow metrics and SRI from the same swallow of the critically ill 

participant in E. An abnormal finding is indicated when the black dot lies outside of the green bar 

(normative range). Only BPT is abnormal, but IBP is at the upper limit and PeakP is at the lower 

limit of normal, therefore contributing to the overall increased SRI. The abnormal SRI was 

consistent with clinically observed aspiration using naso-endoscopic swallow assessment. 

SRI: Swallow Risk Index; P-HRM-I: Pharyngeal High-Resolution Manometry with Impedance 

 

Group comparisons demonstrated a trend for the DCL to be reduced in the ETI ≥7 days group 

(Figure 7.3A), and there was a highly significant correlation between endotracheal intubation 

duration and DCL overall (Figure 7.3B).  
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Figure 7-3 DISTENTION-CONTRACTION LATENCY (DCL) AND ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION 

DURATION. SCATTER PLOTS OF ESTIMATED MARGINAL MEAN DCL FOR PARTICIPANTS IN 

RELATION TO DURATION OF ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION.  

A: Comparison of DCL of healthy controls (green) and critically ill participants with <7 days ETI 

(orange) and ≥7 days (red). Participants compared to controls, t statistic and p-value shown for 

Independent samples Kruskal-Wallis test and correlation based on Spearman rank test.  B: 

Significant correlation shown with endotracheal intubation duration and DCL.  

DCL: Distension-Contraction Latency 

 

Clinical Outcomes 

Of the 19 critically ill participants following extubation or decannulation, eight (42%) had 

abnormal swallowing determined by the SRI values (i.e. > the 90th percentile of the healthy 

controls) for at least two of the four test bolus combinations, comprising of seven participants in 

the ETI ≥7 days group and one participant in the ETI <7 days group. The following analyses 

explores the characteristics of those eight participants with abnormal swallowing compared to 

the 11 participants with normal swallowing.  

Participants with abnormal swallowing had significantly longer ETI durations and significantly 

longer sedation times, as well as significantly increased overall hospital length of stay compared 

to participants with normal swallowing (Table 7.3). There was a strong correlation between 

duration of sedation and ETI duration (Spearman r = 0.726, p<0.001).  
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Table 7-3 PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS AND CLINICAL OUTCOMES IN CRITICALLY ILL 

PARTICIPANTS WITH NORMAL AND ABNORMAL SWALLOWING   

Clinical Outcomes Critically Ill Participants P value 

Normal swallow 

(N=11) 

 

Abnormal swallow 

(N=8) 

Age, years 67 [63-73] 69 [62-76] 
 

0.763 
 

BMI, kg/m 29 [24-34] 27 [24-29] 
 

0.470 
 

Hospital LOS, days 29 [17-42] 
 

50 [31-69] 
 

0.040* 

 
ICU LOS, days 18 [10-27] 

 
30 [15-45] 

 
0.104 

Sedation, days 5.7 [3.9-7.6] 
 

12.0 [5.6-18.4] 
 

0.022* 

Endotracheal Intubation, 
days 

6.5 [4.5-8.4] 
 

10.0 [7.5-12.5] 
 

0.019* 

Mechanical Ventilation, 
days 

9.7 [2.9-16.5] 17.2 [4.4-30.0] 
 

0.214 

APACHE III Score 74 [58-91] 
 

88 [70-107] 
 

0.258 

APACHE III risk of death, 
% 

30 [9-50] 
 

46 [23-68] 
 

0.278 
 

CCI 3.5 [2.4-4.6] 
 

4.5 [3.2-5.8] 
 

0.251 

CCI% Survival@10y 60 [42-79] 45 [12-79] 
 

0.343 

SF-36 1144 [829-1459] 906 [368-2180] 
 

0.482 

CFS 6.7 [6.2-7.2] 6.5 [5.2-7.8] 
 

0.659 

FOIS 3.7 [2.3-5.1] 3.5 [1.7-5.2] 0.819 

Data expressed as mean [95% Confidence Intervals]. Abnormal swallowing defined by SRI > 90th 

percentile of Control Ranges for at least two of test bolus types. The following parameters are 

shown: BMI (Body Mass Index), Hospital LOS (Hospital Length Of Stay), ICU LOS (Intensive Care 

Unit Length Of Stay), APACHE (Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation), CCI (Charlson 

Comorbidity Index), SF-36 (Short Form Health Survey), CFS (Clinical Frailty Scale) and FOIS 

(Functional Oral Intake Scale). T-test , p < 0.05 statistically significant.  
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7.4 Discussion 

This is the first study to use P-HRM-I to analyse swallowing biomechanics in a critically ill adult 

cohort following extubation. The key findings showed that 42% (8/19) of critically ill participants 

had features suggestive of abnormal swallowing within 24 hours of extubation or decannulation, 

and that this was significantly associated with ≥ 7 days of ETI, longer sedation duration and 

increased hospital length of stay. Key biomechanical alterations were observed in the critically ill 

participants compared with healthy controls, including: (1) altered UOS function, demonstrated 

by the concurrent increased UOS pressures, reduced UOS opening and reduced UOS basal 

pressures; and (2) altered bolus movement measures demonstrated by increased BPT. 

The SRI in the critically ill following extubation or decannulation participants was significantly 

higher than in the age matched controls. Elevated SRIs above normative ranges were seen in 

42% (8/19) of the critically ill participants, suggesting abnormalities of the swallow mechanism. 

A similar incidence of dysphagia in the critically ill following extubation (41%) was reported in 

the critically ill in a systematic review (250). However, it is difficult to compare our finding with 

the broader literature due to the heterogeneity of available studies, with variability in study 

designs, timing and type of swallow assessment, and characteristics of the cohorts studied 

(250, 251, 318). It is therefore unsurprising that a number of systematic reviews have 

acknowledged a wide range of reported incidence of dysphagia following extubation, from 3-

63% (250, 251, 318), and 11-93% following tracheostomy decannulation (701). The current 

study detected a strong correlation between those critically ill participants who presented with 

dysphagia and an increase in hospital length of stay, which is consistent with previous 

publications (321-323). This is noteworthy considering the implications that increased hospital 

length of stay can have on health outcomes, cost, and resource requirements (319, 322, 686). 

Two of the 19 critically ill participants had an SRI greater than 15, indicating dysphagia 

associated with probable aspiration (567). Importantly, these two participants did not 

demonstrate overt aspiration symptoms (i.e. silent aspiration) but following clinical FEES 

assessment, aspiration was confirmed. Visual instrumental assessment was not routinely 

conducted, however other studies utilising this method have reported silent aspiration in 20-56% 

of critically ill patients following extubation (338, 340, 341, 343). Silent aspiration could be 

related to reduced laryngeal sensation, which is one of the proposed mechanisms of post-

extubation dysphagia (349-351). ETI has been associated with depressed laryngeal reflex, as 

well as reduced glottic opening (702). Studies also identified reduced cough strength, which was 
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associated with reduced glottic clearance, to be evident in critically ill patients following 

extubation (46, 320). These are clinically important observations given that aspiration of 

oropharyngeal secretions can cause considerable health complications, such as aspiration 

pneumonia (703).  

Six of the critically ill participants had an SRI above the normative range, but below the 

aspiration threshold value of 15, indicating abnormalities of the swallow mechanism were 

identified. A plausible explanation of this finding could relate to functional compensation in the 

presence of reduced physiological reserve of the swallow mechanism. Adaptive swallowing 

strategies may occur during eating and drinking, thereby preventing aspiration. Such 

compensation has also been reported in age-related dysphagia (presbyphagia) (704). However, 

it is possible that these compensation mechanisms could be susceptible to becoming 

overwhelmed when further insults or clinical complications occur, which could accelerate the 

risk of aspiration (705). In addition to functional compensation, behavioural compensation may 

also occur, resulting in alterations to eating and drinking behaviours. This can negatively impact 

patients’ overall oral intake, potentially leading to malnutrition and dehydration, which may result 

in delayed rehabilitation and increased hospital length of stay (243, 706-708).  

An endotracheal intubation duration of 7 days or more was significantly correlated with 

dysphagia in the critically ill participants, suggestive that the mechanisms leading to post 

extubation dysphagia become more pronounced over time. The duration of ETI has previously 

been identified as a risk factor for post-extubation dysphagia (319, 323, 348) with prolonged ETI 

greater than 6 days is associated with increased incidence and severity of dysphagia (320, 346, 

348, 349) but this is not always a consistent finding (338). The occurrence of dysphagia in 

critically ill patients following extubation is thought to involve a complex interplay between multi-

factorial mechanisms (46, 349), including: (1) oropharyngeal and laryngeal injury directly 

associated with the endotracheal tube, (2) neuromyopathy resulting in neuromuscular 

weakness, (3) reduced laryngeal sensation, and (4) impaired cognition associated with sedation 

or delirium (46, 349).  

P-HRM-I can identify subtle changes in swallow biomechanics that can assist in understanding 

the mechanisms contributing to PED in the critically ill, which could further assist in 

understanding the mechanisms contributing to post-extubation dysphagia (319, 323, 348). Four 

specific biomechanical parameters were different in the critically ill cohort when compared to 

age matched controls: (1) increased BPT, (2) increased UOS relaxation pressures (UES IRP), 
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(3) reduced UOS basal pressures (UES BP), and (4) reduced UOS opening (UES Max Admit), 

and are discussed below. 

Critically ill participants demonstrated increased BPT compared to controls, representing longer 

bolus retention in the hypopharynx prior to UOS relaxation. These findings may be comparable 

with previous studies that reported delayed laryngeal closure and swallowing onset in critically ill 

patients post extubation (329, 330, 333). A possible underlying mechanism for this could relate 

to reduced oropharyngeal sensation following extubation. This abnormal biomechanical finding, 

when compared with healthy controls, may manifest as an increased latency between the bolus 

arrival in the hypopharynx and swallow initiation (44). This is a known feature of dysphagia often 

associated with neurogenic aetiologies and one that carries a higher risk of aspiration (709). A 

latency average of 7 seconds has been shown in critically ill patients at 24 hours following 

extubation (330), far exceeding the 2-3 seconds which is considered normal (73, 681).  

Although the DCL was not significantly different in the critically ill cohort when compared with 

healthy controls, a significant association was observed with a shortened DCL and increased 

ETI duration. This metric indicates an altered bolus flow representative of a “late” propulsion of 

the bolus in the swallow sequence (closer to the hypo-pharyngeal contraction). This may be 

comparable with observations of a secondary or ‘pharyngeal’ swallow, which is initiated by 

direct pharyngeal stimulation without lingual propulsion and oral clearance and is considered an 

airway protection mechanism (710). This shortened DCL, along with increased BPT, together 

represent altered bolus movement patterns. Such patterns have previously been described in 

relation to the effects of sedation, analgesia and partial neuromuscular blockers (90, 612, 613). 

Whilst the bolus movement findings may reflect the ongoing effects of these medications, the 

medications may also contribute to impaired cognition. Both of these factors could be 

contributing mechanisms to swallowing impairment post extubation. Interestingly, in healthy 

participants, morphine and midazolam infusions have resulted in reduced bolus control, swallow 

frequency and airway protection (711). 

Critically ill participants had reduced UOS basal pressures compared to controls. A number of 

mechanisms have been identified that alter UOS basal pressures, including sedation and 

analgesia (712). Thus, this finding may reflect the increase in sedation days required for 

increased endotracheal intubation duration. Interestingly, reduced UOS basal pressures have 

also been considered a non-specific feature of neurogenic swallowing dysfunction, being 
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recognised in patients diagnosed with motor neurone disease and associated with aging (154, 

591). 

Compared with healthy controls, UOS dysfunction was apparent in the critically ill cohort, 

determined by increased UOS pressures (UES IRP) and reduced UOS opening (UES Max 

Admit). However, there was no significant difference in UOS relaxation time. This is inconsistent 

with previous VFSS observations of reduced durations of pharyngoesophageal segment 

opening (333). This incongruous finding may reflect the limitation of VFSS to identify the timing 

of UOS relaxation compared with P-HRM-I. The features of elevated UOS relaxation pressures 

and reduced opening were examined and discussed in further detail in the OSA and post 

mUPPP+CCT cohorts (Chapters 4 and 5).  

The results in this study showed that the overall pharyngeal contractile pressures were not 

significantly different in the critically ill cohort compared with age matched controls. This was 

unexpected given one of the proposed mechanisms of dysphagia in the critically ill following 

extubation is neuromuscular weakness (349-351). Acquired generalised muscle weakness 

occurs in 25-50% of patients who undergo ETI (713, 714), and oropharyngeal skeletal muscle 

degeneration due to disuse has been hypothesised (715). In previous studies, tongue strength 

following extubation has been examined. Using the Iowa Oral Performance Instrument, 

maximum tongue strength was significantly reduced in critically ill patients following extubation 

when compared with healthy controls (716), and following ETI of 7 days or more (328). It should 

be acknowledged that these findings are measures of the maximum tongue pressure at the 

anterior and posterior dorsal surface, which are distinct from the P-HRM-I metrics that provides 

data of tongue base pressures during swallowing. Future studies may consider evaluating the 

maximum generated pressures of the anterior tongue, using the IOPI, as well as the tongue 

base pressures, using P-HRM-I, in critically ill patients following extubation.  

There are acknowledged limitations to this study. Firstly, it involved a heterogeneous cohort 

(admitted to ICU for assorted clinical causes including acute respiratory disease), however the 

participants enrolled were representative of typical non-neurological critically ill patients treated 

in a tertiary hospital. Secondly, the study was conducted prior to the standardised P-HRM-I 

metrics (21) and therefore the sub-pharyngeal contractile integrals were not included in the 

analysis. Thirdly, longitudinal data was not collected, therefore it was not established if changes 

in swallowing were temporary or permanent. This should be considered for future studies given 

that self-reported symptomatic dysphagia is reported to persist at 6 months post hospital 
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discharge (348). Finally, dysphagia was assessed using P-HRM-I only, and the addition of 

visual instrumental swallow assessment may provide additional data to aid dysphagia 

interpretation in this critically ill population (717). However, it is recognised that VFSS is not 

suitable for application in the critical care setting (330, 331, 334) and a parallel invasive swallow 

assessment may have been too challenging for this population.  

Future studies should consider conducting P-HRM-I and FEES swallowing assessments by the 

bedside with a restricted bolus administration protocol to identify swallowing patterns that 

contribute to the manifestation of dysphagia in this population and correlate biomechanical 

findings with visual instrumental observations. Larger cohorts of critically ill patients with 

longitudinal study designs are required to establish associations with meaningful clinical 

outcomes, including pneumonia rates and hospital length of stay, as well as to identify the key 

mechanisms that cause dysphagia in this population. This type of research may inform clinical 

guideline development regarding validated clinical indicators for those critically ill patients who 

would most benefit from timely swallowing assessment and intervention.  
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7.5 Conclusion 

Global abnormality in swallowing was common in critically ill participants following extubation or 

decannulation and was associated with prolonged intubation, as well as longer sedation 

duration, and increased hospital length of stay. P-HRM-I assessment identified altered UOS 

function and altered bolus movement measures in critically ill participants compared to controls, 

revealing novel biomechanical alterations in the swallowing mechanism in this population. 

Further research is required with larger participant enrolment to confirm these findings and 

determine correlations with meaningful clinical outcomes. 

In Chapter 7, P-HRM-I measures revealed novel biomechanical metrics that 

characterised dysphagia in the critically ill following extubation or decannulation. 

Another patient cohort where dysphagia is commonly reported is following HNC 

treatment. In the following Chapter, swallowing biomechanics are investigated using 

simultaneous P-HRM-I and VFSS in a post-HNC treatment cohort with moderately-

severe dysphagia.  
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8. ASSESSMENT OF DYSPHAGIA FOLLOWING HEAD AND 

NECK CANCER TREATMENT4 

8.1 Introduction  

Swallowing assessment is common practice following treatment for HNC (366, 718) due to the 

high prevalence of post-treatment dysphagia (252). Acute and long-term dysphagia is a 

recognised complication following treatment for HNC, which is negatively associated with 

health-related quality of life (378)(Section 1.3.4). VFSS has primarily been used to characterise 

pathophysiological oropharyngeal swallowing changes following HNC treatment, with identified 

abnormalities including base of tongue dysfunction, reduced laryngeal elevation, reduced 

pharyngeal contraction, impaired epiglottic movement and reduced UOS opening (366, 380-

388).  

 

Altered bolus flow outcomes of pharyngeal residue and penetration/aspiration have been 

identified in VFSS and FEES studies following HNC treatment. For example, a recent 

systematic review reported the frequency of pharyngeal residue at 12 months post-treatment to 

be 73.8%, and continue to increase over time (366). Pharyngeal residue has been associated 

with poor pharyngeal constriction on VFSS (385). The review also noted an increased frequency 

of aspiration and penetration from 16.2% at 6 months to 33.6% at 12 months post-treatment 

(366). Incomplete or delayed laryngeal vestibule closure was identified to contribute to risk of 

penetration/aspiration (385).  

 

P-HRM with or without impedance is considered by The European Society for Swallowing 

Disorders White Paper to have potential for identifying the pathophysiological mechanisms 

contributing to dysphagia in patients with HNC at the time of diagnosis and following treatment 

(719). Three studies have utilised P-HRM-I to assess swallowing post HNC treatment. However, 

two studies only investigated the validity and reliability of metrics, such as hypopharyngeal IBP 

(561) and the swallow risk index (572), without reporting the additional P-HRM-I metrics. The 

most recent publication by Schaen-Heacock and colleagues (2020) compared the pharyngeal 

pressures metrics of patients with sub-acute- and chronic-radiation-associated dysphagia (28). 

They found that both cohorts presented with reduced velopharyngeal pressure maximum and 

                                                
4 The data detailed in this Chapter was presented as a poster at the Australian and New Zealand Head and Neck Cancer Society, 
Virtual Conference, Queenstown, New Zealand. August 2021. 
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duration, hypopharyngeal maximum and pharyngeal pressure duration and contractile integral. 

The authors recommended that future studies should examine the relationship of reduced 

pressures and durations with efficiency of bolus propulsion and risk of penetration/aspiration 

(28). 

Existing P-HRM-I studies have not completely characterised swallowing function following HNC 

treatment. Therefore, more comprehensive evaluation of the swallowing biomechanical 

measures in this population is required, and together with VFSS assessment may provide 

greater understanding of the contributing mechanisms to the dysphagia pathophysiology 

following HNC treatment.   

Aim 

To use P-HRM-I to assess the swallowing biomechanics in participants with HNC who undergo 

multi-modality treatment and correlate these metrics with VFSS measures. 
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8.2 Methods 

Participants 

Ethical approval was granted by the Southern Adelaide Clinical Human Research Ethics 

Committee (No. 283.11). Data was collated from patients following HNC treatment who had 

been referred for a videomanometry swallow assessment on clinical grounds between January 

2016 - September 2019 (conducted by M.Schar). All participants had provided written informed 

consent for use of their research studies. Demographics, diagnosis, staging and treatment data 

were collected from medical record review.   

 

PROM of Swallowing 

The Functional Oral Intake Scale (FOIS) (652) was used to assess oral intake status. The FOIS 

has recently been shown to be significantly correlated with patient reports of swallowing 

difficulty following HNC treatment (720, 721).  

 

Videomanometry Swallowing Assessment 

The videomanometry swallowing assessment protocol was followed (Section 3.4.3). Cessation 

of testing of a fluid viscosity (thickness level) and/or amount (5 or 10 mL) occurred if aspiration 

and/or significant residue was observed during the assessment. The VFSS recording were 

analysed using quantitative measures of residue and aspiration, including: (1) the validated 

Dynamic Imaging Grade of Swallowing Toxicity (DIGEST)(482), with aspiration (Safety Grade), 

residue (Efficiency Grade), and dysphagia severity (Summary Grade) (482); (2) the penetration-

aspiration score (PAS), which was used to grade penetration and aspiration (455); and (3) the 

normalised residue ratio score (NRRS), which was used to quantify vallecular and pyriform 

sinus residue (483) of thin liquid swallows.  

The standard P-HRM-I analysis protocol was used (Section 3.4.3). Data of the thin liquid 

swallows of 5 mL volumes were collated. Additional analysis to categorise multiple swallowing 

behaviour (MSB) was conducted based on a recently published study from our group 

characterising this phenomenon in healthy adults (722). MSB was defined by a sequence of two 
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or more swallows with an inter-swallow interval of £ 5 seconds. Further sub-typing of MSB was 

defined as: (1) secondary dry, the bolus is completely transferred through the pharynx in one 

swallow followed by one or more dry swallows; (2) preceding dry, the bolus is completely 

transferred through the pharynx in one swallow attempt preceded by one or more dry swallows; 

(3) piecemeal, the bolus is transferred through the pharynx distributed through two or more 

swallows; and (4) clearing, the bolus is incompletely transferred through the pharynx with 

evidence of bolus residue between swallows (722).   

The mean values for each of the swallow function metrics were determined for 5 mL thin liquids 

due to these being the only consistent tested bolus volume and consistency that was tested in 

all of the fourteen participants. Proportionate data were compared by Fisher’s exact test. 

Spearman correlations was used to examine relationships amongst continuous variable. Refer 

to Section 3.5 for details of the statistical analysis. 
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8.3 Results 

Participants  

Fourteen participants (13 males, 1 female; with an average age of 63 years, ranging 48-74 

years) were enrolled in this study. Table 8.1 displays the participant characteristics. Twelve 

participants (86%) had oropharyngeal cancer; one participant had nasopharyngeal cancer; and 

one participant had laryngeal cancer. Staging data was available for 12 participants; 67% (8/12) 

were diagnosed with advanced HNC (stages III and IV). There was missing staging data for two 

of the participants as they were not recorded in the medical records. All participants underwent 

multi-modality treatment; 100% (14/14) had radiotherapy; 57% (8/14) had concurrent 

chemoradiation; 36% (5/14) had surgery followed by chemoradiation; and one participant had 

surgery followed by radiation. The median duration since treatment was 11 months [IQR 6, 39 

months]. At the time of dysphagia assessment, 64% (9/14) required alternative nutrition via an 

enteric feeding tube (FOIS Grade 1-3 with nil or minimal oral intake). 

 

Table 8-1 PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS 

Partici

pants 

Gender Age Primary 

tumour site 

Subsite Stage Treat

ment  

Duration 

since 

HNC 

treatment 

(months) 

FOIS 

Grade 

1 M 58 Oropharynx Tonsil, soft palate IV Sx, 
CRtx 

5 2 

2 M 71 Oropharynx Tonsil II CRtx 84 5 
3 M 71 Nasopharynx - u/k CRtx 64 2 
4 M 65 Oropharynx Tongue base u/k Sx, 

CRtx 
126 5 

5 M 57 Oropharynx Tonsil II CRtx 11 4 
6 M 48 Oropharynx 

Oral cavity 
Tongue base 

Floor of mouth 
I 
II 

Sx 
CRtx 

30 2 

7 M 48 Oropharynx Retromolar 
trigone 

IV Sx, 
CRtx 

7 3 

8 M 74 Oropharynx unknown IV CRtx 29 2 
9 M 57 Oropharynx Tongue base IV CRtx 6 2 

10 M 65 Oropharynx Tonsil II Sx, 
Rtx 

6 6 

11 F 64 Oropharynx Hypopharyngeal III CRtx 18 5 
12 M 74 Larynx Supraglottic III CRtx 5 2 
13 M 63 Oropharynx Tonsil IV CRtx 4 3 
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14 M 62 Oropharynx Tonsil IV Sx, 
CRtx 

10 2 

CRtx: Chemoradiation; Sx: Surgical Tumour Resection; Rtx: Radiotherapy; FOIS: Functional Oral 

Intake Scale; u/k: unknown 

 

Swallow Assessments 

Simultaneous videomanometry data was available for nine of the 14 participants. The remaining 

five participants underwent separate VFSS and P-HRM-I investigations within 1-2 months. Only 

data from the 5 mL thin liquid was analysed due to this being the only consistent tested bolus 

volume and viscosity for all participants. These results are reflective of the degree of dysphagia 

apparent in this post HNC treatment cohort whereby the swallow protocol was truncated due to 

observed aspiration.  

 

VFSS Measures 

All participants underwent VFSS, enabling derivation of PAS, NRRS and DIGEST scores (Table 

8.2). 93% (13/14) of participants had a DIGEST Summary Grade of 1-4, representing a 

dysphagia severity range between mild to life-threatening, with a median Grade of 2 

representing moderate dysphagia [IQR 1-3]. One participant had a DIGEST Summary Grade of 

0, representing no dysphagia. 86% of participants (12/14) demonstrated penetration and/or 

aspiration. The median PAS was 6 [2, 7], indicating aspiration; 10 participants had a PAS ≥5, 

indicating silent penetration or aspiration; two had a PAS of 2-4, indicating penetration; and two 

had a PAS of 1, indicating no penetration or aspiration 
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Table 8-2 VFSS OUTCOMES WITH P-HRM-I-DERIVED SRI AND MSB   

VFSS: Videofluoroscopy Swallow Study; PAS: Penetration-Aspiration Scale: 1=none, 2-5= penetration, 6-8= aspiration; NRRS: 
Normalised Residue Ratio Scale (v, valleculae, p, pyriform sinus); DIGEST: Dynamic Imaging Grade of Swallowing Toxicity (safety, 
efficiency and grade); MSB: Multiple Swallowing Behaviour with Subtype:  secondary dry, piecemeal and clearing; SRI: Swallow Risk 
Index value. Bold values represent abnormal values. 

Participants VFSS-derived Measures P-HRM-I-derived Measures 
Penetration-
Aspiration 

Scale 

Valleculae 
Residue 
(NRRSv) 

Pyriform 
Residue 
(NRRSp) 

 

DIGEST Grade 
Safety 

 
Efficiency  Summary Dominant Swallow 

Pattern 
SRI  

1 
 

2 1.08 0 0 3 2 MSB - Piecemeal 45 

2 
 

5 0.06 0.62 1 3 2 MSB - Piecemeal 19 

3 
 

6 0.1 0.09 2 3 3 Single 62 

4 
 

7 0.91 1.26 3 4 4 MSB - Clearing 35 

5 
 

1 0 0 0 1 0 Single 3 

6 
 

8 0.08 0.95 2 3 3 MSB - Clearing 47 

7 
 

5 1.19 0.55 1 3 2 MSB - Secondary 1 

8 
 

8 0.06 0.09 2 1 2 Single 4 

9 
 

6 - - 2 3 3 MSB - Secondary 20 

10 
 

1 0.22 0 0 2 1 Single 4 

11 
 

2 0 0 0 1 1 Single 2 

12 
 

8 0.42 0.6 2 3 3 Single 7 

13 6 0.34 0 1 1 1 
 

Single 1 

14 
 

7 0.14 0.02 2 3 3 MSB - Piecemeal 59 
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To determine how the VFSS measures related to each other and to aid in the interpretation of 

the swallowing studies, a correlation analysis was performed (Table 8.3). Participants who 

presented with silent penetration or aspiration (PAS ≥5) were more likely to demonstrate 

abnormal DIGEST Grades compared to those who did not (Safety: 2 [1, 2] vs 0 [0, 0], MWU test 

t=2.994, p<0.005; Efficiency: 1.5 [0.25, 2.75] vs 3 [2.5, 3], ns; Severity 3 [2, 3] vs 1 [0.25, 1.75], 

MWU test t=2.426, p<0.05). Participants who presented with silent penetration to the level of the 

true vocal folds or aspiration (PAS ≥5) exhibited a significantly higher degree of pyriform sinus 

residue (NRRSp 0.55 [0.05, 0.79] vs 0 [0, 0], MWU test t=2.543, p<0.05) but not of vallecula 

residue (NRRSv 0.34 vs 0.11, ns). 

Table 8-3 CORRELATION OF VFSS OUTCOMES 

 

Spearman rho Bold values correspond to significant correlations at p <0.05* or <0.01**.  

 

P-HRM-I Measures 

P-HRM-I derived SRI values with dominant swallow pattern and SRI values for individual 

participants are presented in Table 8.2. Five participants (36%) demonstrated abnormal MSB: 

three participants displayed piecemeal, and two participants displayed clearing sub-type 

behaviours.  

 Maximum 
Penetration-

Aspiration Score 
(DIGEST Safety) 

Maximum % of 
pharyngeal 

residue 
(DIGEST 

Efficiency) 

Dysphagia 
Severity  

(Summary 
DIGEST Grade) 

Valleculae 
Residue 
(NRRSv 
>0.02) 

Pyriform Sinus 
Residue 

(NRRSp >0.02) 

 r p 
value 

r p value r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r p 
value 

Aspiration  
(PAS ³ 5) 

0.878 0.000** 0.343 0.231 0.724 0.003** 0.116 0.706 0.666* 0.013 

Valleculae 
Residue 
(NRRSv 
>0.02) 

0.182 0.551 0.568 0.43* 0.371 0.231 - - 0.175 0.568 

Pyriform 
Sinus 

Residue 
(NRRSp 
>0.02) 

0.773 0.002** 0.718 0.006** 0.779 <0.002
** 

0.539 0.57 - - 
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The median SRI was 16 [3, 45], which exceeded the established 95th percentile of healthy 

controls (SRI >4), suggesting abnormal swallowing. Seven participants (50%) had an SRI (>15), 

which is indicative of aspiration risk (569). The participants who presented with an abnormal 

MSB (piecemeal or clearing sub-type) with a 5 mL thin liquid were more likely to present with an 

increased SRI (SRI 45 [27, 53] vs 4 [1, 17], MWU test t = 39, p < 0.05), indicative of abnormal 

swallowing function with increased aspiration risk. 

The correlation analysis of VFSS outcomes with SRI and MSB is presented in Table 8.4. 

Although the SRI (>15) demonstrated a sensitivity and specificity (ROC area under the curve 

0.725) that was predictive of silent penetration and aspiration (PAS ≥5), it was not significantly 

correlated with PAS. However, an increased SRI (>15) was significantly correlated with 

increased DIGEST Efficiency and Summary Grades (Refer Figure 8.1). 

 

Figure 8-1 P-HRM-I DERIVED SWALLOW RISK INDEX CORRELATED WITH INCREASED VFSS 
DERIVED DIGEST DYSPHAGIA SEVERITY. 

Table 8-4 CORRELATIONS OF P-HRM-I DERIVED INCREASED SWALLOW RISK INDEX (SRI) AND 
NUMBER OF MULTIPLE SWALLOWING BEHAVIOUR (MSB) WITH VFSS MEASURES 

VFSS Outcomes 
 PAS NRRSv NRRSp DIGEST Safety DIGEST 

Efficacy 
Summary 

DIGEST Grade 
 r p 

value 
r p 

value 
r p 

value 
r p value r p value r p value 

Increased 
SRI 

0.354 0.214 0.022 0.943 0.345 0.248 0.505 0.066 0.642 0.013* 0.717 0.004** 

Increased 
MSB 

0.141 0.063 0.337 0.260 0.030 0.319  0.235 0.419 0.597 0.024* 0.442 0.113 

Spearman rho Bold values correspond to significant correlations at p <0.05* or <0.01**. 
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Swallow Risk Index 

The SRI is a composite score comprising of four individual P-HRM-I measures: peak pharyngeal 

pressure (PeakP), intra-bolus pressure (IBP), bolus presence time (BPT), and distension to 

contraction latency (DCL) (Section 3.4.3.3). The graphs below in Figure 8.2 illustrate the 

contribution of the individual P-HRM-I metrics when SRI <15 and >15. Although a short DCL 

and prolonged BPT were the two metrics that predominantly contributed to abnormal SRI 

values, these were not statistically significant on an individual basis.
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Figure 8-2 GRAPHS SHOW CONTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL METRICS TO THE SWALLOW RISK INDEX (SRI).  

A. Bolus Presence Time (BPT), B. Distension-Contraction Latency (DCL), C. Intra-Bolus Pressure (IBP), and D.  Peak Pharyngeal Pressure (peak p) 
and are shown with their contribution with normal (<15) and abnormal (>15) SRI. 5th CI are shown on Peak P and DCL and 95Th CI are shown on DCL 
and IBP.

A. B. 

D. 
C. 
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The correlations between specific SRI metrics and VFSS measures are presented in Table 8.5, 

Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4. Shortened DCL was significantly correlated with: (1) increased 

maximum percentage of pharyngeal residue, as measured by DIGEST Efficiency, (2) pyriform 

residue, as measured by the NRRSp, and (3) increased severity of pharyngeal dysphagia 

(DIGEST Summary Grade). Prolonged BPT was significantly correlated with maximum 

percentage of pharyngeal residue (DIGEST Efficiency). Shortened DCL and prolonged BPT 

were not significantly associated with premature spillage. However, Peak P was significantly 

associated with premature spillage. 
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Table 8-5 CORRELATIONS OF SRI-P-HRM-I METRICS WITH VFSS OUTCOMES 

Spearman rho Bold values correspond to significant correlations at p <0.05* or <0.01**. 

SRI 
Metrics 

VFSS Outcomes 
PAS Valleculae 

Residue 
(NRRSv 0.02) 

Pyriform 
Residue 

(NRRSp 0.02) 
 

DIGEST Safety DIGEST 
Efficiency 

Summary 
DIGEST Grade 

Premature Spillage 

 r p value r p value r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r P value 

Peak P 
mmHg 

-0.270 0.351 -0.041 0.898 -0.195 0.523 -0.093 0.752 -0.175 0.549 -0.178 0.542 0.617 0.25* 

BPT 
s 

0.118 0.688 0.198 0.516 0.427 0.145 0.233 0.423 0.706 0.005** 0.498 0.70 0.278 0.358 

DCL 
s 

-0.232 0.426 -0.342 0.253 -0.577 0.39* -0.496 0.72 -0.718 0.004** -0.592 0.026* 0.283 0.327 

IBP 
mmHg 

 

-0.172 0.558 -0.102 0.742 -0.376 0.205 -0.121 0.680 -0.084 0.776 0.009 0.975 -0.178 0.561 
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Figure 8-3 THE ASSOCIATION OF PEAK PHARYNGEAL PRESSURE (PEAK P) AND PREMATURE 
SPILLAGE ON VFSS.  

Peak P was significantly associated with premature spillage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-4 THE ASSOCIATION OF DISTENSION-CONTRACTION LATENCY (DCL) WITH OBSERVED 
PHARYNGEAL RESIDUE ON VFSS.  

Shortened DCL was significantly associated with increased pharyngeal residue.    

 

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 

Eight (57%) participants showed evidence of pharyngeal weakness based on reduced 

pharyngeal contractility integrals compared to the 5
th
 percentile of normative ranges for 5 mL 

thin liquids (Figure 8.5A). Of these, four participants showed an abnormal MCI reduction and 

one participant an abnormal VCI reduction in isolation. Concurrent abnormal reduction in more 
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than one anatomical region was observed in three participants, with two showing concurrent 

reduction in both velo- and mesopharyngeal contractile pressure and one participant showing 

reductions across velo-, meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contractile pressures (VCI, MCI, and 

HPCI, respectively). Six (43%) participants showed evidence of UOS dysfunction (venn diagram 

Figure 8.5B) evidenced by two or more altered UOS metrics of elevated IRP, elevated IBP, 

reduced opening and/or reduced relaxation time. Only two (14%) participants presented with 

concurrent pharyngeal weakness and UOS dysfunction.  

 

Figure 8-5 P-HRM-I CORE METRICS OF THE POST HNC TREATMENT COHORT.  

A: Individual reduced pharyngeal contractility integrals are shown: VCI, Velopharyngeal 
Contractility Integral, MCI, Mesopharyngeal Contractility Integral and HCI, Hypopharyngeal 
Contractility Integral. Reduced MCI was evident in seven participants, with three demonstrating 
additional reduced VCI and/or HCI. B: UOS Function measures: six post-HNC treatment 
participants presented with UOS dysfunction as evidenced by two or more altered UOS metrics of 
elevated UES IRP, integrated relaxation pressure, elevated IBP, intra-bolus pressure, reduced UES 
opening, UES maximum admittance, and/or reduced UES RT, relaxation time.   

 

The correlations between the P-HRM-I Core metrics and VFSS Outcomes are presented in 

Table 8.6. In summary, pharyngeal contractility metrics were not significantly correlate with 

VFSS Outcomes. Increased UES relaxation pressure (IRP) was significantly associated with 

increased DIGEST Safety and Summary Grades and demonstrated a trend towards significance 

with increased PAS. In addition, reduced UES maximum opening (admittance) was significantly 

associated with increased DIGEST Safety Grades and also demonstrated a trend towards 

significance with increased PAS. Prolonged UES relaxation time was significantly correlated 

with increased DIGEST Efficiency and Summary Grades.    

low VCI      
low HCI

low 
MCI

high UES 

IRP

low
UES  

Max 

Admit 

high IBP

short 
UES 

RT2 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

a. b. 
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Table 8-6 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN P-HRM-I CORE METRICS AND VFSS OUTCOMES  

P-HRM-I Core 
Metrics 

VFSS Outcomes 

PAS Valleculae 
Residue 

(NRRSv 0.02) 

Pyriform 
Residue 

(NRRSp 0.02) 
 

DIGEST Safety DIGEST 
Efficiency 

DIGEST Grade 

 r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r p 
value 

r p 
value 

PhCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

-0.076 0.797 -0.099 0.747 -0.119 0.699 0.033 0.912 -0.229 0.430 -0.110 0.709 

VCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

0.151 0.605 0.113 0.713 0.178 0.560 0.214 0.462 0.010 0.973 0.105 0.721 

MCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

-0.002 0.994 -0.306 0.310 -0.232 0.446 0.021 0.943 -0.447 0.109 -0.203 0.486 

  
HPCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

-0.234 0.421 0.179 0.558 -0.119 0.699 -0.035 0.906 -0.012 0.967 -0.053 0.858 

IBP 
mmHg 

-0.172 0.558 -0.102 0.742 -0.376 0.205 -0.121 0.680 -0.084 0.776 0.009 0.975 

UES IRP 

mmHg 
0.530 0.051 0.047 0.879 0.450 0.123 0.600 0.023

* 
0.378 0.183 0.605 0.022

* 

UES Max Ad 
mS 

-0.492 0.074 -0.033 0.915 -0.393 0.184 -0.533 0.050
* 

-0.308 0.283 -0.471 0.089 

UES relax time 
s 

0.025 0.934 0.435 0.137 0.192 0.529 0.279 0.334 0.698 0.005** 0.585 0.028
* 

UES BP 

mmHg 
-0.245 0.399 0.58 0.851 0.158 0.605 0.163 0.578 0.489 0.076 0.299 0.299 

UESCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

-0.183 0.532 0.152 0.621 0.25 0.934 -0.007 0.981 0.338 0.237 0.139 0.635 

UES Peak P 
mmHg 

-0.096 0.745 0.091 0.768 0.181 0.554 0.021 0.943 0.111 0.706 0.039 0.895 

ProxEsCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

0.069 0.815 -0.259 0.393 -0.122 0.692 0.030 0.918 -0.005 0.987 0.094 0.750 

Bold values denote statistical significance * Denotes p < 0.05; ** denotes p <0.01 
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Reduced mesopharyngeal contractility was significantly associated with abnormal multiple 

swallowing behaviour (141 [32, 217] vs 16 [1, 56], MWU test t = 5, p <0.05) (Figure 8.6). 

 

Figure 8-6 THE CONTRIBUTION OF MESOPHARYNGEAL CONTRACTILITY (MCI) AND MULTIPLE 
SWALLOWING BEHAVIOUR (MSB).  

A reduction in MCI was significantly associated with abnormal MSB (Clearing/Piecemeal Sub-types). 

 

P-HRM-I Additional Metrics 

Measures of UOS basal pressure (UES BP) and contractility (UES CI and UES Peak P) did not 

correlate with VFSS measures, with only a trend of higher UOS basal pressure with DIGEST 

Efficiency Grades notable (Table 8.6). 
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8.4 Discussion 

This study provides new insights into the range of biomechanical alterations in swallowing 

following HNC treatment and demonstrates that the application of P-HRM-I technology with 

VFSS provides a complementary understanding of the pathophysiology of dysphagia in this 

cohort. A high prevalence of disordered swallowing was found in participants following multi-

modality HNC treatment, mostly with advanced oropharyngeal cancer. VFSS findings 

demonstrated that: (1) 93% of participants presented with disordered swallowing, and (2) 86% 

were observed to have laryngeal penetration and/or aspiration. Further discussion of the VFSS 

outcomes of aspiration and residue in comparison to the literature are outlined in Appendix 4. P-

HRM-I findings revealed that: (1) 50% of participants presented with an SRI indicative of 

aspiration risk that was largely driven by altered bolus timing metrics, and correlated with 

residue on VFSS, (2) swallows characterised with abnormal MSB of piecemeal and clearing 

sub-types had abnormal SRI (>15), (3) 57% of participants presented with reduced pharyngeal 

contractile pressures and 43% presented with UOS dysfunction, and (4) altered UOS metrics 

were significantly associated with increased aspiration and residue.  

The median SRI of the post-HNC treatment cohort was 16, but surprisingly, abnormal SRIs 

(>15) did not correlate with higher PAS scores. This is in contrast to previous studies, which 

demonstrated strong correlation of abnormal SRIs with observed aspiration on VFSS in 

heterogenous populations or larger sample size (567, 574) as well as in a post-HNC treatment 

population (572). In contrast, abnormal SRI (>15) did correlate with increased DIGEST Safety 

Grades, which modifies the PAS to account for amount and frequency of aspiration (482). 

Additionally, an abnormal SRI (>15) also correlated with the DIGEST Efficiency and Summary 

Grades. Thus, the SRI showed significant correlations with the VFSS-derived bolus safety and 

efficiency functional outcomes. It should be acknowledged that whilst the acquisition rate of 15 

fps of the VFSS images are considered sub-optimal with current international consensus, the 

validity of the PAS has been shown not to be compromised with 15 fps compared with the 

optimal 30 fps rate (478). 

Prolonged BPT and shortened DCL were identified as the main contributory biomechanical 

measures associated with abnormal SRI values in this study cohort. These impedance-based 

timing metrics have not previously been reported following HNC treatment. Prolonged BPT and 

shortened DCL are suggestive of poor oral lingual control identified by premature spillage on 

VFSS (497, 581), which has been reported in patients following HNC treatment (723-725). 
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Prolonged BPT may be comparable to VFSS findings in these studies, including delayed 

swallow initiation, prolonged latency from hyoid burst and laryngeal vestibule closure and/or 

uncoordinated timing of bolus propulsion (382, 385, 726). These parameters have been 

associated with increased airway penetration and/or aspiration across various populations (385, 

727, 728). Shortened DCL during liquid swallowing is considered a correlate of impaired oro-

lingual control evidenced by pre-swallow bolus presence on VFSS, which is hypothesized to 

represent ineffective pressure generation behind the bolus. This pressure generation is primarily 

due to late-phase propulsion of the hypo-pharyngeal contractile pressure, rather than the timely 

(early) propulsive pressure of the tongue base (497, 581). These abnormal flow timing metrics 

may indicate altered peripheral sensory afferent function of the pharyngeal swallowing 

mechanism (497), which may be associated with the primary tumour and/or the oncologic 

treatment (726, 729). However, in our study, a significant correlation between these P-HRM-I 

metrics and VFSS evidence of premature spillage was not found. This inconsistency between P-

HRM-I equivalent altered bolus metrics with VFSS observations may reflect the limitations of 

VFSS derived binary measure of premature bolus spillage (e.g. present vs absent) and further 

support the need for a quantified VFSS-derived validated measure, such as from the Dynamic 

Swallow Study (DSS) (730), to provide more accurate interpretation. 

Abnormal MSB, with a piecemeal or clearing sub-type, was observed in 36% of the post-HNC 

treatment cohort. Additionally, participants with abnormal MSB were more likely to present with 

a higher SRI. The relationship between MSB and aspiration is not entirely established. 

Furthermore, the mechanisms involving pharyngeal residue, the number of swallows required to 

clear the residue, and penetration/aspiration are unclear (731, 732). However, a moderate 

correlation between pharyngeal residue severity, the efficiency of residue clearing, and 

penetration and aspiration was reported using FEES (733). Furthermore, the risk of 

penetration/aspiration was increased during clearing swallows with pre-swallow residue, up to 

4.6 fold greater with thin liquids (734). Interestingly, a recently published P-HRM-I-based study 

in a healthy adult population found that MSB occurred more frequently with larger bolus 

volumes, and were largely characterised by secondary dry swallows as opposed to clearing, 

piecemeal or preceding dry swallows (722). In comparison, over one third of the post-HNC 

treatment cohort in our study had abnormal MSB with piecemeal or clearing subtype with a 

small volume, thereby suggesting a higher aspiration risk in these participants. Additionally, 

reduced tongue base contractile pressures, as measured by the MCI, was significantly 

associated with abnormal MSB. This is unsurprising, given that tongue base contraction behind 
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the bolus, as well as pharyngeal shortening and elevation of the UOS during bolus transit, and 

sequential pharyngeal contraction are all mechanisms that assist with pharyngeal clearance (5, 

667).  

Pharyngeal weakness was demonstrated in 57% of the post-HNC treatment cohort. This was 

determined by reduced pharyngeal contractile integrals, of which reduced MCI were most 

frequently observed. This finding of pharyngeal weakness is consistent with the literature. A 

systematic review examining swallowing abnormalities in post-HNC treatment patients found a 

high prevalence of tongue base dysfunction and reduced pharyngeal contraction (380). These 

have been associated with pharyngeal residue on VFSS (372, 383, 385, 735, 736) and reduced 

pharyngeal pressures on low-resolution manometry (387). Recently, reduced tongue volume 

(measured on CT) has been identified following chemoradiation for HNC treatment (647). This 

may be a contributory mechanism leading to reduced pharyngeal pressure generation, and may 

also play a role in reduced tongue base contractile pressures, as seen in our post-HNC 

treatment cohort. Another potential mechanism contributing to reduced pharyngeal pressures 

could be increased pharyngeal lumen size resulting from muscle atrophy (370), which has been 

associated with radiation-induced fibrosis following HNC treatment (375). A recent P-HRM-I 

study examining dysphagia following radiation therapy found decreased pharyngeal pressure 

and duration to be significant in the velopharynx only, and not in the mesopharynx, hypopharynx 

or UOS (28). While reduced pharyngeal contractile pressures were identified on P-HRM-I in our 

study, they were not associated with pharyngeal residue on VFSS. Knigge and Thibeault (2016) 

reported a similar finding in their concurrent VFSS and HPRM study, which could suggest that 

efficacious vallecula clearance is influenced by multiple factors additional to the tongue base 

driving pressures (107). Pharyngeal residue may therefore be a complex inter-play between the 

driving pressures of the tongue base, the subsequent pharyngeal stripping wave, and the UOS 

relaxation and opening extent (105, 737). The assessment in our study was conducted only with 

5 mL thin liquids. Increased bolus volumes have demonstrated greater differences in 

pharyngeal contractile values (544), thus, a greater discrepancy may have been demonstrated 

with higher bolus volumes compared with the healthy control ranges.  

Altered UOS function was observed in 43% of participants following HNC treatment, determined 

by two or more abnormal UOS metrics on P-HRM-I. UOS dysfunction is a recognised 

complication following chemoradiation treatment for HNC (384, 738, 739). The post-HNC 

treatment cohort in our study presented with a median duration of 11 months post-HNC 

treatment, which is consistent with chronic radiation injuries (370, 371). The effects of chronic 
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radiation injury on muscles can include increased fibrotic tissue replacing the muscle fibres, loss 

of vascularity, and loss of matrix organisation leading to muscular and peripheral neurological 

attenuation (370) (Section 1.3.4). Reduced UOS opening and duration of opening has been 

observed during VFSS in patients post-HNC radiation treatment (382, 383, 386, 740). VFSS-

derived assessment of UOS stricture, however, has shown poor reliability (741). The 

recommended P-HRM-I-derived criteria for UOS stricture comprise of the concurrent 

presentation of UES IRP >9 mmHg and IBP >18. Interestingly, none of the participants in our 

study met these criteria, indicating that UOS stricture did not characterise the observed 

dysphagia. This is unsurprising in a small cohort with recruitment bias as described earlier, 

particularly given that the prevalence of UOS stricture is only 7% following chemoradiation 

treatment for HNC (254).  

UOS dysfunction derived from P-HRM-I measures was significantly associated with abnormal 

DIGEST Efficiency and Safety Grades on VFSS. These findings demonstrate that the degree of 

UOS relaxation and opening provides an integral contributory function for efficacious bolus flow 

(105, 737). Reduced bolus efficiency resulting in post-swallow pharyngeal residue has been 

shown to be associated with reduced pharyngeal propulsion and contractile vigor (382, 

383)(Kotz et al., 2004), as well as impaired UOS relaxation and duration (585, 742). In our 

study, reduced UOS relaxation time was significantly associated with increased pharyngeal 

residue and severity of dysphagia, which has been previously reported (740). However, 

prolonged UOS relaxation duration has previously been found to be significantly associated with 

aspiration, albeit in a predominantly heterogenous neurological cohort with dysphagia (567, 

709). These contrasting findings demonstrate the ability of the altered UOS metric to 

dichotomise findings with consideration of the aetiology. Contemplating the underlying 

physiology, prolonged UOS relaxation time may be an indication of altered modulation of the 

central pattern generator (179), whereas shortened UOS relaxation time could reflect peripheral 

impairment, resulting from causes such as radiation associated injury (386). Additionally, 

reduced UOS opening, measured by UES Max Admittance, and increased UOS pressure were 

significantly associated with increased DIGEST Safety grade. A reduced UES Max Admit 

measure is considered a non-specific marker of pharyngeal function, which is influenced by 

multiple factors(591), including structural pathology (e.g. cricopharyngeal bar), reduced 

distention associated with weak tongue base propulsion and /or weak pharyngeal contraction, 

and piecemeal swallowing resulting in reduced volume swallowed per swallow (591). Given no 

structural abnormalities were observed during the VFSSs by the radiologist, the measures of 
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reduced UOS opening are most likely representative of the high percentage of MSB associated 

with reduced mesopharyngeal contractile pressures.  

Over a decade ago, pharyngeal manometry was recognised as an assessment method that 

could complement visual instrumental swallowing assessments in the HNC cohort (387). Their 

preliminary findings using low-resolution manometry technology demonstrated the potential 

relationship with VFSS. In our current study, clear significant associations have been 

demonstrated using high-resolution technology with concurrent pressure-impedance data and 

validated VFSS functional outcomes. Furthermore, the application of P-HRM-I in post-HNC 

treatment participants to optimize assessment and management has been recently 

recommended by an international dysphagia association (719). These factors support future 

hypothesis driven research in the application of this translational P-HRM-I technology in post-

HNC treatment cohorts to potentially identify key biomechanical impairment patterns. This small 

data set demonstrates that UOS dysfunction, as opposed to reduced pharyngeal pressures, are 

present with a significant relationship with observed dysfunction on VFSS. Future studies should 

expand these preliminary findings.   

There are several recognised limitations of this study. These include: (1) This study was an 

analysis of clinically acquired HNC P-HRM-I and VFSS swallow assessment and therefore the 

HNC location, staging, and treatment differed within the cohort. Given that the oropharynx is the 

leading anatomical site for HNCSCC in a younger cohort (743), analysis of a homogenous 

group following concurrent chemoradiation treatment is recommended in future studies; (2) the 

sample size was small (n=14); (3) simultaneous collection of patient-reported outcome 

measures of swallowing did not occur, which was reported as a critical outcome measure in this 

particular cohort (400); (4) the VFSS 15 fps frame rate may have prevented identification of the 

maximum aspiration and residue scores limiting the VFSS and P-HRM-I correlation; and (5) 

unavailable data that may have affected swallowing outcomes, including the presence of 

trismus (744), neck dysfunction (745), oesophageal pathology, (746), OSA/sleep disturbances 

(747, 748), sarcopenia (749) was unavailable. Future studies should include quantitative 

measures of VFSS metrics, such as the Dynamic Swallow Study (DSS) (122, 750), with 

concurrent functional measures of residue and aspiration and ascertain the strength of the 

associations with P-HRM-I-derived metrics in larger cohorts. The novel results in this study 

demonstrate the utility of P-HRM-I with VFSS to characterise the underlying mechanisms 

contributing to dysphagia at an individual patient level. This is important for guiding /informing 

interventions/exercises to target improved swallowing in these high-aspiration risk patients. 
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Future study protocols may consider evaluating prophylactic swallowing exercise programs that 

up until now have shown inconsistent treatment effects (751).  

8.5 Conclusion 

P-HRM-I assessment of swallowing in a post-HNC treatment cohort presenting with moderate to 

severe pharyngeal dysphagia and a high prevalence of aspiration identified two distinct altered 

biomechanical patterns: (1) reduced pharyngeal contractile pressures and (2) UOS dysfunction. 

Observed pharyngeal residue and aspiration on VFSS were associated with altered UOS 

dysfunction measures, however not with reduced pharyngeal contractile pressures. This study 

demonstrates that concurrent P-HRM-I and VFSS studies may provide critical thresholds to 

enhance the interpretation of VFSS observations. Future studies should consider correlating P-

HRM-I metrics with quantified VFSS measures. 

 

In Chapter 8, it was demonstrated that the application of P-HRM-I technology can 

operate with VFSS to improve understanding of the pathophysiology of dysphagia 

following HNC treatment. Altered biomechanical patterns of reduced pharyngeal 

contractile pressures and UOS dysfunction were observed in the post-HNC treatment 

cohort. A novel procedure targeting dysphagia following HNC treatment is tongue base 

augmentation. The biomechanical impact of this procedure on swallowing has not been 

evaluated. In the following Chapter, P-HRM-I technology is utilised as an intervention 

outcome measure to determine the effect of this novel tongue base augmentation 

procedure for the management of moderate-severe dysphagia following HNC 

treatment.  
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9. DYSPHAGIA ASSESSMENT PRE-AND POST-TONGUE-
BASE AUGMENTATION IN PARTICIPANTS FOLLOWING 

HEAD AND NECK CANCER TREATMENT WITH 
MODERATE TO SEVERE DYSPHAGIA5 

9.1 Introduction  

Cancer survivorship and health-related quality-of-life (HRQOL) are integral components of 

cancer treatment and surveillance (361). HRQOL following HNC treatment relates to the 

perceived impact of the treatment sequalae on a patient’s QOL. A wide range of diminished 

physical, emotional, functional and social aspects of HRQOL have been reported in HNC 

survivors following treatment (361, 752, 753). Given the 20% increase in incidence of the 

younger population (<65 years) who are living longer with the HNC treatment sequalae (743, 

754), HRQOL following HNC treatment is now considered a critical element of care.  

 

Dysphagia has been identified as a strong predictor of reduced HRQOL for up to 10 years post-

HNC treatment (378, 639, 640). Changes in eating habits and reduced food intake occurs in up 

to 40% of patients following treatment (641), while 3-10% of patients require percutaneous 

endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) for nutritional support at 12 months or more after HNC treatment 

(642, 643). Additionally, changes in eating habits and feeding tube use have been associated 

with reduced ability to return-to-work (755, 756). Each of these factors have been associated 

with reduced QOL (757-760). Accordingly, there has been considerable research targeting 

improvements in swallowing outcomes following HNC treatment. The initiation of swallowing 

exercises prior to treatment is one strategy aimed at maximising swallowing muscle strength 

and range of movement pre-treatment to optimise swallowing outcomes after treatment (644). 

However, the efficacy of pre-treatment (prophylactic) swallowing exercises is unclear, with 

inconsistent treatment effects being demonstrated (645).  

 

                                                
5
 The data presented in this Chapter was an accepted for an oral presentation at the Australian and New Zealand Head and Neck 

Cancer Society Conference, Adelaide in November 2019. This study was awarded the Australian and New Zealand Head and Neck 

Cancer Society, Research Foundation Board Grant, 2018. ($10, 000, CI M.Schar) and College of Medicine and Public Health, 

Flinders University: Higher Degree Research Grant, 2019. ($4000; CI M.Schar), which supported data collection and analysis. It has 

been submitted for publication to Head and Neck in December 2021: Schar, M., Woods, C., Omari, T., Footner, L., Marshall, N., 

Doeltgen, S., Cock, C., Thompson, A, Nguyen, T., Athanasiadis, T. & Ooi, E. Pharyngeal tongue base Augmentation for Dysphagia 

(PAD): A prospective case series in patients post Head and Neck Cancer (HNC) Treatment (Appendix 3). 
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Lipofilling injections using adipose tissue, also known as fat grafting, is an established surgical 

technique in reconstructive plastic surgery, with novel application in the management of 

dysphagia following HNC treatment (648, 649, 761-763). Lipofilling injections aim to improve 

swallowing function by augmenting pharyngeal or laryngeal structures. Although adipose tissue 

is considered an ideal permanent filler due to the biocompatible and autologous properties that 

provide for optimal amalgamation into the host tissue site (763), use of a temporary filler, such 

as hyaluronic acid (HA) with biodegradable properties (764), may be a suitable alternative while 

establishing the efficacy and safety profile of the procedure.  

Tongue base dysfunction is recognised as a contributory mechanism of dysphagia following 

HNC treatment as measured by VFSS. In particular, reduced tongue base and pharyngeal wall 

muscle volume has been associated with reduced pharyngeal constriction and increased 

pharyngeal residue (646). Augmentation of the tongue base aims to target the key anatomical 

sites that contribute to tongue base dysfunction (380, 647) and has been reported to result in 

improved swallowing outcomes (648, 649). In a case series, Kraaijenga and colleagues (2016) 

found that four of the six post-HNC treatment patients demonstrated a reduction of 

penetration/aspiration following tongue base injection, with two of the patients no longer 

requiring alternative nutrition via a feeding tube (649). It has been hypothesized that this 

procedure artificially augments the mesopharyngeal volume and, as a biomechanical 

consequence, increases the force generation capacity during swallowing. However, evaluation 

of swallowing biomechanics before and after the procedure has not occurred. The primary 

hypothesis of this study was that tongue base augmentation increases mesopharyngeal wall 

volume/thickness, measured using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and improves 

mesopharyngeal force generation measured by P-HRM-I. A secondary hypothesis was that 

when compared to pre-procedure status, a reduction of post-swallow pharyngeal residue and 

improved patient-reported dysphagia symptom scores would be seen following the procedure.  

Aim 

To evaluate the effect of tongue base augmentation in participants with dysphagia following 

HNC treatment on swallowing outcomes using P-HRM-I biomechanical data, videofluoroscopy 

swallowing study (VFSS), and self-reported symptoms of dysphagia. 
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9.2 Methods  

Participants 

Ethical approval (No. 39.17) was granted by the Southern Adelaide Clinical Human Research 

Ethics Committee. Participants were prospectively enrolled and provided written consent 

between January 2018 - September 2019.  

Participants were recruited through the Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery Unit at Flinders 

Medical Centre. Inclusion criteria: adult (>18 years), diagnosed with HNC and treated with 

curative intent, >6 months post-treatment with no evidence of residual HNC, and presenting with 

moderate-severe dysphagia (DIGEST Summary Grade >1). Exclusion criteria: inability to 

provide informed consent, history of oropharyngeal dysphagia preceding cancer diagnosis, 

history of neurological disorders known to cause oropharyngeal dysfunction (e.g. Parkinson’s 

disease, cerebrovascular accident), upper oesophageal sphincter or oesophageal pathology 

causing dysphagia (e.g. stricture), medication known to affect swallowing function, intercurrent 

illness increasing procedural risk (American Society of Anaesthesiologists physical classification 

> III) (765), and known allergy to hyaluronic acid.  

Screening for potentially suitable participants involved reviewing Flinders Medical Centre Head 

and Neck Cancer Clinic records between January 2019-June 2020, with 145 patients reporting 

dysphagia symptoms (Figure 9.1). Of these, 21 (14%) potentially suitable patients were 

identified, however 11 patients declined participation during the follow-up telephone call due to 

reasons such as increased stress levels following HNC treatment or competing priorities with 

work. Of the remaining ten suitable participants, three were excluded from the study due to P-

HRM-I baseline study revealing pharyngeal contractile pressures within the normal range, one 

participant withdrew, resulting in six participants being successfully enrolled (Figure 9.1). Patient 

demographics, and cancer diagnosis, staging and treatment data were collected from medical 

record review. 
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Figure 9-1PARTICIPANT SCREENING AND ENROLMENT PROCESS.  

Flinders Medical Centre Head and Neck Cancer clinic records Audit between January 2019-June 
2020. 

 

Surgical Technique 

Hyaluronic acid (HA), in the gel form known as Restylane® (Galderma Laboratories, USA), has 

been utilised in vocal fold augmentation for the treatment of glottic insufficiency (766, 767). 

Restylane® is considered an optimal temporary material prior to injection of a permanent filler 

(767) and was utilised in this study to establish the safety and feasibility of the procedure. 

Between 1-4 mL of Restylane® was injected into the observed tongue base deficit by a 

Consultant Head and Neck surgeon (Figure 9.2). A 25G needle was used with multiple passes 

to ensure even distribution of the tongue base. Five of the six participants had the procedure 

under general anaesthesia (GA), one participant had the procedure under local anaesthesia due 

to unsuitability for GA.  
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Figure 9-2 TONGUE-BASE AUGMENTATION PROCEDURE (649). 

 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Measurement  

Skull base Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images were collected pre-intervention and 

within two-four weeks following surgical intervention, and reviewed by a Radiologist. This was 

conducted to determine airway distance pre- and post-procedure, as well as to verify the 

position and volume of the hyaluronic acid post-surgery. MRI is advantageous due to good soft 

tissue contrast allowing for diffusion weighted imaging and multiplanar scanning (768), which is 

considered suitable when identifying the presence of a substance such as hyaluronic acid. The 

mesopharyngeal lumen distance was measured as an indirect measure of the tongue base 

volume in the lateral position (just left of midline). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-3 COMPARISON OF MESOPHARYNGEAL LUMEN USING MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) 
PRE- AND POST-TONGUE BASE AUGMENTATION PROCEDURE IN PARTICIPANT ONE.  

On the pre-procedure image on the left, 2 (green horizontal line) represents the mesopharyngeal 
lumen measuring 16 mm; and on the post-procedure image on the right, 2 (green horizontal line) 
represents the mesopharyngeal lumen of 12 mm.   

 

PROMs of Swallowing 

The SSQ was used to assess self-reports of symptomatic dysphagia (651) and the FOIS (652) 

was used to assess clinician-rated meal status (Section 3.4.1). 

 

Videomanometry Swallowing Assessments 
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Swallow assessments followed the standardised protocols outlined in Section 3.4.3. The 

DIGEST scale, which included the Safety, Efficiency and overall Summary Grades (482) 

assessed aspiration, residue and dysphagia severity, respectively (Section 3.4.2.2).  

Analysis and statistics were conducted as described in Section 3.5. P-HRM-I metrics mean 

values were determined for 5- and 10 mL thin liquids for each participant. Median and IQR data 

are presented for all six participants pre- and post-procedures (Appendix 4). 
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9.3 Results 

Six participants (all male; median age 64 years [IQR 56, 71]) completed the study. Four 

participants (67%) had a diagnosis of oropharyngeal cancer, two had a diagnosis of oral and 

nasopharyngeal cancer. Staging data were available for four participants, two (50%) were 

diagnosed with advanced HNC (stages III and IV). All participants had concurrent chemotherapy 

and radiotherapy; four of the six (67%) had tri-modality treatment with surgery in addition to 

chemoradiation. The median duration since HNC treatment was 47 months [IQR 8, 95 months]. 

All participants had tongue base augmentation with HA with a median of 2 mL [1.75, 2.5] 

injected. The duration for the HA procedure was approximately 10 minutes with a single night 

hospital admission. No adverse events were reported following the procedure.  

Descriptions of the six participants are as follows and include pertinent swallow assessment 

findings:  

Case 1 

A 62 year old man who completed chemoradiation treatment for left tonsil, oropharyngeal 

cancer (T2N2bM0) p16+ in 2017, followed by left partial glossectomy, phrenectomy and 

mandibulectomy for advanced oropharyngeal cancer (T4aN1M1) in 2017 with resultant 

moderate dysphagia requiring tube-fed nutritional support. A 2 mL volume of HA was 

administered during the tongue base procedure. Mesopharyngeal lumen distance decreased on 

MRI (Table 9.1). P-HRM-I analysis biomechanics consisted of reduced bolus presence time, an 

increased UOS opening, as well as a reduction in the number of multiple swallows following the 

procedure.  

Case 2 

A 65 year old male who had concurrent chemoradiation and left tongue base resection for 

oropharyngeal cancer in 2007 and initially reported functional swallowing. He reported a decline 

in swallowing following mandibulectomy for treatment of osteoradionecrosis in 2017. He 

presented with the most severe dysphagia categorised as life-threatening. Despite this, he 

reported managing a total oral diet with the use of texture modification and compensatory 

strategies. A 1 mL volume of HA was injected on the left side, after which he reported improved 

swallowing symptoms without an increase in oral intake texture diet following the procedure. 

Biomechanical outcomes showed that whilst he presented with reduced pharyngeal and 
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mesopharyngeal pressures, all bolus propulsion measures of bolus presence time, and UOS 

opening extent and relaxation were improved. MSB was unchanged.  

Case 3  

A 48 year old male had an oral cavity, floor of mouth cancer (T2N0M0) that was managed with 

surgical resection in 2015, followed by recurrence in the right tongue managed with a right 

partial glossectomy and concurrent chemoradiation in 2016. Osteoradionecrosis was identified 

in 2018 and treated with a mandibulectomy and jaw replacement. Severe dysphagia requiring 

tube-feeding was reported following the mandibulectomy. A 2 mL volume of HA was injected on 

the left side. Although he reported some improvement in his swallowing following the procedure, 

this was not reflected in the SSQ. HPRM measures of bolus presence time, SRI and UOS 

relaxation pressure were improved. Number of MSB were unchanged.  

Case 4 

A 58 year old male who was diagnosed with an advanced left palatine tonsil, oropharyngeal 

cancer (T4N2M0), p16+ treated with left oropharyngectomy, parotidectomy and chemoradiation 

in 2018. He had a moderate dysphagia and required tube-fed nutrition. A 2 mL volume of HA 

bilaterally resulted in a self-reported improvement in dysphagia symptoms. Aspiration rating was 

increased following the HA procedure. Although mesopharyngeal and total pharyngeal 

pressures decreased, HPRM measures of bolus presence time, UOS opening extent and UOS 

relaxation pressure were improved alongside a reduction in the number of multiple swallows. 

Case 5  

A 71 year old male who was diagnosed with nasopharyngeal cancer (unknown staging) treated 

with chemoradiation in 2002. In 2014, he developed osteoradionecrosis requiring right 

segmental mandibulectomy with resultant moderate dysphagia requiring tube-feeding. Following 

a 4 mL HA procedure he reported no changes in his swallowing, despite a marginal increase in 

dysphagia symptoms on the SSQ. The biomechanical measures of mesopharyngeal pressures 

and bolus propulsion were all marginally altered.  

Case 6 

A 71 year old male with early-stage tonsil, oropharyngeal cancer (T2N0M0) treated with right 

tonsil excision and selective bilateral neck dissection and concurrent chemoradiation in 2012 
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with resultant moderate dysphagia. He managed an oral diet with texture modifications and 

compensatory strategies. Following a 2 mL volume of HA to the right tongue base he reported 

improved swallowing symptoms and oral intake status, with less requirements to modify the 

texture of his solid food. There was a marginal increase in mesopharyngeal pressure following 

the HA procedure, reduced bolus presence time and increased UOS opening for at least one 

tested volume was shown. 

 

MRI Measurements 

The pre- and post-procedure mesopharyngeal lumen measures are presented in Table 9.1. A 

reduction of the mesopharyngeal lumen distance following the procedure occurred in five 

participants. This reduction infers an increase in tongue base volume. A reduction of 

mesopharyngeal lumen distance of more than 2mm occurred in three of the five participants.  

Table 9-1 MESOPHARYNGEAL MRI MEASUREMENTS PRE- AND POST-PROCEDURE 

Participants MRI-derived mesopharyngeal lumen measure (mm) 
Pre-Procedure 

 
Post-Procedure 

1 16 12 
2 7 7 
3 6 5 
4 22 21 
5 9 6 
6 7 5 

Bold values indicate a Mesopharyngeal lumen reduction following HA injection compared with 
pre-procedure baseline. MRI: Magnetic Resonance imaging; mm: millimetre; HA: Hyaluronic Acid 

 

PROMs of Oral Intake and Swallowing  

The patient-reported symptomatic dysphagia scores, assessed using the SSQ, trended 

downwards following the HA procedure compared with baseline (Figure 9.3). Four participants 

reported a reduction in symptomatic dysphagia, one participant reported no change (Participant 

3), and one participant reported an increase in symptoms (Participant 5). Overall, the median 

SSQ score pre-procedure was 1126 [925, 1279], decreasing to 820 [403, 1117] post-HA 

procedure but was not statistically significant (Wilcoxon Rank Test, p=0.173, t = 4). A strong 

correlation was observed with the total SSQ score and DIGEST Efficiency (r = 0.845, p = 0.034, 

Spearman’s rho).   
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Figure 9-4 LINE-GRAPH COMPARING PATIENT-REPORTED SSQ OUTCOMES PRE- AND POST-HA 
PROCEDURE.  

An overall reduction of dysphagia symptoms are shown. post-HA, four participants reported a 
reduction in dysphagia symptoms, one reported no change and one an increase in symptoms. 
Green dotted line represents normal threshold for dysphagia symptoms.  

SSQ: Sydney Swallow Questionnaire with >234 indicative of symptomatic dysphagia (651) 

 

Oral intake reports at baseline included four participants being tube fed dependent and two 

participants managing a total oral diet with some texture modifications and/or use of 

compensatory strategies (Table 9-2). Following tongue base augmentation, patient reported oral 

intake improved in two participants (Participant 1 and 6) but no change was reported in the 

other four participants. The overall median FOIS pre-procedure was 2 [IQR 2, 5], improving to 3 

[IQR 2, 5] post-HA. A FOIS Level 3 indicates enteric tube dependency with consistent oral 

intake (Table 9.2). 
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Case Timing Self-Reported 
Oral Intake 

Levels 

Pharyngeal Luminal Pressure  Global 
Function 

Bolus Timing UOS Opening 
Extent 

UOS 
Relaxation 

Multiple 
Swallows 

FOIS Pharyngeal 
Contractile 

Integral 
mmHg.s.cm 

Meso-
pharyngeal 
Contractile 

Integral 
mmHg.s.cm 

Swallow Risk 
Index 

Bolus 
Presence 

Time 
s 

UES 
Admittance 

mS 

UES 
Integrated 
Relaxation 
Pressure 

mmHg 

No. 

5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 
1 Baseline 2, tube dependent/ 

minimal oral intake 
83 98 16 30 59 13 6 4 1.9 3.7 7 3 4 

Post-HA 3, tube dependent/ 
consistent oral 

intake 

80 80 6 24 19  12  2 5 2.7 4.9 11  3 2 

2 Baseline 5, oral diet/ 
multiple 

consistencies + 
compensation 

346 400 79 93 34 13 5 5 2.1 1.7 30 3 3 

Post-HA 5, oral diet/ 
multiple 

consistencies + 
compensation 

270  223   79 73  4  2  1 1 2.7 4.1 20  10  3 

3 Baseline 2, tube dependent/ 
minimal oral intake 

140 160 33  35  47 27 3 5 3.8 3.5 11 4 1 

Post-HA 2, tube dependent/ 
minimal oral intake 

152  138  38  28  6  9  2  0.6  3.5 3.6 5  13 1 

4 Baseline 2, tube dependent/ 
minimal oral intake 

44 41 1 4 56 109 6 6 4.1 3.4 -2  -3  2 

Post-HA 2, tube dependent/ 
minimal oral intake 

28 31 2 0.1 10 74 0.4 1 4.1 3.1 -5  -4  1 

5 Baseline 2, tube dependent/ 
minimal oral intake 

40 53 17 19 62 175 1 3 3.9 4.8 5 5 1 

Post-HA 2, tube dependent/ 
minimal oral intake 

60 55 
 

21 17 54 186 2 4 3.6 3.7 2  3  1 

6 Baseline 5, oral diet/ 
multiple 

22 16 1 0 18 17 7 8 4.4 3.8 -2 -2 2 
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FOIS: Functional Oral Intake Scale; UOS: Upper Oesophageal Sphincter; HA: Hyaluronic Acid.  

Light green denotes improvement and orange denotes deterioration, white denotes no change. 

consistencies + 
compensation 

Post-HA 6, total oral diet 
/multiple 

consistencies 
without 

compensation 

23 18 1 0 13 51 2 5 3.9 4.9 -2 -2 2 
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Swallow Assessments 

Pre-procedure, simultaneous videomanometry was conducted in three of the six participants, 

while the other three participants had separate VFSS and P-HRM-I within 1-2 months of each 

other. Post-HA, five of the six participants had simultaneous videomanometry within 2-4 weeks; 

one participant had separate VFSS and P-HRM-I investigations within 2 weeks. During the 

VFSS, the standard protocol was not followed for all participants due to the severity of the 

participants’ known dysphagia. Whilst all participants completed 5 mL and 10 mL volumes of 

thin liquids, three participants were unable to swallow the extremely thick liquids (IDDSI 4) and 

consequently swallowed mildly thick fluids (IDDSI 2) instead for all assessments. Therefore, the 

P-HRM-I derived data analysis presented is of 5 mL and 10 mL thin liquids only. Data from the 

mildly and/or extremely thick liquid swallows were amalgamated for quantification of aspiration 

and residue on VFSS using the DIGEST.  

 

P-HRM-I Metrics 

For the cohort, there was no significant improvement in the pharyngeal contractile integral 

(Appendix 4). There was a significant reduction in SRI in the 5 mL volume (Appendix 4, Figure 

9.4B), but no significant findings for other P-HRM-I Core and Additional Metrics pre- and post-

HA procedure.  

The P-HRM-I metrics pre- and post-HA for each participant are presented in Table 9.2 with 

remaining P-HRM-I Core metrics presented in Appendix 5. The mesopharyngeal contractile 

pressures were decreased with at least one of the bolus volumes in five of the six participants 

following HA injection (Table 9.2; Figure 9.4a). The velo- and hypo-pharyngeal pressures were 

unchanged for all participants (Appendix 5). All six participants demonstrated a reduction of the 

SRI with at least one of the bolus volumes following the procedure (Figure 9.4c). This change 

was significant with a 5 mL volume of thin fluids (p = 0.08, t=29, Wilcoxon Rank Test), however 

this was not shown with a 10 mL volume (Appendix 4). BPT was reduced with at least one of 

the bolus volumes in five of the six participants following the procedure (Table 9.2; Figure 9.4b). 

Five participants showed an increase in the UOS opening extent with at least one of the bolus 

volumes (UES Max Adm; Table 9.2; Figure 9.4d), and five also showed a reduction of UOS 

relaxation (UES IRP) with at least one of the bolus volumes following the HA procedure (Table 

9.2). 
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Figure 9-5 LINE GRAPHS SHOWING INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT RESULTS WITH 5 ML THIN LIQUIDS AT BASELINE AND POST-HA 
ACROSS FOUR P-HRM-I OUTCOME MEASURES.  
A: Mesopharyngeal Contractile Pressures (Tongue Base contractile Pressures); B: Swallow Risk Index (global measure of swallowing 
function); C: Bolus Presence Time; D: UOS Opening Extent. The green dotted line indicates the mean of the normal range (544). 
UOS: Upper Oesophageal Sphincter

A. B. 

D. C. 
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Four participants demonstrated multiple swallowing behaviour with 5 mL volume of thin liquids at 

baseline, with two of these showing a reduction following the HA procedure (Table 9.2, Figure 9.5).    

 

Figure 9-6 COMPARISON OF MULTIPLE SWALLOWING OF A 5 ML THIN LIQUID BOLUS AT 
BASELINE AND FOLLOWING THE HA PROCEDURE FOR PARTICIPANT 1.  

A: Baseline VFSS image showing P-HRM-I catheter spanning the pharynx with some residue 
observed following 2 x swallows of a 5 mL bolus. Note on the P-HRM-I study 3-4 swallows are shown 
for a 5 mL bolus. B: Post-HA procedure VFSS image showing the P-HRM-I catheter spanning the 
pharynx with minimal pharyngeal residue following 2 x swallows of a 5 mL bolus volume. Note the P-
HRM-I study identifies only two multiple swallows for a 5 mL bolus volume.   

VFSS: Videofluoroscopy Swallowing study; P-HRM-I: Pharyngeal High-Resolution Manometry with 
Impedance 

 

VFSS Outcomes 

All six participants had moderate-life-threatening dysphagia severity at baseline (DIGEST Summary 

Grade; Table 9.3), with five of the six participants presenting with more than 50% pharyngeal 

residue (Efficiency Grade) and five of the six participants presenting with silent penetration and/or 

aspiration (Safety Grade). Post-procedure the pharyngeal residue rating (Efficiency Grade) was 

a.

.. 

b.

.. 
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unchanged compared with baseline in all six participants. The ratings of aspiration (Safety Grade) 

and overall dysphagia severity (Summary Grade) were largely unchanged post-HA procedures. 

The aspiration rating changed for two participants post-HA, with an increase of aspiration grade for 

one participant and a decrease in the other.   

Table 9-3 VFSS OUTCOMES OF ASPIRATION, RESIDUE AND DYSPHAGIA SEVERITY 

 

Dynamic Imaging Grade of Swallowing Toxicity (DIGEST) (482) derived from VFSS assessment at 
baseline and post-HA. DIGEST scales include: Aspiration (DIGEST Safety Grade): 0=flash transient 
penetration above the vocal folds, 1=intermittent silent penetration to the vocal folds, 2=intermittent 
silent aspiration, 3= chronic silent aspiration; Residue (DIGEST Efficiency Grade): 1=10-49% residue 
of any bolus type, 3=50-90% residue of liquid or pudding, 4= near complete residue; and Severity 
(DIGEST Summary Grade). Light green denotes improvement and orange denotes deterioration, white 
denotes no change. 

 

 

  

Case Timing Videofluoroscopy Swallowing Study Outcomes 
Aspiration  

DIGEST Safety 
Grade 

Residue 
DIGEST Efficiency 

Grade 

Severity 
DIGEST Summary Grade 

1 Baseline 2  1 Moderate 
Post-HA 2 1 Moderate 

2 Baseline 3 4 Life-threatening 
Post-HA 2 4 Life-threatening 

3 Baseline 2  3 Severe 
Post-HA 2 3  Severe 

4 Baseline 0 3 Moderate 
Post-HA 3 3 Severe 

5 Baseline 1 3 Moderate 
Post-HA 1 3 Moderate 

6 Baseline 1 3 Moderate 
Post-HA 1 3 Moderate 
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9.4 Discussion 

This is the first study to investigate the biomechanical impact on the swallowing mechanism of 

novel tongue base augmentation for the management of moderate-severe dysphagia following 

HNC treatment. Swallowing assessments also incorporated self-reported measures and visual 

instrumental assessment, which revealed varied efficacy outcomes following the procedure. While 

self-reported dysphagia symptoms and P-HRM-I measures of SRI, BPT, UOS opening and 

relaxation improved following the procedure, MCI did not increase, and minimal observable 

changes were noted from VFSS-derived measures of aspiration, residue and dysphagia severity.  

In an Australian context, the safety and feasibility of tongue base augmentation procedures with the 

temporary HA filler was demonstrated in this small cohort. Of the post-HNC treatment patients who 

reported dysphagia symptoms at the time of clinical review,14% were potentially suitable for tongue 

base augmentation treatment, which offers a therapeutic option for such patients with chronic 

dysphagia and few other options. The pertinent patient-reported outcome measures that were 

utilised before and after the HA included the SSQ and FOIS, with four of the six participants 

reporting a reduction of dysphagia symptoms following the procedure and two reporting an 

improved oral intake scale rating. Importantly, these results indicate a benefit of tongue base 

augmentation on symptom severity and participant experience following the procedure.   

There was a significant reduction of the global measure of swallowing, the SRI, following the HA 

procedure when compared with baseline. Other notable P-HRM-I results included: (1) reduction of 

BPT; (2) increased UOS opening extent; (3) reduction of UOS relaxation; and (4) reduction of the 

number of multiple swallows with a 5 mL bolus volume. Collectively, these results suggest 

improved bolus propulsion through the pharyngeal lumen, indicating that this procedure may 

improve bolus transit. Multiple swallowing behaviour (MSB) is a known observation of dysphagia 

(734) and demonstrated in the post HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8). MSB indicates difficulty with 

achieving complete bolus transfer with a single swallow. Four participants displayed MSB at 

baseline, with two demonstrating improvement following the tongue base augmentation procedure. 

Notably, these same two participants also reported improvements in swallowing symptoms using 

the SSQ following the procedure. While further research is required to confirm these findings, the 

potential effect of improved bolus propulsion through the pharyngeal lumen highlights the 

advantage of P-HRM-I assessment in detecting subtle biomechanical patterns that provide insight 

into the effect of treatment regimens on the swallowing mechanism.  

The VFSS-derived functional bolus measures of residue and aspiration were unchanged following 

tongue base augmentation. The absence of change in functional outcomes may be attributed to (1) 
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reduced baseline pharyngeal and mesopharyngeal contractile pressures of this participant cohort 

compared with normative ranges, and/or (2) the small filler volume utilised in the tongue base 

augmentation procedure. The overall pharyngeal contractile pressure and the sub-components 

comprising of the velo-, meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contractile pressures were largely unchanged 

or modestly reduced following the procedure. This is inconsistent with our hypothesis that tongue 

base augmentation would result in increased pharyngeal, and in particular mesopharyngeal, 

pressure generation. Efficient pharyngeal bolus clearance requires adequate tongue force to 

generate a driving pressure behind the bolus, as well as the pressure gradient difference between 

the elevated tongue base pressures and the reduced pressures in the hypopharynx (103). In this 

cohort, five of the six participants demonstrated mesopharyngeal and total pharyngeal contractile 

pressures that were considerably below the normative ranges prior to the procedure (544), 

suggesting an inability to generate lumen occlusive pressures. The fact that these pressures did 

not increase following the procedure suggests that the filler volume was insufficient to overcome 

this marked anatomical deficit.  

In this study, a median volume of 2 mL HA was injected during the procedures. This small volume 

resulted in a modest reduction in mesopharyngeal lumen space on MRI, indicating some increase 

in tongue base volume. Although the volume of HA was comparable to the lipofilling volume 

reported by one study (761), it was markedly less than the amount hypothesized to result in a 

therapeutic effect (649). Kraaijenga and colleagues (2016) conducted three sessions with 3-month 

intervals between each session to account for the expected reabsorption of approximately 50 per 

cent of the filler, resulting in a total median lipofilling volume of 30 cm3 (649). Thus, the conservative 

HA injection volumes used here may have contributed to the limited effect observed on swallowing 

outcomes. However, this cautious approach to filler volumes was considered necessary in order to 

minimise patient risk during the evaluation of a novel interventional study in the Australian health 

care setting where possible risks of oedema-induced airway obstruction exist (761). The findings 

from this small study, along with an absence of adverse events, supports the safety of this novel 

procedure, and subsequently larger filler volumes may be considered in future studies.  

 

Tongue base dysfunction is merely one of the reported mechanisms contributing to dysphagia in 

the post-HNC treatment population, with additional mechanisms including reduced pharyngeal 

contraction, impaired epiglottic deflection (380, 385) and reduced UOS opening (384, 739). 

Therefore, future studies may consider a multi-level intervention study that targets these 

mechanisms. This may comprise of a combined interventional approach, including: (1) tongue base 

augmentation with consideration of the methods and findings from this study and previous 
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publications (649, 761), (2) UOS endoscopic dilatation (739, 769), and (3) therapeutic swallowing 

exercises (645, 770). Furthermore, evaluating tongue base augmentation in post HNC treatment 

patients with less severe dysphagia may demonstrate more favourable effects.  

 

This study has the following limitations: (1) a small study cohort (n=6), however this is a 

comparable size to the only other published cohort study (n=5) who completed tongue base 

augmentation using adipose tissue (649), (2) conservative volume of HA, which was based on 

safety considerations, however may not have been large enough to display meaningful efficacy 

outcomes, and (3) no QOL assessment was conducted, despite acknowledging the impact of 

swallowing dysfunction on QOL (400) this was not included as part of the original protocol due to 

the temporary nature of the HA procedure and expected minimal impact on QOL outcomes.  
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9.5 Conclusion  

This case series demonstrates the safety and varied efficacy of the tongue base augmentation 

procedure using HA for the management of moderate-severe dysphagia following HNC treatment. 

Overall self-reported dysphagia symptoms improved following the procedure and subtle 

biomechanical changes were observed on P-HRM-I that suggest improvement of bolus propulsion 

through the pharyngeal lumen. The conservative volume of tongue base augmentation filler 

appeared unable to compensate for the extent of the markedly reduced pharyngeal pressure 

generation at baseline, resulting in negligible change on VFSS. Further research is required to 

understand the full effect of tongue base augmentation on swallowing. 

 

Chapter 9 concludes the observational studies presented in this thesis. In the following 

Chapter, a synthesis of the key P-HRM-I metrics that were significantly altered across 

the four homogenous cohort studies and in the two intervention studies will be 

presented. Each of the P-HRM-I metrics will be defined and discussed in relation to 

their contribution to the identification of abnormal swallowing features in each of the 

studies, through which unique biomechanical pathophysiological swallowing patterns 

became apparent.  
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10. SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS6 

10.1 Summary 

P-HRM with or without impedance operates as part of routine clinical care in only a few centres 

both nationally and internationally (32, 503). Although speech pathologists have conveyed interest 

in the contribution of P-HRM-I in the assessment and management of dysphagia, uncertainty 

remains regarding clinical indicators to determine suitability of use and the patient cohorts who 

would most benefit (771). The studies in this thesis have evaluated cohorts that often have speech 

pathology involvement in swallowing assessment and management. P-HRM-I has been utilised to 

not only characterise swallowing in these cohorts but to demonstrate the usefulness of the 

quantified data to identify pathophysiological impairments that may underlie dysphagia symptoms. 

This may assist in decision making regarding the clinical application of P-HRM-I, and the outcomes 

may be used to inform more tailored and effective dysphagia management (10, 22, 504, 772). The 

interpretation of a P-HRM-I study requires an understanding of how each biomechanical metric is 

derived, how it contributes to the pharyngeal swallow and what abnormal findings indicate. In this 

Chapter, each of the P-HRM-I metrics are discussed in relation to their contribution to the 

identification of abnormal swallowing features in each of study cohorts investigated, through which 

unique biomechanical pathophysiological swallowing patterns/outcomes became apparent. Based 

on the work presented throughout this thesis, the rationale and development of a classification 

framework is then outlined, in order to provide assistance for clinicians during P-HRM-I 

interpretation.  

 

  

                                                
6 The data presented in this Chapter was accepted for an oral presentation at the Laryngology Symposium of Australasia Virtual 
Conference, 2021. 
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10.2 Characterisation of Dysphagia using P-HRM-I Metrics   

At commencement of candidature, the reporting of P-HRM with or without impedance metrics was 

inconsistent. This was recognised and addressed in 2019 by an international expert P-HRM-I 

committee who formulated consensus generated P-HRM-I Core and Additional metrics (21). The 

following section will discuss each of the Core and Additional metrics, outlining the metric definition 

and the pathophysiological impact of an abnormal finding to provide a basis for interpretation and 

signify its clinical relevance (Table 10.1). 
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Table 10-1 P-HRM-I CORE AND ADDITIONAL METRIC FINDINGS FOR OF THE COHORT AND INTERVENTIONAL STUDIES 

  

Core Metrics 
 

OSA  
 

Post-
mUPPP+/-

CCT 

 

Pre- and 
Post-

mUPPP+CCT 

 

Critically Ill 
 

Post-HNC treatment 
 

 

Pre- and Post-
Tongue Base 
Augmentation 

 

P-HRM-I Core Outcome Set Metrics  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PhCI (mmHg.cm.s) 
 

á á - - • 43% (6/14) had pharyngeal 
weakness. Not associated with 
residue or aspiration. 

- 

 

VCI (mmHg.cm.s) 
 

á á - # - 

 

MCI (mmHg.cm.s) 
 

- - â # - 

 

 HPCI (mmHg.cm.s) 
 

á - â # - 

 
 
 

 
 

 

IBP (mmHg) á á 
 
 
 
 

- - • 29% (4/14) had UOS dysfunction.  
• 14% (2/14) had UOS dysfunction 

and pharyngeal weakness. 

- 

  

UES IRP (mmHg) 
 

á á â á á, increased aspiration - 

 

UES Max Ad (mS) 
 

â - - â â, increased aspiration - 

 

UES RT (s) â - - â á, increased residue 
 

- 

 

P-HRM-I Additional Outcome Set Metrics 
 

 
 
 

 

BPT (s)                - â - á á BPT and â DCL, increased 
pharyngeal residue 

 

á* 
 

DCL (s) 
 

â â - - â* 

 

UES BP (mmHg) 
 

â - - â - - 
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The P-HRM-I core metrics of UOS opening and relaxation, hypo-pharyngeal intra-bolus pressure and pharyngeal lumen occlusive pressures (21) and the 
additional metrics including bolus flow, pre- and post-UOS pressures, global measure of swallowing (SRI) and proximal oesophageal contractile pressures 
(497). NB: OSA, Post-mUPPP+/-CCT, Critically ill and Post-HNC Treatment cohorts data were compared to healthy controls data (544). á Indicates significant 
increase, â Indicates significant decrease; *Indicates observed trend: increase or decrease; #: represents that those metrics not reported in this study as 
analysis of this cohort occurred prior to the establishment of the standardised P-HRM-I Core and Additional Metrics (21).  

P-HRM-I: Pharyngeal High-Resolution Manometry with Impedance; UOS: Upper Oesophageal Sphincter; UES: Upper Esophageal Sphincter; mUPPP+/-CCT: 
Modified Uvulatopharyngoplasty and/or Coblation Channelling  of the Tongue; HNC: Head and Neck Cancer;  OSA: Obstructive Sleep Apnoea; VCI: 
Velopharyngeal Contractile Integrals; MCI, Mesopharyngeal Çontractile Integrals ; HPCI, Hypopharyngeal Contractile Integrals; PhCI, Pharyngeal Contractile 
Integral; IBP: Intra-Bolus Pressure; UES RT: UES Relaxation Time; UES Max Adm: UES Maximum Admittance; and UES IRP: UES Integrated Relaxation 
Pressure; BPT: Bolus Presence Time; DCL: Distention-Contraction Latency; UES BP: UES Basal Pressure; SRI: Swallow Risk Index; UES Post CI: UES Post 
Contractile Integral;  Prox Es CI: Proximal Esophageal Contractile Integral. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

SRI á á - á Median value 16 â 

 
 
  

 

UES Post CI (mmHg.cm.s) 
 

- - â # - - 

 

Prox Es CI (mmHg.cm.s) 
 

- - - # - - 
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10.2.1 Core Pharyngeal Outcome Measures  

 

10.2.1.1 Core Metrics - Pharyngeal and Velo-, Meso- and Hypo-Pharyngeal Contractile 
Pressures 

Pharyngeal lumen occlusive pressures directly measure the pressure generated by the pharynx 

during swallowing from the velo- to the hypo-pharynx (21). This provides the lumen occlusive 

pressures of the total pharynx (PhCI) as well as individual anatomical sub-components (VCI, MCI 

and HCI) (21). Measurement of the sub-regions of pharyngeal pressure generation is of critical 

importance as it enables identification of distinct pressure mechanisms during the swallow, 

specifically (1) velopharyngeal closure, together with a tonic UOS, provides for configuration of an 

enclosed pharyngeal chamber that supports the generation of pharyngeal pressure to assist with 

bolus propulsion (105), and (2) the driving pressure behind the bolus at the mesopharynx, together 

with reduced hypopharyngeal pressures (103) and activated pharyngeal constrictors, further assist 

with bolus propulsion (5). 

Increased total pharyngeal pressures, primarily driven by higher velopharyngeal pressures, were 

observed in the OSA (Chapter 4) and post-mUPPP+/-CCT (Chapter 5) cohorts. Interestingly, the 

velopharyngeal pressures were unchanged in the matched pre- and post-mUPPP+CCT cohort 

(Chapter 6). Collectively, these results indicate that increased velopharyngeal pressures during 

swallowing are associated with OSA pathophysiology and remain elevated despite mUPPP 

surgery. In comparison, the critically ill post-extubation or decannulation cohort did not show a 

significant difference in total pharyngeal pressures compared to healthy controls (Chapter 7). This 

was unexpected given one of the proposed mechanisms of dysphagia in this population is 

neuromuscular weakness (349), hypothesized to be caused by disuse of the oropharyngeal 

musculature (715).  

Effective bolus clearance represents the complex inter-play between the driving pressures of the 

tongue base, the subsequent pharyngeal stripping wave, and the UOS relaxation and opening 

extent (105, 737). A previous P-HRM study found reduced pharyngeal pressures in a post-HNC 

treatment cohort (28), but these findings were not correlated with measures of bolus-derived 

assessment (via impedance or visual instrumental assessments). In Chapter 8, half of the post-

HNC treatment cohort demonstrated pharyngeal weakness with reduced mesopharyngeal 

contractile pressures, however this was not associated with residue or aspiration rankings on 

VFSS. This finding emphasises that effective clearance is influenced by multiple factors additional 

to the tongue base driving pressures (107). 
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10.2.1.2 Clinical Relevance of Pharyngeal Pressure Core Metrics 

The P-HRM-I Core pharyngeal metrics in this thesis were able to provide new insight into the 

pharyngeal mechanisms characterising altered swallowing function in different clinical cohorts. It 

should be acknowledged that none of the cohorts investigated in this thesis had a neurological 

aetiology, such as stroke or a neurodegenerative disorder, which are often associated with 

pharyngeal weakness (497).   

 

10.2.2 Core UOS Relaxation and Opening Metrics   

The biomechanical metrics of UOS relaxation pressure (UES IRP), opening (UES Max Adm), and 

relaxation duration (UES RT), and intra-bolus distension pressure (IBP) provide quantifiable 

assessment of UOS function. Evaluation of the UOS function from active closure to relaxed 

opening requires not only the analysis of individual biomechanical measures, but also their 

integration. This allows the detection of key biomechanical swallow patterns (106, 121, 591).  

 

10.2.2.1 Core Metric - UOS Relaxation Pressure 

UOS relaxation pressure (UES IRP) measures the lowest pressures throughout relaxation during 

swallowing (21). Higher UOS relaxation pressures are suggestive of UOS restriction during bolus 

flow (497), which could indicate cricopharyngeus muscle relaxation impairment (152). This metric 

showed clear changes in each of the cohorts when compared to healthy controls or with VFSS 

bolus flow observations. Higher UOS relaxation pressure was observed in the OSA cohort (Chapter 

4), following mUPPP+/-CCT surgery (Chapter 5) and in the critically ill cohort following extubation 

or decannulation (Chapter 7), suggesting UOS restriction during bolus flow. In the post-HNC 

treatment cohort (Chapter 8), increased UOS relaxation pressures were significantly associated 

with increased aspiration on VFSS, a finding that cannot be measured using visual instrumental 

swallowing assessments. In the interventional studies, when comparing matched pre- and post-

tongue base augmentation surgery in the post-HNC treatment cohort with moderate-severe 

dysphagia (Chapter 9), UOS relaxation pressures were increased following the procedure, with 

increased pyriform sinus residue observed on VFSS. This finding may represent the limited effect 

of the conservative tongue base augmentation volume to compensate for the markedly reduced 

pharyngeal pressure generation. Consequently, this provided for a less effective intra-bolus driving 

pressure, which was unable to overcome the UOS relaxation pressures, resulting in an increase in 
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residue (104, 121). In the other interventional study comparing pre- and post-mUPPP+CCT 

outcomes (Chapter 6), UOS relaxation pressures were reduced following surgery approaching the 

normal range (544), indicating improvement of UOS restriction during bolus propulsion.  

 

10.2.2.2 Core Metric - UOS Opening Extent  

UOS opening extent is measured during bolus transit and is a correlate of UES Max Adm, which is 

the inverse of intra-luminal impedance (497, 591). Distinct alterations in UES Max Ad has 

previously been observed in cohorts with a neurological or structural aetiology (e.g. 

cricopharyngeal bar) (591). The OSA cohort showed a reduction of UOS opening extent (Chapter 

4). However, this was not observed in the mUPPP+/-CCT (Chapter 5) or the matched pre-and post-

mUPPP+CCT (Chapter 6) cohorts, which may represent improvement of UOS opening extent 

following the surgical management for OSA. The critically ill cohort following extubation or 

decannulation (Chapter 7) presented with reduced UOS opening extent, which may be consistent 

with the previously reported VFSS-derived finding of reduced pharyngoesophageal segment 

opening (333). In the post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8), there was a significant correlation 

with reduced UOS opening extent and increased aspiration on VFSS. Although reduced UOS 

opening has previously been observed during VFSS in patients post-HNC radiation treatment (383, 

386), it did not correlate with observed aspiration post HNC treatment (366, 385). This novel finding 

demonstrates the advantage of P-HRM-I analysis in the assessment of UOS function (741) as well 

as its correlation with clinically meaningful observations.   

 

10.2.2.3 Core Metric - UOS Relaxation Duration  

UOS relaxation duration (UES RT) measures the time from relaxation to contraction (21). 

Prolonged UOS relaxation time has been associated with observed aspiration on VFSS (567, 773). 

UOS relaxation duration was within normal limits in the OSA (Chapter 4), post-UPPP+/-CCT 

(Chapter 5) and critically ill following extubation or decannulation (Chapter 7) cohorts. Additionally, 

UES RT was unaffected by surgical intervention in the mUPPP+CCT (Chapter 6) and tongue base 

augmentation (Chapter 9) cohorts. Although reduced UOS relaxation time was only present in two 

post-HNC treatment participants (Chapter 8), it was positively correlated with increased pharyngeal 

residue and severity of dysphagia. A reduced UOS relaxation time has previously been reported in 

a post-HNC treatment cohort using VFSS (740), which could reflect a peripheral impairment 

resulting from causes such as radiation associated injury (386). 
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10.2.2.4 Core Metric - Intra-Bolus Distension Pressure 

Intra-bolus pressure is a single point measurement defined at the mid-point of the bolus at the 

hypopharynx (104, 497, 774). In the event that the UOS is narrowed, the intra-bolus pressure will 

increase as there is an increased resistance of bolus movement through the smaller structure  

(UOS) resulting in an increased intra-bolus pressure gradient (737). Increased IBP values may 

reflect reduced UOS opening diameter and/or reduced UOS distension (159, 497, 499), which may 

be attributed to altered swallow modulation or anatomical causes, such as cricopharyngeal bar or 

UOS fibrosis (497). Increased IBP was present in the OSA (Chapter 4) and post-mUPPP+/-CCT 

(Chapter 5) cohorts only. In the OSA study, a sub-group of participants had a VFSS that was 

simultaneously conducted with P-HRM-I, whereby anatomical abnormalities were not observed. 

Thus, it is inferred that increased IBP was most likely due to altered swallow modulation. Although 

the IBP was increased in the post-mUPPP+/-CCT cohort, in the intervention study assessing pre- 

and post-mUPPP+CCT outcomes (Chapter 6) IBP was unchanged following surgery. Collectively 

these results indicate that the increased IBP is a feature of OSA.  

 

10.2.2.5 Clinical Relevance of UOS Core Metrics 

The P-HRM-I Core UOS Relaxation and Opening outcome measures in this thesis provide new and 

important insights into the competence of UOS function across different clinical cohorts. When 

evaluated individually and together, these measures identify important biomechanical swallow 

patterns and highlight why these metrics should be measured and reported in routine analysis (21). 

The precise assessment of UOS function using P-HRM-I is advantageous compared with VFSS-

derived measures, which are largely considered to provide subjective interpretation (741, 775). 

VFSS assessment only provides measures of UOS opening and duration, which requires 

application of specific software (480, 481). This may be a reason why UOS function is not 

consistently reported on by speech pathologists during VFSS assessment (776), resulting in 

variable interpretation and management (777). 

 

10.2.3 Additional P-HRM-I Outcome Measures 

The Additional P-HRM-I measures overall had variable contribution to the understanding of 

underlying swallowing abnormalities. The bolus timing measures and Swallow Risk Index provided 

valuable insights, however, the additional UOS and proximal oesophageal pressure measures were 

largely unremarkable across each of the studied cohorts.  
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10.2.3.1 Additional Metrics - Bolus Presence Time and Distension Contraction Latency 

Bolus timing measures, recorded in milliseconds, include: (1) Bolus Presence Time (BPT), which 

measures the time of the bolus in the pharynx, and (2) Distension Contraction Latency (DCL), 

which measures the timing from pharyngeal distension to pharyngeal contraction (544). A 

prolonged BPT and/or shortened DCL may indicate an impaired ability for the modulation of the 

swallow mechanism associated with altered sensory afferent function (497, 612). Prolonged BPT 

may suggest early bolus arrival due to premature spillage and/or bolus residue in the pharynx 

following the swallow (497), and may be comparable with visual instrumental findings of increased 

bolus dwell time in the pharynx prior to laryngeal vestibule closure (581, 681, 778). A shortened 

DCL is indicative of discoordination of bolus timing in the pharyngeal contraction sequence, likely 

resulting from pressure generation due to pharyngeal contractile pressure rather than the driving 

pressure of the tongue base behind the bolus (497, 581). Alternatively, a short BPT together with a 

short DCL may indicate impaired modulation of the swallow motor program to sensory inputs, 

which could be attributed to a central rather than peripheral affect (612, 779). 

BPT and DCL provided pertinent insights into the altered pharyngeal swallowing mechanism in all 

the studies reported in this thesis. A shortened DCL was observed in the OSA cohort when 

compared to controls (Chapter 4), which is not surprising given that previous studies identified 

sensory impairment associated with swallowing dysfunction in patients with OSA (272, 278). 

Although altered bolus flow timing measures were observed in the OSA and post-mUPPP+/-CCT 

cohorts (Chapter 4 and 5, respectively), these were not present in the matched pre- and post-

mUPPP+CCT cohort (Chapter 6), demonstrating that mUPPP+CCT surgery does not impact the 

timing of bolus propulsion relative to the pharyngeal contraction sequence. Prolonged BPT was 

observed in the critically ill following extubation or decannulation cohort when compared to healthy 

controls (Chapter 7), which is consistent with visual instrumental swallowing outcomes of delayed 

laryngeal closure and swallow onset (329, 330). Interestingly, a shortened DCL was associated 

with prolonged endotracheal intubation duration, which may reflect the reported effects of 

prolonged use of sedation and neuromuscular blockers (612) necessary for intubation 

maintenance. The post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8) demonstrated both a shortened DCL and 

an increased BPT, which were significantly associated with increased pharyngeal residue on 

VFSS, suggestive of a pharyngeal sensory impairment. In the matched pre- and post-tongue base 

augmentation cohort (Chapter 9), a trending reduction of BPT and an increase of DCL was noted, 

suggestive of an improvement of bolus flow following the procedure. This finding, along with the 

trending improvement in the number and type of multiple swallowing behaviour (MSB), is 

suggestive of an increased relative bolus volume being propelled through the pharynx during a 

single swallow with an associated increase in pharyngeal distension pressures.  
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10.2.3.2 Additional Metric – Swallow Risk Index 

The SRI provides a quantitative value representative of global pharyngeal swallowing function 

derived from integrated pressure and impedance data. An SRI of 15 or more is indicative of 

dysphagia with an increased probability of aspiration (567). Although the SRI has not been reported 

as an indicator of severity of pharyngeal dysphagia, the findings presented in this thesis across the 

varying cohorts spanning the severity continuum demonstrates its potential functionality for this 

purpose.  

The SRI discriminated subtle differences between healthy controls and cohorts with sub-clinical 

swallowing changes, including the OSA (Chapter 4) and the post-mUPPP+/-CCT (Chapter 5) 

cohorts. In the critically ill following extubation or decannulation cohort (Chapter 7), the two 

participants with an SRI of 15 or more were later confirmed to be aspirating. Interestingly, a recent 

case report of a critically ill patient with COVID-19 found a significant correlation with elevated SRI 

and aspiration on VFSS (717). In the post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8), the median SRI value 

of 16 was suggestive of disordered swallowing with increased aspiration risk, which showed a 

positive correlation with the DIGEST Safety scale (482).  

The two interventional studies illustrated the application of the SRI as a global measure of 

pharyngeal swallowing. In the matched pre- and post-mUPPP+CCT cohort (Chapter 6), the SRI did 

not increase following surgery indicating unchanged swallowing function, which was also reflected 

by no change in self-reported dysphagia symptoms following surgery. Following tongue base 

augmentation in the post-HNC treatment cohort with dysphagia (Chapter 9), improvement in the 

SRI indicated improvement in pharyngeal swallowing, which was mirrored in the trend of reduced 

self-reported dysphagia symptoms following the procedure.  

Overall, the Additional P-HRM-I measures of altered bolus flow (BPT and DCL) and SRI provided 

pertinent findings of the abnormal swallow mechanism across the cohorts investigated. The data 

from this thesis highlights the utility of these Additional impedance-derived P-HRM-I metrics and 

support the recommendations of these measures being considered as Core measures in the future. 

 

10.2.3.3 Additional Metrics – UOS and Proximal Oesophageal Pressure Measures  

The Additional UOS and proximal oesophageal pressure metrics include: (1) UOS pre-swallow 

pressure (UES Basal Pressure), (2) post-UOS contractile pressures (UES post contractile integral 

pressure), and (3) proximal oesophageal contractile integral (Prox Es CI) (497, 544). These 
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measures were largely unremarkable across the cohorts investigated. UOS basal pressures are 

considered a non-specific feature of neurogenic swallowing dysfunction (154, 591) and a reported 

effect of sedation and analgesia (612). UES BP was only reduced in the OSA cohort (Chapter 4) 

and the critically ill following extubation or decannulation cohort (Chapter 7). In the OSA cohort, 

reduced UES BP could suggest neurogenic involvement, particularly given the indication of sensory 

impairment associated with OSA (272, 278). In the critically ill following extubation or decannulation 

cohort, a reduced UES BP may be representative of the effect of sedation and analgesia (612).   

The UOS post-swallow pressure (UES CI) measures the UOS pressures generated during the 

swallow sequence following transit of the bolus through the UOS. An increase UES CI was shown 

in healthy controls when swallow volume increased, and is representative of the ‘grabbing’ effect of 

the UOS during laryngeal descent to prevent retrograde bolus movement to the pharynx 

immediately following the swallow (164, 544). Thus, a reduction of the UES CI may suggest an 

impairment of the UOS which could result in increased pharyngeal residue or mis-direction to the 

laryngeal airway (164). A change in UES post-CI was only demonstrated in the pre- and post-

mUPPP+CCT cohort (Chapter 6) where it was reduced following surgical intervention. This 

observation may suggest that the mUPPP+CCT surgery is associated with altered laryngeal 

descent affecting the UOS contraction following the swallow. The proximal oesophageal swallowing 

pressures did not show any significant changes in any of the studies included in this thesis. There 

is a paucity of reporting of the Prox Es CI (553, 780) and the clinical relevance therefore remains 

unclear. This may be due, in part, to the proximal oesophagus not being considered part of 

standard pharyngeal swallow assessment. Additionally, proximal oesophageal contractility (as 

measured by the Prox Es CI) is not integrated in the standard interpretation of the classification of 

oesophageal motility (781). These limited findings support these P-HRM-I measures being 

categorised within the P-HRM-I Additional Metrics. 
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10.3 Proposal of a P-HRM-I Classification Framework  

A recognised barrier to the clinical translation of the P-HRM-I technology into clinical practice for 

the assessment of dysphagia is the lack of support or guidance for the analysis and interpretation 

of the P-HRM-I swallow study (772). A classification framework is considered necessary to address 

this barrier to assist in the interpretation of P-HRM-I findings to enable clinicians to describe 

abnormal swallowing features in a manner that provides a uniform understanding.  

In the studies presented in this thesis, novel and distinct biomechanical patterns were observed in 

different clinical cohorts across the dysphagia severity continuum. These patterns are characteristic 

of swallowing alterations within each cohort and are discussed below. These are important findings 

that contributed to the formation of the classification framework.   

 

10.3.1 Biomechanical Patterns Identifying UOS Restrictive Disorders 

UOS dysfunction is a component of pharyngeal dysphagia. However, UOS function is not routinely 

assessed by speech pathologists during VFSS assessment (776, 777), with reasons outlined in 

Section 10.2.2.5. The studies presented in this thesis showed indicators of UOS restriction in each 

of the cohorts investigated, providing a marker of overall pharyngeal function that is not often 

described. It is therefore valuable to discuss these findings in more detail in the setting of a 

proposed classification framework.  

The P-HRM-I criteria for neurogenic UOS dysfunction were recently described (624). This included 

the requirement of abnormal values of two or more of the four UOS Core metrics, specifically 

increased UES IRP, reduced UES Max Ad, abnormal (short or prolonged) UES RT and increased 

IBP (624). Accordingly, in the OSA (Chapter 4), post-mUPPP+/-CCT (Chapter 5) and the critically 

ill following extubation or decannulation (Chapter 7) cohorts, two or more abnormal UOS measures 

were present. This UOS dysfunction most likely represents a neuroregulatory impairment of the 

UOS (104, 106). This type of impairment may cause the central nervous system to produce a 

swallowing motor response that less efficiently accommodates the bolus volume and consistency. 

In contrast, the pre- and post-mUPPP+CCT cohort demonstrated a reduction of UOS relaxation 

pressures approaching normal limits and no additional altered UOS metrics (Chapter 6), suggesting 

that while a degree of UOS restriction during bolus flow is present, it does not interfere with the 

neuroregulatory mechanisms of the cricopharyngeus muscle (579).  

Approximately half of the post-HNC treatment cohort had two or more abnormal UOS metrics 

indicating UOS dysfunction (Chapter 8), which is consistent with previously reported VFSS findings 
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(382, 738, 773). This likely represents the effects of chronic radiation on the pharyngoesophageal 

segment with increased fibrotic tissue, loss of vascularity, and loss of muscular and peripheral 

neurological attenuation (370). Evaluating the correlation of VFSS bolus flow and P-HRM-I 

measures, increased aspiration was significantly associated with UOS dysfunction, an observation 

supported by others (719, 773). UOS dysfunction was characterised by a reduction of UOS 

opening extent and an increase of UOS relaxation pressure during swallowing. Although the exact 

mechanism is unclear, this finding demonstrates the impairment of bolus direction towards the UOS 

with misdirection to the laryngeal inlet resulting in aspiration (164).  

 

10.3.1.1 Considerations of Abnormal UOS Metrics Interpreted with Abnormal Pharyngeal 
Metrics  

 

Alterations in UOS metrics require interpretation together with pharyngeal metrics to differentiate 

the mechanistic breakdown. For example, reduced UES maximum admittance (591) and elevated 

IBP (561) individually could indicate a primary UOS impairment but could also indicate a 

pharyngeal impairment that impacts UOS function. This is seen when pharyngeal pressures are 

insufficient to achieve efficacious bolus propulsion, resulting in UOS bolus flow restriction. Also, 

reduced UOS opening diameter may suggest either reduced pharyngeal contractility pressure 

and/or be representative of UOS bolus flow restriction (591). However, when two or more UOS 

metrics signify UOS dysfunction, the mechanistic breakdown is more likely to be at the UOS.   

The OSA (Chapter 4), post-mUPPP+/-CCT (Chapter 5) and critically ill following extubation or 

decannulation (Chapter 7) cohorts demonstrated pharyngeal contractility pressures within or above 

the normal range. Therefore, reduced UOS opening diameter in these cohorts is considered a 

definitive representation of UOS bolus flow restriction. Similarly, approximately half of the post-HNC 

treatment cohort (Chapter 8) demonstrated UOS dysfunction without pharyngeal weakness; only 

two participants presented with simultaneous pharyngeal weakness and UOS dysfunction. Thus, 

whilst this may represent a true UOS bolus restriction with simultaneous pharyngeal weakness, 

cautious interpretation is recommended. In particular, increased IBP as a metric recognised to 

contribute to UOS dysfunction has shown reduced validity in the presence of reduced pharyngeal 

pressures (561). 
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10.3.2 Biomechanical Patterns Identifying Abnormal Pharyngeal Contractile Pressures 

Reduced pharyngeal constriction implies pharyngeal weakness that is predictive of aspiration on 

VFSS (782, 783) and has been commonly observed in VFSS assessments in heterogenous 

cohorts with dysphagia (582, 784). Whilst pharyngeal constriction measures on VFSS have been 

validated using low-resolution manometry (122) and correlated with the pharyngeal squeeze 

manoeuvre during FEES assessment (785), it has not been validated using P-HRM-I. Utilisation of 

P-HRM-I omits the need for inferring pharyngeal strength with visual instrumental assessment and 

allows for direct measurement of the pharyngeal contraction and relaxation across time, including 

at the velum, mesopharynx and hypopharynx (21). These direct measurements of pressure and 

relaxation allowed for the identification of the novel findings of increased total pharyngeal pressures 

in the OSA (Chapter 4) and post-mUPPP+/-CCT (Chapter 5) cohorts. Importantly, it also 

demonstrated adequate pharyngeal pressures in the critically ill following extubation or 

decannulation cohort (Chapter 7). In the post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8) pharyngeal 

weakness was identified, however this did not correlate with residue or aspiration rankings on 

VFSS. This highlights that effective bolus clearance is influenced by multiple factors in addition to 

pharyngeal contractile pressures (107). 

 

10.3.3 P-HRM-I Classification Framework  

The identified biomechanical swallowing patterns described above contribute to the proposal of a 

P-HRM-I Classification Framework for the interpretation of pharyngeal swallowing. This Framework 

only comprises of the recommended P-HRM-I Core Metrics (21) that have been advocated for 

standardised reporting. Whilst some Additional Metrics demonstrated clinical relevance across the 

cohort studies, these would not be internationally reported and have therefore not been 

incorporated into the Framework.  

This proposed P-HRM-I Classification Framework (Figure 10.1) aims to recognise the two broad 

categories of biomechanical abnormality revealed from the cohort studies: (1) Pharyngeal 

Propulsive Disorders, characterized by evidence of impaired pharyngeal contractility, and (2) UOS 

Restrictive Disorder (786), a type of  UOS dysfunction. This Framework aims to provide 

terminology describing the biomechanical pathophysiological impairment that can be applied 

consistently for clinical interpretation of P-HRM-I studies.  
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Figure 10-1: PROPOSED P-HRM-I CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK.  
Blue box represents pharyngeal metrics with pharyngeal propulsion impairment framework; and the 
green box represents UOS metrics to assist in UOS restrictive disorder assessment.  
PhCI: Pharyngeal Contractile Integral; VCI: Velopharyngeal Contractile Integral; MCI: Mesopharyngeal 
Contractile Integral; HPCI: Hypopharyngeal Contractile Integral; UOS: Upper Oesophageal Sphincter; 
UES: Upper Oesophageal Sphincter, IBP: Intra-Bolus Pressure, Max Adm: Maximum Admittance, RT: 
Relaxation Time. 

 

10.3.4 Pharyngeal Propulsive Disorders   

In this framework, a pharyngeal propulsive disorder is characterised by abnormal pressure 

generation of the pharyngeal contractile sequence from the velo-pharynx through to the hypo-

pharynx. This can be determined globally (PhCI) or in relation to anatomical sub-components (VCI, 

MCI and HCI) and assessed as absent, abnormally low, or normal. A global pharyngeal contractility 

impairment consists of reduced contractility in a sub-component (VCI, MCI and/or HPCI) and 

reduced total pharyngeal contractility (PhCI). A global pharyngeal contractility impairment may be 

classified as either: (1) Failed global pharyngeal contractility, which indicates failure of lumen 

occlusion throughout the total pharyngeal chamber, or (2) Ineffective global pharyngeal contractility, 

which indicates low lumen occlusive pressures throughout the pharynx that are otherwise 

appropriately sequenced. An anatomical velo-, meso- and/or-hypo-pharyngeal contractility (VCI, 

MCI and/or HPCI) impairment without reduced total pharyngeal contractility (PhCI) is classified as: 
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Fragmented pharyngeal contractility impairment, which indicates absent or low pressures in 

particular anatomical regions where lumen occlusive pressures are globally normal. 

Pharyngeal hypercontractility of the total pharynx or the anatomical sub-components of the velo-, 

meso- and/or hypo-pharynx may demonstrate elevated pressures above the normative values. This 

is classified as pharyngeal hypercontractility, indicative of excessive lumen occlusion through the 

total pharyngeal chamber and/or in the anatomical regions.  

 

10.3.5 UOS Restrictive Disorders 

In this framework, a UOS restrictive disorder is defined as a type of UOS dysfunction that can be 

used as a marker of pharyngeal swallowing. A UOS restrictive disorder is characterised by an 

increased UES IRP with an additional abnormal UOS Metric. UES integrated relaxation pressure 

(UES IRP) suggests UOS restriction based on an increased value above normal and was 

consistently elevated across the four homogenous cohorts studied (Table 10.1). A further abnormal 

UOS P-HRM-I Core metric is necessary for an assessment of an UOS Restrictive Disorder, 

including: short UES relaxation time, high intrabolus distension pressure (IBP) and/or low UES 

maximum admittance (UES Max.Adm) (624). Although a UOS restrictive disorder is defined as a 

type of UOS dysfunction, this Framework does not represent severe UOS dysfunction caused by 

pathologies such as UOS stricture. This is a recognised limitation of the Classification Framework 

in its current form and future studies should incorporate further elements to the Framework to 

address this.    

 

An important note of caution has been included on the Framework for the interpretation of UOS 

restriction when high IBP (561) and low UES Max Ad (591) occur with associated inadequacy of 

pharyngeal propulsion. The predictive value of IBP for detecting restricted UOS opening diminishes 

when bolus propulsion by pharyngeal contractile pressures is inadequate. However, in the context 

of pharyngeal contractility that has failed, is ineffective or is fragmented, an UOS restrictive 

outcome may also occur.  

 

10.3.6 Application of P-HRM-I Classification Framework to Thesis Cohorts 

The P-HRM-I data presented in this thesis demonstrated novel and distinct biomechanical patterns 

across different cohorts. In the non-interventional studies, these were characterised as: (1) altered 

UOS function with increased velopharyngeal contractile pressures in the OSA and post-mUPPP+/-
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CCT cohorts, (2) altered UOS function and increased bolus presence time in the critically ill cohort 

following extubation or decannulation, and (3) reduced pharyngeal contractile pressures with or 

without UOS dysfunction in the post-HNC treatment cohort. The P-HRM-I Core metric data from the 

cohorts investigated were entered into the proposed P-HRM-I Classification Framework to describe 

the resulting biomechanical pathophysiological impairment (Figure 10.2). It is evident that each 

cohort presented with a UOS Restrictive Disorder, albeit with different biomechanical indicators. 

The cohorts in this thesis have the following classification according to the Framework:  

1. OSA cohort (Figure 10.2a): Pharyngeal hypercontractility with a UOS restrictive disorder. 

2. Post-mUPPP+/-CCT cohort (Figure 10.2b): Pharyngeal hypercontractility with a UOS 

restrictive disorder. 

3. Critically ill following extubation or decannulation cohort (Figure 10.2c): UOS restrictive 

disorder.  

4. Post-HNC treatment cohort (Figure 10.2d): Variable pharyngeal propulsive disorders with or 

without a UOS restrictive disorder. 
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Figure 10-2 P-HRM-I CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK DISPLAYING THE DIFFERENT PARTICIPANT COHORTS.  

A: OSA; B: post-mUPPP+/-CCT; C: critically ill following extubation or decannulation; D: post-HNC treatment cohorts.  

OSA: Obstructive Sleep Apnoea; mUPPP+/-CCT: Modified Uvulatopharyngoplasty and Coblation channelling of the tongue; HNC: Head and 
Neck Cancer 
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This conceptual framework presents unified terms describing biomechanical pathophysiological 

impairments leading to pharyngeal dysphagia. Validation of such a Framework is required. Future 

studies could also identify thresholds for the individual metrics and include other participant 

cohorts, such as dysphagia associated with a neurological aetiology (e.g. stroke).  

 

In Chapter 10, each of the P-HRM-I metrics were discussed in relation to their contribution 

to the identification of abnormal swallowing features in each of the four observational study 

cohorts and the two interventional study cohorts, followed by the rationale for, and proposal 

of, a P-HRM-I Classification Framework to assist with interpretation of P-HRM-I swallow 

assessments. In the following Chapter, each of the thesis studies will be discussed, with an 

interpretation of the salient findings relative to available literature. This includes an 

evaluation of the utility of P-HRM-I in the assessment of pharyngeal dysphagia, which is 

crucial given the potential of this technology to enhance the evaluation of swallowing.  
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11 DISCUSSION 

11.1 Overview 

Dysphagia is a symptom resulting from impairment or disorder affecting the structure or function of 

the preparatory oral, oral, pharyngeal and/or oesophageal phases of swallowing. Currently, 

dysphagia is assessed using non-instrumental clinical swallowing assessment (397) and visual 

instrumental swallowing assessments of FEES and VFSS, however the limitations of each of these 

techniques are recognised (394) (Section 1.4.5). VFSS is considered the gold-standard of 

swallowing assessment, with penetration, aspiration and residue considered the most relevant 

outcomes. However, VFSS has no universally accepted set of quantitative measures (10), which 

results in variability in interpretation and subsequent treatment planning (394, 471). In contrast, P-

HRM-I provides precise, objective and quantative measures of pharyngeal and UOS pressure that 

is integrated with bolus transit (21, 497, 500) that can enhance the evaluation of swallowing (22, 

495).  
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11.2 Cohort Studies 

There have been 33 studies evaluating pharyngeal dysphagia associated with differing aetiologies 

using P-HRM-I technology, of which only 15 (45%) have used concurrent impedance acquisition (1, 

26, 30, 154, 558, 561, 563, 567, 572, 581, 583, 591, 600, 603, 606)(Appendix 1). The overall aim of 

this thesis was to address this knowledge ‘gap’ by determining the P-HRM-I measures and patterns 

that may distinguish and characterise dysphagia in homogeneous adult cohort of differing medical 

aetiologies. The following discussion provides evidence of addressing this overarching aim. P-

HRM-I-derived measures reported in this thesis provide new mechanistic insights into the altered 

pharyngeal swallowing in the four cohorts. This considerable body of work expands the current 

understanding of altered swallowing in these groups, which to date has been formed from patient-

reported outcome measures of swallowing and visual instrumental swallowing assessments.  

 

11.2.1  OSA 

In the OSA population, alterations in swallowing associated with OSA are becoming more widely 

recognised, however the mechanisms that contribute to altered swallowing have not been 

established (247, 276). In Chapter 4, the P-HRM metrics from participants with moderate-severe 

OSA were compared to healthy controls, resulting in identification of biomechanical swallowing 

patterns contributing to dysphagia. These patterns were characterised by reduced UOS opening 

diameter and UOS restriction during bolus flow, with an associated elevation of bolus distension 

pressure at the hypopharynx and increased velopharyngeal contractile pressures. This is 

categorised as pharyngeal hypercontractility with a UOS restrictive disorder in accordance with the 

Classification Framework (Section 10.3). These findings could represent a neuroregulatory 

impairment of UOS function, which would support current hypotheses that neural injury associated 

with OSA causes sensory impairment and peripheral disturbances in swallowing (272, 274, 277-

279). The patterns observed using P-HRM-I highlights a swallowing motor response that less 

efficiently accommodates for bolus volume and consistency in participants with OSA. These novel 

biomechanical results advance the understanding of the mechanisms that characterise altered 

swallowing in patients with OSA, which is a step towards addressing a knowledge gap in this 

population (787). Further, these findings demonstrate the potential for P-HRM-I measures to 

identify subclinical changes in swallowing (597).  
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11.2.2 Post-OSA Surgery  

Dysphagia has historically been reported following OSA surgery (248, 636), however these reports 

commonly used VFSS assessment following historical surgical techniques including complete uvula 

and excessive velar tissue resection (294, 295, 313, 636). Consequently, it was unknown whether 

previous publications accurately represented swallowing following contemporary surgical 

procedures for OSA, such as mUPPP+/-CCT. In Chapter 5, swallowing biomechanics were 

assessed post-mUPPP+/-CCT surgery and compared to healthy controls. Pertinent biomechanical 

outcomes revealed velopharyngeal contractile pressures that remained elevated post surgery 

compared to controls, which is categorised as pharyngeal hypercontractility with a UOS restrictive 

disorder in accordance with the Classification Framework (Section 10.3). This is an important 

finding as it differs to previous reports of velopharyngeal insufficiency following historical surgical 

techniques of the palate for OSA (312). When considered together with the higher velopharyngeal 

contractile pressures identified in the OSA cohort compared to healthy controls in Chapter 4, these 

results suggest of biomechanical patterns associated with pre-existing OSA, rather than resulting 

from the mUPPP+/-CCT surgery. This data provides new insight, which differs from historical 

reports, of dysphagia evaluated following surgical management for OSA and therefore highlights 

the need for continued evaluation of swallowing outcomes following changes to surgical 

techniques.       

 

11.2.3  Critically Ill  

In the critically ill population following extubation or decannulation, aspiration is the most frequently 

reported primary outcome measure (346). However, the mechanisms that result in aspiration or 

altered swallowing at the time of extubation or decannulation are seldom studied or discussed 

(349). In Chapter 7, distinct biomechanical patterns were identified that characterise dysphagia in 

this cohort. These included increased BPT and altered UOS function, defined by reduced UES Max 

Adm and shortened UES RT, which is categorised as a UOS restrictive disorder in accordance with 

the Classification Framework (Section 10.3). These P-HRM-I findings support previously reported 

visual instrumental assessment observations in this cohort. For example, the increased BPT result 

is comparable with the noted VFSS outcome of increased bolus time in the hypopharynx prior to 

swallow initiation (329, 330) and may reflect the effects of sedation, analgesia and partial 

neuromuscular blockers (90, 612, 613). Similarly, the reduced UOS opening (UES Max Adm) 

measure with P-HRM-I is consistent with the previously reported VFSS finding of shortened 

pharyngoesophageal segment opening (333). However, an unexpected biomechanical finding in 

this cohort was the total pharyngeal pressures, which did not show a significant reduction following 
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extubation or decannulation. This finding challenges one of the proposed mechanisms of 

dysphagia in this population, whereby disuse of the oropharyngeal musculature (715) has been 

hypothesised to cause neuromuscular weakness (349). This novel finding highlights the utility of P-

HRM-I to quantify swallowing outcomes and reveal biomechanical insight into the mechanisms that 

contribute to dysphagia.   

 

11.2.4 Post-HNC Treatment  

The mechanisms contributing to dysphagia have frequently been reported in the post-HNC 

treatment cohort, likely due to the well documented impact of dysphagia on quality-of-life in this 

population (378, 639, 640). Key contributing mechanisms, predominantly described from VFSS 

assessment, include tongue base dysfunction, reduced pharyngeal contraction, reduced epiglottic 

movement and reduced UOS opening (366, 380-388). In Chapter 8, P-HRM-I analysis of a post-

HNC treatment cohort that presented with moderately severe pharyngeal dysphagia with a high 

prevalence of aspiration demonstrated variable pharyngeal propulsive disorders with or without a 

UOS restrictive disorder. Of the two distinct altered biomechanical patterns identified: (1) UOS 

restrictive disorder and (2) reduced pharyngeal contractile pressures; only UOS restrictive disorder 

was correlated with observed pharyngeal residue and aspiration on VFSS. This correlation 

highlights the contribution of UOS function, including the degree of UOS relaxation and opening, to 

effective bolus flow through the pharyngeal chamber (105, 737). To our knowledge, this is the first 

study to demonstrate an association between pharyngeal residue and UOS restrictive disorder in a 

homogenous post-HNC treatment cohort, although it has previously been reported in heterogenous 

cohorts (585, 742). Reduced pharyngeal contractile pressures were also identified using P-HRM-I, 

however these did not correlate with pharyngeal residue. This finding differs to previous studies 

that reported an association of pharyngeal residue with reduced pharyngeal propulsion and 

contractile vigour interpreted from VFSS in post-HNC treatment cohorts (382, 383, 385). However, 

these studies did not use P-HRM-I analysis and the contrasting findings likely reflect the inherent 

limitations of VFSS to assess pharyngeal pressures and analyse UOS function (741, 775), 

underscoring the utility and importance of P-HRM-I in this setting. These findings extend upon the 

results of a recent P-HRM-I study that also found reduced pharyngeal pressures in a post-HNC 

treatment cohort (28) by examining the relationship of the pharyngeal and UOS pressure and 

impedance derived metrics with VFSS derived measures of aspiration and residue to 

comprehensively characterise dysphagia in this cohort. 
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11.3 Intervention Studies  

The evaluation of biomechanical measures before and after an intervention serves the purpose of 

demonstrating the true effect of the intervention on swallowing (587). Without comparison to 

baseline measures, the intervention effects can only be indirectly inferred based on other functional 

changes, e.g. bolus flow or occurrence of penetration/aspiration. P-HRM-I provides a precise 

quantification of swallowing biomechanics and is an ideal assessment technique to detect 

alterations in swallowing physiology following an intervention, including subtle and sub-clinical 

changes (27, 624, 626, 628, 629, 631, 632). It can also enhance the evaluation of swallowing by 

VFSS and FEES assessments (22, 495). Therefore, the secondary overall aim of this research 

program was to explore the utility of P-HRM-I as an interventional outcome measure and identify 

the biomechanical changes following an intervention to evaluate the mechanistic effect on 

swallowing. The use of P-HRM-I with and without impedance as an interventional outcome 

measure in cohort studies has been reported in seven studies. Interestingly, six have been 

published since 2019 (624-627, 629, 630), likely representing the increased recognition of this 

technology to evaluate the effectiveness of an intervention (21). In this thesis, P-HRM-I swallowing 

metrics were used to inform evaluation of two surgical interventions on swallowing outcomes that 

have not previously been reported, including: (1) pre- and post-surgical management for OSA 

(Chapter 6), and (2) pre- and post-tongue base augmentation procedure for dysphagia following 

HNC treatment (Chapter 9).  

 

11.3.1 Pre- and Post-mUPPP+CCT Surgery 

The prospective evaluation of swallowing pre- and post-upper airway surgical intervention for the 

management of OSA has been conducted in two previous studies (290, 314). However, these 

studies used VFSS and did not report on outcomes following the mUPPP+CCT surgical technique. 

Although both studies evaluated swallowing outcomes across different surgical techniques, no 

significant VFSS-derived swallowing changes were reported following OSA surgery (290, 314). In 

Chapter 6, P-HRM-I results pre- and post-mUPPP+CCT surgery in a moderate-severe OSA cohort 

identified key biomechanical outcomes following surgery, including: (1) velopharyngeal contractile 

pressures were unchanged, (2) meso- and hypo-pharyngeal contractile pressures were reduced, 

and (3) UOS relaxation pressures were reduced. The velopharyngeal findings suggest that the 

mUPPP surgery did not impair pressure generation at the velopharynx. This is a noteworthy finding 

because it contrasts with a previously reported notion that velopharyngeal soft tissue volume 

reduction (288) due to the surgery may result in reduced pressure generation. However, it has 

been recently reported that the velopharyngeal soft tissue volume reduction is minimal (788), which 
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suggests that the mUPPP may instead increase the velum tension. The reduced meso- and hypo-

pharyngeal contractile pressures suggest that the CCT technique may reduce force generating 

capacity of these regions. However, it is important to note that whilst these pressures were reduced 

following surgery, they remained within normal limits (544). The reduction in UOS relaxation 

pressures following surgery, which approached the normative ranges (544), may indicate a degree 

of UOS restriction without UOS dysfunction. This finding could be representative of two 

mechanisms: (1) potential recovery of UOS function, or (2) an indirect result of reduced bolus 

propulsion due to reduced mesopharyngeal pressure generation. The biomechanical findings 

outlined above provide a quantified evaluation of the effect of mUPPP+CCT surgery on swallowing 

that has not previously been detected by other swallowing assessment techniques.  

 

11.3.2 Pre- and Post-Tongue Base Augmentation 

Tongue base augmentation is a novel procedure for dysphagia management following HNC 

treatment that aims to target reduced mesopharyngeal contractile pressures due to tongue base 

dysfunction that contribute to dysphagia (380, 647). Although two small case series have reported 

positive functional swallowing outcomes following tongue base augmentation (648, 649), evaluation 

of the swallowing biomechanics have not been studied using P-HRM-I. In Chapter 9, P-HRM-I 

swallow assessments were conducted which suggested some improvement in the outcome 

measures of UOS opening and relaxation following the tongue base augmentation procedure 

compared to baseline. These findings may suggest a subtle improvement of a more efficient transit 

of the bolus through the UOS. Along with biomechanical analysis, VFSS-derived outcomes were 

also assessed which showed no change in aspiration and residue following the procedure 

compared to baseline. This VFSS finding differs to previous reports whereby reduced penetration 

and/or aspiration was observed following tongue base injection (649), but this is likely attributable 

to the conservative injection volumes in our study, which likely limited the effect of tongue base 

augmentation on functional swallowing outcomes.  
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11.4 Future Directions   

Throughout this program of research, the advantages and utility of P-HRM-I to enhance the 

interpretation of other swallowing assessment techniques is demonstrated with the use of 

quantified pressure and bolus flow outcomes. P-HRM-I offers potential benefits for translation into 

the clinical setting, through the provision a comprehensive swallowing assessment that can identify 

alterations in swallowing biomechanics to inform tailored management. P-HRM-I is currently 

considered an emergent area of practice for speech pathologists for pharyngeal swallowing 

assessment and is not yet widely used in routine clinical practice (22, 24). This may be in part 

because of the lack of a classification scheme that could support the clinical interpretation of P-

HRM with or without impedance metrics and pressure topography plots. In contrast, the 

internationally recognised classification scheme (Chicago Classification) has facilitated the 

application of the HRM-I technology in the assessment of oesophageal motility, which is now 

considered the gold-standard of oesophageal assessment (781). It is likely that a comparable 

system for interpretation of pharyngeal motility would similarly facilitate more widespread uptake of 

this technology into clinical practice. Indeed, there appears to be interest by speech pathologists in 

using P-HRM-I as a tool for swallowing assessment (495). Therefore, based on the unique clinical 

data generated in the course of this research program, a P-HRM-I Classification Framework is 

proposed to assist clinicans with the interpretation of P-HRM-I swallow assessment studies.   

  

11.4.1 P-HRM-I Classification Framework 

Quantitative measures derived from P-HRM-I assessment may provide the most comprehensive 

insight into pharyngeal physiology and pathophysiology (22). The P-HRM-I Core Metrics, derived 

from international expert consensus, provide a standardised approach for reporting biomechanical 

swallowing data (21) and allows for synthesis of findings within and across cohorts. Going forward, 

exploring methods to increase the application of this technology to the clinical setting are 

warranted. A P-HRM-I Classification Framework, such as the one proposed in this thesis, is one 

method of bridging the gap between a research tool and clinical application. Formalising a 

universally accepted Classification Framework, ideally by an international expert working group, 

would enable clinicians to easily interpret P-HRM-I findings and identify the key biomechanical 

breakdown in the swallow mechanism on an individual patient level, and facilitate tailored treatment 

or intervention. Simplifying the clinical interpretation of P-HRM-I findings is key to increasing uptake 

of this technology in the clinical setting. Further validation and refinement of the proposed 

Classification Framework is necessary prior to its release for clinical use and this should be the 

focus of future research. Evaluation of additional cohorts, such as participants with neurological 
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and/or neurodegenerative disorders, should also be considered in future research with these 

findings and could be included in the Classification Framework.     

 

11.4.2 Videomanometry 

Visual instrumental assessment is considered the gold-standard of swallowing assessment. While 

recognizing abnormal bolus flow findings using these methods is important, they do not necessarily 

identify, or quantify, the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms leading to these abnormalities. 

P-HRM-I can provide this biomechanical understanding of the pathophysiological breakdown in the 

swallowing mechanism. Therefore, correlation of P-HRM-I biomechanical data with simultaneous 

visual instrumental swallowing assessment is recommended, to provide enhanced understanding 

when interpreting visual instrumental findings (495). A combined videomanometry swallowing 

assessment was first proposed with the use of conventional manometry technology (502) and more 

recently with P-HRM-I (31). This combined modality of assessment identifies both the dysphagia 

presentation and underlying contributory biomechanics. In order to maximise the effectiveness of 

videomanometry outcomes, the development of a standardised method of reporting the results 

should be considered. This could include correlation of P-HRM-I Core and/or Additional metrics 

with (1) VFSS derived bolus flow outcomes of penetration, aspiration and residue using the PAS 

(455) or the DIGEST (482), and/or (2) correlation with the nominal assigned scales of defined 

pharyngeal dysfunction using MBSImp tool or the quantified measures of timing and displacement 

(60, 480). The derivation of clinically meaningful VFSS measures, validated using low-resolution 

manometry, was published as a surrogate measure of pharyngeal strength (122). Moving forward, 

repeat studies incorporating these protocols with P-HRM-I would increase understanding of 

biomechanical outcomes in the clinical setting, which may further improve clinician reliability 

measures (503). Interestingly, no published studies have evaluated simultaneous P-HRM-I with 

FEES outcomes. This may be due to the known limitations of FEES being unable to provide a 

lateral view of the oropharyngeal and UOS structures (441). However, the advantages of FEES, 

like P-HRM-I, being an ambulatory swallow assessment means that it does not require the 

additional and expensive resources of VFSS assessment (10, 441) allowing future research to 

target this knowledge gap. 

 

11.4.3 Modification of P-HRM-I Additional Metrics to Improve Clinical Applicability 

In Chapters 10.2.4 and 10.2.5, the P-HRM-I Additional Metrics of Swallow Risk Index (SRI) and 

bolus timing measures (BPT, DCL) were proposed to be considered for future inclusion as Core 
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Metrics for standardised reporting. Furthermore, the development of the SRI as a clinically 

meaningful marker of dysphagia severity should be evaluated in future research. This may include 

defining SRI thresholds for the severity of dysphagia, including sub-clinical, mild, moderate and 

severe classifications, which may be measured against existing validated severity scales specific to 

homogenous cohorts such as HNC (482) and stroke (789). The severity of pharyngeal dysphagia is 

a critical outcome measure that signifies the degree of effect of different influences on swallowing. 

Currently, the severity of dysphagia is often determined clinically according to the level of food and 

fluid modifications required (652) and the ranking of aspiration and residue observed on visual 

instrumental swallowing assessments (482). Once validated against these standard clinical criteria, 

the biomechanically derived SRI also has the potential to represent the severity of dysphagia. 

The impedance-derived bolus timing measures of BPT and DCL showed altered findings across 

each of the four cohort studies and the two interventional studies presented within this thesis. 

These metrics provided important insights into the biomechanical dysfunctions in these cohorts. 

Inclusion of these metrics into the P-HRM-I Core Metrics could potentially add value in 

understanding mechanistic abnormalities across other dysphagia cohorts. Future studies could also 

consider modifying or developing bolus timing metrics to determine more clinically relevant 

information. For example, the ability to quantify bolus dwell time (192) would involve calculating the 

BPT from the time the bolus is present in the hypopharynx to the onset of UOS relaxation. An 

additional metric that could also add value could provide the time from UOS relaxation to 

pharyngeal contraction. These become clinically relevant measures that are representative of the 

adequacy of swallow initiation.  

 

11.4.4 P-HRM-I to Inform Individualised Therapy  

Findings from P-HRM-I assessment are highly clinically relevant, because identifying precise 

biomechanical alterations can inform patient-centred dysphagia management (628, 631). In the 

post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8), whilst VFSS-derived abnormal bolus flow observations of 

aspiration and residue were frequent, biomechanical data showed that approximately half of the 

participants presented with pharyngeal propulsive impairment and half presented with UOS 

restrictive disorders. Identification of the underlying impairment can lead to tailored rehabilitative 

swallow exercise therapy. Individual differences were also seen in the pre- and post-mUPPP+CCT 

cohort (Chapter 6). Whilst this cohort overall demonstrated a significant drop in the UES IRP 

following surgery, two participants showed an increase in UES IRP following surgery, which 

identifies two individuals who would benefit from a different therapy to the rest of the cohort. 

Currently, there are few studies evaluating swallowing exercises with P-HRM-I, and these have 
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been conducted in healthy participants (614, 618). Going forward, P-HRM-I should also be 

considered as an outcome measure for swallowing exercises for people with dysphagia. This would 

provide increased understanding of the effects of rehabilitative therapy on swallowing and hence 

further develop the evidence base for existing interventions, which is critically lacking (790). 

 

11.4.5 Establishing P-HRM-I Service for Dysphagia Assessment   

P-HRM-I is considered an emergent scope of practice for speech pathologists in the USA (24). 

However, as a speech pathology service it is integrated in few centres internationally (772). In 

Australia, although Speech Pathology Australia (SPA) recognises P-HRM-I as an additional 

swallowing assessment, there is little detail or guidance regarding its application or standards (25). 

This reflects the minimal availability of P-HRM-I services currently in Australia, with only one known 

centre in St Georges Hospital, Sydney, New South Wales where a speech pathologist contributes 

to the P-HRM-I assessment and interpretation. The clinical value of P-HRM-I is acknowledged by 

SPA and there is potential for uptake of P-HRM-I in other centres nationally, however, further 

infrastructure, training and competency processes and standards are required.  

A P-HRM-I credentialing process at an organisational level with a defined scope of practice 

guideline in agreement with Gastroenterology and/or ENT medical units supporting the speech 

pathology profession in this emergent technology would address one of the barriers to broader 

adoption of this technology. Currently in Australia, P-HRM-I is conducted by trained nursing staff or 

technicians placing the P-HRM-I catheter and acquiring the study, with the analysis being 

completed by the gastroenterologist and/or speech pathologist. The P-HRM-I procedure requires 

insertion of an 8 or 10Fr catheter through the oropharynx and below the UOS. This may be likened 

to the insertion of a 14Fr nasoendoscope when conducting a FEES assessment, which is a 

procedure that trained speech pathologists can perform. Speech pathologists are required to 

complete an annual FEES credentialing process at an organisational level for authority of practice 

(791). A similar credentialing process for P-HRM-I would ensure standards are set and maintained. 

Accessibility and maintenance of P-HRM-I equipment together with a criteria guiding the suitability 

of P-HRM-I swallowing assessment should be implemented within an existing dysphagia 

assessment service (772). Speech pathologists with specialist interest in dysphagia and who have 

been trained in both VFSS and FEES are likely the most suitable professionals to conduct and 

interpret P-HRM-I (32) in the context of dysphagia assessment and management in the clinical 

setting.  
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The analysis of P-HRM-I data can be complex and may be a barrier that limits the broader adoption 

of P-HRM-I in the clinical setting. The cloud-based online analysis platform 

swallowgateway.com™(792) has the potential to be harnessed for the speech pathology 

professional to develop P-HRM-I analysis and interpretation skills. The ability to upload de-

identified patient studies that can be shared with experts in P-HRM-I analysis has the potential to 

support and develop speech pathologists’ knowledge and understanding of P-HRM-I analysis and 

identify any gaps in knowledge while ensuring accuracy of result interpretation. Additionally, the 

platform provides the ability to share patient studies and their results across disciplines, as well as 

an ability to upload other swallowing assessments that may have been conducted, such as visual 

instrumental assessments and PROMs. This can further support an inter-disciplinary approach to 

swallowing assessment and management.  

 

11.4.6 Healthcare System  

Dysphagia is a recognised chronic health condition that is associated with increased health care 

expenditure (8, 238, 793). The Australian healthcare system is reportedly under increased pressure 

and in the future, inter-disciplinary service delivery measurement models will need to address key 

issues of resource allocation and demonstrate patient outcomes (794). Thus, it is foreseeable that 

Australian policymakers will require patient specific outcomes to justify the funding allocation for 

management of chronic conditions (795, 796) such as dysphagia. Although it has not yet been 

evaluated, optimising dysphagia assessment could lead to more tailored and effective patient 

management, which is attractive not only for individual patients but the healthcare system more 

broadly. A multi-disciplinary service delivery model for swallowing assessment and management 

(402, 786, 797, 798) includes the provision of specialist services in the Australian healthcare 

system (799). The integration of P-HRM-I assessment within an existing dysphagia multi-

disciplinary service can provide a quantified method to demonstrate abnormal swallowing 

biomechanics that, when combined with PROMs and bolus measures such as aspiration and 

residue (via FEES or VFSS), will likely provide the best possible swallowing assessment service. 

Additionally, the robust swallowing outcomes produced from such a specialist service could further 

support a rationale for allocation of funding for assessment and management services within 

specific patient cohorts and/or for specific interventions. Moving forward, consideration of the use of 

cloud-based platforms, such as swallowgateway.com, could be explored for the collection of big 

data sets that could be useful for healthcare outcome evaluation (10). 
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11.5 Limitations 

The methodological limitations specific to each of the studies are detailed in the respective 

chapters. It is prudent, however, to acknowledge the pertinent limitations within and across the 

studies presented in this thesis. The limitations in the homogenous cohort studies include:  

(1) visual instrumental assessment was conducted in a subset of OSA participants (Chapter 4) but 

was not conducted in the post-mUPPP+/-CCT (Chapter 5) or the critically ill following extubation or 

decannulation (Chapter 7) studies. This precludes the ability to correlate any observed visual 

findings with P-HRM-I metrics. Given the common use of VFSS and FEES in clinical practice, the 

inclusion of concurrent visual instrumental swallowing assessment with P-HRM-I would likely assist 

in further clinical interpretation of the P-HRM-I findings (495);  

(2) the mismatched BMI of healthy controls and the OSA and post-mUPPP+/-CCT cohorts 

(Chapters 4 and 5, respectively) is a noteworthy limitation given that obesity has been associated 

with changes in pharyngeal swallowing (674); 

(3) in the critically ill following extubation or decannulation cohort (Chapter 7), the P-HRM-I metrics 

of sub-pharyngeal contractile integrals were not included because the analysis and publication of 

the findings occurred prior to publication of the P-HRM-I Core metrics by the International Working 

Group (21). In this same cohort, longitudinal data to establish whether changes in swallowing 

mechanism were temporary or permanent were not collected, and this should be considered for 

future studies given that self-reported symptomatic dysphagia can persist at 6 months post hospital 

discharge (348); and 

(4) in the post-HNC treatment cohort (Chapter 8), participants had varying sites of HNC. Given that 

the oropharynx is the leading anatomical site for HNSCC in a younger cohort (743), a homogenous 

group undergoing chemoradiation treatment is recommended in future studies. Future studies 

evaluating dysphagia in homogenous cohorts should consider further exploration of the identified 

altered biomechanical features presented in this thesis to direct hypothesis-driven protocols in the 

application of repeat studies.  

The limitations in the two interventional studies include:  

(1) The small number of participants in both studies resulted in underpowered results (Chapters 6 

and 9). However, the pre- and post-tongue base augmentation cohort (Chapter 9) was a 

comparable size to the only other published cohort study (649) and may be a result reflective of the 

novelty of the procedural approach for dysphagia management;  
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(2) Visual instrumental swallowing assessment was not included in the pre- and post-mUPPP+CCT 

(Chapter 6) study, which raises limitations on clinical interpretation as described above; and  

(3) No QOL assessments were conducted. In the post-tongue base augmentation (Chapter 9) 

study, the impact of swallowing dysfunction on QOL was acknowledged (400) however not included 

as part of the original protocol due to the temporary nature of the HA procedure and the minimal 

expected impact on global QOL outcomes within the 2-4 week timeframe. Instead, swallow 

symptom scores were collected.  
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CONCLUSION 

 P-HRM-I is gaining increasing recognition as a valuable swallowing assessment method that can 

provide precise and quantitative measures of swallowing biomechanics. Unlike other swallowing 

assessment methods, P-HRM-I can identify and localise alterations in the swallowing mechanism 

and determine the underlying pathophysiological breakdown contributing to dysphagia, which 

provides considerable opportunity for clinical application. Throughout this thesis, compelling 

examples are provided of the utility of P-HRM-I to provide new insight and further understanding of 

swallowing mechanisms in homogenous clinical cohorts and as an intervention outcome 

assessment. The value of P-HRM-I for dysphagia assessment is demonstrated across different 

dysphagia severities, from sub-clinical in the OSA cohort to moderate-severe in the post-HNC 

treatment cohort. In the cohorts with worse dysphagia severity, P-HRM-I was able to identify the 

mechanistic breakdown in swallowing contributing to dysphagia. P-HRM-I was able to detect 

biomechanical sub-clinical changes in swallowing physiology that have not previously been 

described in the literature with other swallowing assessment techniques. These subtle 

biomechanical findings demonstrate the limitations of bolus flow outcomes of aspiration, residue 

and premature spillage as detected with VFSS in a cohort with a sub-clinical presentation, 

illustrating the superiority of P-HRM-I for providing mechanistic understanding. The precision of P-

HRM-I technology was advantageous in both of the intervention studies demonstrating its accurate 

and quantifiable value when used as an assessment method to compare pre- and post-intervention 

outcomes.  

 

The P-HRM-I metrics presented in this thesis demonstrated novel and distinct biomechanical 

patterns that characterized dysphagia in various homogenous cohorts. These novel findings are 

important for the provision of meaningful translation of P-HRM-I technology into the clinical setting. 

In the homogenous clinical cohort studies, these were characterised as: (1) pharyngeal 

hypercontractility and UOS restrictive disorder in the OSA and post-mUPPP+/-CCT cohorts, (2) 

UOS restrictive disorder in the critically ill cohort following extubation or decannulation, and (3) 

variable pharyngeal propulsive disorder with or without UOS restrictive disorder in the post-HNC 

treatment cohort. To lay a foundation for addressing a barrier for the clinical uptake of P-HRM-I, 

these novel findings informed development of the proposed P-HRM-I Classification Framework to 

assist in the interpretation of P-HRM-I swallow assessment studies. The Framework functions to 

support the identification of the biomechanical impairment of the swallowing mechanism, which can 
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assist clinicians in determining the most tailored and efficacious treatment plan for each individual 

presenting with dysphagia symptoms.  
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Personal Final Remarks 

This research program originated from my interest in dysphagia assessment and management. I 

have demonstrated the utility of P-HRM-I in adult dysphagia assessment in providing precise 

pressure and impedance measures across various clinical cohorts revealing novel findings that 

have direct clinical relevance. While I acknowledge that my thesis is broad, it reflects the extent of 

dysphagia assessment that speech pathologists encounter, which highlights the application of P-

HRM-I in different settings as well as for dysphagia assessment across broad aetiologies and 

severities. While the studies presented in this thesis focus on the analysis of biomechanical 

measures in homogenous cohorts and the utility of P-HRM-I as an interventional outcome 

measure, I hope to extend this research and correlate P-HRM-I findings with visual instrumental 

swallowing assessments and swallow rehabilitation exercises. I believe future application of this 

technology will provide increased depth of understanding of the mechanistic factors contributing to 

dysphagia and will lead to the building of an evidence base that has the potential to support 

increased clinical uptake of this technology and ultimately optimise the assessment and 

management of people presenting with dysphagia. 
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APPENDIX 1: P-HRM WITH AND WITHOUT IMPEDANCE STUDIES IN ADULT DYSPHAGIC 
COHORTS 

Study Objectives/Methodology P-HRM/P-HRM-I 

Equipment/ Methodology 

Salient Results/Conclusions 

1. Taira and 

colleagues, 

2021 (598) 

To correlate severity of 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) with 

swallowing (n=51).  

Starr Medical solid-state 

catheter, 20 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

TA 

5 x reps of saliva swallows 

Pressure measures 

P-HRM with FEES to 

confirm position of catheter 

in the pharynx and identify 

the pressure sensors within 

the anatomical regions.  

Patients with severe PD demonstrated reduced 

velopharyngeal and oropharyngeal pressures and 

incomplete UOS opening and contraction.  

2. Kallusky 

and 

colleagues, 

2020 (605) 

To evaluate pharyngeal 

pressures during swallowing 

in adults with unilateral cleft lip 

and palate (n=10) 

Medical Measurement 

Systems (MMS) solid-state 

catheter, 20 unidirectional 

pressure sensors 

When compared with healthy controls, the ten 

patients with unilateral cleft lip and palate showed 

reduced velopharyngeal closure pressures and 

reduced velopharyngeal and tongue durations.  



 

 

No TA 

10 x reps of each 2 and 5 

mL of water  

Pressure measures 

P-HRM alone  

The reduced tongue base pressure durations may 

be a compensatory response to assist with bolus 

movement over the tongue base and towards the 

UOS, to impede nasal regurgitation of the bolus.   

3. Kunieda 

and 

colleagues, 

2020 (607) 

To assess the association 

swallowing is older patients 

with sarcopenic dysphagia 

following hospital admission 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

sensors 

No TA 

3 x reps of 3 mL thin and 

thick fluids 

Pressure measures 

P-HRM alone 

Older patients with sarcopenia demonstrated, 

reduced mesopharyngeal contractility and UOS 

dysfunction characterised by a shorter UOS RT and 

increase UES IRP.  

4. Lee and 

colleagues, 

2020 (634) 

Chin down manoeuvre healthy 

and (n=20) heterogenous 

dysphagic (n=64) cohorts 

Sandhill Scientific solid-

state catheter, 32 

circumferential sensors 

5 mL of thin and thick fluids 

(honey consistency)  

No significant differences in chin-down posture 

between dysphagic and healthy cohorts, or thin and 

thick liquids. 



 

 

Pressure measures 

P-HRM alone 

5. Schaen-

Heacock et al 

2020 

(28) 

Compare swallowing function 

in patients with radiation-

associated dysphagia (n=13) 

and late-radiation associated 

dysphagia (n=8) following 

HNC treatment 

 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

sensors 

TA 

1cc of liquid  

Pressure measures 

P-HRM alone 

Both HNC patients radiation associated dysphagia 

presented with reduced pharyngeal pressures and 

duration. Nil differences between the two groups.  

Future studies should identify if reduced pressures 

and durations correlate with inefficient bolus 

propulsion and associated increased risk of airway 

invasion. 

6.Suh et al 

2019 

(596) 

Establish standardized 

pressure measures to indicate 

suitability of commencement 

of alternative tube feeding on 

Motor Neuron Disease (MND) 

Healthy participants (n=20) 

compared with MND (n=41), 7 

of who had tube feeding  

Sandhill Scientific solid-

state catheter, 36 

circumferential pressure 

sensors 

TA 

5ml water, 2 repeats 

Pressure parameters 

Velopharyngeal, tongue base, lower pharynx and 

cricopharyngeal regions were significantly reduced 

in the MND group compared to the healthy 

participants.  

The velopharyngeal and low pharyngeal pressures 

were significantly different from the fully oral and 

tube feeding groups of MND patients. 



 

 

VFSS/P-HRM within 2 day 

interval  

7.Jones et al 

2018 

(597) 

Utilised artificial neural 

networks (ANN) to 

differentiate between early 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) 

(n=31) and healthy 

participants (n=31) 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter , 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors  

TA 

2cc, 10cc, sip of thin fluids 

Pressure measures  

Simultaneous VFSS/P-

HRM 

Pressure within the mesopharynx and UOS was 

greater in patients diagnosed with early Parkinson’s 

disease compared to healthy controls.  

Early identification of altered pressure patterns may 

determine suitability for preserving swallow function.  

8.Schar et al 

2018 

(1) 

Swallowing changes in 

patients diagnosed with 

moderate-severe OSA who 

had surgical intervention 

(n=12) compared with healthy 

participant (n=10) 

Medical Measurement 

Systems (MMS) solid-state 

catheter, 32 unidirectional 

pressure sensors, 16 

impedance segments 

TA 

5, 10, 20ml thin, extremely 

thick fluids, 3 repeats 

Increased hypopharyngeal intra-bolus pressure 

associated with reduced UOS luminal opening with 

increased bolus volumes.  

Surgical management of OSAS may impact 

swallowing function as evidenced by altered 

neuromodulation to bolus volume. 

Pre- and post-surgical intervention study is required. 



 

 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

Simultaneous P-HRM/SSQ 

Unspecified follow-up VFSS 

(n=6) in patients with 

reported symptomatic 

dysphagia  

9.Sung et al 

2018 

(600) 

 

 

P-HRM as an assessment of 

swallowing in acute stroke 

(n=91) 

Sandhill Scientific solid-

state catheter, 36 

circumferential pressure 

sensors, 12 impedance 

segments 

TA 

5ml of saline, 10 repeats  

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

P-HRM alone 

Those patients (n=36/91) with an impaired 

swallowing pattern were associated with shorter 

UOS opening, reduced pharyngeal contractile 

integral and basal UOS tone. 

Describes a swallowing assessment program 

combining clinical observations, the Water Swallow 

Test and the use of P-HRM in the assessment of 

swallowing and appropriate dietary management in 

acute stroke.   

10. 

Szczesniak 

and 

Investigate the impact of 

pharyngeal contractility on 

intra-bolus distension 

MMS solid-state catheter 

with 25 unidirectional 

Intra-Bolus Pressure demonstrated good sensitivity 

and specificity indicating a PEJ stricture with 



 

 

colleagues, 

2018 

(561) 

 

pressure (IBP) where IBP is a 

surrogate for pharyno-

oesophageal juncture (PEJ) 

stricture 

HNC (n=52) patients with 

reported dysphagia requiring 

endoscopic dilations 

pressure sensors and 12 

impedance segments 

TA 

5ml thin liquids 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

Simultaneous P-

HRM/VFSS 

adequate pharyngeal contractility (peak pharyngeal 

pressure >57mmHg). 

11. Lee and 

colleagues, 

2017 

(599) 

Correlate abnormal findings 

on P-HRM AND VFSS to 

identify aspiration risk factors 

in patients with ischaemic 

stroke (n=36) 

 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

TA 

5ml water, 5 repeats 

Pressure measures 

P-HRM and VFSS with one 

day interval 

Mesopharyngeal and hypopharyngeal contractile 

integrals in stroke patients with pyriform sinus 

residue were significantly lower than those in 

patients without pyriform sinus residue. 

Shorter relaxation time interval of the UOS during  

swallowing is associated in those patients with 

observed aspiration compared with those patients 

without aspiration. 



 

 

12. O’Rourke 

and 

colleagues, 

2017 

(582) 

 

Correlate the pharyngeal 

contractile integral (PhCI) with 

VFSS MBSImp rating scale in 

a heterogenous population 

(n=36) 

 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

TA 

Pressure measures 

Increased liquid volumes 

and consistencies 

Simultaneous P-HRM/ 

VFSS 

PhCI was correlated with MBSImp pharyngeal total 

(PT) score, indicating worse swallowing impairment.  

Increased PhCI was associated with less airway 

invasion scores overall.  

PhCI should be evaluated with measures of IBP as 

a marker of UOS function. 

13. Park and 

colleagues,  

2017 

(635) 

To determine if P-HRM 

measures can determine 

feeding method and predict 

risk of aspiration pneumonia in 

patients with dysphagia 

(heterogenous) 

(n=120) 

 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

TA 

Pressure measures 

5ml water, 5 repeats 

VFSS and P-HRM with one 

week interval 

Reduced velopharyngeal maximal pressure and 

shorter UOS relaxation duration was associated in 

those patients who were in the non-oral feeding 

group with moderately severe and severe dysphagia 

and identified as significant predictors for the 

development of aspiration pneumonia.  

 



 

 

14.Park and 

colleagues, 

2017 

(584) 

Identify P-HRM measures that 

differentiate the dysphagia 

cohort (heterogenous) (n=75) 

from healthy cohort (n=28) 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensor 

TA 

Pressure measures 

5ml water, 5 repeats 

P-HRM and VFSS with 2 

day interval 

Velopharyngeal and tongue base maximal pressure 

and UOS relaxation duration and relaxation resting 

pressure were significantly lower in the dysphagia 

group compared with healthy controls.  

Negative correlation of velopharyngeal maximal 

pressure and dysphagia.  

Negative correlation of tongue base maximal 

pressure and dysphagia is consistent with Knigge 

and Thibeault 2016 

15. Pinna and 

colleagues, 

2017 

(601) 

To determine P-HRM based 

parameters of patients who 

had dysphagia associated 

with peripheral unilateral vagal 

paralysis (n=16) 

ManoScan circumferential 

pressure sensors 

Pressure measures 

5ml water, 10 repeats 

P-HRM alone 

Velopharyngeal pressures were hypotonic in half of 

the patients with only one-third presenting with 

compromised UOS relaxation.  

Dysphagia was associated with low pharyngeal 

pressure generation. 

16. Cock and 

colleagues, 

2016 

(591) 

To determine if UOS 

admittance (inverse of nadir 

impedance) and 0.2s 

integrated relaxation pressure 

(IRP) can predict UOS 

dysfunction in patients with 

MMS solid-state catheter, 

32 unidirectional pressure 

sensors ,16 impedance 

segments 

TA 

Reduced UOS admittance and increased UOS IRP 

in MND patients compared with healthy group. 

Increased IRP in MND patients compared with 

healthy cohort, but similar values in CPB patients.  



 

 

cricopharyngeal bar 

(CPB)(n=11) and motor 

neuron disease (MND) (n=16) 

compared with a healthy 

cohort (n=66) 

Pressure and impedance 

measures  

5ml thin and viscous, 3 

repeats 

Unspecified radiology/P-

HRM interval 

UOS Admittance is able to distinguish UOS 

dysfunction in two differing patients groups when 

compared to a healthy cohort.  

17. Jones & 

Ciucci, 2016 

(26) 

Early and mid-stage of 

Parkinson’s disease (n=26) 

compared with healthy cohort 

(n=26) 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors  

TA 

Pressure measures 

Simultaneous P-

HRM/VFSS 

VFSS parameters (MBSImp and PAS) did not 

differentiate PD group from healthy group.  

Velopharyngeal pressure and variability of 

velopharyngeal pressure of the P-HRM measures 

and Q6 of the SSQ “Do you have difficulty 

swallowing your saliva?” were able to differentiate 

the PD from the healthy groups. 

P-HRM and SSQ may be able to identify the subtle 

changes in swallowing function in early- and mid-

stage PD.  

18. Knigge & 

Thiebault, 

2016 

(107) 

Compared tongue base 

pressures via P-HRM and 

observed vallecular clearance 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter ,36 circumferential 

pressure sensors  

TA 

No significant association between mean peak HRM 

measures and observed vallecula residue. 



 

 

 via VFSS in dysphagic cohort 

(n=37) 

Pressure measures 

1ml, 10ml saline 

P-HRM/VFSS within 45 day 

interval 

Observed complete/incomplete tongue retraction 

were significantly associated with tongue base 

measures. 

Vallecula clearance is likely multifactorial. 

19. Lippert 

and 

colleagues, 

2016 

(602) 

 

To correlate P-HRM measures 

with a “functional” swallowing 

in patients following total 

laryngectomy (n=6) 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter with 36 

circumferential pressure 

sensors  

TA 

Pressure measures 

5, 10, 20 cc water, 3-5 

repeats 

Healthy controls 10cc water 

only, 3-5 repeats 

P-HRM/SSQ 

Increased velopharyngeal pressure duration, 

reduced mesopharyngeal pressure, UOS pre-

opening and post closing pressures were lower in 

the TL group when compared with healthy controls.  

Mesopharyngeal maximum pressure reduced with 

increased volume.  

Increased velopharyngeal pressure duration and 

total swallow duration to assist in efficient bolus 

clearance reflecting the distinct function of the neo-

pharynx in the TL group. 

20. Park and 

colleagues, 

2016 

To correlate P-HRM measures 

with VFSS observations in a 

heterogenous dysphagic 

group (n=40) 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter , 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

Velopharyngeal maximal pressure with a cut-off 

value above 178.8 mmHg showed high sensitivity 

and specificity for airway invasion.  



 

 

(585) 

 

 TA 

Pressure measures 

5ml thin, 2 repeats 

VFSS and P-HRM, within 

same day-3 day interval 

Nadir UOS pressure duration was associated with 

pyriform sinus residue with moderately to high 

sensitivity and specificity. 

Tongue base contraction duration was associated 

with vallecula residue with  moderately to high 

sensitivity and specificity. 

21. Zhang and 

colleagues, 

2016 

(603) 

 

To characterize P-HRM 

measures of swallowing in 

patients who had a total 

laryngectomy (TL) (n=30).  

Specifically, to determine if (1) 

hypopharyngeal contractility is 

reduced and/or PEJ 

resistance is increased, (2) 

dilatation improves dysphagia, 

and (3) whether symptomatic 

improvement correlates with 

reduced PEJ resistance 

(dilatation group n=5) 

MMS solid-state catheter 

with 25 unidirectional 

pressure sensors and 12 

impedance segments 

TA 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

2, 5 and 10ml liquid 

Simultaneous P-HRM/ 

VFSS/SSQ  

TL group demonstrated lower hypopharyngeal 

contractility pressure and increased hypopharyngeal 

intra-bolus pressures when compared to a healthy 

group.  

Hypopharyngeal intra-bolus pressure increased with 

increased volume in the TL group.  

Hypopharyngeal intra-bolus pressure, a marker of 

PEJ outflow obstruction, was strongly associated 

with SSQ score. Hypopharyngeal contractility was 

not strongly associated with SSQ.   

Hypopharyngeal intra-bolus pressure and 

associated SSQ scores reduced post PEJ dilatation.  



 

 

22. Ferris and 

colleagues, 

2015 

(581) 

 

To correlate pre-swallow 

pharyngeal bolus presence on 

VFSS with P-HRM measures 

in a heterogenous dysphagia 

cohort (n=40) compared with 

control group (n=8)  

MMS solid-state 25 channel 

catheter, unidirectional 

pressure sensors, 12 

impedance segments 

TA 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

5 and 10ml liquids 

Simultaneous P-

HRM/VFSS 

Patients with pre-swallow bolus presence to the 

pyriform sinus had significantly increased 

pharyngeal and UOS impedance measures 

correlating with reduced pharyngeal distension 

pressure and UOS opening, respectively compared 

with those patients without pre-swallow bolus 

presence to the pyriform sinus.  

Bolus Presence Time (BPT) was increased in the 

dysphagia group compared with healthy controls.  

There was reduced time from bolus distension 

within the hypopharynx to pharyngeal contraction, 

(represented by short Distension-Contraction 

Latency (DCL)) compared with healthy controls. 

Pre-swallow bolus transit to the pyriform sinus on 

VFSS was associated with increased Swallow Risk 

Index (SRI). 

23. 

Szczesniak 

and 

colleagues, 

2015 

Investigated the reliability and 

validity of AIMplot analysis in 

Head and Neck Cancer (HNC) 

patients (n=16) following 

radiotherapy with controls 

MMS solid-state 25 channel 

catheter, unidirectional 

sensors, 12 impedance 

segments 

TA 

SRI via P-HRM was elevated in patients who had 

observed aspiration on VFSS.  

The post-swallow residue integrated ratio was 

moderately consistent with observed residue on 

VFSS.  



 

 

(572)  

Specifically, to determine the 

association of airway invasion 

on VFSS with the SRI via P-

HRM; and observed 

pharyngeal residue with a 

measure of post swallow 

residue using P-HRM. 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

5ml thin liquids 

Simultaneous P-

HRM/VFSS 

Post-swallow residue calculation is based on the 

ratio of the nadir impedance/impedance and 

integrated within a defined 0.25 seconds after the 

pharyngeal peak pressure. A post-swallow residue 

cut-off value of 300 is indicative of abnormal 

residue. 

 

24. Lee and 

colleagues, 

2014 

(563) 

 

To determine whether 

abnormal impedance 

measures would correlate with 

observed pharyngeal residue 

on VFSS in a largely stroke 

dysphagia group (n=10) and 

compared with healthy 

participants (n=26). 

In addition, to determine 

pharyngeal pressure patterns 

in the dysphagia cohort.  

Sandhill Scientific solid-

state catheter, 25 

circumferential and 7 

unidirectional pressure 

sensors, 4 impedance 

segments 

TA 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

5ml saline, 10 repeats 

Unspecified VFSS and P-

HRM interval 

Pharyngeal residue on VFSS and detection of a 

linear vs “stasis” impedance pattern through the 

pharyngo-oesophageal segment correlated 100%.  

Pharyngeal contraction duration was significantly 

reduced compared with controls. 

Pharyngeal residue observed on VFSS was further 

distinguished through P-HRM pressure and timing 

measures in 2 patients. 



 

 

25. Omari and 

colleagues, 

2014 

(154) 

 

To assess UOS relaxation and 

opening mechanisms across 

VFSS and P-HRM analysis in 

a motor neuron disease group 

(n=11). 

Two MMS solid-state 

catheters: 25 unidirectional 

pressure sensors, 12 

impedance segments and 

32 unidirectional pressure 

sensors, 16 impedance 

segments 

TA 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

5ml/10ml saline, 5 repeats 

Unspecified VFSS and P-

HRM interval 

Changes observed in motor neuron disease in UOS 

presented with an overall lower pressures: lower 

pre-relaxation pressures and post relaxation 

pressures. 

Maximum UOS Admittance (UOS luminal diameter) 

during was significantly reduced in MND patients 

compared with controls. Increased UOS duration in 

MND group compared with controls.  

UOS Admittance of 5-15 mS defined UOS 

occlusion. Increasing UOS admittance is defined as 

>10mS/s, which correlated with reduction of 

impedance. Decreasing UOS admittance is defined 

as < -1.5mS/s, which correlates with increasing 

impedance.   

26. Geng and 

collagues,  

2013 

(586) 

 

Utilised artificial neural 

network analysis of P-HRM 

measures to distinguish 

dysphagia compared (n=61) 

with healthy participants 

(n=16) using two methods of 

pressure and timing analysis; 

2-dimensional primarily based 

on single sensor recordings 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

TA 

Pressure measures 

1cc-20cc of thin-pudding. 

Both 2-D and 3-D pressure and timing data analysis 

overall produced accurate measures to correctly 

identify disordered vs healthy swallows.  

3-D P-HRM analysis allowed for more accurate 

measures of the UOS and the hypopharynx.  

2-D and 3-D demonstrated comparable accuracy for 

velopharyngeal measures.  



 

 

compared with 3 dimensional 

recordings using the pressure 

sensors within the region 

Unspecified VFSS or 

FEES/P-HRM interval  

27. Hoffman 

and 

colleagues, 

2013 

(580) 

 

Utilised artificial neural 

network analyses to correlate 

P-HRM measures with 

MBSImp measures in 

heterogenous dysphagia 

group (n=30) 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

TA 

Pressure measures 

5 and 10ml, self selected 

sip of thin, mildly, 

moderately thick liquids  

Simultaneous P-

HRM/VFSS 

Deviations in P-HRM measures correlated with MBS 

measures. 

Patients with low PhCI had worse MBSImp 

pharyngeal total (PT) score, indicative of worse 

swallowing impairment; and worse airway invasion 

scores. 

 

28. Hoffman 

and 

colleagues, 

2013 

(30) 

Utilised artificial neural 

network analyses to correlate 

pressure and impedance 

measure with aspiration 

observations on VFSS in a 

heterogenous dysphagia 

group (n=25)  

MMS solid-state catheter, 

25 unidirectional pressure 

sensors with 12 impedance 

segments 

TA 

Pressure measures produced greater accuracy 

when distinguishing safe, penetration or aspiration 

swallows than impedance measures.  

Combined pressure and impedance measures 

produced the greatest accuracy.  

Maximum velopharyngeal pressure, velopharyngeal 

pressure integral and UOS rise time provided the 



 

 

Pressure and impedance 

measures  

5 and 10ml liquid, semisolid 

and solid 

Simultaneous P-

HRM/VFSS 

highest accuracies distinguishing unsafe 

(penetration or aspiration) from safe swallows. 

29. Lan and 

colleagues,  

2013 

(633) 

 

Using P-HRM measures with 

patient reported outcomes 

compared standard therapy 

(n=15) with modified balloon 

dilatation and standard 

therapy (n=15) in patients with 

brainstem stroke  

Sierra Scientific solid-state 

catheter, 36 circumferential 

pressure sensors 

TA 

Pressure measures 

3ml water, thick liquid and 

paste, 3 repeats 

Unspecified VFSS/P-HRM 

interval, Functional Oral 

Intake Scale (FOIS) 

Modified dilatation with standard therapy 

demonstrated increased pharyngeal contractility and 

UOS relaxation and near normal UOS resting 

pressure with feeding tube removal in 12/15 

patients.  

In the standard therapy group pharyngeal 

contractility increased for water and thick liquid, but 

not for paste with nil improvement in UOS 

relaxation. 2/15 patients had feeding tube removal. 

30. Lee and 

colleagues, 

2012 

Case study of a patient with 

Huntington’s disease who 

reported symptoms consistent 

Sandhill Scientific solid-

state catheter, 32 pressure 

Irregular contraction of the velopharynx, 

simultaneous contraction between the velopharynx 



 

 

(558) 

 

with oropharyngeal and 

oesophageal dysphagia 

 

sensors and 4 impedance 

segments 

5ml saline/viscous, 10 

repeats 

Unspecified P-HRM/VFSS 

interval 

and mesopharynx and impaired bolus transit 

through the pharyngooesophageal segment.  

31. Lee and 

Lee, 2012 

(606) 

Case study of a 61 YO 

complaining of dysphagia 

symptoms. 

 

 

ManoScan solid-state 

catheter 

Pressure and impedance 

measures 

5ml water, 100ml multiple 

rapid swallow 

Unspecified P-HRM/VFSS 

interval 

Shorter UOS relaxation and elevated intra-bolus 

pressure, which worsened with 100ml multiple rapid 

swallow test. Increased intra-bolus pressure was 

correlated across the observed cervical osteophyte 

on VFSS.  

VFSS demonstrated reduced UOS opening and 

pharyngeal residue.  

32.Omari and 

colleagues, 

2012 

(583) 

P-HRM measures 

investigating the impact of 

bolus volume and viscosity in 

heterogenous dysphagia 

group (n=40) 

MMS solid-state catheter, 

25 unidirectional pressure 

sensors, 12 impedance 

segments 

TA 

Pharyngeal peak pressure increased with increased 

volume.  

UOS intra-bolus pressure and UOS resistance 

increased with increased viscosity.  



 

 

 

 

Pressure and impedance 

measures  

5,10ml liquid, semisolid/ 

solid 

Simultaneous P-HRM/ 

VFSS 

Liquids, regardless of 5 or 10ml volume, oppose to 

semisolids was associated with increased Swallow 

Risk Index (SRI), a global measure of swallow 

function. 

The SRI, P-HRM measures demonstrated high 

agreement with observed airway invasion on VFSS. 

33.Omari and 

colleagues, 

2011 

(567) 

Determine pressure and 

impedance measures of 

dysphagia group with 

suspected aspiration (n=20) 

compared to controls. 

MMS solid-state catheter, 

25 unidirectional pressure 

sensors , 12 impedance 

segments 

TA 

Pressure and impedance 

measures  

5 and/or 10ml liquid, 

semisolid and solid 

Simultaneous P-

HRM/VFSS 

Dysphagia patients with observed aspiration on 

VFSS, had reduced pharyngeal peak pressures, 

shorter time from bolus distension to pharyngeal 

contraction and increased bolus presence time. 

Dysphagia patients with pharyngeal residue on 

VFSS presented with increased bolus presence 

time.  

Swallow Risk Index with a cut-off value of 15 or 

more is highly consistent with observed aspiration 

on VFSS.  

Abbreviation: TA = topical anaesthesia



 

 

APPENDIX 2: P-HRM-I CORE METRICS 

 

APPENDIX FIGURE 1: VFSS AND CORRESPONDING P-HRM OF A 10 ML THIN LIQUID SWALLOW IN A HEALTHY 
CONTROL. A: Lateral VFSS image shows the 8Fr catheter in the trans-nasal position spanning the velum to the 
UES, at rest. B: P-HRM pharyngeal pressure-topography plot of a complete swallow. Boxes represent regions 
for the velopharyngeal (VCI), mesopharyngeal (MCI) and hypopharyngeal (HPCI) contractile integrals. The 
corresponding regions are seen on the adjacent VFSS image (the pharyngeal contractile integral (PhCI) is the 
mean of the VCI, MCI and HPCI). C: Hypopharyngeal derived metric, Intra-Bolus Pressure (IBP), is represented 
as the peak of admittance of bolus movement (in pink). D: UES derived metrics, relaxation time (UES RT), 
opening extent (UES Maximum Admittance) and pressure (UES IRP) are shown in relation to UES pressure (in 
black) and bolus movement (in pink). E: UES Relaxation Time (UES RT) is the duration from UES relaxation to 
UES contraction, represented by the yellow vertical lines on hypopharyngeal and UES admittance/pressure 
graphs and by the yellow dots on the pressure topography plot. Figure (800)   

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX 3: PUBLISHED PAPERS 

  



 

 

APPENDIX 4: DISCUSSION FROM POST-HNC TREATMENT 
COHORT (CHAPTER 8) 

VFSS Outcomes of Aspiration and Residue 

High rates of airway penetration and aspiration were observed in participants following HNC 

treatment. Utilising VFSS-derived measures, PAS scores demonstrated the depth of airway 

invasion and response (455). A PAS ≥5 is indicative of either silent penetration to the vocal folds 

without a cough response (PAS =5) or aspiration (PAS ≥6), with higher PAS scores associated 

with decreasing response. In the post HNC treatment cohort, 72% (10/14) presented with a PAS 

≥5, with 57% presenting with a PAS ≥6. Unsurprisingly, these increased PAS values were 

significantly associated with increased DIGEST Safety Grades (PAS modified by frequency and 

amount) and DIGEST Summary Grades, which indicates a greater severity of dysphagia. Reduced 

response to penetration or aspiration can indicate sensory dysfunction (explained in Section 1.1.3) 

where silent penetration (PAS =5) suggests impairment of the internal branch of the superior 

laryngeal nerve sensory receptors at the true vocal folds, whereas aspiration (PAS ≥6) with 

impaired response suggests dysfunction of the recurrent laryngeal nerve receptors below the true 

vocal folds (148). Recently, it was reported that laryngopharyngeal sensory neuropathy, defined as 

an absent response to palpation of the aryepiglottic folds or traversing the vocal folds without 

eliciting a cough reflex, has a high prevalence in post-HNC treatment participants requiring 

alternative nutritional support via enteral feeding (801). In the post-HNC treatment cohort a high 

incidence of silent penetration to the vocal folds or aspiration was observed suggesting an 

impairment of the laryngeal sensory receptors (148), which may correspond with observed 

laryngopharyngeal sensory neuropathy, which has been reported in post-HNC treatment (801). 

The high rates of airway penetration and aspiration found in this study are consistent with previous 

publications (385, 802), but higher than some studies who reported lower aspiration rates between 

24-31% at 12 months post treatment in larger cohorts (n >60) (381, 803). This difference may be 

reflective of a recruitment bias in this retrospective analysis, as data was obtained from patient 

referred for VFSS on clinical grounds suspecting aspiration. Nevertheless, aspiration has 

significant clinical and quality of life implications as penetration/aspiration of saliva, liquids or foods 

below the vocal folds into the lungs can lead to aspiration pneumonia (235). Aspiration pneumonia 

is reported to occur in up to 20% of patients following oncologic treatment of HNC (252, 382, 804), 

and accounts for 19% of non-cancer related deaths in this cohort (379). Interestingly, although a 

recently published systematic review demonstrated that aspiration identified on VFSS was 

associated with increased risk of the development of pneumonia with univariate analysis, it was not 

an independent factor on multivariate analysis (805).  

 



 

 

Vallecula residue was observed in 85% (11/13) of the post-HNC treatment cohort, and pyriform 

sinus residue in 54% (7/13). In a recently published systematic review, the pharyngeal residue 

parameter was shown to increase in frequency over time: 47% at < 6 months post-HNC treatment 

to 74% at > 6 months post-treatment (366). In our study, a significant correlation between 

valleculae and pyriform sinus residue with residue (DIGEST Efficiency Grade) on VFSS was 

demonstrated. However, only pyriform sinus residue was significantly associated with DIGEST 

Safety and Summary Grades. The findings of a significant relationship of pyriform sinus residue 

with aspiration are consistent with previous publications evaluating dysphagia in HNC patients, and 

following radiotherapy treatment (806, 807). It is unknown whether this has a causal relationship; 

one proposed explanation is the close proximity of the pyriform sinus to the laryngeal vestibule 

resulting in overflow from the pyriform sinus into the airway (806). In dysphagic patients (using 

VFSS), aspiration associated with pharyngeal residue has been reported to have an increased risk 

with thin liquid swallows during subsequent clearing swallows (734, 783, 808). These findings differ 

to those from Pisegna and colleagues (2020) who found a weak relationship between residue and 

timing of penetration and aspiration events in a post-HNC treatment cohort. However, this may be 

attributed to the use of a non-validated measure of residue (472). Nevertheless, pharyngeal 

residue itself has demonstrated clinical importance, with significant associations with poorer patient 

perceived quality of life (809) and utility in swallow screening assessments (405). 

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX 5: SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSIS OF THE P-HRM-I 
CORE METRICS FOR THE PRE- AND POST-TONGUE BASE 

AUGMENTATION PROCEDURE 

 

The median values of the P-HRM-I metrics pre- and post-procedure are presented in Table 2 for 5 

mL and 10 mL volume of thin liquids.  

APPENDIX TABLE 2: P-HRM-I CORE METRICS PRE- AND POST-TONGUE BASE AUGMENTATION PROCEDURE 
WITH 5- AND 10-ML VOLUMES OF THIN LIQUIDS  

P-HRM-I Core Metrics 
(Median, IQR) 

Metric Volume 
(mL) 

IDDSI 
Level 

Pre-Surgery Post-Surgery 
 

p value 

Pharyngeal Contractile 
Integral 

PhCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

5 0 63 [35, 192] 70 [ 27, 182] p = 0.75 
10 0 53 [28, 250] 55 [25, 151] p = 0.23 

Velopharyngeal 
Contractile Integral 

VCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

5 0 17 [17, 83] 21 [-0.6, 52] p = 0.12 
10 0 12 [3, 108] 2 [-2, 38] p = 0.35 

Mesopharyngeal 
Contractile Integral 

MCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

5 0 16 [1, 45] 12 [2, 49] p = 0.75 
10 0 19 [2, 62] 16 [0, 49] p = 0.08 

Hypopharyngeal 
Contractile Integral 

HPCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

5 0 28 [19, 78] 40 [21, 76] p = 0.60 
10 0 29 [20, 80] 34 [18, 76] p = 0.89 

Hypopharyngeal 
Intra-Bolus Pressure 

IBP 
mmHg 

5 0 6 [0.2, 16] 7 [3, 9] p = 0.75 
10 0 6 [-2, 15] 3 [1,11] p = 0.89 

UES Integrated 
Relaxation Pressure 

UES IRP 
mmHg 

5 0 6 [-2, 16] 3 [-3, 14] p = 0.17 
10 0 3 [-2, 4] 2 [-3, 7] p = 0.50 

UES Maximum 
Admittance 
UES Max Ad 

mS 

5 0 4 [ 2, 4] 4 [3, 4] p = 0.92 
10 0 4 [3, 4] 4 [3, 5] p = 0.35 

UES relaxation time 
UES relax time 

s 

5 0 0.6 [0.5, 0.7] 0.5 [0.3, 0.6] p = 0.17 
10 0 0.6 [0.5, 0.7] 0.7 [0.5, 0.7] p = 1.0 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Additional P-HRM-I Metrics  

(Median, IQR) 
Swallow Risk Index 

SRI 
5 0 29 [15, 61] 12 [6, 28] p = 0.008 

10 0 17 [13, 193] 52 [7, 130] p = 0.893 
Peak Pharyngeal 

Pressure 
mmHg 

5 0 39 [25,76] 50 [33, 88] p =0.166  
10 0 39 [ 25, 120] 35 [20, 93] p = 0.138 

Bolus Presence 
Time 
BPT 

s 

5 0 5 [2, 7] 2 [1,2] p = 0.075 
10 0 5 [3, 7] 2 [1, 4] p = 0.080 

DCL 
s 

5 0 0.23 [0.16, 0.28] 0.27 [0.2, 0.33] p = 0.093 
10 0 0.23 [0.21, 0.34] 0.26 [0.22, 0.41] p = 0.197 

UESBP 
mmHg 

5 0 84 [48,108] 81 [ 28, 128] p = 0.917 
10 0 86 [57, 103] 102 [51, 169] p = 0.225 

UESCI 
mmHg.cm.s 

5 0 637 [256, 734] 381 [268, 656] p = 0.345 
10 0 530 [ 315, 655] 593 [294, 657] p = 0.686 

Proximal 
Esophageal 

Contractile Integral 
ProxEsCI 

mmHg.cm.s 

5 0 285 [199, 532] 248 [186,267] p = 0.116 
10 0 274 [166, 426] 266 [172, 310] p = 0.893 

 
 
APPENDIX TABLE 3: SUPPLEMENTARY P-HRM-I CORE METRICS PRE- AND POST-TONGUE BASE 
AUGMENTATION PROCEDURE WITH 5- AND 10-ML VOLUMES OF THIN LIQUIDS  

 

 

 

 

 

Case Time Pharyngeal Contractile Pressures UOS Relaxation 
Duration 

Velo-
pharyngeal 
Contractile 
Integral 

mmHg.s.cm 

Hypo-
pharyngeal 
Contractile 

Integral 
mmHg.s.cm 

UES Relaxation Time 
s 

5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 10 mL 5 mL 10 mL 
1 Pre 24 21 43 47 0.7 0.8 

Post-HA 22 2  54  56  0.5  0.6  
2 Pre 85 194 182 112 0.5 0.6 

Post-HA 50  50  142  96  0.2  0.3  
3 Pre 83 50 24 21 0.5 0.7 

Post-HA 60  65  53  45  0.3  0.4  
4 Pre 10 7 32 29 0.6 0.5 

Post-HA 0  0  27  34  0.6 0.8  
5 Pre 10 12 13 22 0.7 0.6 

Post-HA 21 23 19  17 0.7 0.7  
6 Pre 0 0 21 19 0.5 0.7 

Post-HA 0 0 23  19 0.5 0.7 


